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Jerry W. Shan1

Paisan Atsavapranee

Peter A. Chang

Wesley M. Wilson

Stephan Verosto

Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Carderock Division,

West Bethesda, MD 20817

Characteristics of Fuel Droplets
Discharged From a Compensated
Fuel/Ballast Tank
Fuel droplets, formed by the interaction of fuel plumes with a water/fuel interface, can be
discharged during the refueling of water-filled compensated fuel/ballast tanks. Motivated
by increasingly stringent environmental regulations, a study was initiated to understand
the physical mechanisms involved in the formation and transport of fuel droplets by
complex immiscible flows inside a model tank. In particular, optical measurements were
made of the size distribution of fuel droplets in water discharged from a three-bay model
of a compensated fuel/ballast tank. The volumetric fuel concentration of discharge from
the tank was inferred from measurements of droplet size and number. Flow visualizations
inside the model were coupled to optical measurements of fuel droplets at the tank outlet
to show that the presence of fuel in the discharged water was correlated to the formation
of fuel plumes within the water-filled tank. The size distribution of fuel droplets at the
tank exit is found to differ from the size distribution reported for the generation zone
(near the fuel plumes) inside the tank. Thus, the advection of fuel droplets from the
generation zone to the tank outlet is shown to affect the characteristics of discharged fuel
droplets. The transport process specifically prevents large-diameter droplets from reach-
ing the tank exit. Buoyancy tends to cause larger fuel droplets generated within the tank
to rise and separate out of the flow before they can be discharged. The buoyancy time,
�b�D�, relative to the characteristic advection time, �a, of fuel droplets is a key parameter
in predicting the fate of fuel droplets. The influence of buoyancy on the size distribution
of discharged droplets was found to be modeled reasonably well by a Butterworth filter
that depends on the ratio of timescales �a /�b�D�. This model, which relates the size
distribution of discharged droplets to generated droplets, is found to produce the correct
qualitative behavior that larger fuel droplets are discharged when the fuel plumes move
closer to the tank exit, i.e., for decreasing advection time �a. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2234780�

1 Introduction

The generation of droplets by the motion of two immiscible
fluids occurs in situations as diverse as the liquid emulsions used
for dispersed-phase reactions in chemical engineering operations
�1�, and the oil-in-water emulsions of common salad dressings. An
oil-in-water dispersion of interest for environmental reasons is the
diesel fuel discharged in droplet form during the refueling of com-
pensated fuel tanks on naval vessels. Compensated fuel/ballast
systems are used by the U.S. Navy in the DD-963, CG 47, DDG
51, LHA 1 classes, and more recently in the LHD 7, to maintain
uniform trim and draft. In such ships, when oil is consumed from
the fuel tank, it is replaced by water to compensate for the change
in ballast. During refueling of a water-filled tank, the inflowing
diesel fuel can be entrained into the water in the form of fuel
droplets, potentially causing the concentration of fuel oil in the
discharged water to exceed environmental regulations. For this
reason, there has been considerable recent interest in the Navy in
studying and modeling the flows which generate and transport
immiscible droplets.

Several basic flow phenomena have been identified and studied
for their contribution to the fuel droplets in the discharged water.
Friedman and Katz �2� investigated a vertical water jet impinging
on a fuel/water interface. Their work was motivated by the verti-
cal jet of water which can impinge on a residual fuel layer at the

top of the tank at the onset of refueling of a compensated fuel/
ballast tank. Different flow regimes were identified as a function
of interface Richardson number

Rii � Dp
�� − �f�g

�Up
2 �1�

based on the pipe diameter, Dp; jet exit velocity, Up; water density,
�; fuel density, �f; and the gravitational acceleration, g. As the
Richardson number decreased, increasing numbers of fuel and
water droplets were formed as the jet deformed and ultimately
penetrated the fuel/water interface. Fuel-droplet size distributions
exhibited a polydisperse log-normal size distribution �3�. Wu and
Katz �4� also investigated the entrainment of fuel droplets due to
shear at a statically stable fuel/water interface. Their experiments
showed that roll up of the immiscible shear layer led to mixing
and droplet formation above a threshold shear rate �Weber num-
ber� at low Ri.

A third mechanism for fuel-droplet production is the fuel plume
that forms inside the tank. As fuel spills through the manhole
connecting each bay of the tank, a positively buoyant jet of fuel is
formed inside the seawater-filled tank, as seen in Fig. 1. Impinge-
ment of the fuel plume on the fuel/water interface produces nu-
merous droplets. This plume was identified and studied in earlier
experiments by Chang et al. �5,6�. Their measurements in a half-
scale, two-bay model of a portion of the fuel/ballast tank showed
that the size distribution for the fuel droplets was log-normal in
the generation zone close to the buoyant plume.

This paper describes experiments conducted on a three-bay
model of a portion of the compensated fuel/ballast tank. The ex-
periments sought to characterize the fuel droplets in the dis-
charged seawater from the tank, and to identify their primary

1Present address: Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
Rutgers—The State University of New Jersey, Piscataway, NJ 08854.
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source. Optical measurements are made of the number and size of
fuel droplets advected by water to the outlet of the tank during
refueling. The fuel concentration of the overboard discharge is
computed from the droplets. Simultaneous flow visualization in-
side the fuel tank allowed the fuel discharge to be correlated to the
presence of specific flow events. The size distributions of fuel
droplets at the outlet and in the production zone are compared,
and the influence of the advective transport process on the droplet
characteristics is assessed. A model is proposed which relates the
size distribution of the discharged droplets to the production dis-
tribution of the droplets.

2 Experimental Facility and Instrumentation
A three-bay model of a portion of a compensated fuel/ballast

tank was constructed for the experiment. The tank consisted of
three divided bays, connected by manholes cut into the dividing
plates �Fig. 2�. The tank was constructed of clear acrylic and had
overall interior dimensions of 2.30 m�0.559 m�0.281 m. Two-
in. �5.08 cm� diameter inlet and outlet pipes carried the fuel and
discharge water. For the purposes of this paper, the inlet bay is
labeled Bay 1, and the exit bay is labeled Bay 3, as shown in Fig.
2. The tank was initially filled with fresh water for each test. Fuel
is pumped in through the inlet pipe in Bay 1, filling the top of that

bay until fuel spills over through the manhole into Bay 2. The top
of Bay 2 fills with fuel until fuel spills over into the Bay 3. The
experiment ends when the level of fuel in Bay 3 reaches the level
of the outlet pipe and bulk fuel discharge begins. The diesel fuel
has specific gravity of 0.84 and kinematic viscosity of 2.7
�10−6 m2/s, while the fresh water has a density of 1.0
�103 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosity of 1.0�10−6 m2/s.

The Reynolds number and the Richardson number �alterna-
tively, the Froude number� characterize the plume spilling from
the manhole. The ratio of potential energy to the kinetic energy of
the mean flow in the manhole is

Ri �
�� − �f�gH0

�Um
2 �

�� − �f�gH0

��Q̇/Am�2
�2�

based on the mean flow speed in the manhole, Um; the volume

flow rate, Q̇; the manhole area, Am; and the distance from the
manhole to the top of the tank, H0 �Fig. 2�. The fluid densities and
the distance H0 in the model tank are the same as in the full-scale
compensated fuel/ballast tank. Thus, in order to match Richardson

numbers, the mean flow rate Um= Q̇ /A must be matched between
model- and full-scale tanks. For these experiments, a full-scale

flow rate of Q̇=25 l / s was chosen as representative of in-port
refueling procedures �full-scale flow rates typically range from
8.2 l / s to over 63 l / s, depending on operating conditions�. The
model-scale flow rate was limited by the available pumps to

1/17th the flow rate of the full-scale tank, i.e., Q̇=1.48 l / s. Thus,
to ensure comparable Richardson numbers to the full-scale case,
the area, Am, of the model-scale manhole was chosen to be 1/16th
that of the full-scale manhole. The model-scale manhole, which
had dimensions of 14.6 cm�9.53 cm, matched the full-scale
manhole in all other aspects of the geometry. The model and full-
scale Richardson numbers are Ri�42, based Eq. �2�.

The Reynolds number based on the mean flow through the
manhole is

Re �
UmAm

1/2

�f
�

Q̇

Am

Am
1/2

�f
�3�

where Am
1/2 is a length scale based on the area of the manhole and

�f is the kinematic viscosity of fuel. The Reynolds number of the
mean flow in the experiment, Re�5�103, is one quarter of the
Reynolds number of the full-scale case. Alternatively, the jet Rey-
nolds number, Rej�uj�j /�f is approximately 6�103 for the con-
ditions of the experiment, based on the measured jet thickness,

�j�5 cm, and the inferred jet speed, uj� Q̇ /�jWm�0.3 m/s,
where Wm is the manhole width. Measurements indicate that the
Reynolds number of the experiment is sufficiently high that tur-
bulence transition can expected to occur within several jet thick-
nesses of the manhole �7�. This was verified in the flow visualiza-
tions shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Data on turbulent mixing in a shear
layers, jets, and other flows suggest that a mixing transition to
fully developed turbulence occurs for Re�104, or ReTaylor�100
�8�. However, for liquid-phase jets, the mixing transition is more
gradual than for gas-phase jets, and only a weak dependence on
Reynolds numbers is documented. For example, in axisymmetric,
turbulent jets, the scalar variance depends on Reynolds number in
power-law fashion with an exponent of −0.647 �8�. Because tran-
sition distance and measures of mixing such as scalar variance
depend weakly on Reynolds numbers for liquid-phase jets, greater
priority was placed on matching Richardson number than Rey-
nolds number. The present experiments are believed to be reason-
ably representative of the full-scale flow because the Froude �or
equivalently Richardson number� is exactly matched and the Rey-
nolds number of the experiment is the same order of magnitude as
that of the full-scale case.

For each experiment, a digital camera recorded backlit images
of the cross section of exit pipe, while a video camera simulta-

Fig. 1 Plume of fuel in water

Fig. 2 Experimental facility and optical arrangement. Imaging
arrangement shown is for low-resolution measurements; cam-
era is closer to tank for high-resolution measurements.
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neously recorded flow visualization inside the fuel tank. Optical

data were taken for eight runs at the same inflow rate, Q̇
=1.48 l / s. In half of the runs, the digital camera imaged the entire
cross section of the exit pipe for low-resolution images, while in
the other half of the runs, the camera imaged a much smaller
portion of the exit pipe for magnified, high-resolution images.
Data from both the low-resolution and high-resolution images
were processed and combined using a procedure described below.

2.1 Silhouette Photography and Droplet Identification.
Fuel droplets in the overboard discharge were imaged and char-
acterized with silhouette photography in a measurement plane in-
side the exit pipe �Fig. 2�. A digital camera �Kodak ES 4.0� using
a 200 mm focal-length macrolens �Nikon Micro-Nikkor� recorded
images of �2048�2048�-pixel resolution at 15 frames/s for the
entire duration, approximately 150 s, of each run. The low-
resolution images had a field of view of 50.8 mm�50.8 mm cov-
ering the entire cross section of the effluent pipe, yielding a pixel
resolution of 2.48�10−2 mm/pixel. The high-resolution images
had a field of view covering a square, 7.6 mm�7.6 mm portion
of the effluent pipe, resulting in a pixel resolution of 3.7
�10−3 mm/pixel. For each of four high-resolution tests, the field
of view was shifted so that the images covered a representative
sample of the entire effluent pipe. A strobe light �Genrad� illumi-
nated a diffuser plate to provide back illumination for fuel drop-
lets in the outlet pipe. The stroboscope was used so that its short
pulse duration, 1–2 �s, would eliminate smearing from the mo-
tion of the droplets. In order to provide a uniformly illuminated
background, the diffuser needed to be larger than the pipe diam-
eter at the measurement plane. This was the reason for the expan-
sion in exit-pipe diameter from 5.08 to 10.2 cm downstream of
the measurement plane �Fig. 2�.

An automated software program, written within the Matrox In-
spector environment, was used to identify, count, and size the fuel
droplets. A Sobel edge-detection filter was applied to the raw im-
age, followed by a threshold operation. The combination of edge-

detection filtering and thresholding discarded the out-of-focus
droplets outside of the measurement plane. After filtering and im-
age segmentation, automated droplet analysis was used to identify
and size the fuel droplets. A morphology filter was used to remove
objects having a compactness ratio, Rc�Lp

2 /4�A�2, or an elon-
gation ratio, Re� length/breadth�2, where Lp is the perimeter
and A is the area. Circular object have compactness and elonga-
tion values of unity. This morphology filtering was used to reject
impurities, such as tiny fibers, in the water while retaining nearly
spherical droplets. For the conditions of the experiment, the drop-
lets are expected to be nearly spherical �9,10�, as was also verified
from the images. Once identified, the fuel droplets are sized from
their silhouetted area

D � �4A

�
�1/2

�4�

where A is the measured silhouette area. A similar image analysis
procedure was used by Kulenovic et al. to characterize gas-phase
droplets in boiling liquid propane �11�.

An example of the droplet identification procedure is shown in
Fig. 5. A magnified portion of a typical backilluminated image of
the exit pipe is shown, and the Sobel-filtered image is also shown.
In-focus droplets are identified, while out-of-focus droplets out-
side of the measurement plane are discarded. A calibration proce-
dure, described in the follow section, was used to determine the
depth-of-field of the measurement plane. The minimum resolvable
diameter of the fuel droplets was determined by the contrast be-
tween fuel and water. Fuel droplets below 0.10 mm had too low
contrast to be reliably identified with the back illumination and
imaging arrangement. Also, the water and fuel were filtered but it
was not possible to completely remove small particles, which
could be confused with fuel droplets of very small diameter. For
these reasons, it was judged that the minimum diameter of fuel
droplets that could be reliably identified was 0.10 mm. The cross-
over between the high- and low-resolution images was set at a

Fig. 4 Flow visualization. Second fuel plume forms in Bay 3 at
t¶70 s.

Fig. 3 Flow visualization of refueling of compensated fuel/
ballast tank. First fuel plume forms in Bay 2 at t¶35 s.
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droplet diameter of 0.18 mm. With these criteria and the analysis
procedure described above, a total of 4.7�104 droplets were iden-
tified and measured from the low-resolution images of four sepa-
rate runs. A total of 380 droplets were measured in the high-
resolution images from four distinct runs.

The volumetric fuel concentration was computed from the mea-
sured number and size of fuel droplets in the discharge pipe as

C�t� �
Vf

Vt
=

4�/3	D,LR
�D/2�3N�D,t�

�hAi�LR

+
4�/3	D,HR

�D/2�3N�D,t�

�hAi�HR
�5�

where subscripts LR and HR refer to the low-resolution and high-
resolution images, respectively. Vf is the total volume occupied by
fuel droplets, Vt is the total volume of the measurement plane, h is
the image’s depth-of-field, A is the area covered by the image, and
N�D , t� is the measured number of droplets of diameter D.

2.2 Depth-of-Field Calibration and Error Analysis. In or-
der to determine the measurement volume with accuracy, a depth-
of-field calibration was conducted to measure the thickness of the
measurement plane. The calibration was conducted with a tank
and imaging apparatus, shown in Fig. 6, that replicated the optics

and field of view of the three-bay tank. The top and bottom of the
tank are of the same material and thickness as the top of the light
box and the bottom of the three-bay tank, respectively. The height
of the calibration tank and the optical pathlength from the camera
to the measurement plane was also identical to the distances in the
three-bay tank. A thin glass plate was mounted on a vertical arm
and stage �Newport�, which allowed precise vertical travel. With
the glass plate at the image plane of the camera, oil droplets were
injected underneath the plate to serve as calibration targets �Fig.
6�. The images, taken with the glass plate at different vertical
positions in increments of 0.25 mm, were processed with the same
automated droplet identification procedure described previously.
The depth of field was measured as the distance between the two
planes of critical focus, where out-of-focus droplets were no
longer identified by the image analysis procedure. For the low-
resolution images, the depth of field was measured to be
7.3±0.13 mm. The depth of field for the high-resolution images
was measured to be 1.0±0.13 mm.

The uncertainty in the droplet size measurement arises from the
perspective error across the thickness of the measurement volume,
the pixelation of the droplet, and optical distortion. The error
caused by the focal depth is the depth of field divided by the
working distance. For the low-resolution images, the depth of
field was 7.3 mm and the working distance was 0.81 m. There-
fore, the perspective error was 1% of the droplet diameter. The
perspective error of the high-resolution images is also 1%. The
uncertainty due to pixelation of the droplet is estimated at one
pixel. The error due to optical distortion is estimated to be 1%
�12�. The largest droplets measured by the low-resolution images
were 1.5 mm in diameter, while the largest droplets measured in
the high-resolution images were 0.18 mm in diameter. Assuming
the uncertainties are independent, the total uncertainty in droplet
diameter is estimated to be 0.03 mm for the low-resolution im-
ages, and 0.005 mm for the high-resolution images.

The uncertainty in volumetric concentration is

UC
2 = � �C

�Vf
�2

UVf

2 + � �C

�Vt
�2

UVt

2 = � 1

Vt
�2

UVf

2 + � Vf

Vt
2�2

UVt

2 �6�

where UVf
and UVt

are the uncertainties in the volume of fuel
droplets, and the total volume of the measurement plane, respec-
tively. The uncertainty in Vt is in turn

Fig. 5 Sample of droplet-identification process. Left: Magni-
fied view of typical image. Right: Identified droplets in Sobel-
filtered image.

Fig. 6 Depth-of-field calibration apparatus and sample image
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UVt

2 = � �Vt

�h
�2

Uh
2 = Ai

2Uh
2 �7�

where Ai is the cross-sectional area of the image, and Uh is the
uncertainty in the depth of field. The uncertainty in the total mea-
surement volume is

UVf

2 = � �Vf

�D
�2

UD
2 + � �Vf

�N
�2

UN
2 = �	 1

2
�ND2�2

UD
2

+ �	 1

6
�D3�2

UN
2 �8�

where UD is the uncertainty in the droplet diameter and UN is the
uncertainty in the droplet count for each bin of the size histogram.
Equations �6�–�8� hold for both low-resolution and high-
resolution images. The uncertainty in droplet diameter is 0.03 mm
and 0.005 mm for low-resolution and high-resolution images, re-
spectively, and the uncertainty in the depth of field is 0.13 mm.
Estimating that 95% of all droplets are identified and counted, the
total uncertainty in measured fuel concentration is 7.8�10−6, or
10% of the peak concentration.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Flow Visualization. The basic mechanisms of fuel-water
mixing, droplet formation, and droplet transport to the exit pipe
are seen from flow visualizations of the refueling tests. The flow
visualizations can be correlated with quantitative measurements of
droplet distribution and fuel concentration in the exit pipe. Figures
3 and 4 show a sequence of digital video images taken from the
side of the tank during a refueling experiment. The images span
the time from the beginning of refueling to the onset of bulk fuel
discharge. Ballast water initially filling the tank is clear, while the
diesel fuel that is pumped in appears dark. The experiment begins
with fuel being pumped through the inlet pipe into the top of Bay
1 �the rightmost bay in the image�. Fuel fills the top of Bay 1 and
displaces water into Bay 2. The fuel/water interface in Bay 1 is
statically stable, and does not generate any visible droplets. Water
displaced by the entering fuel flows right-to-left through the man-
holes in the partitions between the bays and is discharged from the
exit pipe at the bottom of Bay 3 �the left-most bay in the image�.

Fuel begins to be displaced from the Bay 1 into the Bay 2 at
t�35 s. As the fuel passes through the manhole dividing the two
bays, it rises under the effect of buoyancy, creating a fuel plume.
The plume is turbulent and interacts with the fuel/water interface
to produce numerous droplets and a fuel/water emulsion layer in
the second bay. The plume in Bay 2 ends at t�70 s as the fuel
levels in Bay 1 and Bay 2 equalize. At the same time, a new
plume forms in Bay 3 as fuel spills though the manhole from Bay
2. This second, and final, plume ends at t�105 s. The test ends
with bulk fuel discharge, when the fuel in the third bay is drawn
directly into the outlet pipe. This occurs at t=137 s, when vortices
form at the exit pipe and draw fuel directly into the effluent.

The time-varying fuel concentration, incorporating data from
four low-resolution and four high-resolution refueling tests, is
shown in Fig. 7. The concentration in the exit pipe is nearly zero
for the first 35 s, as only water is displaced by the entering fuel.
At t�35 s, when the first plume forms, a brief jump in fuel con-
centration is seen. The likely cause for this is that the plume
forming in Bay 2 causes a pressure disturbance which dislodges
residual fuel droplets coating the inside surfaces of the tank. No-
tice that a similar brief spike occurs near t�0, when the flow is
initiated. Apart from the two brief disturbances, the fuel concen-
tration in the discharged water is nearly zero until t�60 s. Around
then, droplets formed by the plume in Bay 1 begin to reach the
exit pipe in Bay 3. At t�70, a second plume forms in Bay 2, at
nearly the same time that fuel droplets generated by the first
plume begin to arrive at the exit pipe. The second plume, which is
much closer to the exit pipe in the third bay, ultimately contributes

more to the overall discharged fuel concentration than the first
plume. However, in the time interval 80 s	 t	90 s, the dis-
charged fuel concentration temporarily decreases because the ma-
jority of droplets from the first plume have already been dis-
charged �peak around t=75 s� and the droplets from the second
plume have not yet reached the exit pipe, which is located at the
bottom of the other end of Bay 3.

The second plume contributes to the overall discharged fuel
concentration beginning around t=90 s, reaching a peak around
t�105 s. The fuel concentration in the effluent decays exponen-
tially after the plumes end and production of new droplets has
presumably stopped. For the decay rate, an exponential of the
form C�t�
e−0.03 s−1�t−t0�, is shown in Fig. 7, with t0=105 s. The

decay rate is consistent with the rate Q̇ /V predicted for dilution of
a tank, where the remaining water volume in Bay 3 at t= t0 is used
for V. More specifically, from the flow visualizations, the remain-
ing water volume in Bay 3 at t0=105 s is approximately half of
the total volume of the bay, or 1 /2�28 cm�56 cm�76 cm

=6.0�104 cm3. Thus, the predicted dilution rate, using Q̇

=1.48 l / s=1480 cm3/s and V=6.0�104 cm3, is Q̇ /V=0.025 s−1,
which compares well with the fitted value of 0.03 s−1 shown in
Fig. 7.

The correlation between the measured fuel concentration at the
exit and the presence the fuel plumes in the tank suggests that the
greatest contribution to the discharged fuel concentration comes
from the plumes rather than the horizontal, stably fuel layer that is
also present in the tank. The fuel concentration of the effluent
water rises, with some time lag, as the plumes form, and drops
sharply when the plumes diminish in strength. The proximity of
the buoyant jet to the outlet pipe also influences the fuel concen-
tration in the discharged water. Higher fuel concentrations are
seen in the effluent when the buoyant jet occurs the same bay as
the exit pipe. In other words, although the plumes in Bay 2 and
Bay 3 are comparable in strength and thus are expected to have
the same production of droplets, they have different contributions
to the discharged fuel concentration. This suggests that the advec-
tion of droplets is important to the fuel concentration of the efflu-
ent water discharged during refueling. The size distribution of the
discharged fuel droplets also depends on the transport process, as
will be seen in the next section.

3.2 Distribution of Droplets. The size of each fuel droplet
discharged through the effluent pipe during refueling is measured
from the image data, as described in Sec. 2. Figure 8 shows the

Fig. 7 Volumetric fuel concentration in discharge from experi-
mental tank during refueling. Exponential decay C„t…
Êe−0.03 s−1

„t−105 s… shown in dashed line for comparison.
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measured probability distribution, f�D�, of droplet diameter, D.
The size distribution of fuel droplets is computed by averaging the
size histograms for eight separate refueling tests, and normalizing
the averaged histogram so that the definite integral is the probabil-
ity that the droplet diameter lies between the limits of integration

Pr
D1 	 D � D2� =�
D1

D2

f�D�dD = F�D2� − F�D1� �9�

The cumulative distribution, F�Di�, in the above expression thus
represents the probability that D	Di. As seen in Fig. 8, the prob-
ability distribution of size is strongly biased toward small drop-
lets. Droplets of diameter D=0.2 mm are two orders of magnitude
more likely to be found in the effluent water than droplets of
diameter D=1 mm. The distribution increases up to the finest re-
solved scale �0.1 mm� of this experiment. An explanation for this
observation will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.

The bias towards small fuel droplet diameter reaching the exit
pipe is also apparent in the cumulative distribution shown in Fig.
9. The cumulative distribution, F�D�, defined as

F�D� =�
0

D

f�D�dD �10�

represents the proportion of droplets with diameter less than D.
The vast majority of the fuel droplets are small; 90% of the drop-
lets in the discharged water are less than 0.58 mm in diameter, and
99% are less than 1 mm in diameter.

The monotonically decreasing size distribution in the effluent
pipe contrasts with previously measured production distributions
close to the droplet generation zone. In two similar experiments

by Friedman et al. �3� and Chang et al. �5�, log-normal size dis-
tributions were reported for fuel droplets generated by impinge-
ment on an immiscible fuel/water interface. In particular, the ex-
periments of Chang et al. �5� match the Richardson number and
Reynolds number of the present experiment. Using a similar sil-
houette photography technique, Chang et al. �5� made measure-
ments of the production size distribution close to the fuel plumes
in a half-scale, two-bay model of a portion of a compensated
fuel/ballast tank. They reported a log-normal distribution of drop-
let sizes in the generation zone, i.e.

fgen�D� =
1

D��2��1/2 exp − 1

2�2 �ln�D� − ln����2� �11�

where � and � are the mean droplet diameter and standard devia-
tion, respectively. Chang et al. �5� found the production distribu-
tion to be well characterized by a log-normal distribution with
�=0.8 mm and �=0.5 mm �Fig. 8� for the same Reynolds num-
bers and Froude numbers as those of the current experiment. As
seen in Fig. 8, the size distribution of fuel droplets discharged
from the three-bay model in this study is significantly different
from the reported size distribution near the generation zone, al-
though the production distribution is presumably the same. This
difference in size distribution again suggests that the advective
transport process plays an important role in determining the char-
acteristics of the droplets that are carried to the exit pipe. A model
for the transport of buoyant droplets which seeks to explain this
difference will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.

Although the small droplets occur with the greatest probability,
their contribution to the overall fuel concentration in the effluent
water is relatively small. Figure 10 shows the relative importance
of droplets of differing sizes to the total volume of fuel dis-
charged. The most important fuel droplets in terms of the overall
fuel concentration in the effluent water are between 0.3 and 1 mm
in diameter. Droplets less than 0.3 mm in diameter, although they
occur in large numbers, make only a minimal contribution to the
fuel concentration.

As each bay of the tank is filled, and the buoyant flow events
move progressively closer to the exit pipe, the size distribution of
discharged droplets changes with the decreasing advection time. A
shorter advection time should enable larger droplets, which would
otherwise rise out of the flow and merge with the stable fuel layer
at the top tank, to reach the exit pipe. Thus, one would expect to
find progressively larger fuel droplets in the discharged effluent as
the filling process continues. Evidence for this may be seen in Fig.
11, which shows the size distribution of discharged fuel droplets
over two 35 s time intervals. During the first time interval, 35 s
� t�70 s, the droplets are generated by a plume in Bay 2 �the
middle bay�, while the droplets of the second time interval, 70 s
� t�105 s, are generated by a plume in Bay 3 �the final bay�. The
measured size distribution indeed shows a higher probability of
finding large droplets for the later time interval as compared to the

Fig. 8 Measured distribution of droplet sizes for fuel droplets
discharged from tank. Log-normal production distribution „for
droplets in generation zone… shown for comparison.

Fig. 9 Cumulative size distribution of fuel droplets discharged
from the fuel tank, compared to cumulative distribution for
droplets in generation zone

Fig. 10 Contribution of droplets of varying size to the fuel con-
centration of effluent water
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earlier interval. The mean droplet diameters for 35 s� t�70 s
and 70 s� t�105 s are 0.31 mm and 0.38 mm, respectively. One
can appreciate, at least qualitatively, that as the generation zone
moves closer to the tank exit, the advection time for droplets
generated by the jet decreases and there is a greater likelihood that
larger, more-buoyant fuel droplets will be discharged. The roles of
buoyancy and advective transport in determining the characteris-
tics of the discharged fuel droplets are discussed further in the
following section.

3.3 Influence of Transport on Discharged Droplets. The
difference in fuel-droplet size distribution between the exit pipe
and the generation zone �near the fuel plumes� suggests that the
advective-transport process plays an important role in determining
the characteristics of the fuel droplets that are eventually dis-
charged. Advection of immiscible droplets toward the outlet by
the mean flow competes with buoyancy which causes large fuel
droplets to rise and merge with the statically stable fuel layer. One
may define two characteristic times associated with the buoyant
droplets: ��, the momentum �viscous� relaxation time, and �b, the
buoyancy time required for a droplet to rise and merge with the
stable fuel layer �e.g., Ref. �13��. The relaxation and buoyant
times for droplets of various diameters can be compared to �a, the
time required for a droplet traveling at the mean-flow speed to
advect from the generation zone to the outlet. The ratios of �� and
�b to �a reflect the relative influence of drag and buoyancy on the
droplets that are ultimately discharged.

An estimate of the mean flow speeds inside the tank is made by
noting that fuel droplets reach the exit pipe two bay lengths away
from the first fuel plume in approximately 40 s �Fig. 7�. Based on
the advection time and distance, an empirical estimate can be
made of the flow speed. With this mean flow speed and the mea-
sured diameter of fuel droplets in the model fuel/ballast tank, the
Reynolds number Re�UD /� of the droplets is of order 1–10. For
a clean �uncontaminated by surfactants� and spherical droplet at
low Reynolds numbers, the drag would be

Fdrag,droplet = 4��U�D/2��� +
3

2
�f

� + �f
� �12�

where D is the diameter, U is the relative speed, �f is the viscosity
of the fluid in the droplet, and � is the viscosity of the fluid
outside �9,14�. If even slight impurities are present in the fluids,
however, surface-tension gradients in the skin of the droplets in-
hibit the flow in the droplet. The drag of the contaminated droplet
is higher than that of the clean droplet and approaches the drag of
a solid sphere �10,15�. White �16� suggests the following curve-fit
formula for laminar-flow drag about a solid sphere

Fdrag,sphere =
1

8
��U2D2� 24

Re
+

6

1 + Re1/2 + 0.4� �13�

which fits experimental data to within 10% for 0�Re�2�105.
Because the full-scale case of refueling the compensated fuel/
ballast tank in a Navy vessel is certainly contaminated by surfac-
tants, no special effort was made to avoid surfactant contamina-
tion in the experiment. Thus, Eq. �13� is used to estimate the drag
of fuel droplets in the model tank.

In the absence of gravity, the equation of motion for the droplet,
mdU /dt=Fdrag, may be written using m=4/3�f��D /2�3 as

dU

dt
=

U

��

�14�

where the momentum relaxation time, ��, is defined as

���D� �

4�

3
�f�D/2�3U

Fdrag
�15�

where �f is the density of the fuel inside the droplet and Eq. �13�
is used for the drag of the droplet. The momentum relaxation time
is the characteristic time required for the droplet to reach equilib-
rium, or “catch-up,” with the mean flow. The relaxation time for
1-mm-diameter fuel droplets is 0.016 s, and decreases rapidly �ap-
proximately as the square of diameter� for smaller droplets.

In comparison, the advection times are much larger. An esti-
mate of the advection time can be made by noting the lag time
between the formation of the fuel plume and the arrival of fuel
droplets at the exit pipe. For the first plume, the time interval from
the beginning of the fuel plume to the peak of the fuel concentra-
tion in the discharge is �a,far�40 s �Fig. 7�. For the second plume,
�a,near�30 s. In either case, the fuel droplets relax to the mean
flow velocity nearly instantaneously relative to the time it takes
them to be advected to the discharge pipe, i.e., �� /�a1 for the
fuel droplets generated in the tank. Thus, the fuel droplets can be
assumed to be moving with the flow, with the exception of
buoyancy-induced rising, and possible effects of turbulent veloc-
ity fluctuations.

The buoyancy time, �b, is the characteristic time for a droplet to
rise and merge with the stable fuel layer at the top of the tank.
Equating the net buoyancy force to the drag �Eq. �13��, the termi-
nal speed, Ut, of a spherical droplet moving freely under gravity at
small Reynolds number can be found implicitly from

Fdrag�Ut� =
1

8
��Ut

2D2� 24

Re
+

6

1 + Re1/2 + 0.4� =
4

3
��D

2
�3

�� − �f�g

�16�

where Re=UtD /�. Taking the depth of the manhole top in the fuel
tank, H0, to be the characteristic length, the buoyancy time of a
droplet of diameter D is defined as

�b�D� �
H0

Ut
�17�

The buoyancy time may be viewed as an order-of-magnitude es-
timate for the time required for a fuel droplet to rise out of the
flow.

The buoyancy time, which is �b�9.4 s for 1-mm-diameter
droplets and �b�350 s for 0.1-mm-diameter droplets, rapidly in-
creases for smaller droplets. Table 1 summarizes the characteristic
times �a and �b for droplets of various sizes for the flow condi-
tions of this experiment. As seen in the table, smaller fuel droplets
tend to remain longer in the flow, while larger droplets have a
tendency to rise quickly to the top of the tank. A key parameter in
determining whether a droplet of a given size is likely to be dis-
charged is the buoyancy time relative to the advection time, �b /�a

Fig. 11 Increasing droplet size in discharge water over time
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�cf. Stokes number�. For an advection distance L, one can estimate
a critical diameter, D*, such that the fuel droplets have a buoyancy
time equal to the advection time, i.e.

D* � D��b=�a
�18�

For the advection time from the first plume, the critical diam-
eter D*�0.33 mm. For the second plume, which occurs closer to
the outlet, the critical diameter is larger, D*�0.40 mm.

The critical diameter may be viewed as an order-of-magnitude
estimate of the diameter for which fuel droplets of diameter D
�D* are unlikely to be discharged. The critical diameter de-
creases with longer advection distances, as droplets have more
time to rise to the top of the tank. The transport process, in which
advection competes with buoyancy, in effect selects smaller drop-
lets generated by the buoyant jets to be transported to the outlet
and discharged. Experimental evidence for this is seen from the
measured cumulative distribution �Fig. 9�, in which approximately
80% of the discharged fuel droplets are less than D*�0.40 mm in
diameter. In fact, the predicted reduction in critical diameter from
0.40 to 0.33 mm agrees reasonably well with the measured reduc-
tion in mean droplet diameter from over the course of the refuel-
ing experiment from 0.38 to 0.31 mm.

It should be noted that turbulence within the tank can also in-
fluence the effective buoyancy times. For example, Friedman and
Katz report that for high turbulence levels, where the root-mean-
square �RMS� fluctuations were on the order of 10 cm/s and ex-
ceeded the terminal speed in quiescent flow, the mean droplet rise
speed in isotropic turbulence can vary significantly from the rise
speed in quiescent flow �17�. The difference in rise speeds be-
tween large and small droplets decreases at high turbulence levels.
However, the qualitative behavior is consistent: smaller droplets
still rise more slowly than larger droplets. As will be discussed
later, the effect of turbulence in the flow can be incorporated into
a model of droplet-size selection.

The size distribution of droplets at the outlet may be expected
to depend on the distribution of the droplets generated by the
buoyant flow events, and the advective and buoyancy time scales,
i.e., f�D�=��fgen, ta , tb�D��. From dimensional considerations, it
is reasonable to suppose that the distribution of droplets dis-
charged from the tank depends on the ratio of advective and buoy-
ancy time scales

f�D�
fgen�D�


 g� �b�D�
�a

� �19�

where �a is either 30 s or 40 s, depending on whether the plume is
in the middle or final bay. The undetermined function g represents
the probability that a droplet of radius a, generated some distance
from the exit of the tank, will be discharged. It should have sev-
eral properties: the behavior of g should reflect the experimental
observation that smaller droplets are more likely to be discharged,
i.e., g�D� should be monotonically decreasing with droplet radius,
a. Also, g should incorporate the observation that larger droplets
are discharged when the generation zone moves closer to the tank
exit, i.e., g�D� should broaden as the generation zone moves
closer to the outlet.

One possible form for g is

g�D� =
1

1 + �c1�a/�b�D��2N �20�

where c1 and N are constants. Although not the only possible
functional form for g, Eq. �20� satisfies the constraint that g pass
small spatial sizes. The form of g in Eq. �20� also satisfies the
experimental observation that larger droplets are discharged as the
distance from the generation zone to the outlet increases, i.e., as �a
increases. A possible formulation for the size distribution of drop-
lets at the exit is then given by

f�D� 
 fgen�D�g�D� = fgen�D�
1

1 + �c1�a/�b�D��2N �21�

where �a depends on the distance from the buoyant jet to the
outlet, fgen is the size distribution of generated droplets, and c1
and N are constants which may depend on the precise geometry of
the tank, and the turbulence levels in the tank.

The experiments of Friedman and Katz indicate that the effec-
tive rise velocity of fuel droplets can increase with decreasing
droplet size at high turbulence levels, which could reduce the bias
toward small droplets. This may be accommodated by allowing
the parameters c1 and N to vary with droplet size. In the present
experiments, measurements were not made of the turbulent fluc-
tuations of the flow inside the tank. Thus, we make use of the
lowest-order approximation that c1 and N are constants.

Figure 12 shows the modeled and measured distributions of
fuel droplets at the exit pipe of the tank for two different advec-
tion times �a. The advection time �a=40 s represents the case
when the generation zone �the fuel plume� is in the middle bay,
while �a=30 s represents the case when the plume is in the final
bay. The modeled distribution uses fitted parameters of N=2 and
c1=0.8. A log-normal distribution is used for the size distribution,
fgen�D�, of fuel droplets in the generation zone, as reported by
several investigators, including Friedman et al. and Chang et al.
�3,5�. The values chosen for mean diameter and standard deviation
in fgen�D� are those reported by Chang et al., whose experimental
flow conditions matched those of the present experiment. Al-
though not a perfect fit, the model for f�D� shown Fig. 12 char-
acterizes the size distribution of discharged droplets better than
the lognormal �production� model. Moreover, Eq. �21� modeling
the discharge size distribution has the qualitatively correct behav-
ior that larger droplets are discharged as the advection time de-
creases �i.e., as the plume moves from the middle bay to the final
bay�.

The function g in Eq. �20� has the form of an Nth-order But-
terworth filter

Table 1 Characteristic Reynolds numbers and time scales for
fuel droplets of varying diameter D

D �mm� Re ���D� �s� �b�D� �s� �a,far �s� �a,near�s�

0.10 3.8 0.00034 350 �40 �30
0.20 7.6 0.0011 95 �40 �30
0.50 19 0.0053 22 �40 �30
1.00 38 0.016 9.4 �40 �30

Fig. 12 Comparison of modeled and measured size distribu-
tion of discharged droplets for differing distances from genera-
tion zone to tank exit
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g =
1

1 + ��/�c�2N �22�

with frequency

� = 1/�b �23�

and cutoff frequency, �c

�c = 1/c1�a �24�
Viewed in this light, the transport process �specifically, the com-
petition between advection and buoyancy� acts as a filter which
passes small fuel droplets while blocking larger ones.

The droplets that are discharged over the entire experiment in-
clude droplets that are generated by two plumes, one occurring in
the middle bay �Bay 2� and another in the final bay �Bay 3�. Both
plumes are similar, and the characteristics of the fuel droplets
generated by each buoyant jet can also be expected to be similar
�Fig. 3�. However, the characteristic advection times �a from the
generation zone to the outlet pipe are different between the two
plumes. Larger droplets are more likely to be discharged when the
plume closer to the exit pipe and the advection time is shorter. To
account for this, the size distribution of fuel droplets for the entire
test is modeled by summing the two modeled size distribution for
�a,near=30 s and �a,far=40 s, i.e.

f�D� 
 fgen�D��gnear�D� + gfar�D�� 
 fgen�D�

�� 1

1 + �c1�a,near/�b�D��2N +
1

1 + �c1�a,far/�b�D��2N�
�25�

As before, a lognormal distribution, with the experimental param-
eters reported by Chang et al. �5�, is used for fgen, the size distri-
bution of droplets generated by the plumes.

Figure 13 shows the modeled size distribution of the fuel drop-
lets discharged over duration of the test. The modeled size distri-
bution is compared with the measured size distribution. Also
shown is the log-normal distribution of droplet sizes reported by
Chang et al. for the generation zone, i.e., in the vicinity of the fuel
plumes �5�. As seen from the figure, the model for f�D� of Eq.
�25�, which incorporates the effects of buoyancy and advection,
fits the experimental size distribution of droplets significantly bet-
ter than the generation-zone distribution fgen�D�.

The cumulative distribution, F�Di�, representing the probability
that D	Di, is computed from the modeled distribution in Eq. �26�
and shown in Fig. 14. Also shown for comparison are the cumu-
lative size distribution measured in the present experiment, and
the cumulative size distribution reported by Chang et al. for the
generation zone �5�. The cumulative distribution computed from

the model of Eq. �20� matches the measured cumulative distribu-
tion reasonably well. The fit to the data is again better than the
cumulative distribution associated with the log-normal distribu-
tion of fuel droplet sizes reported for the generation zone. The
transport process, modeled by the function g�D� �Eq. �20��, acts to
reduce the number of large-diameter droplets that reach the tank
outlet.

In both the size distribution and the cumulative distribution, a
difference is seen between the modeled and the measured distri-
butions for very small droplets. The model predicts a peak in the
size distribution at D�0.3 mm, and a decrease in the number of
droplets below that size. However, the number of small droplets is
found experimentally to increase nearly monotonically with de-
creasing droplet size. A possible explanation for this difference is
based on the earlier observations of Chang et al. that larger “drop-
lets” can break into smaller ones �5�. Figure 15 shows a close-up
of the generation zone �in the vicinity of the plume�. Within that
generation zone, one can see droplets of fuel, as well as droplets
of water enclosed in a skin of oil. The latter are seen to break as
their skins thin over time �Fig. 15�. Thus, in the time it takes for
the oil-skin balloons to be advected to the tank exit, they can
break to form small fuel droplets. The opposite situation, of oil
droplets merging to form larger droplets, happens with much less
frequency due to the very low fuel concentrations �less than 10−4

by volume� of the experiments. Thus, a possible explanation for
the relative abundance of small droplets in the effluent is that
oil-skin balloons generated by the plumes are converted to much
smaller oil droplets during the advection process to the tank exit.

Fig. 13 Comparison of modeled and measured size distribu-
tion of discharged droplets. The log-normal distribution of
droplets in the generation zone „close to the fuel plume… is
shown with a dotted line.

Fig. 14 Comparison of modeled and measured cumulative
size distribution of discharged droplets. The log-normal distri-
bution of droplets in the generation zone „close to the buoyant
jet… is shown with a dotted line.

Fig. 15 Left: View of droplet generation zone „in the vicinity of
the fuel plume…. Right: Close-up of fuel droplets and oil-skin
balloons formed by plume „adapted from Chang et al. „see Ref.
†5‡…….
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4 Conclusions
Oil droplets discharged during refueling of a model of a portion

of a compensated fuel/ballast tank have been characterized and
related to buoyant flow events within the tank. In particular, the
fuel concentration of overboard discharge is shown to be corre-
lated to the formation of fuel plumes within the tank. The volu-
metric fuel concentration in discharge from the tank is minimal
before the development of the plumes, increases as each jet forms,
and declines as the plumes ends. The size distribution of fuel
droplets in the effluent water is different from the distribution of
droplets within the tank near the generation zone �in the vicinity
of the plumes�. The size distribution of discharged fuel droplets is
strongly biased toward small droplets, and is monotonically de-
creasing with droplet diameter, over the resolved size range.

Buoyancy, which tends to cause fuel droplets to rise and sepa-
rate out of the water layer, is shown to be an important factor in
determining the characteristics of the droplets that are discharged.
The characteristic buoyancy time, �b, relative to the characteristic
advection time, �a, is found to be a key parameter in predicting the
fate of fuel droplets. A function is introduced which relates the
size distribution of droplets in the generation zone to the size
distribution in the effluent. This function models the effect of the
transport process as a low-pass filter in the parameter �a /�b. Small
droplets, for which �a��b, are easily transported to the tank exit,
while large droplets, for which �a��b, are less likely to be dis-
charged. The model is shown to fit the measured size distribution
of discharged fuel droplets reasonably well, and also accounts for
the observed increase in discharged droplet size over time, as the
generation zone moves closer to the exit.
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Nomenclature
A � droplet silhouette area
Ai � total area of image

Am � manhole area
C � volumetric fuel concentration

Dp � pipe diameter
D � droplet diameter

D* � critical diameter such that �b=�b
f � droplet-size probability distribution at exit

fgen � droplet-size probability distribution in genera-
tion zone

F � cumulative distribution
Fdrag � drag force

g � gravitational acceleration
h � depth of measurement volume

H0 � vertical distance from top of manhole to top of
tank

Lp � perimeter of droplet
N � measured number of droplets

Q̇ � volume flow rate
Rc � compactness ratio
Re � elongation ratio

Re � Reynolds number
Ri � Richardson number
U � uncertainty

Up � mean pipe-exit speed
Um � mean flow speed in manhole
Ut � terminal speed of buoyant spherical droplet
Vf � total volume of fuel droplets
Vt � total volume of measurement “plane”

Wm � manhole width
�j � jet thickness at manhole
� � water density

�f � fuel density
� � viscosity
� � standard deviation
�a � advection time
�b � buoyancy time
�� � momentum relaxation time
�f � kinematic viscosity of fuel
� � frequency

�c � cutoff frequency
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Predictions of Charge Drift in a
Concept Electrosprayed DISI
Engine
Limited to nonvaporizing spray cases, this work discusses the transport of charged drop-
lets within a cylinder of a motored axisymmetric model electrosprayed direct injection
spark ignition (eDISI) engine with electrified walls. The concept engine investigated here
is assumed to operate with an electrostatic atomizer previously studied for application in
fuel burners [Yule et al., 1994, Fuel, 74(7), pp. 1094–1103]. A split/multiple injection
strategy is employed in which three pulses of 5 mg each are made at crank angles of 80,
150 and 300 deg ATDC of the intake, which fall within the intervals for stable combustion
of either early or late injection modes of operation of DISI engines [Jackson et al., 1997,
SAE Paper No. 970543]. The direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) approach embod-
ied in an in-house CFD research code is used to simulate the discrete phase flow with the
electrical charge distribution for different instants within the computational cells being
computed by simple addition of the droplet charges residing in particular cells at par-
ticular instants of time. It is shown in the half engine cycle investigated that the use of
charged sprays in eDISI engines may help to reduce the in-cylinder wall-wetting phe-
nomenon. In addition, pockets of highest electrical charge are found to populate the
region near the spark plug by 345 deg CA, which may be a path for improved combustion
efficiency. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2243299�

Keywords: electrosprays, electrohydrodynamics, DISI engines, GDI engines, model
engines, engine computer simulations, gasoline split injection, gasoline multiple injection

1 Introduction

1.1 Electrosprays as a Well-Established Technology. Elec-
trosprays, or sprays from electrostatic atomizers/nebulizers, are
used in a variety of engineering fields, a few of which are nonim-
pacting �laser and ink-jet� printing, paint, crop and liquid metal
spraying, rocket propulsion, meteorological studies/experiments,
mass spectrometry, and pollution research. Most often, electro-
static spraying is a field driven process in which low energy con-
sumption atomizers �e.g., Fig. 1� are used to produce equi-sized
droplets �1�. Great energy reductions are further achieved with
assistance of air/gas blast technology. A desirable objective in
electrospraying technology is to utilize electrostatic forces on
charged droplets to control trajectories �dispersion, drift, and/or
penetration�.

The history of electrosprays can be traced back to 1600 when
William Gilbert �2� reported experiments on interacting electric
fields with liquids. Until the 1960s, considerable research and de-
velopments were mostly carried out with use of semi-conducting
liquids �liquids with resistivities in the range 104 to 106 �m, e.g.,
solvents in electrospray mass spectrometry�.

1.2 Motivation for Hydrocarbon Electrosprays in DISI
Engine Technology. A promising technology for improved man-
agement and combustion of hydrocarbon sprays has been pro-
posed over the decades post-1960s due to the growing importance
of electrohydrodynamics �EHD� in insulating liquids �liquids hav-
ing resistivities in the range 1012 to 1016 �m�. Charge injection
hydrocarbon atomizers �Fig. 1�b�� have been demonstrated to pro-
vide sprays at a wide range of flow rates and arbitrary and select-
able droplet sizes �3–5�. In �3�, a burner using an electrostatic
method to produce and control hydrocarbon fuel sprays was in-

vestigated. In �4�, a set of differences between the spray charac-
teristics of an actual diesel engine injector and those of an elec-
trostatic atomizer were discussed with considerable advantages
placed into the latter injection strategy given the compactness of
the atomizer and the capability of this to produce monodispersed
droplet size distribution. An air assisted electrostatic atomizer for
gas turbine applications was presented in �5� where a unimodal
spray distribution with droplet SMD reduced by 50% relative to
an ordinary electrostatic atomizer was demonstrated.

The controllability of charged sprays influenced by externally
applied electric fields poses another advantage. Presented in Ref.
�6� are the experimental and numerical investigations of charged
sprays discharging into open atmospheres; this work was extended
to accommodate earthed plates near the spray �7�, electric sources
introduced into the flow domain, and the effects of sibling charge
�8�. Latter, a confined flow with electrically passive moving
boundaries and circular orifice inlet valve was also discussed �9�.

All the results reflected in the aforementioned representative
studies are encouraging for an extension within the context of
DISI engine cylinders; hence the present work seeks to evaluate
the effects of charge on the distribution of spray in order to reduce
the DISI engines in-cylinder wall wetting, which has been a prob-
lematic issue as far as the future �e.g., 2004–2008� emissions
legislations are concerned.

2 Mathematical Model
The present study adds the effects of electrostatics into the

commonly known equations governing the two-phase flow in re-
ciprocating engines. Hence, space in this paper will be devoted to
briefly outline the application of non-relativistic quasi-static ap-
proximations of Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations as well as
the related constitutive equations. The latter equations are ideal-
ized models of material behavior �10� but in them lies the key to
many and varied means of fluid-electrical field interaction.
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The following three equations are of particular importance in
order to couple the electricity and the hydrodynamics:

qs = 2.780 � 10−9d �1�

���E� = qv �2�

�ij
e = �EiEj −

1

2
�ij�1 − b�EkEk �3�

where qs denotes the minimum specific charge of a given class of
droplets with diameter d �11–13�, qv is the cell charge density,
which, once the droplet locations are known, is computed by
simple addition of the droplet charges residing in particular cells
at particular instants of time, � is the space permittivity, E=−�V
is the electric field with V standing for voltage, �ij

e is the Maxwell
stress tensor, �ij is the Kronecker delta, and b= �� /����� /���� is
the electrostriction parameter at ambient temperature �. The co-
efficient 2.78�10−9 of Eq. �1� is the result of the model hypoth-
esis that places a maximum entropy to the Rayleigh maximum
specific charge of an individual droplet, which is defined as qs
=6��0�T�1/2 /�dr3/2, where �T is the surface tension, �0 is the per-
mittivity of vacuum, and �d is the mass density of droplets with
radius r.

2.1 Charge Transfer Relation. The charge transfer equation
of form �1� has been preferred in order to minimize the elaborate
considerations required when dealing with the general form of the
constitutive equation for the electrical current density, which,
most often, defines the charge transfer mechanism as a function of
ionic drift, charge convection, charge diffusion, and residual con-
ductivity �10�.

2.2 Electric Energy Equation. When solving for either the
liquid or gas phases, one needs the electric forces whose deriva-
tion results from the solution of Eq. �2�, the electric energy equa-
tion. Given the electric field distribution, the liquid phase momen-
tum equation is then defined as

dud

dt
= �FD + Sgrid� + FQ + FI �4�

where FD ,FI, and FQ denote drag, image, and electrostatic forces
acting on a spherical droplet and Sgrid is a coordinate induced
term, which depends on the coordinate system used. �FD+Sgrid� is
detailed in �14�. Given the DDM model employed for the discrete
phase, FQ is taken as the Kelvin force density with polarization
dependent on mass density alone and defined by �15�

FQ = qsE + P · �E �5�

where P=nqsd is the polarization density with n standing for drop
number density and d the vector distance.

In the present work FI is a negative force when two dielectrics
�i.e., space and dielectric walls� are in interaction. As explained in
�16�, for a point charge q near a dielectric boundary �Fig. 2�, two
image charges are required to describe the field and potentials in
two dielectrics. One image, q�, is at the same image position, P�,
as for a conductor. A second image charge q� is located opposite
q� at location P and together with the original charge q in the first
dielectric. After some derivations on the basis that the expressions
for electric potential in medium 1, V1�x ,y ,z�, and in medium
2,V2�x ,y ,z�, yield the same potential at the boundary x=0, then
Eqs. �6� are obtained.

q� =
� − �*

� + �*q and q� =
2�*

� + �*q �6�

It may be seen that if �	�*, the image charge q� is opposite in
sign to the original charge, q, which must therefore be attracted

Table 1 Typical dielectric constants †17‡

Material Dielectric constant

Vacuum and most gases 1
Insulating oils 2.2
Polystyrene 2.5
Polymethyl methacrylate 3.4
Polyplexiglas 3.4
Porcelain 7
Water 80
Barium titanite 1200

Fig. 2 Image charges at the interface between two dielectrics
†16‡

Fig. 1 Illustration of charge induction „left… and charge injection „right… tech-
niques used for semi-conducting liquids and insulators, respectively. „a…
Charge induction technique: used in fluids with resistivities in the range 104 to
106 �m, e.g. agricultural, coat and paint spraying and xerocopy, laser and ink
jet printing. The polarity of charged droplets is opposite to that of the charging
field. „b… Charge injection technique: used in fluids with resistivities in the
range 1012 to 1016 �m, e.g. hydrocarbon fuels. The polarity of charged droplets
is the same as that of the charging field. Negative „electron emission… potential
is favored over positive potential „field ionization…, since it requires field inten-
sities lower by a factor of È10 to inject the same amount of charge †1‡.
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towards the interface as in the case of conducting surface. How-
ever, the force of attraction is reduced in the ratio ��−�*� / ��
+�*�. Interestingly, if �
�*, the charge q experiences a force
repelling it from the interface because the image charge now has
the same polarity as q. The Coulomb’s law is then applied to the
two image charges q� and q�, i.e.,

FI = −
q� · q�

4��r2 �7�

where r is the vector distance between the two charges �r=2d in
Fig. 2� and � and �* are the permittivities of media 1 and 2, which
are properties that may be ascribed to any substances with the
vacuum as the reference dielectric, i.e.,

� = �r�0 and �* = �r
*�0 �8�

The permittivity of free space �0 has the value �8.854
�10−12 F/m whereas the relative permittivity �r has the value 2.2
for the present case of insulating oils �17�. As for the dielectric
constant �r

*, a value of 2 has been assumed to represent material
still to be selected/identified. Some typical values of �r are given
in Table 1.

Most gases have dielectric constants close to the vacuum,
whereas most liquid and solid insulators are in the range of 2.5 to
8. Conducting liquids can be much higher, with water among the
highest of the liquids at 80. Nominal values for solids can be quite
high, but, since many solids also display nonlinear material rela-
tions, the equivalent linear parameter �dielectric constant� may not
be valid in a particular application �17�.

2.3 Maxwell Stress Tensor. Equation �3� is the electrical part
of the Maxwell electromagnetic stress, which leads to three dis-
tinct electrical body forces: the coulombic, dielectrophoretic, and
electrostictive forces �11�.

Coupling between electricity and the carrier phase is such that
the divergence of the stress tensor within the control volume leads
to an explicit form of linear momentum balance comprising both
viscous and electrical contributions, i.e., �ij =�ij

e +�ij
h with �ij

h

=−p�ij +���Ui /�xj +�Uj /�xi�. Substituting this tensor in the mo-
mentum conservation equations of the continuum phase one ob-
tains the Navier-Stokes equation that together with the
incompressibility1 conditions gives �11�

�
DU

Dt
= − �p* + ��2U + qvE −

1

2
E2 � � �9�

where � is the dynamic viscosity and p*= p− �1/2����� /����E2

is the modified pressure with the subscript � denoting local
temperature.

Following the details in Ref. �18�, various simplifications have
been introduced for the solution of these and correlated relations;
otherwise, additional constitutive and/or conservation equations

would be required for the electrically related properties, an ex-
ample being the permittivity �15�. The breakup, coalescence, and
heat and mass transfer mechanisms were not accounted for given
the need to conserve the drop charges throughout the droplet life-
time. In the absence of appropriate models for charged sprays as
evaluated in the present study, the drop-wall interactions model of
Park and Watkins �19�, devised for uncharged sprays, has been
implemented. In this model, the impinging droplets with Weber
number below 80 are considered as inelastically reflected back in
the axial direction with velocities given by

�va/vb�2 = 1 − 0.95 cos2  �10�

where va and vb are the velocities of the drops after and before
impaction, respectively, and  is the angle between the approach-
ing drops and the normal to the surface. Droplet with Weber num-
bers higher than 80 are assumed to spread out and reside in the air
within the computational wall thickness; indeed they are forced
out from the wall in order to create the wall spray.

3 Engine Operating, Initial and Boundary Conditions
Table 2 summarizes the engine operating conditions for which

the computations were carried out. The availability of experimen-
tal data only allowed the examination of a plain orifice electro-
static atomizer that produces a full cone spray. This kind of spray
is also employed by Toyota in its D-4 DISI engine �20,21� and it
has proved to vaporize without risk of plug carbon fouling.

The experimental research involving electrostatic atomization
of hydrocarbon fuels using plain orifice atomizers �6�, which pre-
ceded the present investigations, suggested a bimodal distribution
with size ranges falling outside the desirable values for DISI en-
gines, i.e., the SMD and DV90 of less than 25 and 40 �m, respec-
tively. Injection of two different size ranges as required by a bi-
modal distribution would need some delicate considerations
�mathematical and physical assumptions� in the modeling, and
this has not been done. Instead a fine spray obtained by charge
induction2 �22�, as shown in Fig. 3, is used on the basis of future
improved atomizer design.

Briefly, the boundary conditions for the liquid and gas phases
are shown in Fig. 4. These comprise an annular air inlet, axis of
symmetry, injector orifice, and walls �with wall functions being
used to solve for the turbulence energy and its dissipation�. The
electrical boundary conditions are also depicted in Fig. 4 where,
after the injection has elapsed, the injector orifice is assumed to
consist of the same voltage as that of the cylinder roof, i.e.,
−0.05 kV. The values of −1 kV at the piston surface, −0.1 kV at
the cylinder liner, and −0.05 kV at the cylinder roof were compu-
tationally found to cause sufficient droplet repulsion from the
walls �18�. Negative �electron emission� potential of −12 kV at
the injector orifice was taken from previous works �3�. Although

1The flow is of compressed turbulence type where the effects of compression
enter the dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy equation through the source term.

2Charge induction is used to charge�semi� conducting liquids. In the present case
of hydrocarbons the technique used is charge injection, in which the charging elec-
trode is embedded into the fluid.

Table 2 Engine operating conditions

Engine Injection system

Bore 80 mm Number of holes 1
Stroke 94 mm Hole diameter 250 �m
TDC clearance 37 mm Mean injection velocity 98 m/s
Compression ratio 4.9 Start of injection 80, 150, and 300 deg ATDC
Speed 2500 rpm of intake
Piston temperature 370 K Mass of fuel injected �3�5 mg/pulse� 15 mg
Head surface temperature 360 K Initial spray cone angle 15 deg
Cylinder liner temperature 360 K Initial droplet Sauter mean diameter 15 �m

Initial droplet size distribution Rosin/Rammler
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this value may be seen as equivalent to that of spark jump, the
currents involved in the fuel system of the present work are rela-
tively insignificant; the current carried away by the liquid �spray
current� is of order 1.5 �A �3� and the current passed through the
liquid to the nozzle body �leakage current� is also of order 1.5 �A
�3�. From this, it may follow that the spray induced in-cylinder
current is negligible. Tribocharging is not modeled due to its com-
plexity throughout the engine cycle as it may cause unpredictable
polarity changes, depending on factors such as the interacting sur-
faces, relative velocities, and temperatures involved, to mention a
few �15�.

As shown in Fig. 4, the simulations are carried out using an
axisymmetric engine configuration with moving valve and piston,
which cause the computational domain to expand and contract as
the engine cycle develops. While accommodating expanding and
compressing grids, the in-house CFD research code implemented
here tracks the discrete phase using the discrete droplet model.

4 Grid Refinement Tests
Grid refinement tests were carried out using grids of 25

�25,30�30,35�35,40�40,47�47, and 60�60, but only the
35�35,40�40, and 47�47 grids are reported here, as shown in
Fig. 5, since other grid densities were characterized by numerical
instabilities leading to the code crashing when all the engine and
electrostatic parameters were reactivated. Grids coarser than 35
�35 were only problematic with early injection while those in the
range above 47�47 failed in both cases of early and late injec-
tions. Although the 35�35 grid also gave sensible results, its
coarseness caused numerical instabilities in some test cases of
high injection velocity. The 47�47 and 40�40 grids allowed the
code to run under all the conditions investigated. The relatively
larger CPU time associated with the 47�47 grid favored the 40
�40 grid option, whose configurations for two cases of piston
position are illustrated in Fig. 6.

5 Numerical Validation
An EPISO �engine pressure with splitting of operators� code,

whose grid expands and compresses in harmony with the piston
and valve motions �14�, was set to cope with the DISI engine
working principles, and the electrostatic effects �6� were then in-
corporated into this code. The liquid and the gas phases were
handled through the discrete droplet model and the general trans-
port equations, respectively.

The novelty of the in-cylinder atomization principle envisaged
in this study posed the need to simplify the real internal combus-
tion engine processes down to some particular cases that could
allow model validation. Hence the validation with experimental
results required stopping the piston motion and elimination of the
wall boundary corresponding to the cylinder roof �18�.

The data used for CFD droplet introduction is shown in Fig. 7.
Here, a dynamic similarity between nozzles of 500 and 250 �m
orifice diameters was used to reconstruct data of reference �23�,
which reports that a bimodal spray distribution is generated at
sufficient levels of charge injection. Droplets with diameters typi-
cally 1/10 of the orifice diameter are produced in small numbers
while larger droplets of diameters comparable to the diameter of
the orifice generally contain most of the spray volume. Negligibly
small counts are recorded in between these two droplet size popu-
lations.

Shown in Fig. 8 are the measured �23� and computed axial and
radial velocity profiles for a spray discharged by a 250 �m atom-
izer orifice diameter into a free bounded domain of 150 mm
length by 75 mm diameter, with flow rate and specific charge of
1.67 cm3/s and −1.80 C/m3, respectively.

In general, Fig. 8 shows a relatively improved collocation in the
case of radial velocity profiles �column on the right�. As for the
axial velocity profiles �column on the left�, pronounced diver-
gence between experiments and CFD appears to occur at axial

Fig. 3 Droplet frequency distributions derived from charge in-
duction †22‡

Fig. 4 Simplified geometry of the investigated concept eDISI
engine

Fig. 5 Tested cases for grid calibration
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levels closer to the nozzle orifice. Various reasons contribute for
the discrepancies shown here, the primary to mention being that
the random sampling of droplet sizes in a bi-modal spray distri-
bution of Fig. 8 requires principles of physics beyond the scope of
the present study.

In addition to the physics of bi-modal distribution, the continu-
ity and momentum equations implemented in the injection cell
�the flow driving element within the present system, which is
made up of constant pressure boundaries at this particular section
of the report� were those of uncharged sprays, which do not ac-
count for the effects of electrostatics, i.e., no gas acceleration due
to charge has been imposed in either axial and radial directions of
the injection cell. Indeed, one would expect the uncharged spray
theory to lead to pronounced droplet axial acceleration, which, in
turn, would cause overpredictions of axial velocity profiles as ob-
servable at axial positions x=60, 90, and 120 mm. The improved
collocation of axial velocity profiles shown at level 150 mm may
be due to the spray being dilute enough at this location so that the
flow characteristics are mostly determined by the gas dynamics.

Although of less significance, another contributing factor for
the discrepancies is the cylindrical coordinate system used in the
computations, which defines singularities at the cylinder axis with

consequent use of solid body angular momentum equations in
order to calculate the flow parameters at the first radial grid line.

In general, and on the face of difficulties associated with ex-
perimental facilities at present, the comparisons of the axial and
radial velocity profiles are encouraging for the extension of the
code to other simulation conditions �e.g., the engine conditions as
envisaged in the present study�.

6 Results and Discussion
Reported in �18� are various parametric studies from which

only a selected portion of the investigations is presented as out-
lined below.

6.1 Effects of Reverse Gas Flow on Wall Impinging
Droplets. The effects of the reverse gas flow on wall impacting
droplets were examined using pulse 1, which impinged on the
piston surface in the uncharged spray case. It should be noted here
that technical limitations only allowed the use of the wall impac-
tion model of Park and Watkins �19�, which can hardly mimic the
actual flow conditions of the DISI engine open valve injection
mode. For the purposes of the present study and in order to mini-
mize the number of variables intervening within the process, the
results of the model implementation are simply presented in terms
of the ratio between the impacting droplets and those residing and
leaving the piston surface before the inlet valve closure.

Depicted in Fig. 9 is that, by 4 ms after the first few droplets of
the leading edge hit the piston surface, the cumulative number of
the impinging droplets reaches a maximum of about 480 these,
representing 25% of the 1851 injected droplet parcels within this
single pulse. The reflected droplet parcels �droplets with We
	80� represent nearly 1/3 of the impinging droplets while those
sliding on the piston surface are relatively higher �nearly 2/3 of
the totally impinging droplets�. The significant proportion of drop-
lets residing on the piston surface suggests that the reverse gas
flow alone does not suffice to prevent wall wetting.

6.2 Effects of Charge on Flow Development. Figure 10 de-
picts the flow development of the uncharged �left� and charged
�right� spray cases. Here, large circles denote droplets with diam-
eters larger than the SMD at particular control stations, while the
smaller droplets are represented by smaller circles.

In the station 90 deg CA, which depicts one of the earliest
stages of the gas induction through the centrally located valve, the
uncharged spray shows a relatively higher spray penetration and
reduced radial expansion than the charged case. This is to be
expected given the Coulombic repulsions between the charged

Fig. 6 Computational grid used in the study with the piston near the TDC „a… and BDC „b…, respectively

Fig. 7 Distribution of the injected spray for numerical
validation
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droplets promoting radial dispersion in detriment of the axial dis-
placement. Hence, the charged spray easily fills the region of the
recirculation flow adjacent to the valve face.

Shown in stations �b� through to �f� is a �relatively poor� wall
wetting development of the uncharged spray. Given that the ma-

jority of the droplets tend to creep near the in-cylinder wall shear
layers throughout the flow development, considerable liquid ends
up permanently squished in the cylinder liner-cylinder roof inter-
section, a fact that is not attractive in the emissions point of view.
On the other hand, most of the droplets injected in pulse 3 tend to

Fig. 8 PDA measured †23‡ and computed U and V velocity profiles for 1.67 cm3/s and
−1.80 C/m3 using a 250 �m diameter atomizer orifice
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form a thick film and reside on the piston surface by the spark
time, which is another negative effect in engine in-cylinder flows,
where a rich mixture is expected near the spark plug by the spark
time.

In general, the charged spray that develops in a domain con-
fined within walls charged with the same polarity as that of the
charged spray disperses wider in response to the effects of the
inter-droplet and droplet-wall Coulomb forces.

It appears from the stations �c� through to �f� that the increasing
pressure of the trapped gas favors the effectiveness of the droplet-
wall Coulomb forces. Pronounced effects are shown at station �f�
where the piston repulsion forces cause intense droplet reverse
flow, soon after the injection of the third pulse, with no droplets
appearing to populate the squish region in the intersection cylin-
der liner-cylinder roof up until the spark time �i.e., control station
345 deg CA�. Also observable in Fig. 10�f� is that, in addition to
the minimized in-cylinder wall wetting, a rich mixture may be
achieved near the spark location by the spark time. Obviously,
improved geometries �e.g., use of pent roof and bowl in piston�
would infer additional improvements to the currently investigated
system.

6.3 Charge Drift and Its Effects on In-Cylinder Liquid
Films. As far as the charge drift is concerned, Fig. 11 illustrates
that a maximum charge at the range of −215 �C occurs near the
corner between the cylinder axis and the piston surface by the
spark time. This occurrence derives from the fact that, by this
time, the piston repulsion field combined with the high gas pres-
sure causes the droplets of the third pulse to densely populate this
location.

The station 157 deg CA elucidates that the incoming flow from
the valve sweeps the droplets to a position located halfway of the
cylinder liner where they build a small pocket of −2 �C of
charge. In the following period �190, 225, and 290 deg CA�, and
in harmony with increasing drop concentration in this area, the
charge builds up to values as high as −4 �C, thus increasing the
repulsive �Coulomb� forces near the boundaries. Just for refer-
ence, it should be remembered here that the force exerted by a
point charge of −1 �C on a point charge of equal magnitude
located 10 mm away in air ���1� is of order 90 N �11�. In the
present case where the charges involved are of order −4 and
−215 �C while the distances are far below 10 mm, the forces are
of order of thousands of N. This is why the repulsion forces near
the walls subsequently cause detachment of the pocket as soon as
the effects of reverse flow are counterbalanced by the increasing
gas pressure. By 315 deg CA, the pocket is gradually pushed in-
side the computational domain in harmony with the motion of
droplets.

The study of liquid phase films was carried out only when
implementing the wall impaction model of �19� on the piston sur-

Fig. 9 Cumulative number of piston-impinging droplet parcels
of an uncharged spray during the intake stroke

Fig. 10 Droplet locations and gas velocity vectors of un-
charged „left… and charged „right… cases at different stations of
the flow development
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face. The film thickness was derived from the collectives of inde-
pendent and noncoalescing droplets that resided in different com-
putational cells while creeping along the piston surface �24�.

Shown in Fig. 12 is the film thickness opposite the piston sur-
face for both the uncharged and charged spray cases 2 ms after the
third pulse. Here, while the piston repulsion forces in the charged

spray case decrease the mean value of the film thickness of the
uncharged spray case to �40%, the inter-droplet Coulomb repul-
sion forces cause the creeping fluid to spread wider ��15% � rela-
tive to the baseline uncharged spray. Indeed, the redistribution of
liquid phase into larger surface area is a path for improved droplet
evaporation rates.

Fig. 11 Charge distribution „in �C… as function of time
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Figures 13�a� and 13�b� illustrate the number of impinging
droplets as a function of the applied voltages on the cylinder roof
and liner, respectively. Observable here are the pronounced im-
pingements on the cylinder liner for any of the cases of the imple-
mented boundary voltages. To reason the higher impingement rate
on the cylinder liner one would distinguish between the phenom-
ena before and after the inlet valve closure as follows. Before the
inlet valve closure at 225 deg CA, the induced air causes strong
acceleration to droplets moving near the valve perimeter �Figs.
10�b� and 10�c�� with the consequence being the inertia forces of
the swept droplets outweighing the cylinder liner repulsive forces.
After the inlet valve closure, there is preservation of two pockets
of stagnant flow, which were formed near the cylinder roof at

earlier stages of air induction �Fig. 10�a��. These pockets act as a
baffle to droplets approaching the cylinder roof, hence helping the
effectiveness of the repulsion forces on this wall boundary.

The interdroplet and droplet-piston surface Coulomb forces
arising from each spray event cause instantaneous increase of im-
pingements on both walls.

Summarized in Table 3 are the effects of the boundary electric
fields. As shown in most of the cells of the last row, the cumula-
tive values of the liquid phase concentration on the walls are well
below 1% of the totally injected liquid. Hence, it may be assumed
that only a moderate impingement rate will be obtained if the wall
voltage is at least −50 and −100 V on the cylinder roof and liner.
For the cylinder liner, which is �hypothetically� rubbed by the
piston rings, these values appear to be sensible �18�. Emphasis
should be made here that the impinging droplet parcels were
merely counted without investigation of the effects of the droplet
masses on wall impaction.

6.4 Charged Spray With Electrically Passive Boundaries.
Figure 14 reports a charged spray that develops in an environment
characterized by neutral wall boundaries. In the sense of the
present study, neutral �or passive� wall boundaries apply when the
Dirichlet �prescribed� electric boundary conditions are replaced by
the condition of no electric flux across the walls. Of particular
interest in this figure is the intensive cylinder roof impingement,
which is undesirable in the context of DISI engine technology.
About 127 parcels of droplet parcels were found to leave the
cylinder in the back flow period �period between the BDC and the
IVC�. This number of lost parcels is 21 times greater than that
found in the case of charged spray with electrified boundaries �six
droplet parcels� and represents, on the other hand, 47% of the
uncharged spray case �272 droplets�.

Fig. 13 Cumulative number of impinging drop parcels from a charged spray
subjected to various electrical boundary conditions

Fig. 14 Droplet locations and gas velocity vectors for a charged spray with
neutral boundaries at the station 225 deg CA

Fig. 12 Film thickness on the piston surface 2 ms after the
third pulse of uncharged and charged sprays
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7 Conclusions
The transport of charge within the cylinder of a motored axi-

symmetric model eDISI engine with electrified walls was investi-
gated. In the lack of adequate experimental data, the wall impac-
tion model of Park and Watkins �19�, developed for uncharged
sprays, was implemented to examine the levels of liquid phase
accumulation near the wall boundaries for which different electric
potentials were applied. Observed in the study is that the Coulomb
forces are effective in reducing the spray impingement and pro-
moting the redirection of the spray towards the spark location
where the mixture must be rich by the spark time. By reducing the
wall impacting droplets while promoting those freely flying, a
path is open for an improved overall spray evaporation rate given
the higher gas temperatures �relative to the temperatures of in-
cylinder surfaces� at the late stages of the compression stroke.
Also observed in the study are pockets with highest charge con-
centrate near the centerline by the spark time, which may be an
additional path for improved evaporation rates and combustion
efficiency �3,25�.

Nomenclature
DTIME � elapsed time after first spray pulse, s

DV90 � droplet diameter corresponding to 90% volume
distribution, �m

d � droplet diameter, �m
E � electric field �=−�V�, V/m
P � pressure, Pa

qv � computational cell volume charge, C/m3

SMD � Sauter mean diameter �Same as D32�, �m
U � velocity component, m/s
V � applied voltage, V
 � angle between the approaching drops and the

normal to the surface, deg
� � relative permittivity of space
� � dynamic viscosity, kg/s .m
� � mass density, kg/m3

Acronyms
BDC � bottom dead center

CA � crank angle
DISI � direct injection spark ignition engine

DSMC � direct simulation Monte Carlo
eDISI � electrosprayed direct injection spark ignition
EHD � electrohydrodynamics
IVC � inlet valve closure

NDROP � number of droplets at different time instants

Subscripts
a � after
b � before
d � discrete phase
D � drag
I � image

Q � charge

� � temperature
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Table 3 Summary of the effects of the boundary voltages

Cumulative number of impinging droplets

Case Cylinder liner Cylinder roof

Uncharged 426 �7.25% of the injected droplets� 187 �3.18% of the injected droplets�
Charged −25 V case −50 V case −100 V case −25 V case −50 V case −100 V case

62 41 33 39 18 15
% relative to uncharged 14.6 9.6 7.7 20.8 9.6 8.0
% relative to injected dropsa 1.06 0.70 0.56 0.66 0.31 0.26

aThe number of injected droplets per cycle was 5873 from which nearly 4.6% �272 parcels� and 0.1% �6 parcels� were lost in the back flow period for the uncharged and
charged sprays, respectively. Relative percentages are overpredicted since a given parcel of droplets may impinge more than once on a given in-cylinder surface.
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Surfactant Effects on the Free
Surface Thermal Structure and
Subsurface Flow in a
Wind-Wave Tunnel
In this study, the dynamic effects of surfactant (oleyl alcohol) on the surface temperature
and the near surface velocity field of a wind driven free surface are investigated. Differ-
ent surfactant concentrations and wind speeds were examined to elucidate the flow phys-
ics. The water surface was imaged with an infrared (IR) detector and the subsurface flow
was interrogated utilizing digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV). The IR imagery
reveals the presence of a Reynolds ridge that demarcates the boundary between clean
(hot) fluid and contaminated (cold) fluid. The clean region was found to be composed of
laminae structures known as fishscales. A “wake region” which is an intermediate tem-
perature region resulting from mixing of the near surface fluid layers develops behind the
ridge. Experimental results from infrared imagery indicate that the fishscales in the clean
region become elongated and narrowed as the wind speed increases. In addition, the
results reveal that higher wind speed is required to form a Reynolds ridge in the presence
of higher surfactant concentration. The plots of the surface temperature probability den-
sity functions reveal that these thermal structures undergo the same evaporative process
while the increase in wind speed enhances this process. DPIV results reveal that the
growth of a subsurface boundary layer for the contaminated case is more pronounced
than that for the clean case. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2234781�

1 Introduction
It has been known that surface-active materials or surfactants

are naturally present in bodies of water. It diffuses to the free
surface forming a thin layer that is known to change the boundary
condition at the interface and influence wave motions �1–3�.
When a contaminated film on a flowing stream is trapped against
a barrier, it is compressed and a no-slip boundary condition is
impressed on the underlying flow field. As a result, the adjacent
subsurface flow forms a viscous boundary layer. This causes a
slight elevation in the free surface forming a demarcation line
separating the clean and contaminated regions. This structure is
known as the “Reynolds ridge.”

The interest of an oil slick or a thin film of oil on a free surface
can be traced back to the work of Franklin �4�. Later, Reynolds �5�
reported a similar discovery and proved that the surface tension
gradient was the physical mechanism behind the ridge’s forma-
tion. He demonstrated the equivalence between the case of spread-
ing of an oil slick on a clean water surface to that of a thin
stationary film met by an oncoming flow. Since that time, many
independent studies �6–12� of the effect of surfactant on the for-
mation of the Reynolds ridge have been reported.

Satterly and Mill �6� and Satterly and Turnbull �7� studied dif-
ferent geometrical formations of the ridge on a free surface. Their
study indicated that surface tension gradient, film thickness,
stream velocity, and area variation were potential factors that
could affect the formation. Later, Hall �8� reported the observation
of lines on the surface of moving water near footbridges and
sluices and discussed these aforementioned factors. In 1968,

Sellin �9� conducted an experiment on this natural phenomenon
by measuring an elevation profile perpendicular to the water sur-
face using a reflected light Schlieren system showing the leading
edge of the contaminated free surface region.

McCutchen �2� proposed the first description of the physical
mechanisms associated with the formation of a Reynolds ridge
and used simple relations from the laminar boundary layer theory
and the balancing of surface shear stress with the surface tension
gradient to formulate a relation for the surface pressure. Following
McCutchen’s work, Harper and Dixon �10� developed a theoretic
model based on the steady, two dimensional viscous boundary
layer equations to describe the relation between surface slope and
the underlying flow. The results were compared to Sellin’s experi-
mental data and revealed that the surface slope relied on the sub-
surface flow velocities.

Scott �11� extended Sellin’s work utilizing a laser-beam deflec-
tion technique. Measurements were made with different water
flow velocities and results compared to Harper and Dixon’s theo-
retical model and found to be within an agreeable range. Warncke
and co-workers �12� simultaneously measured the slope near the
ridge using a displacement of collimated light technique and the
planar velocity field in the neighborhood of the ridge using digital
particle image velocimetry �DPIV�. Vorticity contours near the
surface and boundary layer profiles at different downstream dis-
tances were reported. They concluded that the obtained profiles
were similar to those that occurred near a flat plate with a pressure
gradient.

The studies described above are principally devoted to the in-
vestigation of the hydrodynamical behavior in the neighborhood
of a Reynolds ridge. In fact, there is little understanding of the
interaction between the subsurface hydrodynamics and tempera-
ture field in the vicinity of a Reynolds ridge. In addition, previous
studies have focused on the case in which a surfactant film is
compressed against a barrier by a subsurface current forming a
Reynolds ridge.

1Present address: Idaho National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID
83403.

2Present address: Mechanical Engineering, Clemson University, Clemson, SC
29634.
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In the present work, we investigate the more complex scenario
in which clean and contaminated free surfaces are subjected to a
wind shear. We believe that this situation is more closely related to
what occurs in nature; surfactant patches or surface slicks are
formed on free surfaces due to the compression of surfactant ma-
terial by a wind �13–15�. Our goal is to document the surface
temperature field characteristics about the ridge and compare with
the measured subsurface velocity field for various surface condi-
tions. We feel that the results from this experimental work would
shed light on some of the fundamental effects wind stress has on
surface flow stability as well as heat, mass and momentum trans-
port. This information may prove useful in the study of flows on
the ocean surface especially wind/wave interaction, generation
and possibly energy dissipation of wind generated waves.

2 Experimental Setup and Methods
A small Plexiglas water tank �35 cm�10.4 cm�10.4 cm� was

constructed and fitted to a wind tunnel section �TSI model 8390�,
as shown in Fig. 1. The mean wind speed through the tunnel
section was obtained via a commercial pressure transducer �MKS
Baratron 223B� connected to a pitot tube. A barrier was attached
near the end of the tank to hold the water and to act as a spillway.
The tank was filled through the bottom with doubly distilled water
�Barnstead FISTREEM™ II GlassStill� and was permitted to
overflow for half an hour prior to each experimental run in order
to reduce the presence of natural surfactant. This would be re-
ferred to as the “clean case.” Before acquiring data, the liquid
level was adjusted to the height of 8.9 cm.

There is no forced convection on the water side of the interface.
The motion of the liquid was solely generated by the wind shear
applied to the interface from the air side. Therefore, heat transfer
across the air-water interface was due to evaporative cooling and
to the difference between the bulk air flow in the tunnel and water
temperature.

For the “contaminated case,” the cleaning process is the same
as described above. However, an insoluble surfactant, oleyl alco-
hol �Sigma Aldrich, �=0.85 g/cm3�, was deposited carefully on
the water surface with a microsyringe. The reason for using this
surfactant is because it does not impede the evaporation process
�16�. A stock solution was prepared by diluting oleyl alcohol in
99% heptane �Sigma Aldrich�. Here, the heptane was permitted to
evaporate leaving an oleyl alcohol monolayer. Although several
surfactant concentrations were examined for this study, similar
features were observed for each of the different concentra-
tions. Therefore, only one surfactant concentration level �c
=0.08 �g/cm2� is presented.

Imagery of the free surface flow for the “clean” and “contami-
nated” surface cases was captured using an infrared �IR� detector
�Indigo charge coupled device �CCD� camera having a 320
�256 array with a resolution of ±0.02 K� operating at a sampling
rate of 30 Hz. The images were recorded looking down through a
silicone IR window �20.3 cm�13.0 cm�0.64 cm� which al-
lowed the transmission of radiation in the 3–5 �m wavelength
range. The optical depth �the depth below which a negligible
amount of radiation can escape from the surface� of the water in
this band width is approximately 20 �m. Image sequences were
captured using a personal computer �PC� based video data acqui-
sition system �National Instruments�. The image data was post
processed using ImageJ, an image analysis package available
from the NIH.

Immediately following the acquisition of the IR images, for
each experimental run, DPIV was performed to capture the sub-
surface velocity field. Particle images were captured with a 1 k
�1 k CCD Kodak Megaplus ES 1.0 cross correlation camera.
The region of interest was 6.4 cm�19.5 cm and located approxi-
mately 1 mm below the free surface �see Fig. 1�b��. The flow was
illuminated with a frequency doubled pulsed Nd:Yttrium
−aluminum−garnet laser �532 nm�. The flow was seeded with

Fig. 1 The wind-wave tunnel facility, the tunnel dimensions are L=35 cm, W
=10.4 cm, and H=8.9 cm: „a… IR camera setup; and „b… DPIV camera and beam
orientation
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neutrally buoyant silver coated polystyrene particles with mean
diameter of 10 �m. Laser and camera were synchronized by a PC
based data acquisition system. Velocity vectors and statistics were
computed from particle image pairs using FlowManager, a com-
mercial software analysis package. A rectangular interrogation
window with a length of 32 pixels and a height of 16 pixels with
50% window overlap was used to obtain the velocity field. This
particular window selection was chosen to resolve the boundary
layer in the vertical direction. The uncertainty of the velocities
was estimated to be below 5%. The details of the technique can be
found in Willert and Gharib �17� and Volino and Smith �18�.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Infrared Imagery. Figures 2�a�–2�c� are representative
IR images of the free surface flow at three different wind speeds
for a clean surface. Each image is an instantaneous realization of

the surface thermal structure present at each of the respective
wind speeds. The top of each image is 6.1 cm downstream from
the leading edge of the channel. Wind direction is from top to
bottom as shown in Fig. 2�a� and the mean wind speeds are 5.1,
6.7, and 8.14 m/s. The tunnel inlet temperature and relative hu-
midity were 24±3°C and 22% ±4%, respectively. The bulk water
temperature at the start of the experiment was 20±0.5°C.

A scale is given to show the relation between the image gray
scale and corresponding temperature levels of the surface layer.
The calibration technique can be found in Saylor et al. �16�. Here,
warmer fluid is represented by the lighter regions and the cooler
fluid by the darker areas. Typically, the temperature variation be-
tween these dark and light regions is about 1–2°C. It can be
observed that the images are composed of an array of streamwise
oriented laminae as highlighted in Fig. 2�b�. The laminae, also
called fishscales �19�, occur when rising buoyant thermal plumes

Fig. 2 IR images of the free surface flow at a wind speed of „a… 5.1, „b… 6.7, and „c… 8.1 m/s. The image is 10.4 cm
Ã12.8 cm.

Fig. 3 Plots of „a… temperature pdf and „b… normalized temperature pdf for the extracted IR image at different wind
speeds
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in the bulk are sheared by the wind on the free surface. The
laminae are composed of a head-to-tail structure as indicated in
the Fig. 2�c�. As the wind speed increases, the fishscales become
elongated and narrowed.

From this IR imagery, it can be hypothesized that evaporation
and forced convection from the air side are the two dominant
mechanisms that cause the appearance of these thermal structures.
To shed light on this hypothesis, the statistical distribution of the
temperature fields is computed. Figure 3�a�, displaying the tem-
perature distribution frequency, illustrates that as the wind speed
increases, the average surface temperature decreases. The prob-
ability density functions for these three conditions are plotted and
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The normal distribution function is one of the
most widely used distribution functions in engineering applica-
tions. It represents the distribution of a variety of observed data
well and has the following form:

f�T� = A exp�−
1

2C2 �T − B�2� �1�

where A is the coefficient, B is the mean, and C is the standard
deviation. For this study, B is the mean temperature and is defined
as

B =�
0

Tmax

Tf�T�dT = �
i=1

N

niTi	�
i=1

N

ni �2�

where ni is the number of occurrences of temperature Ti and N is
the total number of intervals or temperatures. A plot of f�T� versus
T reveals a symmetrical bell-shaped curve about the value of T
=B where the maximum value of the function occurs. The stan-
dard deviation, C, is a controlling parameter in the structure of the
distribution; the curve becomes narrower and more concentrated
about B for a small value of C and vice versa. For any value of C,
the area under the bell-shaped curve from T=0 to T=� is 1.0.

Here, the temperature distribution of the clean case at different
wind speeds, normalized with the average free surface tempera-
ture Ta can be expressed as follows:

f�T − Ta

Ta
� = �3.1 ± 0.21�exp�−

1

2�0.0073 ± 0.00056�2

���T − Ta

Ta
� − �0.0021 ± 0.00012��2� . �3�

Fig. 4 IR images of the contaminated free surface at a wind speed of „a… 4.4, „b… 5.5, and „c… 6.7 m/s; „d… plots of the
temperature pdfs; „e… extracted temperature profiles taken through the center of the IR image „vertical line section…
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The values in Eq. �3� were obtained from the best-fit curve
through the experimental data sets. Figure 3�b� shows Eq. �3�
superimposed on the resulting data points. This figure illustrates
that the shape at each wind speed remains similar suggesting that
the thermal structures undergo the same evaporative process while
the increase in wind speed enhances this process.

Figures 4�a�–4�c� are IR images of the contaminated case for
the wind speeds 4.4, 5.5, and 6.7 m/s, respectively. As mentioned
above, the concentration of oleyl alcohol on the free surface be-
fore introducing the wind was 0.08 �g/cm2. It is important to
point out that similar characteristics can be observed for higher
surfactant concentration, that is fishscales in the clean region and
a D-shape Reynolds ridge. However, higher wind speeds were
required to form the Reynolds ridge as the amount of surfactant
concentration was increased. The wind direction is from top to
bottom. The images in Figs. 4�a�–4�c� are representative of a
highly turbulent flow that has reached a statistically steady state
�stationary flow�. An evolution to steady state of the wind driven
Reynolds ridge can be found in Phongikaroon et al. �20�. Experi-
mental observations suggest that the position of the ridge can be
maintained indefinitely as long as the applied wind shear and sur-

factant concentration remain constant. From observing several se-
quences of the IR imagery, the advection of hot and cold fluid
plume structures can be detected and provide a clear sense of the
surface flow pattern.

Figure 4�c� reveals three distinct regions of the surface flow; for
clarity, nomenclature for most of the flow structures is present in
this figure. The first region, located upstream of the ridge, is the
clean or hot region. The second region, located downstream of the
ridge where the surfactant has accumulated, is the contaminated or
cold region. The association between these two regions has been
experimentally shown by Saylor et al. �16� and later confirmed
numerically by Handler et al. �21�. As mentioned earlier, oleyl
alcohol does not interfere with the evaporation process at the free
surface; however, the surfactant region appears cooler because it
is damping out the hot thermal plumes that would reach the free
surface. The intermediate region or “wake region,” appeared
downstream of the ridge and situated in a valley between the two
recirculation zones in the contaminated regions. It appears that the
fishscales in the clean region move downstream and rapidly sub-
duct beneath the ridge. The diameters of these recirculation re-
gions are approximately 2.5 cm and are composed of a hot core

Fig. 5 Velocity vector plot for the clean case at the wind speed of 5.1 m/s with a corresponding IR image. Dashed lines
show the common region of the IR image and the DPIV velocity field.
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with cold band. Here, the eddy on the left hand side of the image
rotates clockwise while that on the right hand side rotates coun-
terclockwise. They rotate faster and become tighter �e.g., at the
high wind speed of 6.7 m/s, the diameter is reduced to 2 cm� as
the wind speed increases.

It is interesting to note that the angle formed by the ridge with
the tank walls for all contaminated cases is independent of wind
speed and is approximately 50 deg �see Fig. 4�. As the wind speed
increases, it can be clearly seen that the position of the ridge shifts
further downstream because the flow is more energetic and is able
to further compress the surfactant film against the sluice. The
temperature distributions over the entire IR images for the free
surface for all mentioned wind speeds are shown in Fig. 4�d�. As
expected, the temperature distributions are bimodal in nature: this
corresponds to the �1� the lower temperature peak for the contami-
nated region and �2� the higher temperature peak for the clean
region. The temperature over the IR images in the clean region of
the free surface flow decreases as the wind speed increases exhib-
iting the similar trend as observed earlier in Fig. 3�a�. In addition,
the surface temperature extracted along the centerline of each IR
image is shown in Fig. 4�e�.

3.2 DPIV Results. The plane of interrogation for the velocity
field and area imaged with the IR detector are defined in Fig. 5.
The planes are perpendicular to one another with the planar ve-
locity measured along the centerline of the channel. A 3D sche-
matic image is given in the figure to provide the full visualization
of these representative data sets. Figure 5 is a representative mean
velocity field calculated from the DPIV data �300 realizations of
the flow� at the low wind speed condition of 5.1 m/s for the clean
case. The right edge of the velocity vector plot is 8.1 cm from the
leading edge of the channel. A dashed line is drawn across the
DPIV vector plot to locate this position on the given IR image.
Another dashed line is drawn to show the downstream end of the
IR image on the DPIV vector map. For presentation purposes,
velocity vectors are shown every third point in the x direction and
every point in the y direction. The vector map reveals a monotonic
increase in speed at the free surface and growth in the boundary
layer �BL� along the channel length. This is a typical characteristic
of free surface flows with clean surfaces. The BL thickness is
approximately 21 mm �as indicated in Fig. 5�. The edge of the
boundary layer is determined where the velocity drops to 10% of

Fig. 6 Streamwise velocity profiles at various downstream distances for the contaminated case. Dashed lines show
both the common region and the location of the Reynolds ridge „occurs at about 144 mm downstream of the leading
edge of the channel….
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its surface value.
The velocity field data at the wind speed of 6.7 m/s was se-

lected for the discussion of the contaminated case. The result is
shown in Fig. 6 and displayed similarly as that in the clean case.
Dashed lines are used to demark the three common regions shared
by the IR image and the DPIV velocity vectors: �1� the upstream
point from the leading edge, �2� the location of the Reynolds ridge
�at 144 mm in the x direction�, and �3� the downstream section.
The near surface velocity is seen to decrease as it approaches the
Reynolds ridge, dropping from 5.4 to 3.8 cm/s. The vector plot,
as shown in Fig. 6, displays the growth of the boundary layer
beneath the surfactant film. In this case, there is a favorable pres-
sure gradient in the BL region that overcomes the recirculation
zone and pushing it deeper into the bulk �not shown�. Here, the
BL thickness is approximately 37 mm. Furthermore, the near sur-
face velocity behind the ridge slowly decreases because of the
compressed surfactant film. This similar feature was also observed
and reported by Warncke et al. �12� in the case of the formation of
a Reynolds ridge with a surface current and contaminated inter-
face.

4 Discussion
Past research efforts have relied primarily on techniques asso-

ciated with quantifying the hydrodynamics of the flow, i.e., direct
visualization �2�, slope detection �9,11�, and simultaneous mea-
surements of surface slope and subsurface velocity field �12� to
locate the Reynolds ridge. The use of thermal imaging provides a
simplified approach to detecting the Reynolds ridge.

In this work, the laminae in the clean region of each IR image
can be used to determine the free surface drift velocity. Handler et
al. �19� have demonstrated a relationship between the laminae and
the characteristic cross-stream length scale ���. Here, � is defined
as �=100� /u* where � is the water kinematic viscosity ��=� /�
where � and � are water viscosity and density, respectively� and
u* is the friction velocity in water. For all of our experimental
cases, u* was estimated to be in range of 1–2 cm/s, which is
approximately 0.2% of the wind speed. In addition, the wind shear
���, which is defined as �= �u*�2�, was estimated to be in the range
of 0.1–0.3 N/m2. From this perspective, these fishscale structures

can be used to determine the surface drift velocity by tracking the
downstream displacement of these thermal patterns using a cross-
correlation technique. The result of the drift velocity vector is
displayed in Fig. 7. The information provided by IR surface ther-
mal structures, such as the surface drift velocity, can be used to
“fill in” the gap in reliable velocity data; this is a straightforward
technique for providing planar velocities. The result indicates the
existence of the transition region closer to the leading edge of the
channel. The drift velocity in the fully developed region is esti-
mated to be about 2% of the applied wind speed. Hence, the
friction velocity in water is approximately 10% of the drift veloc-
ity in this study.

Phongikaroon et al. �20� and Judd et al. �22� have provided
simplified versions of the stress balance given in Warncke and
Gharib �23�. The balance in the vicinity of the Reynolds ridge is
between the external wind shear, the Marangoni stress from the
surface tension ��� gradient, and the shear stress in the water at
the interface. In this study, the shear viscosities of the surfactant
film can be neglected �24�; therefore, the interfacial stress term
describing the rheological effects at the interface is disregarded.
The equation after coordinate transformation can be written as
follows:

� + ��/�x = − ���U/�y� �4�

where x is the streamwise coordinate with a positive sign pointing
downstream and y is the vertical coordinate with a positive sign
pointing from the water surface into the water column �as shown
in Figs. 5 and 6�. In the clean case, the surface tension gradient
can be omitted, and � is simply balanced by −���U /�y�. It is
important to point out that since �U /�y is negative, −���U /�y�
becomes positive and balances with �, which is positive in this
specified coordinate system. In the vicinity of the Reynolds ridge,
the term �� /�x is negative. This implies that there is an abrupt
change in �U /�y near the water interface. In fact, from Eq. �4�, it
is possible that the velocity gradient term could be reduced to
almost zero in the close vicinity of the Reynolds ridge itself.

The results of temperature pdfs reveal that the variations in
temperature at the free surface exist from both evaporative and
forced convective �wind� processes. By extracting self-similarity,

Fig. 7 Surface velocity vector maps superimposed on IR images for: „a… clean surface at a wind speed of 5.1 m/s, and
„b… contaminated case at a wind speed of 6.7 m/s
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it can be observed that these thermal structures undergo the same
evaporative process and that the wind only enhances this condi-
tion. Other existing issues involve the physics of angle formation
by the ridge with the channel wall and the recirculation regions. It
is felt that any predictive model attempting to simulate more re-
alistic flow scenarios involving air/water interactions must ac-
count for the observed phenomena. Thus, such experiments may
serve as simple benchmark cases that can be used to validate
simulations.
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Hybrid Particle/Grid Method for
Predicting Motion of Micro- and
Macrofree Surfaces
We developed a method of hybrid particle/cubic interpolated propagation (CIP) to pre-
dict the motion of micro- and macrofree surfaces within gas-liquid flows. Microfree
surfaces (smaller than the grid sizes) were simulated with the particle method, and
macrofree surfaces (larger than the grid sizes) were simulated with the grid method (CIP
is a kind of grid method). With the hybrid, velocities given by the advection part of the
particle method were combined with those given by the advection part of CIP. Further-
more, the particles used with the particle method were assigned near the macrofree
surfaces by using the volume fraction of liquid that was calculated with CIP. The method
we developed was used to predict the collapse of a liquid column. Namely, it was simul-
taneously able to predict both large deformation in the liquid column and its fragmenta-
tion, and the predicted configurations for the liquid column agreed well with the experi-
mentally measured ones. It was also used to predict the behavior of liquid films at the
outlet of a fuel injector used for automobile engines. The particle method in the simula-
tion was mainly used for liquid films in the air region and the grid method was used for
the other regions to shorten the computational time. The predicted profile of the liquid
film was very sharp in the air region where the liquid film became thinner than the grid
sizes; there was no loss of liquid film with numerical diffusion.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2234784�

Introduction
Fine atomization of the liquid jet from the fuel injector in au-

tomobile engines lowers engine emissions and improves fuel ef-
ficiency. Breakup behaviors of liquid films into droplets near the
injector outlet are strongly related to this atomization. However, it
is difficult to simultaneously simulate microlevel free surfaces like
droplets and macrolevel free surfaces like liquid films, because the
computational grid scales used in computational fluid dynamics
limit the minimum scale of the free surfaces. The behavior of
liquid films at the injector outlet have mainly been simulated with
the Eulerian method. However, it causes a loss of liquid film with
numerical diffusion, and it requires a long time for computation in
terms of practical engineering because meshes finer than the
thickness of liquid films must be used. There have been examples
that have simulated the breakup of the liquid jet; however, most of
these, e.g., Pan and Suga �1� and Tanguy et al. �2,3�, have been
done with simple nozzle shapes. From the aspect of practical en-
gineering, simulations to achieve more complex nozzle shapes are
needed to design injectors that can provide fine atomization.

Numerous methods have been proposed to solve the free sur-
face problems between a gas and a liquid, and these can be
grouped into two categories, i.e., Eulerian or Lagrangian methods.
The Eulerian methods can be further classified into two types of
numerical approaches. The first is based on the front tracking
method where Unverdi and Tryggvason �4� explicitly represented
free surfaces through connected marker points. The advantage of
their approach was that it reduced the number of nodes represent-
ing the front and avoided introducing numerical diffusion, which
smooths out the free surface. The second approach is the front
capturing method where the front of the free surface is directly
captured on regular, fixed grids that cover both liquid and gas

domains. For example, Harlow and Welch’s marker-and-cell
method �5� uses marker particles to identify each fluid. Hirt and
Nichols’ volume of fluid �VOF� method �6� is widely used, and
the free surface is defined as the change in the volume fraction of
liquid. Sussman et al.’s level set method �7� uses the level set
function to determine the location of the free surface. A reinitial-
ization of the level set function is required to maintain the char-
acteristics of the distance function near the free surface.

Lagrangian methods are suitable for moving boundary prob-
lems because they permit free surfaces to be precisely followed to
the boundaries and they allow surface boundary conditions to be
easily applied �see Ref. �8��. Enright et al.’s hybrid particle level
set �9� is another Lagrangian method; it combines the best prop-
erties of the level set method and the marker particle Lagrangian
scheme. It randomly places a set of marker particles near the free
surface and allows them to passively advect with the flow; this
obtains a subgrid scale accuracy near the free surface with the
level set method. Evans and Harlow’s particle-in-cell �PIC� �10�,
Brackbill and Ruppel’s fluid-implicit-particle �11�, and Tanaka’s
cubic interpolation with volume/area coordinate �CIVA�-particle
method �12� also use a number of marker particles to describe the
spatial distributions of the free surface. PIC uses a number of
particles to describe the spatial distributions of variables within a
cell, and the particles are used to calculate the convection terms.

Yabe and Aoki’s method of cubic interpolated propagation
�CIP� �13� is similar to PIC. CIP calculates the advection equa-
tions by interpolating the spatial distributions of variables within a
upper-wind cell by using a cubic-polynomial function; the advec-
tion equation is calculated in third order precision, and a sharp
profile of the free surface is obtained. The governing equations,
except for the advection terms, are discretized using the finite-
difference method.

The Lagrangian particle methods use particles that move as a
fully Lagrangian description. Gingold and Monaghan’s smooth
particle hydrodynamic method �14� is grid-free; the spatial deriva-
tives are derived from using the kernel function of distances
among particles. Koshizuka et al.’s moving particle semi-implicit
�MPS� method �15� was developed to analyze incompressible
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flows using particle motions without the need for grids. The free
surfaces are recognized according to the decrease in the particle
number density. Governing equations are transformed to interac-
tions among particles. The particles then move as a fully Lagrang-
ian description in the advection step; this avoids introducing the
loss of free surfaces with numerical diffusion. The nonadvection
equations are explicitly solved, while Poisson’s equation of pres-
sure is implicitly solved.

In calculating the liquid jet from fuel injectors for automobile
engines, the main difficulty in using the front capturing methods is
that when the liquid film at the outlet of the injector becomes too
thin to be adequately resolved on the grid, the level set method
and CIP lose mass while VOF forms “blobby” filaments that lo-
cally enforce mass conservation. We developed a hybrid method
that combines MPS and CIP to predict the motion of both micro-
and macrofree surfaces. We used MPS to predict the motion of
microfree surfaces �smaller than grid sizes�, and CIP to predict the
motion of macrofree surfaces �larger than grid sizes�. Further-
more, to fit the complex boundaries of flow passes within injec-
tors, we used a CIP code that was combined with the finite-
volume method using unstructured grid spaces �16�. Velocities
given by the advection part of MPS were combined with those
given by the advection part of CIP with the hybrid method. Fur-
thermore, the particles for MPS were assigned near the macrofree
surfaces by using the volume fraction of liquid that was calculated
with CIP.

We used the new method to predict fragmentation in a liquid
column. That is, it was used to predict both large deformation in
the liquid column and its fragmentation simultaneously, and the
predicted configurations for the water column agreed well with
measurements done by Koshizuka et al. �15�. It was also applied
to simulating a liquid jet from a fuel injector for automobile en-
gines. We only focused on the flow field near the injector outlet,
and tried to simulate the motions of liquid films by using groups
of particles in MPS. The particle method in the simulation was
mainly used for the liquid films in the air region and the grid
method was used for the other regions to shorten the computa-
tional time. The predicted profile for the liquid film was very
sharp in the air region where the liquid film became thinner than
the grid sizes; there was no loss of liquid film with numerical
diffusion.

Formulation

MPS Method. MPS was developed by Koshizuka et al. �15� to
analyze incompressible flows based on particle motion. Particle
interaction models are prepared corresponding to differential op-
erators. Governing equations are transformed to interactions
among particles. Grids are not necessary. The particles move as a
fully Lagrangian description. Incompressibility is implicitly incor-
porated in the algorithm by solving Poisson’s equation of pres-
sure, while other terms are explicitly calculated.

Mass and momentum conservation equations for incompress-
ible flow are written as

D�

Dt
= 0 and �1�

�
Dū

Dt
= − �p + ��2u� + �g� �2�

where the left sides of Eqs. �1� and �2� indicate Lagrangian dif-
ferentiation including convection terms. The mass conservation
equation is represented by the density being constant. Since fully
Lagrangian description is employed in MPS, the convection terms
are not explicitly considered. First, the viscous and gravitation
terms are explicitly calculated and the Laplacian operator is writ-
ten as

��2��i =
2d

�n0
�
j�i

�� j − �i�w��rj − ri�� �3�

where �i and ri are the scalar quantity and coordinates of particle
i, respectively, d is the number of spatial dimensions, and n0 is the
particle number density. All the interactions are limited among the
neighboring particles within a weight function. The w in Eq. �3� is
the weight function that defines particle interactions and is written
as

w�rij� = � re

rij
− 1 �rij � re�

0 �rij � re�
�4�

where rij is the distance between two particles, and re is the radius
of the interaction area between them. Particle number density ni
and parameter � are defined as

ni = �
j�i

w��rj − ri�� and �5�

� =

�
j�i

�rj − ri�2w��rj − ri��

�
j�i

w��rj − ri��
�6�

After the source terms are calculated, the motion of particles is
calculated using a fully Lagrangian description. The continuity
equation requires the particle number density to be constant, i.e.,
ni=n0, and the Poisson equation of pressure is solved with a
source term representing deviations in the particle number density
from n0

��2p	i =
�

�t2

ni − n0

n0
�7�

Finally, the velocities are modified with the new time pressure

�u = −
�t

�
� p �8�

where the pressure gradient is defined by

��p�i =
d

n0
�
j�i


 pj − pi

�rj − ri�2
�rj − ri�w��rj − ri��� �9�

The particle coordinates are also modified with new velocities.

CIP Method. The governing equations for fluid flow are writ-
ten as

� f

�t
+ ujf ,j = g �10�

where f is a vector of dependent variables and g is a vector of
source terms. Equation �10� is a nonconservative form of the con-
vection terms, but CIP ensures good conservation �13�. Vectors f
and g are given as

f =�
F

�

ui

p  g =�
0

− �uj,j

−
1

�
p,i +

1

�
	ij,j

− �Cs
2uj,j

 �11�

where F is a tangent function of the volume fraction of liquid

CIP, � is density, and ui is a velocity component. Here, p is
pressure and Cs in the pressure equation is the speed of sound.
With CIP, F is transformed into 
CIP
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CIP =
arctan�F�

0.99�
+ 0.5 �12�

Note that 
CIP is limited to being close to 0 or 1 �
CIP=0 in gas;

CIP=1 in liquid� because of the tangent function. The density,
viscosity, and speed of sound in the gas-liquid flow are given as

� = �l
CIP + �g�1 − 
CIP� �13�

� = �l
CIP + �g�1 − 
CIP� and �14�

Cs = Csl
CIP + Csg�1 − 
CIP� �15�

Here, subscripts l and g mean liquid and gas. The CIP method can
be used for both compressible and incompressible flow �Eq. �15�
is used to change the speed of sound in gas or liquid�, and Eq. �11�
is solved through a procedure that is almost the same as an in-
compressible solver �13�. Furthermore, the compressibility of the
gas region in this study was so weak that Eq. �11� was solved as
an almost incompressible flow with the CIP method. Equation
�10� is split into advection and nonadvection equations using a
time-splitting procedure

� f

�t
+ ujf ,j = 0 and �16�

� f

�t
= g �17�

The advection �Eq. �16�� is solved first, followed by the nonad-
vection equation. Yabe et al. �13� proposed a method of solving
Eq. �16� by interpolating spatial distributions of variables within a
cell by using a cubic-polynomial function, i.e., third order preci-
sion for solving the advection equation �16�. Nonadvection �Eq.
�17�� is solved after solving Eq. �16� using the fractional-step
method �17�. To fit the complex boundary of flow pass within
injectors, we used the finite-volume method using unstructured

grid spaces �16�, where variables were located in the center of
each cell.

Hybrid Particle/CIP Method. We combined velocities given
by the advection part of the MPS method with those given by the
advection part of CIP, and the velocities were interpolated in
terms of the particle coordinates and grid coordinates. Figure 1�a�
shows the interpolation from particle coordinates to grid coordi-
nates, and the interpolation function is written as

u� �MPS� =

�
i�j

u� �MPS�W�Rij�

�
i�j

W�Rij�
�18�

where u�MPS is velocity given in terms of particle coordinates,
which is given by the advection part of the MPS method, and

Fig. 1 Interpolation between particle coordinates and grid
coordinates

Fig. 2 Assignment of CIP and MPS method to predict free sur-
faces in gas-liquid flows

Fig. 3 Boundary condition of MPS at wall

Fig. 4 Calculation algorithm for present method
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u� �MPS� is velocity interpolated in terms of grid coordinates. Fur-
thermore, Rij is the distance between a particle and a grid. Weight
function W�Rij� in Eq. �18�, which has the same formulation as
that with the MPS method, is written as

W�Rij� = � Re

Rij
− 1 �Rij � Re�

0 �Rij � Re�
�19�

where Re is defined as a larger value than the grid sizes. Figure
1�b� shows interpolation from grid coordinates to particle coordi-
nates. The interpolation function is written as

u� �CIP� =

�
i�j

u�CIPW�Rij�

�
i�j

W�Rij�
�20�

where u�CIP is velocity given in terms of grid coordinates, which is
given by the advection part of CIP, and u� �CIP� is velocity interpo-
lated in terms of particle coordinates.

Velocity u�MPS given by the advection part of the MPS method is
combined with velocity u� �CIP� given in Eq. �20� and is then modi-
fied as follows:

u�MPS
* = �1 − �MPS� u�MPS + �MPSu� �CIP� �21�

Here, �MPS is written as

�MPS = �0 ← gas �
�CIP� � 
min�
�
�CIP� − 
min�/�
max − 
min� �
min � 
�CIP� � 
max�
1 ← liquid �
�CIP� � 
max�

�22�

where �MPS changes from 0 to 1 between gas and liquid regions.
Furthermore, 
�CIP� is the volume fraction of liquid given by the
particle coordinates and is calculated by


�CIP� =

�
i�j


CIPW�Rij�

�
i�j

W�Rij�
�23�

Here, 
CIP is the volume fraction of liquid calculated using CIP in
terms of the grid coordinates, and 
min and 
max were, respec-
tively, set to 0.2 and 0.8 in this study. Equation �21� shows that
modified velocity u�MPS

* is equal to velocity u� �MPS� when a particle
is in the gas region ��MPS=0�. However, modified velocity u�MPS

* is
equal to velocity u� �CIP� when a particle is in the liquid region

Fig. 5 Geometry for collapse of water column

Fig. 6 Collapse of water column. Twenty-four grids are assigned per width a, and 120 particles
are initially assigned per width a near free surface of water column.

Fig. 7 Distribution of volume fraction of liquid �
„CIP… in terms of

particle coordinates at 0.7 s
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��MPS=1�.
With CIP, velocity u�CIP given by the advection part is combined

with velocity u� �MPS� given in Eq. �18�, and is then modified as
follows:

u�CIP
* = �1 − �CIP�u�CIP + �CIP + u� �MPS� �24�

Here, �CIP is written as

�CIP = �1 − �� �25�
where

 = �0 ← gas �
CIP � 
min�
�
CIP − 
min�/�
max − 
min� �
min � 
CIP � 
max�
1 ← liquid �
CIP � 
max�

�26�

and

� =

�
i�j

W�Rij�

N0
�27�

Here, N0 in Eq. �27� is particle number density in liquid, and then
� changes from 0 to 1. Furthermore 
min and 
max in Eq. �26� were
set to 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. Equation �24� shows that modified
velocity u�CIP

* is equal to velocity u�CIP when a grid is in the gas

region and particle density is 0 �=0, �=0, then �CIP=0�. How-
ever, modified velocity u�CIP

* is equal to velocity u� �MPS� when a grid
is in the gas region and particle density is 1 �=0, �=1, then
�CIP=1�. Furthermore, when a grid is in the liquid region ��=0,
then �CIP=0�, modified velocity u�CIP

* is equal to velocity u�CIP.
Figure 2 shows how the MPS method and CIP are assigned ac-
cording to Eqs. �21� and �24� to calculate the motion of free sur-
faces. The motion of macrofree surfaces that are larger than the
grid sizes are mainly solved with CIP, and the motion of microfree
surfaces that are smaller than the grid sizes are mainly solved with
the MPS method. Flow fields except those on free surfaces are
solved with CIP. In the numerical grid coupling laws in Eqs. �21�
and �24�, control parameters that affect the numerical results are

min and 
max; the ranges of 
min and 
max are 0�
min�
max
�1. As the range between 
min and 
max is a transition region
between MPS and CIP, if we select a large range, numerical sta-
bility is improved; however, the interface of the free surface is
smoothed out more �less fragmented�. Furthermore, the surface
tension effect is not used in the numerical model. A way to include
the effect is to integrate Brackbill’s continuum surface force
�CSF� model �18� into MPS as it has been integrated into the grid
method, i.e., surface force is integrated into the momentum equa-
tion, Eq. �2�, in the form of a volume force. The characteristic
function in the CSF model can be defined through particle distri-

Fig. 8 Grid/number-of-density sensitivity study. Estimation of recovered scale with MPS by
comparing cases using CIP with 24 and 48 grids per width a for water column: „a… 0.4, „b… 0.6,
and „c… 0.8 s.
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bution; the characteristic function is 0 at the particle coordinates
near the free surfaces and 1 at the other particle coordinates.

Figure 3 shows the wall-boundary condition used with the MPS
method in a two-dimensional space. Here, n� is a normal vector, t�
is a tangential vector, and re is the radius of the interaction area of
particles. Dummy particles are generated at the wall when a par-
ticle approaches it, so the wall particles that are normally used
with the MPS method have been neglected to reduce their
numbers.

Figure 4 shows the standard algorithm used with the present
method. The advection equation for CIP is solved by interpolating
the spatial distributions of variables within a cell with a cubic-
polynomial function. Velocities in the advection part of the MPS
method and CIP are combined in each time step, i.e., the velocities
in the terms of both particle and grid coordinates are modified by
Eqs. �21� and �24�. We next calculate the diffusion and source
terms, and particle coordinates are calculated with the MPS
method. After that, the pressure Poisson equations for both meth-
ods are solved and new time pressures are obtained. Finally, we
obtain new time velocities for both methods with the pressure
gradient, modifying the new time coordinates of the particles. This
algorithm is basically semi-implicit time marching, which has
been widely used with the grid method.

Results and Discussion

Application to Collapse of Water Column. We applied our
present method to the collapse of a water column. Figure 5 out-

lines the geometry for the collapse of a water column; it has the
same dimensions as those in the experiment done by Koshizuka et
al. �15�. The water column is located on the left vertical wall, and
the initial width of the column is a and its height is 2a, where a is
146 mm. The computational domain is 4a�8a, where all bound-
aries are defined as walls.

Figure 6 shows the predicted configuration for a collapsing wa-
ter column with the present method. In the calculation, 24 grids
are assigned per width a, and 120 particles are initially assigned
per width a within a range of three meshes from the free surface.
The figure shows that the particles are only assigned near the free
surface, predicting fragmentation of the water column. At 0.2 s,
the right side of the water column slides to the right. At 0.3 s, the
collapsing water runs into the right vertical wall and rises. The
rising water forms a thin film along the vertical wall, and stops
rising at 0.5 s, while the film continues to fragment. The film falls
due to gravity at 0.6 s. At 0.8 s, the left side of the falling water
hits the water at the bottom wall, and splashes toward the left
vertical wall at 1.0 s. After that, the water column returns to the
right vertical wall at 1.3 and 1.5 s.

Figure 7�a� shows the distribution in the volume fraction of
liquid 
�CIP� calculated with Eq. �23� �blue area: 
�CIP�=0, red:

�CIP�=1� in terms of the particle coordinates, where Fig. 7�b� is
an enlarged portion of Fig. 7�a�. According to Eq. �21�, motion on
the macrofree surfaces �larger than grid sizes� are mainly calcu-
lated with CIP, and their fragmentation �smaller than grid sizes� is
done with the MPS method.

Fig. 9 Motion of leading edge and top of water column

Fig. 10 Geometry for swirl fuel injector
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Figure 8 shows a study done on grid/number-of-density sensi-
tivity. We ran cases using CIP with 24 and 48 grids per width a for
the water column, and we estimated the unresolved scale that was
simulated with 24-grid resolution. We then checked the recovered
scale with MPS with the present method. The figure also has
measurements done by Koshizuka and Oka �15� to verify the con-
figuration of the water column. At 0.4 s, the water film at the top
of the column along the vertical wall, which was simulated with
24-grid resolution, is less dense with numerical diffusion than that
simulated with 48-grid resolution. The loss of water film at the top
of the column recovers with particles of MPS with the present
method. The profile of the water column simulated with the
present method agrees well with measurement. At 0.6 s, the thin
water film falling down the vertical wall is more compact with
24-grid resolution than that with 48-grid resolution. Although the
loss of thin water film on the wall recovers with the present
method, it is more fragmented than that achieved with measure-
ments because surface tension was neglected in the calculation.
The predicted configuration for the water column agrees well with
the measurements, e.g., for the profile of the hill of the water
column and the depth of the water column. However, simulation
cannot predict the frothy spray behavior just outside the liquid
layer at the base of the hill on the vertical wall. At 0.8 s, the
falling water on the left side of the column hits the water at the
bottom and it is deflected to the upper left in the measurements.
The contact made by the falling water is not simulated with 24-
grid resolution and the present method simulates this. The pre-
dicted height of the water column on the right also agrees well
with the measurements. We found that the particle motion simu-
lated with MPS with the present method assisted the motion of
macroscale free surfaces simulated with CIP. We also found that
the particle motion with MPS formed on the foundation of mac-
roscale free surfaces simulated with CIP, e.g., the deflection at the
left of the water column was not simulated, which was mainly
caused by the lack of grid resolution with CIP.

Figure 9 plots the predicted development of the leading edge
and the top position of the column over time. Figure 9�a� plots the
leading-edge position, and Fig. 9�b� plots the top position. The
axes are nondimensional scales; T is the nondimensional time for
the leading edge, and 	 is that for the top. Parameter X* is the
position of the leading edge at time T, and Y* is that of the top at
time 	. We ran cases using the present method with 12 and 24

grids per width a for the water column. The leading edge position
simulated with 12 grids per width a moved faster than that simu-
lated with 24 grids. This was due to the grid resolution with CIP.
The results simulated with the present method were also com-
pared with a case using the VOF method �6� and with measure-
ments done by Martin and Moyce �19�. We found that the leading-
edge position in Fig. 9�a� moved faster than that in the
measurements, but the top position in Fig. 9�b� agreed well with
Martin and Moyce’s measurements. In Fig. 9�a�, the leading-edge
position simulated with VOF �6� also moved faster than the mea-
surements. This was due to the friction between the fluid and the
lower wall, which caused a rounded leading edge. The leading-
edge position simulated with the present method with 24-grid
resolution agreed well with that simulated with VOF until T
=2.0. However, it moved a little faster than that simulated with
VOF after T=2.0. There is a diffusion effect of the micro-
macrocoupling in the MPS interface tracking that affect the accu-
racy of the numerical solutions.This is a necessary future work
concerning MPS and artificial diffusion in the interface.

Application to Fuel Injector. We also applied the present
method to the breakup of liquid films within the fuel injector used
in direct-injection gasoline engines. Figure 10 outlines the geom-
etry of a swirl fuel injector and the measurement for liquid-film
breakup. The fuel enters the four inlets of the swirler, forming a

Fig. 11 Computational grids: „a… 102,884 elements and „b…
209,428 elements „half size…

Fig. 12 Configurations for liquid films in swirl fuel injector used in automobile engines
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swirled flow. Then, centrifugal force caused by the motion of the
swirled flow forms a liquid film on the fuel on the inside wall of
the orifice. After that, the liquid film leaves, enters the air region
at the outlet of the orifice, then breaks up into droplets. Figure 11
is a computational grid; the air region is at the outlet of the orifice.
We used two computational grids of 102,884 elements or 209,428
elements to study the grid resolution. Figure 11 shows half the
original grids for the 209,428 elements. The densities for air and
fuel in the calculation were 1.2 and 684 kg/m3, and their viscosi-
ties were 1.81�10−5 Pa s and 4.88E−4 Pa s. The fuel pressure at
the inlet was 7.1 MPa and the pressure in the air region was
0.1 MPa.

Figure 12 shows the configurations for the liquid films calcu-
lated using a grid of the 102,884 elements from 0 to 0.16 ms. The
computational time was about 15 h with a 2.5 GHz, Pentium 4
processor. The light blue area indicates the number of particles
used with the MPS method, which was about 30,000. As the par-
ticles have been assigned near the free surfaces of the liquid film,
the configuration for the liquid film can be recognized according
to the particle distributions. At 0.025 ms, the fuel is between the
plunger rod and valve seat. At 0.045 ms, a liquid column is in-
jected from the orifice. At this time, there is no liquid film on the
inside wall of the orifice because of the weak swirl flow. After
0.06 ms, the jet angle gradually increases in proportion to the
increasing swirl flow within the orifice. Finally, the liquid jet
reaches a steady state at 0.16 ms. We find that liquid film is
formed at the outlet of the orifice and the tip of the liquid film
breaks up; the macroscopic behavior of the liquid-film-like jet
angle agrees well with that in the experimental results in Fig. 10.
However, the tip of the liquid film completely fragments into the
particles, because the present method does not take the surface-
tension effect into account. To predict microstructures like the
breakup length and size of droplets, the surface-tension effect has
been taken into consideration in the particle motion for MPS. A

way to include the effect is to integrate Brackbill’s CSF model
�18� into MPS as it has been integrated into the grid method, i.e.,
surface force is integrated into the momentum equation, Eq. �2�,
in the form of a volume force. It should also be noted that liquid
films and droplets mean a group of particles in the present
method, and the distribution of individual particles, whose particle
number density defined by Eq. �5� is zero, makes no sense.

Figure 13 shows configurations for liquid films at 0.16 ms,
which were simulated with the VOF method with the 102,884 and
209,428 elements. Isosurfaces are shown, where the volume frac-
tion of the liquid is 0.5. Liquid film is formed on the inside wall of
the orifice, and a cavity of air is generated at the center of the
orifice; the size of the cavity simulated with the 102,884 elements
is smaller than that simulated with the 209,428 elements. The
liquid film enters the air region at the outlet of the orifice, and
soon vanishes with numerical diffusion in both cases with the
102,884 and 2009,428 elements. We need a huge number of girds
in the air region to simulate the liquid film.

Figure 14 shows a study of grid/number-of-density sensitivity
with configurations for liquid film at 0.16 ms. We ran cases using
CIP with the 102,884 and 209,428 elements, and we estimated the
unresolved scale that was simulated with 102,884 elements. We
then checked the recovered scale with MPS using the present
method. There is a case simulated with the 209,428 elements to
verify our study of grid resolution with the present method. Isos-
urfaces are shown in Fig. 14�a�, where the volume fraction of
liquid is 0.5. Liquid film is formed on the inside wall of the
orifice. The liquid film enters the air region at the outlet of the
orifice, and soon vanishes with numerical diffusion in both cases
with the 102,884 and 2009,428 elements. Although this trend is
the same as that simulated with VOF, the size of the liquid films at
the outlet of the orifice are smaller than that simulated with VOF
because the tangent function in Eq. �12� used with CIP limits the
volume fraction of the liquid close to 0 or 1; only liquid films
larger than the grid-sizes in the air region are shown. With VOF,
there are more regions where the volume fraction of the liquid is
between 0 and 1 than with CIP. We find from Fig. 14�b� that the
loss of liquid film in the air region recovers with the present
method, and there are few differences in the configurations for
simulations with the 102,884 and 209,428 elements. However, no
ligaments generated from the liquid film can be seen in Fig. 10�b�
because surface tension was neglected in the calculation.

Figure 15 outlines the configuration for a liquid film in the
cutting plane along the injector axis. We found that liquid film was
formed on the inside wall of the orifice, and entered the air region.
The tip of the liquid film then broke up into droplets. The dark-
blue area represents liquid film predicted with CIP, and the light-
blue area is liquid film predicted with the MPS method. We found
that CIP could mainly be used within the flow pass of the injector,

Fig. 13 Configurations for liquid films at 0.16 ms simulated
with the VOF method

Fig. 14 Grid/number-of-density sensitivity study. Estimation of recovered scale with MPS by
comparing cases using CIP with 102,884 and 209,428 elements: „a… CIP only and „b… present
method.
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and MPS could be used for simulating liquid film in the air region.
We also found that the present method was able to simulate liquid
films that were thinner than the grid sizes. It was difficult to verify
the thickness of liquid film because of various difficulties with the
measurements. However, we could compare the jet angle pre-
dicted using the present method with the measurements. The jet
angle agreed well with a measurement of 70 degrees in both cases
with the 102,884 and 209,428 elements.

Conclusion
We developed a hybrid particle/CIP method to predict the mo-

tion of micro- and macrofree surfaces within gas-liquid flows,
which combined particle and grid methods �CIP itself is a kind of
grid method�. With the hybrid, the particle method was used to
simulate microfree surfaces and the grid method was then used to
simulate macrofree surfaces. Furthermore, the velocities given by
the advection part of the particle method were combined with
those given by the advection part of CIP. We used our new method
to predict fragmentation in a liquid column and it could simulta-
neously predict both large deformation in the liquid column and
its fragmentation. We also used it to predict the breakup of liquid
films within the fuel injectors used in automobile engines. The
particle method in the simulation was mainly used for liquid films
in the air region and the grid method was used for the other
regions to shorten the computational time. The predicted profile of
the liquid film was very sharp in the air region where the liquid
film became thinner than the grid sizes.
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Nomenclature
Cs � speed of sound
d � number of spatial dimensions
f � vector of dependent variables

F � tangent function of volume fraction of liquid
g � source terms or acceleration of gravity

n0 � particle number density
N0 � particle number density used in Eq. �27�

p � pressure
re � radius of interaction area
Re � radius of interpolation area
rij � distance between two particles
Rij � distance between particle and grid

t � time
T � nondimensional time for leading edge of water

column

u � velocity
u�CIP � velocity �calculated with CIP method� given in

terms of grid coordinates
u� �CIP� � velocity �calculated with CIP method� interpo-

lated in terms of particle coordinates
u�MPS � velocity �calculated with MPS method� given

in terms of particle coordinates
u� �MPS� � velocity �calculated with MPS method� inter-

polated in terms of grid coordinates
w � weight function used with MPS method
W � weight function used in interpolation between

particle coordinates and grid coordinates
X* � position of leading edge of water column at

time T
Y* � position of top of a water column at time 	
� � viscosity


CIP � volume fraction of liquid given by CIP method

�CIP� � volume fraction of liquid given by particle

coordinates
� � density

	ij � viscous stress
	 � non-dimensional time for top of water column
� � scalar quantity
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Hydrofoil Drag Reduction
by Partial Cavitation
Partial cavitation reduces hydrofoil friction, but a drag penalty associated with unsteady
cavity dynamics usually occurs. With the aid of inviscid theory a design procedure is
developed to suppress cavity oscillations. It is demonstrated that it is possible to suppress
these oscillations in some range of lift coefficient and cavitation number. A candidate
hydrofoil, denoted as OK-2003, was designed by modification of the suction side of a
conventional NACA-0015 hydrofoil to provide stable drag reduction by partial cavitation.
Validation of the design concept with water tunnel experiments has shown that the partial
cavitation on the suction side of the hydrofoil OK-2003 does lead to drag reduction and
a significant increase in the lift to drag ratio within a certain range of cavitation number
and within a three-degree range of angle of attack. Within this operating regime, fluc-
tuations of lift and drag decrease down to levels inherent to cavitation-free flow. The
favorable characteristics of the OK-2003 are compared with the characteristics of the
NACA-0015 under cavitating conditions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2234787�

1 Introduction
Drag reduction by cavitation is usually associated with super-

cavitation that occurs at a very high speed/low cavitation number.
Operating in a cavity reduces the wetted surface and hence re-
duces friction. However, there is a drag penalty associated with
creating a cavity. This penalty usually offsets any possible friction
reduction, as follows from data described in �1�. Nevertheless,
there has been a successful experience in drag reduction utilizing
partial cavitation, which does not cover the trailing part of the
body completely �reported for ships with specially designed bot-
toms by Ivanov �2� and Latorre �3��. A possibility of such drag
reduction is associated with the suppression of cavity pulsation by
adjusting the pressure gradient in the reattachment region via spe-
cial design of the bodies. This procedure addresses the need for
hydrofoil drag reduction where conventional foils suffer a drag
increase due to cavitation.

The theory of ideal cavitation �as defined by Birkhoff �4��, sug-
gests a possibility of hydrofoil drag reduction by partial cavita-
tion. The authors have developed a design procedure in the frame-
work of a model of ideal cavitation that has been earlier employed
in other design problems for cavitating hydrofoils �5–7�. As is
usual in engineering, the design employs some known hydrofoil
as an initial approach. In this case it was the NACA-0015. The
designed OK-2003 hydrofoil exhibited a drag reduction by partial
cavitation, and this result was recently reported at a conference
�8�.

A detailed experimental study validated the desired features of
the design concept in the range of cavitation number and angle of
attack where drag reduction takes place. These features include a
sharp lift increase and a very low level of drag and lift fluctua-
tions.

This paper describes the unusual characteristics of the novel
hydrofoil OK-2003 in comparison with the traditional hydrofoil
NACA-0015. The main points of the design algorithm are also
discussed.

2 General Design Concept
The objective of the design is a hydrofoil that has no cavitation-

induced drag within a given range of cavitation number and lift

coefficient. This requires the variation of several pairs of auxiliary
parameters �cavity lengths, angles of attack� to find the combina-
tion that will fit the given requirements.

The presented design of low-drag partially cavitating hydrofoils
is based on determination of a cavity shape on a hydrofoil in ideal
incompressible fluid. After the fluid velocity potential is defined,
the cavity shape must be found from the solution of a boundary
value problem for the Laplace equation:

�� = 0 �1�

The boundary conditions include the normal velocity requirement

� ��

�N
�

S

= 0 �2�

the definition of incoming flow

�grad ��x→−� = �1,sin ���� �3�

and the pressure constancy condition for the surface of the cavity

��grad ��2�S* = 1 + � �4�

Here the surface S includes S* �the cavity surface defined by an
arc of constant pressure and of a fixed length� and the hydrofoil
wetted surfaces. A fictitious boundary in the tail of cavity is also
included in S �as shown in Fig. 1�. This term was first suggested
by Birkhoff and Zarantonelo �9� for part of a boundary of closed
cavities, where the pressure is not constant in steady flows.

The applied scheme of cavity closure is similar to that em-
ployed by Kinnas et al. �10�; it is a generalization of the
Riabouchinsky scheme. There is a drag associated with the cavity
closure. This drag will go to zero if cavity closure is achieved by
a smooth reattachment to the afterbody of the designed foil. This
requires that the afterbody is tangent to the cavity at the point of
reattachment, as shown in Fig. 2 for the design condition. Out of
this condition, a fictitious body and associated drag will be inher-
ent to the designed hydrofoil.

A condition for lift determination must be added to Eqs.
�1�–�4�. Traditionally, the Kutta-Joukovskii condition is employed
for this aim. The following formula describes the velocity behav-
ior in the vicinity of hydrofoil’s trailing edge:

U�x� 	 �C − x��
 C*

�C − x�
+ 1 + ¯ � �5�

This formula is deduced by analyzing a conformal mapping of the
trailing edge vicinity into a circle. Here �=� / �2�−��, the origin
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coincides with the hydrofoil leading edge. The coefficient C* must
be zero to satisfy the Kutta-Joukovskii condition.

There are different applicable numerical techniques to solve the
nonlinear boundary value problem �1�–�5� for arbitrary hydrofoils
�developed by Ulhman �11�, Pelone et al. �12�, and others�. The
technique applied here was recently described by Amromin �13�.

The problem solution provides both the hydrofoil shape and the
pressure distribution over its contour at the angle of attack that
corresponds to the design condition. As shown in Fig. 3, the pres-
sure coefficient is Cp=Cp*=−� over approximately 75% of the
suction side of the foil. It will result in a fiction drag reduction on
the order of the reduction in wetted surface. The boundary be-
tween the cavity and the fluid is a constant-pressure surface. For a
selected pair �l ,a�, there is a unique surface shape and cavitation
number �. Another boundary of the cavity is the surface of the
designed hydrofoil itself. One may join two points on S* by any
new arc that will be located within the basic contour. One can
generate many such contours from the basic contour and the drag-
free hydrofoil would not be unique for the certain basic contour.
All that is necessary is that there is adequate space between the
cavity and the hydrofoil surface. The cavity cannot be infinitely
thin due to capillarity effects and the cavity should be stable to
small perturbations of the angle of attack. In addition, the contour
of designed hydrofoil must be inside of the contour of the initial
hydrofoil with the cavity. Thus, there is no uniqueness in this part
of the design algorithm.

The principles of the design procedure are illustrated with the
OK-2003 hydrofoil developed on the basis of the NACA-0015
hydrofoil �studied by Arndt et al. �14,15��. The shape of this hy-
drofoil is shown in Fig. 4. The pressure sides of the OK-2003 and

NACA-0015 completely coincide and are located along the bot-
tom in Fig. 4. This provides a favorable basis for comparison
between the new and traditional hydrofoils. The OK-2003 is de-
signed for partial cavitating conditions where the cavity reattaches
at the 60% point along the chord. This ideal cavity can also be
compared with the computed cavity shape in Fig. 4. The defined
geometric zero angle of attack used experimentally is located
along the x axis.

There are some details concerning the shape of the foil at cavity
detachment. If the detachment point is placed slightly downstream
from the position described by the Brillouin-Villat condition, one
will obtain a pressure minimum upstream of it �Gurevich �16�
provides a mathematical proof with the employment of Lavrentiev
variation principle�. A similar technique was previously used in
ship hull drag reduction by partial cavitation �2�. The role of such
minimum is to stabilize the leading edge of the cavity.

The second point must be located upstream of the fictitious
contour. A pressure minimum is also necessary there to “lock” the
cavity length near a stable position. As a result, the pressure dis-
tribution over the designed hydrofoils under cavitation-free con-
ditions has two minima �i.e., the inviscid pressure distribution has
two minima, as shown in Fig. 5�.

3 Experimental Setup
The experimental validation of the design procedure was car-

ried out in the Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory �SAFL� water tun-
nel. This water tunnel has a 0.19	0.19 m square cross-section
allowing for a hydrofoil span of 0.19 m. The hydrofoil chord
length used in this tunnel is 0.081 m. This chord length was se-
lected to minimize any bias due to the combined effects of block-
age and Reynolds number. The Reynolds numbers tested ranged
between 6.5	105 to 8	105 based on free-stream test speeds of
8–10 m/s.

The foils were mounted on a specially designed force balance
that allowed for ventilation and adjustable lift and drag sensitivity.

Fig. 1 Schematic of cavitating flow

Fig. 2 Computed cavities on the developed hydrofoil OK-2003.
The fictitious body of the initial NACA-0015 hydrofoil at design
conditions is transformed into the afterbody of the hydrofoil
OK-2003.

Fig. 3 Pressure distribution over a basic contour

Fig. 4 Contours of the designed hydrofoil OK-2003 „solid line…,
the initial hydrofoil NACA-0015 „dashed line…, and the basic
contour „transparent line… that is a solution of Eqs. „1…–„5… for
the initial hydrofoil

Fig. 5 Comparison of pressure distributions over the suction
side of the designed OK-2003 hydrofoil and the initial NACA-
0015 hydrofoil computed for an ideal fluid
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The adjustable sensitivity is obtained by exchanging loading ele-
ments. The accuracy of the force balance for lift and drag was
established to be 3% and 3.5%, respectively, based on full-scale
measurements of 900 N lift and 100 N drag.1 All lift and drag
data were recorded at a minimum of 2000 samples per second
over a time interval of 2 s. This allowed for accurate statistical
and frequency analysis.

Figures 6 and 7 give direct comparison between measurements
made at SAFL to Sandia National Laboratories �SNL� at Reynolds
numbers of 7	105 and 106 �17�. The SAFL data were collected at
a Reynolds number of approximately 7	105. No corrections to
the SAFL data were made to account for tare forces due to the
hydrofoil mounting plugs interacting with the flow, any pressure
differential effect on the seal, and tip clearance effects. All these
corrections will have a negligible effect on the lift measurements.
However, these corrections would be more significant for drag
measurements. This can be seen in Fig. 7 where the data varies
slightly from the SNL.

To facilitate observations of cavitation on the suction side, the
OK-2003 hydrofoil was mounted at a negative angle of attack to
permit viewing through the bottom window. This is shown in Fig.
8. To avoid confusion the minus signs have been deleted from the
presentation angle of attack.

Measurements of lift and drag were supplemented with high-
speed video �HSV� observation of cavity dynamics. This made it
possible to obtain data on oscillations of cavity length and shape.

4 Measurements of Lift and Drag
As widely employed in engineering, the hydrofoil design is

optimized for a selected value of lift coefficient. The theoretical
variation of CL��� is substantially different from that measured
due to the combined effects of Reynolds number and flow block-
age. The optimal range of angle of attack determined experimen-
tally was 5–7 deg for the OK-2003. Since there was a consistent
amount of data and video available for both the NACA-0015 and
OK-2003 hydrofoils at an angle of attack of 7 deg, the majority of
the comparisons are made at this angle.

Although the lift values for NACA and OK are quite different
under noncavitating conditions, they become equal with a de-
crease in cavitation number to a value corresponding to ideal re-
attachment of the sheet cavity on the OK-2003 foil. This is shown

in Fig. 9 where their lift is to be equal for �
1.1 at �=7 deg.
This confirms the relevance of comparing the two hydrofoils. This
figure also gives a direct comparison of drag data. Note that the
more streamlined NACA foil outperforms the OK foil with a blunt
afterbody in noncavitating flow. As cavitation number is lowered,
the drag of the OK-2003 foil decreases and becomes lower than
the increasing drag of the NACA-0015 foil. As manifested by
experimental data in Figs. 10 and 11, �=5–6 deg appears to be
the optimal angle of attack for the hydrofoil OK-2003. Over a
range of cavitation number its drag is considerably lower than the
drag of a NACA-0015 foil. At lower cavitation numbers, the drag
of the OK-2003 foil increases until the drag of the two foils co-
incide.

The region of best performance of the OK-2003 foil corre-
sponds to an ideal cavity length under partial cavitating conditions
with ideal cavity reattachment. The maximum lift and minimum

1One issue with the current force balance was sealing. During the study two
different seals were tested. This issue affected the ability to compare drag data from
different versions of the balance due to a different drag offset with each seal due to
pressure differential effects. The drag accuracy is based on the worst-case scenario
between the two seals used. This error is found to be much less by limiting compari-
sons to within data sets associated with each version of the balance.

Fig. 7 Comparison of drag coefficient recorded at SAFL and at
the Sandia National Laboratories

Fig. 8 View of OK-2003 in the SAFL water tunnel

Fig. 6 Comparison of lift and coefficient recorded at SAFL and
at the Sandia National Laboratories „SNL…

Fig. 9 Coefficient of lift and drag versus cavitation number for
OK-2003 and NACA-0015 at the same free-stream speed
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drag all coincide at the same value of �. Further substantiation of
the design procedure is given in Sec. 6 where HSV will be dis-
cussed.

Different trends for the two hydrofoils become evident by nor-
malizing the drag data to their noncavitating values. As shown in
Fig. 12, the effects of cavitation on the drag behavior are entirely
different for the OK-2003 and NACA-0015 hydrofoils.

The drag coefficient of the conventional NACA-0015 hydrofoil
increases steadily with the onset of cavitation and approaches a

maximum in the regime of partial cavitation. For the OK-2003
foil, the drag first decreases with the onset of cavitation until the
cavity length surpasses the length for ideal reattachment. There-
after an increase in drag final occurs. The minimal drag corre-
sponding to a value of � depends on �. Comparison of the nor-
malized lift to drag ratio for the two foils is shown in Fig. 13. The
data are normalized to emphasize the different impact that cavita-
tion has on the efficiency of two kinds of hydrofoils.

At the water tunnel test conditions �Reynolds number around
7	105�, the cavitation-free drag of OK is much higher than ex-
pected. This may be due to laminar separation that is numerically
predicted for the test Reynolds numbers. Because of very stable
cavities over the OK-2003 hydrofoil, the boundary layer down-
stream of cavity reattachment may be laminar at a local Reynolds
number smaller than 106, as it takes place for boundary layers
with low pressure gradient over cavitation-free hydrofoils �as
shown by Bourgoyne et al. �18�, the laminar-turbulent transition
can take place at Re�107�. A lower drag coefficient is expected
for full-scale flows �Re�107�. Nevertheless, the absolute values
of lift to drag ratio of the OK are 50% greater than that of the
NACA foil over a certain range of cavitation number for an angle
of attack of 7 deg. As much as a 100% increase was found for an
angle of attack of 6 deg as shown in Fig. 14.

The 50% increase of lift to drag ratio was measured in a narrow
range of �. Hydrofoils are usually designed for a fixed load. Con-
sequently, the attendant increase of lift to drag ratio effectively
results in a decrease in drag.

Fig. 10 Lift to drag ratio of OK-2003 for different angles of
attack

Fig. 11 Effect of angle of attack on the drag of OK-2003

Fig. 12 Comparison of normalized drag of hydrofoils OK-2003
and NACA-0015

Fig. 13 Comparison of normalized lift to drag ratio for the
NACA-0015 and OK-2003. All data is normalized to it respective
non-cavitating condition. Thick vertical lines separate a range
where partial cavitation inflicts an opposite performance
response.

Fig. 14 Comparison of lift to drag ratios of the hydrofoil OK-
2003 at �=6 deg and NACA-0015
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5 Measurements of Fluctuations
A unique feature of the new hydrofoil design is abnormally

lower drag and lift fluctuation levels. As shown in Fig. 15, the
OK-2003 has no significant fluctuation of drag or lift in range of �
corresponding to ideal reattachment or minimum drag. Moreover,
for the minimum-drag cavities, the fluctuation level drops down to
the level inherent to cavitation-free flow.

As shown in Fig. 16, the lift fluctuation for peak-lift cavities is
also suppressed. In fact, partial cavities appeared to be too calm
for the use of ordinary assumptions for boundary layer transition

after reattachment. It is necessary to emphasize that such abnor-
mal behavior of the cavitating OK-2003 hydrofoil takes place
only in the regime of partial cavitation near � that corresponds to
ideal cavity reattachment. The following cavity growth due to a
decrease of cavitation number leads to a periodic shedding cavity
similar to the NACA-0015 shedding. At these low cavitation num-
bers the OK-2003 has lost all benefits of its design.

6 Visual Comparison
Measurements of lift and drag were supplemented with high

speed video �HSV� of cavity dynamics. The video was recorded at
2000 fps, which is more than adequate to visualize cavity pulsa-
tion for both the OK-2003 and NACA-0015. This made it possible
to observe oscillations of cavity length shown in Fig. 17 and the
transparency of wake behind the hydrofoil OK-2003 as shown in
Fig. 18.

The stationary images taken from the HSV for the OK-2003
represents the peak operating conditions at a free-stream speed of
8 m/s and an angle of attack of 7 deg. Each image is taken at
5 ms intervals for both the NACA-0015 �left� and OK-2003

Fig. 15 Correlation between average and fluctuating „rms…
drag coefficient for the NACA-0015 and OK-2003. CDRMS is scale
along the right while CD is scaled on the left.

Fig. 16 Correlation between average and fluctuating „rms… lift
coefficient for NACA-0015 and OK-2003. The top plot features
�=7 deg, the bottom plot features �=5 deg and �=6 deg.

Fig. 17 Comparison in the variation in cavity length on the
NACA-0015 and the OK-2003 based one shedding cycle at peak
conditions. NACA-0015 left „U=7.65 m/s, �=8 deg, �=1.3,
� /2�=4.66… and OK-2003 right „U=8 m/s, �=7 deg, �=1.14,
� /2�=4.67…. Note the stable reattachment on the OK 2003 while
the NACA-0015 foil experiences large fluctuations in cavity
length.

Fig. 18 Sideview of a low-drag cavity for the OK-2003 hydro-
foil. The foil’s profile and the cavity shape with ideal reattach-
ment from computation are superimposed onto the HSV.
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�right�. HSV was not recorded for the exact same free-stream
speed and angle of attack for the NACA-0015 hydrofoil but at
slightly different conditions of U=7.65 m/s and a=8 deg. Similar
cavity characteristics can easily be found by matching � /2� �16�.
Therefore � /2� was matched for the comparison shown in Fig.
17.

In the vicinity of ideal cavity closure on the OK-2003, the two
hydrofoils demonstrate very different cavity dynamics. The
NACA foil’s cavity length shows a wide variation in one shedding
cycle as has been previously observed. On the other hand, the
cavity patterns on the OK are quite stable �Figs. 17 and 18�. This
is due to the fact that the cavity length, l, is fixed by the shape of
the hydrofoil’s suction side surface. The relatively uniform span-
wise cavity and transparent wake coupled with low amplitude
cavity oscillations are implicit proof of cavity stability. There was
no observed cloud cavitation of OK-2003 in the studied ranges of
� and �.

7 Conclusions
The developed OK-2003 hydrofoil exhibits an unusual drag re-

duction and lift increase with the growth of partial cavities within
a significant range of cavitation number and within a 3 deg range
of angle of attack. It is important to emphasize that the effective
drag reduction is associated with an increase of lift coefficient,
hence a substantial increase in the lift to drag ratio. Since the load
of a hydrofoil is usually fixed, this corresponds to a substantial
decrease in drag. The OK-2003 hydrofoil also exhibits an unusual
decrease of fluctuation levels within the same ranges of cavitation
number and angle of attack. Drag and lift fluctuations are reduced
to cavitation-free levels.

The experiments validated the effectiveness of a design proce-
dure based on ideal cavitation theory for developing drag reduc-
tion schemes. Currently ventilation is being studied as a means to
maintain the ideal cavity length over a range of operating speed
and depth of submergence. In addition, consideration of 3D ef-
fects, scale effects and stability of low-drag partial cavities under
periodical excitation will be included in future work as the neces-
sary steps to engineering applications.
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Nomenclature
C  hydrofoil chord

CD  drag coefficient
CL  lift coefficient

CDRMS  rms drag coefficient
CLRMS  rms lift coefficient

Cp  dimensionless pressure coefficient
D  drag
H  thickness of cavity or fictitious body
l  cavity length

L  lift
N  normal to S

PC  pressure within cavity
P�  unperturbed pressure
Re  Reynolds number

S  boundary of inviscid flow
S*  the cavity surface
U  velocity in inviscid flow related to U�

U�  free stream speed
�  angle of the attack
�  trailing edge corner

�C  hydrofoil camber
�T  hydrofoil thickness
�  2�P�− PC� / ��U�

2 �-cavitation number
�  water density

�  velocity potential
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Unsteady Flow Structure
and Global Variables in a
Centrifugal Pump
A relationship between the global variables and the dynamic flow structure numerically
obtained for a low specific speed centrifugal pump is presented in this paper. A previously
developed unsteady flow model is used to correlate the dynamic field with the flow
characteristics inside the impeller and volute of a single-stage commercial pump. Actu-
ally, the viscous incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved within a 3D unsteady
flow model. A sliding mesh technique is applied to take into account the impeller-volute
interaction. After the numerical model has been successfully compared with the experi-
mental data for the unsteady pressure fluctuations pattern in the volute shroud, a new
step is proposed in order to correlate the observed effects with the flow structure inside
the pump. In particular, the torque as a function of the relative position of the impeller
blades is related to the blades loading, and the secondary flow in the volute is related to
the different pressure patterns numerically obtained. Local flow analysis and qualitative
study of the helicity in different volute sections is performed. The main goal of the study
presented is the successful correlation of local and global parameters for the flow in a
centrifugal pump. The pressure forces seem to be the main driven mechanism to establish
the flow features both in the impeller and volute, for a wide range of operating
conditions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2234782�

Introduction
The complexity of any study of the flow in a turbomachine is

obvious and has led to much of the research work over recent
decades �1�. Referring to pumps, many studies have been carried
out, but even nowadays some flow events are still under study and
far from being fully understood �2–4�. Moreover, the present
trends towards smaller �more compact� units and more loaded
blades complicate the issue and produce new and unexpected pat-
terns.

Nowadays, pump technology constitutes a major research field
among cutting-edge technological companies. Some authors �3,5�
have classified the various efforts into different categories, namely
hydraulics �losses and static performance�, cavitation �modern so-
lutions and modifications to prevent the appearance of this effect�,
vibrations �dynamic effects of the flow�, and machine arrangement
�shaft and bearing configurations�. Nevertheless, only during the
last decades, have the modern designs tried to take into account
unsteady or dynamic effects, which were impossible to determine
and ignored by the classical design procedures �4,6�.

When a dynamic study is proposed, difficulties arise in two
areas: geometrical variables, which are quite complex, and the
flow varying from its regular or symmetrical state. Sometimes
both difficulties interact, producing an extremely distorted flow
pattern �3�. The pressure fluctuations interact with the volute cas-
ing or even with the circuit and give rise to dynamic effects
�mainly unsteady forces� over the mechanical parts, which are one
of the most important sources of vibration and hydraulic noise
�see Ref. �7� for a general review and see Refs. �8,9� for more
particular studies�.

For centrifugal pumps, several experimental data, starting with
the historical articles �10,11� and including more recent ones, in
which extremely advanced measuring techniques �12–14� or even
visualization techniques are employed �9,15,16�, have been pre-
sented in previous studies. All this knowledge is now available

and the databases constructed from these works constitute a very
rich seed for the new advances; as for example, �14� have mea-
sured the unsteady pressure field inside the impeller of a centrifu-
gal pump using piezoresistive pressure transducers and a telem-
etry system. They measured pressure pulses amplitude and found
that they were particularly high at the trailing edge of the blades,
on their pressure sides, and reached even 35% of the pump head at
off-design conditions.

On the other hand, the application of numerical procedures to
this industry has provided a very valuable tool �17,4�. For ex-
ample, today it is possible to predict the performance curve and
static pressure distributions with amazing accuracy, in the very
early design stages. Such information accelerates the whole de-
sign cycle and produces an enormous time and money saving in
the final product �5�. The evolution of numerical flow studies has
also undergone a tremendous development in recent years �see
Ref. �18� for general applications and see Refs. �19,20� for a more
particular research on pumps�. Many flow aspects have been nu-
merically analyzed and, for example, �20� reports an adequate and
accurate performance description for an axial or mixed-flow pump
using coarse CFD models.

One specific turbomachinery feature that constitutes the driving
mechanism for the dynamic effects on a centrifugal pump is the
so-called rotor stator interaction. Although the impeller blades are
equally spaced, nonaxis symmetry appears due to the geometrical
restriction that the volute tongue causes on the flow leaving the
impeller �21–23�. Different possibilities for the numerical study of
the rotor-stator interaction in a centrifugal pump have been con-
sidered and widely reported �24–26�. Ranging from a separate
calculation in impeller and volute to the full unsteady models,
some other possibilities like the mixing plane or the frozen rotor
computations have shown their advantages and drawbacks. The
main conclusion from those models is the need for a fully un-
steady calculation with relative motion of the impeller if the dy-
namic effects are to be taken into account. Reference �24� showed
results of a numerical simulation using the sliding mesh tech-
nique. Although they found some problems in the comparison of
their results with the experiments, they pointed out the profits of
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the method and foresaw the implementation of this method in the
numerical solutions to handle the particularities of the turboma-
chinery flows.

In this work a numerical fully unsteady model, already dis-
cussed and validated �27,28� is used as analysis tool. From those
previous studies, it has been noted how the two main contribu-
tions to the fluctuations obtained at the blade passing frequency
are the flow structure exiting from the impeller and the tongue
effect itself. The effects of the first one represent the jet-wake
structure at all the angular positions. The second one corresponds
to the effect felt in any point due to any blade facing the volute
tongue. From the different flow rates investigated, both effects
have been compared and highest influence is found at the blade
passing frequency. Those effects have been also numerically cap-
tured.

In the frame of the numerical model described, a detailed flow
study inside the impeller and volute of a single stage centrifugal
pump is shown here. In particular, a relationship between the un-
steady pressure patterns in the volute of a centrifugal pump and
the different instantaneous flow fields obtained is researched using
a CFD technique, which includes the sliding mesh technique with
a fully unsteady calculation. Some flow patterns are often very
difficult or impossible to measure directly and cover a wide range
of very important unsteady aspects, such as: torque pulsations in
the impeller shaft for different flow rates in function of the impel-
ler relative position; incidence at the leading edge of the blades
with different flow conditions; and secondary flows generated in
the volute due to the radial gap change between the impeller and
the tongue. An example of these secondary flow patterns is also
thoroughly investigated.

In order to ensure the correctness of the numerical results, it is
always desirable to have as many experimental data as possible.
In this work, an intensive series of laboratory measurements is
carried out at positions where the accessibility of the pump’s ge-
ometry allowed doing so. Particularly, the pressure pulsations on
the shroud side are measured for different circumferential loca-
tions and several flow rates.

Pump Facility and Measurements Chain
A hydraulic facility designed according to International Stan-

dards �29� is used for the experiments. The water is pumped from
and returned to a 100 m3 reservoir. The radial flow pump has a
single axial suction duct and a vaneless volute casing. It is a
backward curved blade commercial pump, with the main charac-
teristics shown in Table 1. The flow rate uncertainties are calcu-
lated and found to be always less than 2.5%, with a confidence
level of 95%. The head and efficiency uncertainties are kept below
3% and 4%, respectively, within the same confidence level.

On the volute shroud, 36 pressure taps are located, one every
10 deg, in a circumference just behind the impeller exit. Miniature
fast-response piezoelectric pressure transducers Kistler-601 are
placed in these taps. The transducers are connected to a charge
amplifier, which produces a pressure measurement with an esti-

mated combined uncertainty of less than ±1.5%. An optic device
pointing at the pump shaft gives the triggering signal to start all
the measurements at the same impeller position. The resulting
pressure signals, as well as the signal from the tachometer are
digitized and stored in a personal computer equipped with a mul-
tichannel analog-to-digital conversion card. After the signals are
recorded, spectral analysis �using a fast Fourier transform with
Hanning window� is performed. The positioning of the pressure
taps on the shroud side of the pump is shown in Fig. 1. A more
detailed description of such arrangement together with the uncer-
tainties calculation was described in Ref. �30�.

A FAST Technology torquemeter is also available for the ex-
periments. The torque range is 0–175 N m and the combined un-
certainty of this torquemeter and the amplification system �cables,
display, and amplificator� is kept for the particular values of the
experiments under ±0.2%.

Numerical Model

Geometry, Grid, and Flow Solver. The discretization of the
geometry is done keeping the balance between calculation time
�details included in section numerical solution control� and the
accuracy order of the simulation of the flow structure. Special care
is taken in the near tongue region by carrying out a detailed study
of flow vectors and stagnation point placement. Structured hexa-
hedral cells are generated to define the inlet and outlet zones
�more than 34,500 cells and around 45,000 cells, respectively�
while unstructured tetrahedral cells are used to define the impeller
and volute �almost 163,000 cells and 90,000 cells, respectively�. A
final grid with around 335,000 cells defines the whole geometry.
In the volute, a mesh refinement zone is defined for a region near
the tongue. Once the geometry is defined, the model is ready to be
simulated. The grid generated for both the volute and the impeller
is shown in Fig. 2, stressing these particular features.

The numerical model, which is implemented on a commercial
code �FLUENT�, solves the fully 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations, by including the centrifugal force source in the impeller
and the unsteady terms. Turbulence is simulated with the standard
k-� model. For such calculations, wall functions, based on the
logarithmic law, have been used. The time dependent term scheme
is second order, implicit. The pressure-velocity coupling are cal-
culated through the SIMPLEC algorithm. Second order, upwind dis-
cretizations have been used for convection terms and central dif-
ference schemes for diffusion terms. Although grid size is not
adequate for a full investigation of local boundary layer variables,
global values are well captured and the details of the flow near the
tongue and blade wakes do follow the usual trends found in the
bibliography �13,23�.

Boundary Conditions. The modeled boundary conditions are
those considered most physically meaningful for turbomachinery
flow simulations and those which give a flow solution neither
limited nor restricted by them �for any flow rate�: Particularly,
total pressure at the inlet and a pressure drop proportional to the
kinetic energy at the outlet. The flow rate is changed by modifying
the constant for that pressure drop at the outlet, which simulates
the closure of a valve. These boundary conditions avoid the defi-

Table 1 Main characteristics of the centrifugal pump

Fig. 1 General view of the pump. The transducers were placed
on the shroud side.
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nition of a uniform and constant velocity profile at the inlet or
outlet, which, in general, would not be so realistic. Also, the no-
slip condition with a logarithmic law for the boundary layers has
been imposed over the impeller blades and sidewalls, the volute
casing and the inlet and outlet pipe walls.

At the inlet and exit pipes, there is an unavoidable effect on the
final flow solution as a result of the boundary conditions. A rea-
sonable length must be added to the real machine geometry to
avoid this effect as much as possible and to better simulate the
pumping circuit influence. As can be observed in Fig. 2, an im-
portant effort has been devoted to overcome this problem.

Unsteady Solution Characteristics. A cluster with twelve
Athlon-K7 �500 MHz� nodes is used for the calculations. The
time step used in the unsteady calculation has been set to 2.94
�10−4 s in order to have enough time resolution for the dynamic
analysis; Courant number is kept below 2, which assures very
good time accuracy and numerical stability. The impeller grid ro-
tation is related to this time step and also to the rotational speed of
the pump ��=169.65 rad/s�. Therefore, a complete revolution is
performed each 126 steps. This is done in order to keep the fre-
quency resolution well above the blade passing frequency and its
basic harmonics.

The number of iterations has been adjusted to reduce the residu-
als to below an acceptable value at each time step. In particular,
the ratio between the sum of the residuals and the sum of the
fluxes for a given variable in all the cells is reduced to the value of
10−5 �five orders of magnitude�. Initializing the unsteady calcula-
tion with the steady solution, more than five impeller revolutions
are necessary to achieve a fully periodic unsteady solution con-
vergence. The whole procedure �rotor frozen solution and un-
steady calculation� takes one week with the available CPU, for
each of the operating points analyzed.

The grid size dependence is studied through intensive tests.
Several grid spacings are considered in successive refinements.
First of all, a 2D model had been developed, where preliminary
tests pointed out the limitations of this strong simplification and
other relevant features. In particular, the grid spacing near the
volute tongue had been observed as a main parameter. When a 3D
model was first developed �28�, this feature still influenced the
whole flow solution. For the 3D model, many grid dependence
tests had been carried out and more conclusions obtained. Mainly,
a clear inlet and outlet boundary conditions were found to be the
origin of difficulties, not only the kind of boundary conditions, but

also the relative position of these conditions to the impeller. Start-
ing from that first 3D model, an increase of the inlet and exit pipe
lengths is achieved in order to preserve the solution from the
imposed boundary conditions. With this 3D final model, some full
machine tests are carried out. Different meshes are considered up
to 700,000 cells. The overall performance of the pump is kept the
same for the definitive grids, even with less than a half of the cells
finally used for the computations �the variations observed in flow
rate, head and efficiency remained below very reasonable values,
always less than 1.2%�. Although the static values can vary within
that range, more detailed flow patterns, especially near the walls,
are observed with increasing cell numbers. The numerical accu-
racy for the pressure fluctuations is estimated to be 0.001 times
the dynamic pressure �non-dimensional values, that is the pressure
amplitude divided by 1/2�U2

2�.
The time step used to obtain the present results is also checked

by repeating the numerical calculations with a half of its value
�1.47�10−4 s, that is 252 steps for each complete revolution of
the impeller� and, therefore, doubling the frequency accuracy. The
differences in the pressure fluctuations found are two orders of
magnitude below the estimated numerical accuracy. During the
numerical study, the guidelines proposed by the classical theories
on numerical accuracy where followed; a summary is given by
�31�.

Experimental and Numerical Dynamic Results
Before the unsteady calculations were made, a comparison for

both the numerical and experimental performance curves for the
tested pump was carried out. The results in static variables �head,
flow rate, momentum, efficiency�, taking into account that the
numerical model does not consider the disk friction losses and
mechanical losses at the bearings, match very well with the ex-
perimental measurements �28�. Moreover, the static pressure dis-
tributions around the impeller are also well predicted with respect
to the measured values and are intensively compared �32�.

Referring to the dynamic pressure fields inside the volute for
different flow rates, one possible comparison is with the pressure
values at the shroud of the pump. An example of that comparison
is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where nondimensional values of pres-
sure fluctuations at the blade passing frequency, pA divided by
1/2�U2

2, are compared for the numerical and experimental results.
Although some differences were found and discussed, very good
agreement for all flow rates has been also obtained �see Ref. �32�
for a full flow rate range comparison�.

Basically, there will be five numerical variables considered.
First, a summary of the pressure fluctuations at the blade passing
frequency observed as function of the axial position are presented

Fig. 2 Sketch of the pump unstructured mesh and its main
features

Fig. 3 Comparison of the pressure fluctuations at the fBP for
Q=QN. Tongue at �=0 deg.
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�the core of this study was already published, �28�� and then, the
pressure distributions, the torque instantaneous evolution, the ve-
locity fields and the helicity in radial planes will be considered.

Global Flow Variables
The global frame of the study is settled by considering the

comparison between the average measured torque and the numeri-
cal model prediction. The instantaneous torque evolution is only
available in with the numerical results. The pressure fluctuations
at different axial planes are then analyzed.

Instantaneous Total Torque in the Impeller. First of all, the
torque in the pump shaft is analyzed to establish the global effect
on the pump shaft induced by the flow. With this goal in mind,
different instantaneous torque values are numerically obtained.
The equivalent experimental values are not available as only av-
erage torque is captured with the measuring devices used in this
research. The relationship between torque and pressure patterns
should be straightforward if one considers that the former is the
main effect of the local distinct values of the latter between pres-
sure and suction side of the blades.

Figure 5 shows the total torque in function of time for the three
flow rates considered. The average torque during a blade passing
period for each flow rate is considered in order to obtain nondi-
mensional values. Maximum variation is found for the lower flow
rate, while for the nominal flow rate an almost constant torque is
obtained, independently of the blade positions. On the other hand,
an opposite evolution of the total torque is found for the higher
and lower flow rates. For the shown period, the former reaches its
minimum whereas the latter has its maximum �at an instant be-

tween 0.412 and 0.413 s�.
In conclusion, a good correlation is found for the two sets of

variables considered �pressure distribution and torque are clearly
related�. Global variable trends �total torque� follow the expected
relative evolution from the observed pressure field and, therefore,
agree with the local flow numerically obtained. As far as the
torque evolution has been compared with experimental data and
good agreement was found, the afore-mentioned conclusion
stresses the fact that the pressure forces are considerably more
relevant than any other effect �viscous or momentum changes,
among others, which are included in the global variable� for this
kind of centrifugal pump.

The torque evolution cannot be obtained experimentally on an
unsteady basis, but the average value for the different flow rates
studied is compared. The result of this comparison gives a nondi-
mensional difference of 0.05 for the nominal flow rate, 0.1 for the
higher flow rate and 0.07 for the lower flow rate, with higher
values measured in the experimental setup. These values can be
easily plotted in Fig. 5, but the experimental uncertainty �depend-
ing on the flow rate� must also be considered. In any case and
because of the simplifications introduced by the model, there is a
slight underestimation of the torque needed for all the whole flow
rate range.

Pressure Fluctuations at Different Axial Planes. As a second
and different approach to be considered, the pressure fluctuations
at the blade passing frequency are analyzed. Such a study is car-
ried out in order to obtain information on the secondary flow
patterns and possible influence on the axial evolution of these
pressure fluctuations. As stated in the previous section, the pres-
sure fluctuating patterns have been already studied and compared
with experimental data in previous works �32�. The stress here is
placed on the axial evolution of this variable.

Three different axial planes are considered in the present analy-
sis of the pressure fluctuations �see the scheme in Fig. 6�, one near
the hub, another close to the shroud and a central one �in the three
planes, the circumferential points considered are placed on a sec-
tion just beyond the impeller exit, as shown in Fig. 6�. The plane
with the experimental data available is distinguished by a different
representation. For all flow rates, a parallel behavior is found
�Figs. 7–9�. In particular, it is clear that there are similar values for
the fluctuations in both side planes �shroud and hub� and a higher
value for the central plane. All the differences in the fluctuations
obtained for the three axial planes studied are the result of the
flow pattern in the volute entrance, where the strong diffusion of
the flow �due to increase of the normal section� causes a very
complex secondary flow, similar to the results reported by �33�.
The general trend on the pressure differences indicates lower dif-
ferences between different axial planes for increasing flow rate. In
particular, the value of the fluctuations in the central plane double

Fig. 4 Comparison of the pressure fluctuations at the fBP for
Q=1.5 QN. Tongue at �=0 deg

Fig. 5 Instantaneous torque in the impeller „numerical val-
ues…. A representation of the three time instants „A, B, and C…

considered along the present study is shown.

Fig. 6 Different axial planes considered in the numerical study
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the equivalent values in the sidewalls, at least for 120 deg��
�360 deg, as can be observed in Fig. 7. For high flow rates �Figs.
8 and 9�, these differences are lower �maximum about 20% of the
local value in all the angular positions�. For the nominal flow rate
�Fig. 8� the differences remains more constant for the different
angular positions than for the off-design conditions �Figs. 7 and
9�. At this point, it must be kept in mind that these pressure fluc-
tuations are filtered at the blade passing frequency, and therefore
the effect of other peak values are not considered.

Then, when operating far from the nominal flow rate, the pump
creates a strong difference in the pressure fluctuations around the
volute for the three different axial planes considered. This results
in an increase of pressure fluctuations in the centre-plane. In par-
ticular, the greatest differences between these three planes arise at
the lower flow rate considered �0.5 QN�. This behavior will be
considered when observing a local flow variable, namely the he-
licity.

Flow Study Using the Numerical Model
A numerical simulation as a means of studying the flow inside

a pump has wider possibilities than experiments. For example,
results corresponding to the flow structure can be captured with-
out specific and expensive arrangements both in the impeller or
inside the volute discharge. The latter is very interesting not only
for the prediction of the losses during the pressure recovery �dif-
fusion� process for which the volute is designed but also to char-
acterize the secondary flow pattern inside a pump �34�.

Two specific flow features are analysed in the present study:
first, the relationship between pressure loading on the blades and
torque and, second, a possible correlation between pressure fluc-
tuations and vorticity changes in the volute. In both cases, flow
rate dependence is considered for design and off-design condi-
tions. The instantaneous torque and the pressure fluctuations have
been already shown and therefore, in what follows, the other two
variables will be considered.

Flow Field as Function of Relative Blade Position. As a first
approach, averaged fields are studied in order to evaluate the over-
all trends. Although both pressure and velocity are studied, the
focus is placed on the velocity fields. Figure 10 shows the abso-
lute velocity vectors in the near tongue region for three different
flow rates and for the same blade positions. A midspan pseudos-
tream surface �between hub and shroud� is considered for this
figure. As expected from other published data �13�, stagnation
point moves around the tongue depending on the flow rate, ap-
pearing at the volute tongue symmetry position only at the nomi-
nal flow rate �Fig. 10, upper right figure�. For low flow rates �Fig.
10, upper left figure for 0.5 QN�, a low velocity region is obtained
on the discharge pipe zone and the stagnation point occurs placed
on the pipe side of the volute tongue. For high flow rates �Fig. 10,
lower figure, for 1.5 QN�, a strong recirculation bubble is found in
the impeller side and the stagnation point occurs towards this
bubble, whereas another bubble appears in the discharge pipe,
decreasing the possible pressure recovery effect of the volute.
Considering the volute tongue tip as a semi-cylinder with radius
R, the position of the stagnation point is at the symmetry plane for
the nominal flow rate, at 0.4R and in the upstream �exit direction�
for the lower flow rate and at 2.5R in the upstream �impeller
direction� for the higher one.

Once the averaged fields have been studied and good agreement
with the expected trends had been found, instantaneous distribu-
tions of the flow variables inside the impeller are considered in
order to correlate the different states with the torque needed to
cause the impeller movement in each instant. Again, a pseudos-
tream surface placed half-way between hub and shroud is chosen
for this flow study. Again, three significant flow rates are consid-
ered, namely Q=0.5 QN, QN, and 1.5 QN. Figure 11 shows the
pressure in the before-mentioned midspan pseudostream surface
for three flow rates and for three different relative impeller-tongue
positions �three time instants for a blade passing period, named A,
B, and C in Fig. 5�. Following a representation in which the three
flow rates are presented in three columns and each time instant is
presented in the same row, a figure array is built. Therefore, in
Fig. 11 each figure row corresponds to one of the three time in-
stants considered and each column corresponds to one of the three

Fig. 7 Nondimensional pressure fluctuation at the fBP for three
axial positions at the volute. The tongue is at �=0 deg and Q
=0.5 QN.

Fig. 8 Nondimensional pressure fluctuation at the fBP for three
axial positions at the volute. The tongue is at �=0 deg and Q
=QN.

Fig. 9 Nondimensional pressure fluctuation at the fBP for three
axial positions at the volute. The tongue is at �=0 deg and Q
=1.5 QN.
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flow rates analyzed. The first time instant corresponds to a posi-
tion in which the blade is in front of the volute tongue and the
other two instants �B and C� correspond to two intermediate po-
sitions �the tongue is between two blades�. The same scale is kept
for all these figures in order to enable comparisons to be made. A
really uniform pressure increase through the different channels is
maintained for the nominal flow rate, whereas for off-design con-
ditions a departure from this axis-symmetric situation is obtained,
as will be explained. To comment on this array of figures, an angle
�, measured in the rotating direction, from the line that connects
the rotating center and the volute tongue, will be considered.

In the first column of Fig. 11, a region with higher pressures is
found in the range of 270 deg���360 deg �just preceding the
volute tongue, in the rotating direction�. The blades seem to be
more loaded in the second position �second row or intermediate
time instant, instant B� because there are more blades with high
pressure in this position. A region of low pressure distribution is
observable in the range 0 deg���90 deg �just following the vo-
lute tongue�. The second �intermediate� column of Fig. 11 depicts
a different loading of the blades, with almost equal pressure dis-
tribution in all the blade passages, according to the relative vector
velocity. Finally, the third column of Fig. 11 shows a contrasting
situation in comparison with the first column: that is, a region of
high pressure in the range of 0 deg���90 deg �following the
volute tongue� and a region of low pressure distribution in the
range 270 deg���360 deg �preceding the volute tongue�. A less
axis-symmetric pattern is now found when the blades are not in
front of the volute tongue �second row or instant B�. Therefore,
based on the local pressure distribution, the conclusion might be
that the off-design conditions show a kind of opposite behavior
�maximum loading for blades in front of the volute tongue for low
flow rates and minimum for high flow rate�, whereas the nominal
flow rate produces a more uniform loading for any flow rate.

Helicity Inside the Volute. Finally, the helicity in the volute is
plotted. Such a study is carried out in order to obtain information
on the secondary flow patterns and possible correlation between
these helicity values and the axial evolution of the previously
analyzed pressure fluctuations. Although both variables are not
related to each other, their evolution in the volute could explain
some flow behaviors. The pressure fluctuations are obtained as a
result of frequency analysis and, due to the numerical and experi-
mental treatment of the signal, are a consequence of the whole
flow pattern at the blade passing frequency, whereas the helicity is
an instantaneous variable, which only accounts for the secondary
flows. On the other hand, there is no dynamic equation that clearly
states a relationship between both of them. Therefore, only a
qualitative comparison makes sense and would possibly indicate
the feasible correlation between these variables, which is searched
in this section.

Helicity is defined as the dot product of the vorticity and the
velocity vectors, that is: ���u�� ·u� . It provides information on the
vorticity aligned with the fluid stream and has been plotted here to
identify secondary flows. Inside the impeller, and due to the mo-
mentum exchange, there is an increase of vorticity, but in the
volute there should be a kind of vorticity conservation along the
stream paths. This feature should be observed in the calculations.
For the sake of completeness and summarizing the available re-
sults, only the previously mentioned three flow rates are consid-
ered: Q=0.5 QN, QN, and 1.5 QN, and the three time instants ana-
lyzed so far will also be taken into account �namely positions A,
B, and C of the impeller blades�.

For the local helicity study, four radial planes, each at 90 deg to
each other and starting on a position 10 deg before the volute
tongue �rotating direction� are analyzed. See Fig. 12 for a geo-
metrical description of these four planes. The helicity inside the

Fig. 10 Absolute velocities in an intermediate pseudostream surface, plotted in a 0–14.5 m/s scale. Low „upper left figure…,
nominal „upper right figure… and high flow rate „lower figure….
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volute at the described four angular positions around the volute is
mapped for the same time instant previously considered for the
torque, and for the nominal flow rate �Fig. 13�. Again, as done for
the pressure distributions, a figure array is built. Each row corre-

sponds to one of the four radial planes and each column corre-
sponds to three time instants considered �this representation is the
same for the three flow rates analyzed, that is for Figs. 13–15�.
Although the general instantaneous trends are observed to be the

Fig. 11 Static pressure in the middle pseudostream surface inside the impeller for three flow rates and three time instants „A, B,
C in respective rows…

Fig. 12 Location of the reference planes to study the helicity inside the volute
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same for any relative blade-tongue position �some previous results
have already been reported in Ref. �27�� and, therefore, the con-
sideration of the same time instant does not restrict the overall
conclusions, a detailed study is presented considering the same
time instants already shown for the torque and pressure maps.

In Fig. 13 and for any of the three time instants considered, two
counter-rotating vortices are captured. It can be seen that the vor-
tex centres remain more or less at the same radial distance from
the impeller outlet all round the volute �independently of the po-
sition � considered�. Only small differences are found at both
sides of the center plane �middle surface in the axis direction,
“z”�. The strength of the vortices �plotted with the same scale for
relative comparison� provides a region of higher helicity in the
range of 0 deg���180 deg. From that angle on, the cross sec-
tion is great enough to provide a diffusion of the vortex strength.
In any case, though, the symmetry plane of the volute does de-
scribe also the symmetry of the counter rotating vortices.

In the volute, there is no generation of circulation and therefore,
an increase of the cross section would produce a decrease in the
helicity. This behavior is observed except for section No. 4, just
before the position of the volute tongue. The effect of this volute
tongue on the secondary flows is therefore made clear.

The same four planes are studied for the other two operating
conditions considered, that is off-design conditions, namely
0.5 QN, and 1.5 QN. The helicity maps numerically obtained for
the three relative blade positions considered are plotted in Figs. 14
and 15. As with all the helicity figures �Figs. 13–15� they are
plotted to the same scale, to enable direct comparison, although
the scale �−6e3 to 6e3 has only a qualitative meaning�. The higher
values of the helicity are found for the lower flow rate �Fig. 14�,
for a position placed near the volute tongue. In this Fig. 14, the
center of the positive vortex is neatly placed on the hub side of the
volute, whereas the negative vortex is not so clearly defined.
Moreover, it seems that it does not appear in the first two sections
analyzed and only can be observed for angles ��180 deg. Even
for these angles, the full structure is more fuzzy and far from the
symmetric situation depicted in Fig. 13. The large positive vortex
is placed on the hub side of the volute and its strength does not
decay so strongly. Again and in parallel with the expected result
already commented on for Fig. 13, a decrease in the vortex
strength becomes visible as larger sections of the volute are
considered.

At higher flow rates �Fig. 15�, the symmetry plane again be-
comes a condition of symmetry for the helicity �similar to the
nominal flow rate result�. The structure in this figure is very much
the same as for Fig. 13. More flow rates are analyzed, but the
results does not add more information to the depicted vortex
structure.

Although the results of Figs. 7–9 are related to the pressure
component only at the blade passing frequency, the existence of a
higher pressure at the symmetry section does agree with the ap-
pearance of the two counter-rotating vortices. This is clearer for
the results obtained for flow rates higher than the nominal.

However, for low flow rates operation �lower than or equal to
0.5 QN�, although the pressure pattern at the blade passing fre-
quency would induce a similar conclusion, no symmetric pair of
vortices is obtained numerically. This effect may be the result of
two different causes: first, for this operating points more interme-
diate planes would be needed to establish the maximum fluctua-
tions and, second, the partial load phenomena interact with the
pressure fluctuations and, therefore, no clear correlation between
the local flow and the global pressure obtained is possible. A
stronger change in function of time is also found for this flow rate.

Another fact to be taken into account is the existence, for the
lower flow rate considered �see the pressure patters obtained in
Fig. 7�, of a region around the interval 0 deg���60 deg where
the pressure fluctuations at the blade passing frequency for the

three different planes collapse. This effect could break the vortex
structure found at other flow rates, where the different curves
differ more for such locations close to the volute tongue.

In any case, the study of the pressure distributions and the
helicity contour maps inside the volute of the pump seem to fol-
low trends very much related one to the other, and a direct corre-
lation is found for a relatively wide range of flow rates. Also, the
instantaneous torque evolution seems to be correlated to the ob-
served evolution.

Therefore, and considering the set of Figs. 7–9 and the set of
Figs. 13–15, a certain relationship between the maximum of the
pressure fluctuations and the helicity fields is revealed. When
there is a maximum or a minimum of the pressure fluctuations in
the different axial planes, the flow creates a similar behavior,
which has been studied here by means of the helicity fields. The
strength of the vortices remains more constant for the nominal
flow rate, where there is a more constant difference between the
pressure fluctuations in the different axial planes, whereas at
lower and higher flow rates �off-design conditions� the helicity
shows stronger mixing processes.

Conclusions
The 3D unsteady calculation combined with the sliding mesh

technique has proven to be a useful tool to investigate the flow
field inside a centrifugal pump including the dynamic effects. This
numerical procedure has been used in this work to analyze differ-
ent flow phenomena, both instantaneously and in a blade passing
average basis. Previous works �28,30,32� do validate the model in
what refers to static and dynamic performance and extensively
compare with existing experimental data.

Fig. 13 Helicity in m/s2 for Q=QN at four different volute
planes „placed at 80, 170, 260, and 350 deg from the tongue…
and three time instants „left to right…
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The stagnation point placement on the volute tongue numeri-
cally calculated is in agreement with the typical evolution for
centrifugal pumps, according to the literature data. The pressure
fields in function of the blade position gives rise to the different
blade loadings. These different loadings appear to be predominant
for the instantaneous torque, over the other possible effects �vis-
cous, etc.�. This conclusion has been drawn through the detailed
study and comparison of both local and global data. Although
both sets of data are results of the numerical model, the torque
was validated with experiments in previous studies �32� and only
a slight underestimation of the numerical model is found.

The helicity, as a measure of the secondary has been correlated
to the pressure fluctuations for the blade passing frequency at
different axial planes. Although there is no clear mathematical
relationship for those two variables, an intrinsic relationship is
found. Actually, except for low flow rates, where other effects are
superimposed, a flow structure depending only on such pressure
fluctuations seems to be found. These results stresses the predomi-
nant role of the pressure fluctuations at the blade passing fre-
quency �impeller-volute interaction� on the flow patterns obtained.
Possible interaction with partial load phenomena have been ob-
tained. The boundary condition imposed by the volute and its
effects on the circumferential variation of the helicity has been
studied for a wide range of operating conditions.

The main goal reached with this study has been the finding of a
plausible explanation for the flow structure inside the pump cor-
responding with the pressure and torque fluctuating values. In
other words, a correlation between global and local flow features
has been obtained. The pressure fluctuations due to the impeller-
volute interaction filtered at the blade passing frequency provide
valuable information and explain many flow characteristics in a
centrifugal pump.
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Nomenclature
b2 � impeller width at outlet, m
D2 � impeller diameter at outlet, m
fBP � blade passing frequency, Hz
HN � pump head at best efficiency point �nominal�,

m
k � turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

pA � pressure, pressure amplitude at the blade pass-
ing frequency, Pa

Q, QN � flow rate and flow rate at nominal point, m3/s
R � volute tongue tip radius

T, T̄ � torque and averaged torque in a blade passing
period, N m

ū � flow velocity, m/s
U2 � peripheral velocity at impeller outlet, m/s

z � axial coordinate, m
	2 � impeller blade angle �outlet section�, deg
� � turbulent dissipation, m2/s3

� � density of the fluid �water in this paper�,
kg/m3

� � angular position around impeller, deg
� � rotating speed, rad/s

�S � specific speed �S=�QN
1/2 / �gHN�3/4 ,−

Fig. 14 Helicity in m/s2 for Q=0.5 QN at four different volute
planes „placed at 80, 170, 260, and 350 deg from the volute
tongue… and three time instants „left to right…

Fig. 15 Helicity in m/s2 for Q=1.5 QN at four different volute
planes „placed at 80, 170, 260, and 350 deg from the volute
tongue… and three time instants „left to right…
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Numerical Study of Unsteady
Flows in a Scroll Compressor
Since scroll compressors contain gas pockets whose shapes and sizes change continu-
ously, the flow fields inside the compressors are time dependent and three-dimensional.
The spatial and temporal variations inside the gas pockets also induce unsteady flows
between the gas pockets. This unsteadiness controls the mechanisms responsible for the
behavior of the scroll compressor components and their interactions. The dynamic nature
inherent in the scroll compressors affects the performance and reliability of the scroll
compressors. To improve and optimize the scroll compressor design for better perfor-
mance and reliability, information is needed to understand the detailed physics of the
unsteady flows inside the scroll compressors. To provide the fundamental information
needed, the unsteady flows in a scroll compressor are studied numerically. The system
simulated includes upper bearing housing, scrolls, check valve, and discharge plenum.
Refrigerant-22 is used as the working fluid. The unsteady flows inside and between the
gas pockets are characterized by the instantaneous distributions of field quantities and
the area- and mass-averaged parameters. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2243300�

1 Introduction
In a scroll compressor, the working process consists of continu-

ously compressing a series of gas pockets in crescent-shaped vol-
umes. These gas pockets inside a scroll compressor move along a
spiral profile. The volume and shape of the gas pockets change
with their locations. The variations of pressure and temperature
inside the gas pockets also generate leakage flows between the gas
pockets. These gas pockets are eventually squeezed out periodi-
cally into a check valve through the discharge port. At design
working conditions, the gas flow passes the check valve and
reaches the discharge plenum, a cylindrical open space. In the
plenum, the unsteadiness of the velocity, pressure, and tempera-
ture of the gas stream are attenuated. The stabilized gas flow even-
tually leaves the compressor outlet. The unsteadiness is associated
with all aforementioned components. The geometry of the gas
flow path through the compressor is complicated. The shape of the
volume occupied by gas moves and deforms continuously as the
scroll orbits. The complexity of the scroll compressor geometry
poses a challenge for numerical simulation of the flow and heat
transfer inside the scroll compressors. Typical analyses of scroll
compressors are conducted using one-dimensional mathematical
models �1,2�. Over the years, a few attempts �3–5� have been
made to overcome this obstacle. The two-dimensional pressure,
temperature, and velocity distributions for an individual gas
pocket were obtained.

In the current study, a scroll compressor has been numerically
simulated in an integrated fashion. The components from the inlet
to outlet of the scroll compressor along the flow path are included
in the simulation �Fig. 1�. The asymmetric structure of each com-
ponent and interaction between them are analyzed. The inlet of the
compression chamber is the area at the bottom of Fig. 1�a�. Figure
1�b� shows the shape of the scrolls and surrounding structure in-
side the compressor. The basic parameters of the compressor are
listed in Table 1.

2 Methodology
To obtain the best predictability, the governing equations are

kept in the most general form to solve accurately for given geom-
etry �6�. The first part of the simulation is to prepare the domain,

generate mesh, model fluid properties, and define boundary con-
ditions. A block-structured mesh for the entire scroll compressor is
generated. The geometry includes the upper bearing housing,
fixed and orbiting scrolls, dummy and discharge ports, and the
discharge plenum. Since the scrolls are designed to achieve a pre-
ferred porting area schedule at the discharge port, the shapes of
the fixed and orbiting scrolls are different. The total mesh has
about 700,000 hexahedral elements. The maximum skew of the
elements is smaller than 28 deg. The y+ for the turbulent bound-
ary layer is between 20 and 100. The surface boundary conditions
are adiabatic smooth walls for machined surfaces and adiabatic
rough walls for casting surfaces with a roughness of 25 �m. The
mesh for the domains inside the fixed and orbiting scrolls is re-
generated at each time step to accommodate the shape and size
change of the gas pockets. The mesh density is automatically ad-
justed to resolve the leakage flows. The thermodynamic and trans-
port properties of Refrigerant-22 are calculated using the Martin-
Hou equation of state and power laws, respectively. The second
part of the project is to solve the Navier-Stokes equations with the
k-� turbulence model. A commercial coupled-implicit solver
based on the finite-volume method is applied to the geometry. The
discretization model is a modified linear profile with physical ad-
vection correction. For each case calculated, the solution is con-
sidered to be converged when the rms residuals of all the govern-
ing equations have been reduced by five to six orders of
magnitude from their initial values. The calculation continues un-
til the main structure of the flow field shows stable patterns.

The data are recorded after the inlet and outlet gas properties
show good agreement with experimental observation. For each
time step, the basic field quantities are recorded as functions of
time and location. The other field quantities can be calculated
from these basic field quantities. The statistic quantities can be
obtained following the proper averaging procedures. Some sur-
face, volume, and mass averaging algorithms are listed in Table 2.
The overall design and performance parameters are obtained by
integrating the field quantities over the domain of interest.

3 Overall Features of the Flow Field
The main features of the flow field can be seen in the distribu-

tion of the basic flow field quantities: velocity, temperature, and
pressure. These field quantities are calculated every 1.5 deg and
the data are saved every 3 deg of crank shaft rotation. The equiva-
lent time interval is 7.143�10−6 s for 1.5 deg. Figures 2–7 show
the velocity, temperature, and pressure distributions on z and x
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Table 1 Scroll compressor parameters

Inlet pressure
�MPa�

Exit pressure
�MPa�

Mass flow rate
�kg/s�

Speed
�rpm�

Power
�kW�

0.6 2.2 0.3473 3500 53

Table 2 Some average algorithms used in the calculation

Volume averaged properties Area averaged properties

V̄=���Vdv A=��AdA

M =���V�dv ṁ=��A�V·ndA

�̄=
1

V
���V�dv �̄=

1

A
��A�dA

�̄m=
1

M
���V��dv �̄m=

1

ṁ
��A��U·ndA

Fig. 1 Flow domain of the scroll compressor: „a… compressor and „b… scroll involute

Fig. 2 Temperature distribution inside the scrolls on a cross section area perpendicular to the z axis: crank
angle= „a… 0 deg, „b… 180 deg, „c… 360 deg, „d… 540 deg
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planes. Since the scrolls separate the flow field into two similar
parts, they are labeled as side 1 and side 2 �Fig. 6�a��.

Temperature distribution inside the scroll compressor is shown
in Fig. 2. A total of four temperature maps are shown in Fig. 2,
which are for crank angles of 0, 90, 180, and 270 deg, respec-
tively. To generalize the results, the temperature is plotted as a
nondimensional quantity using the ratio of the local temperature
to the compressor inlet temperature.

At each time instant, the temperature distributions on the z
plane show four steps from the compressor shell to center. These
steps are represented by the suction side space and first, second,
and third gas pockets, respectively �Fig. 2�. It becomes the most
distinguishable feature of the flow field. Although the gas leakage
between the gas pockets exists both upstream and downstream,
the mass flow rate of the leakage is not enough to change the
temperature distribution significantly in the gas pockets. The tem-
perature variation inside each of the gas pockets is smaller com-
pared to overall temperature range even though the change is vis-
ible in Fig. 2. The same linear scale cannot differentiate both large
scale between the gas pockets and the small scale inside the gas
pockets.

As the gas pockets rotate around the z axis and are pushed into
the center, the volume of the gas pockets reduces gradually while
the temperature inside the gas pockets increases. The maximum
temperature oscillates while the overall pattern is kept the same.
As the crankshaft rotates, the compression process repeats itself.

As a gas pocket moves towards the center of the compressor,
the volume of the gas pocket decreases. The temperature of the
gas pockets increases gradually as the pressure goes up. The maxi-
mum of the temperature fluctuates near the center of the involute.

The asymmetric distribution of the temperature can be observed
both inside the scrolls in the gas pockets and outside the scrolls in
the upper bearing housing.

Figure 3 shows the vector maps inside the scrolls on a cross-
section area perpendicular to the z axis. The flow inside the upper
bearing housing oscillates around the scroll. Inside the scrolls, the
flow is moving counter-clockwise. As the gas pocket reaches the
center of the involute, a counter-clockwise vortex is formed. In-
side the scrolls, the gas leaks back from higher pressure pockets to
lower pressure pockets. The leaking velocity is considerably
higher than the orbiting velocity of the scroll. As the scroll orbits
around the center, the leaking velocity increases first. When the
gas pockets approach the center of the involute, the leaking ve-
locity reaches its maximum value and starts to decrease due to the
porting process. The asymmetric flow pattern can be observed at
the center of the involute due to the difference in the shapes of the
scrolls and ports.

The geometry of the flow domain surrounded by the fixed and
orbiting scroll is not symmetric. To obtain the targeted porting
schedule, the shapes of the scrolls are designed differently. The
casting surrounding the scrolls and ports are also not symmetric.
All these asymmetric structures contribute to the distortion of the
flow field as the gas pocket reaches the center of the compressor.
The activities that deviate from the symmetry can be seen in Fig.
2�c�. The three-dimensional distortion induced by the dummy and
discharge ports is also shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 4 shows the pressure variation on a cross-section parallel
to the x-y plane inside the gas pockets. The four plots represent
the crank angles of 0, 180, 360, and 540 deg. To illustrate the
pressure variation caused by flow inside the body of the gas

Fig. 3 Vector map on the cross-section area perpendicular to the z axis of a gas pocket: crank angle= „a…
0 deg, „b… 180 deg, „c… 360 deg, „d… 540 deg
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pocket, the section near the throat of leakage is not shown in the
pictures. The figures are enlarged to show the details of the pres-
sure field. The pressure nonuniformity is caused by two mecha-
nisms: leakage flow and orbiting motion of the scroll. The leakage
induced pressure variations are near the tips of the gas pockets.
The jets from the upper level gas pockets through the flank gap
generate the low-pressure regions near the throat. The leakage
also generates vertices downstream. These structures of the verti-
ces can be observed in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. The high-pressure
region is formed as a combined result of velocity and volume
change. The pressure waves start from these moving walls and
eventually raise the pressure inside the pockets.

Figure 5 shows vector map of the gas pockets. The flows in-
duced by orbiting motion and leakage flows are observable in
these plots. The locations of the cross-section planes are the same
as the temperature field in Fig. 2. The velocity distributions dis-
play the physical mechanisms that are responsible for flow field
distortion. The leakage through the flank gap induces the flow
field distortion in the form of the vertices at the tips of gas pock-
ets. At the early stage of the compression, the pressure difference
between the gas pockets is small. The distortion caused by leakage
flows is limited at the tip of the pockets �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. As
the gas pockets approach to the center of the compressor, the
pressure difference becomes larger. The higher pressure difference
drives the leakage velocity stronger. The vertices induced by the
leakage expand into larger areas �Figs. 5�c� and 5�d��. The orbiting
motion of the surrounding walls of the gas pockets drives the gas
inside the pockets moving in the same direction. Due to the shape
of the involute, the gas velocity shows a more complicated flow

pattern than a circular shape as the involute orbits. The local ve-
locity of the walls around the gas pockets is shown in the velocity
maps in Fig. 5.

Since the orbiting scroll moves along a circular path, it drives
the gas moving along the same direction. In Figs. 4�a� and 5�a�,
the upper inner boundary is moving downward. The pressure in
the upper part of the gas pocket is lower due to the expanding
volume. The lower part of the gas pocket shows a higher value of
pressure as the orbiting scroll moves to close the gas pocket. The
flow inside the gas pockets is dominated by the orbiting motion of
the scroll. The leakage flow is weak at this stage of the compres-
sion. The mass leaked into the gas pocket from the upper stream
pocket is comparatively small. The leakage induced pressure gain
is comparatively small.

Figures 4�b� and 5�b� show the pressure and velocity distribu-
tions of the gas pocket as it moves 180 deg counter-clockwise.
The velocity pattern induced by the orbiting motion of the scroll is
similar to that of 0 deg location in the majority part of gas pocket.
In the region close to the upper stream gas pocket, the leakage
flow changes this part of vector map. The pressure is higher at this
part of the flow field. Two mechanisms generate this phenomenon.
The first is the static pressure gain due to the velocity reduction
when the leakage flow blocks the flow following the orbiting
scroll. The second is the pressure increase caused by the leakage
mass flow that carries higher pressure from the upper gas pocket.
Consequently, a high-pressure region forms along the flow path of
the incoming leakage.

As the gas pockets move along the spiral path toward the center

Fig. 4 Pressure distribution inside the scrolls on a cross section area perpendicular to the x axis: crank
angle= „a… 0 deg, „b… 90 deg, „c… 180 deg, „d… 270 deg
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of the compressor, the vertices at the area close to the upper
stream gas pocket expand. The two mechanisms responsible for
the pressure distortion at the previous location become stronger.
The high pressure region grows larger compared to the previous
location and the shape stays similar.

The gas pocket eventually moves close to the discharge port
and starts to merge into the center gas pocket. The pressure dif-
ference between the gas pockets becomes smaller. The size of the
vortex at the tip of the gas pocket decreases. The penetration
distance of the leakage flow is reduced �Figs. 4�d� and 5�d��.

Figure 6 shows the pressure distribution on a cross-section area
perpendicular to the x axis. The shape of the flow domain can be
observed in these figures. The four fringe plots of the pressure
distribution are for the crank angles of 0, 90, 180, and 270 deg,
respectively.

It can be seen that the pressure change along the horizontal �y�
direction is much larger than the variation in the vertical direction,
the z direction. The compression of gas inside the gas pockets is
completed in the horizontal direction. The activity along the ver-
tical direction is the pressure drop caused by the check valve and
the pressure recovery from the kinetic energy using discharge ple-
num. Figures 6�a�–6�d� also indicate that the maximum of the
pressure inside the plenum fluctuates.

Figure 5 shows the velocity maps of the flow on the cross
section area perpendicular to the x axis. The velocity distribution
can be divided into three regions: suction region, compression
region, and recovering region. The suction region is formed by the
flow inside the upper bearing housing and is drawn into the gas
pockets when they are opening. Due to the complicated geometry,
comparatively stable size of volume, and oscillation of the orbit-

ing scroll, the velocity is slow and the flow pattern appears to
have many small structures in the suction region. The compres-
sion region consists of six gas pockets. The velocity distribution is
controlled by two mechanisms: the gas rotation induced by the
orbiting scroll and the leakage flow due to the pressure difference
of the gas pockets. The pressure recovery region includes the dis-
charge tube, check valve, and pressure plenum. The increasing
pressure inside the gas pockets first generates the high-speed gas
flow downstream when the compressor starts to port. Then the gas
flow goes through the check valve and spreads into the pressure
plenum. A portion of the kinetic energy is converted to pressure.
The rest of the kinetic energy is dissipated into heat.

The secondary flows are observable in Figs. 7�a�–7�d�. The
impact of these secondary flows can be seen in temperature dis-
tributions �Fig. 2�. The energy carried by these secondary flows
will be dissipated and not be converted to pressure. The scroll
compressor design should be optimized to minimize the secondary
flows inside the compressor.

4 Characteristics of Gas Pockets
Inside the scrolls, the gas pockets change their shapes and vol-

umes continuously. These changes and the associated pressure and
temperature rises are the fundamental working mechanisms of the
scroll compressors. The forms of the shape and volume changes
control the forms of the pressure and temperature changes. Figure
8�a� shows the volume change of the gas pockets as a function of
the crank angle. In the early stage of the compression, the pocket
volume shows a linear behavior as the crank angle increases. As
the gas pocket approaches the center of the scrolls, the volume

Fig. 5 Vector map inside the scrolls on a cross section area perpendicular to the x axis: crank angle= „a…
0 deg, „b… 90 deg, „c… 180 deg, „d… 270 deg
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change rate begins to deviate from the linear curve and decreases
gradually. The change rate of the gas pockets eventually reaches
zero. The total mass inside a gas pocket is plotted as a function of
its volume �Fig. 8�b��. Compared to the volume, the mass inside a
gas pocket is controlled by multiple factors. The shape of the
scrolls and upper bearing housing impacts the suction process.
The leakage between the gas pockets with different pressures in-
duces the mass flow both to the downstream pockets and from the
upstream pockets. As the pockets reach the center of the involute,
the dummy and discharge ports provide more channels for gas to
flow in and out of the pocket. The balance of these competing
mechanisms determines the total mass inside the gas pocket. As a
result, the total mass increases gradually during the early com-
pression process and reaches its maximum value as the volume
ratio equals 0.35. The total mass then starts to decrease due to the
porting process. The change rate of the total mass inside the
pocket behaves linearly as the porting progresses. The asymmetric
distribution of the total mass also can be observed in Fig. 8�b�
even though the volume of the gas pockets is close to symmetric
�Fig. 8�a��.

The patterns of the volume-averaged pressure and temperature
changes inside the gas pockets are similar �Fig. 9�. The isentropic
compression curves for the averaged pressure and temperature
inside the gas pockets are also plotted for comparison. Since the
flow structure is asymmetric, the gas pockets on the two sides of
the scroll compressor have different features. Side 1 and side 2 are
labeled in Fig. 2�a�. The six gas pockets on side 1 and side 2 are
named as pocket 1�1 through 1�3 and pocket 2�1 through 2�3,
respectively. The name convention is kept consistent throughout
this paper. Before the pressure and temperature reach their maxi-

mum values, the trend of the pressure and temperature curves
shows similarity to the isentropic compression curve. As the pres-
sure and temperature curves pass their maximum, the porting pro-
cess plays an important role. The pressure and temperature curves
no longer follow the isentropic curves. During the porting process,
the pressure and temperature fluctuate as the orbiting scroll vane
scans through the discharge port. The discharge pressure and tem-
perature at the outlet of the pressure plenum are plotted in Fig. 9
for comparison. The overcompression of the gas inside the pock-
ets can be seen in both pressure and temperature plots.

The leakage flows between the gas pockets exist throughout the
scroll compressor working process. The flows between the gas
pockets can be classified into two categories: leakage and merger
flows. Figure 10 shows both the flank gap and the mass flow
through the flank gap as functions of the crank angle. The flank
gap changes little until the gas pockets move near the center of the
involute. The gap then widens rapidly and the flow rate increases.
The interesting phenomenon in this process is the leakage flow
goes in different directions. The gas flows into the center pocket
on one side and flows out of the center pocket on the other side.
The same phenomenon shows in Fig. 3�c� as well.

Figure 11�a� shows the pressure difference between two neigh-
boring gas pockets as a function of the crank angle. Both sides of
the compression chamber are plotted together. The leakage speeds
of two sides are shown in Fig. 11�b�. The pressure difference
shows a trend of increase before the crank angle reaches 540 deg.
The pressure difference then starts to decrease and reaches its
lowest point at the crank angle of 900 deg. At this point, the flank
gas starts to open and the gas pockets start to merge into the center

Fig. 6 Pressure distribution inside the scrolls on a cross section are perpendicular to the z axis: crank
angle= „a… 0 deg, „b… 90 deg, „c… 180 deg, „d… 270 deg
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gas pocket. An asymmetric flow field is most noticeable at the
peak pressure difference and merge point �Figs. 11�a� and 11�b��.
The leakage flow appears to be symmetric in the middle section of
the compression process. The asymmetric behavior shows when
the pockets are just formed near the inlet and reach the center of
the compressor. The asymmetric geometry of the upper bearing
housing casting and the downstream components, dummy and dis-
charge ports, check valve, etc., contributes to this phenomenon.

The pressure histories of two fixed points in the scroll compres-
sor are plotted in Fig. 12�a�. These pressure taps are located on the

wall of pockets 2�1 and 2�2 as pocket 2�1 forms. When the scroll
moves, these two fixed taps record the time history of pressure at
these locations. The pressure patterns at these locations are similar
to the time averaged pressure values. The measured pressure val-
ues agree well with the simulated values. The overall profile of the
measured pressure history agrees with the existing pressure data
of the scroll compressors �7,8�. The compressor performance data
are plotted against the prediction in Fig. 12�b�. The performance is
calculated as the adiabatic efficiency, �:

Fig. 7 Vector map inside the scrolls on a cross section area perpendicular to the z axis: crank angle= „a…
0 deg, „b… 90 deg, „c… 180 deg, „d… 270 deg

Fig. 8 Volume and mass changes in the gas pockets: „a… volume versus wrap angle and „b… mass versus
volume
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� =
�hisentropic

�hactual
�1�

where �hisentropic is enthalpy rise in an isentropic compression
process and �hactual is the enthalpy rise in the actual compression
process.

A total of 80 compressor was tested. The largest peak-to-peak
value is 8% of the predicted value. The standard deviation is 1.1%
of the predicted value.

5 Concluding Remarks
The numerical simulation of the operating process of the entire

scroll compressor has been accomplished. The results provide a
foundation for the further understanding of the detailed physics
inside the scroll compressors. The design and performance param-
eters can be calculated from the data obtained from the current
analysis. The information can be applied to the design and opti-
mization of the scroll compressors.

The leakage flow between the gas pockets with different pres-

Fig. 9 Volume-averaged pressure „a… and temperature „b… in the gas pockets

Fig. 10 Flank gap width „a… and mass flow rate between pockets „b…

Fig. 11 Pressure difference between two neighboring gas pockets „a… and area-averaged leakage speed
through flank gap „b…
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sures is a dynamic process. The flank gap, velocity, pressure dif-
ference between the gas pockets, and leakage flow rate change
periodically as the orbiting scroll rotates. The total leakage loss is
the averaged result of the temporal and spatial variations of these
quantities.

Asymmetric distributions of the mass, velocity, pressure, and
temperature exist inside the compressor. These asymmetric distri-
butions impact the performance and reliability of the scroll com-
pressors. The information about these asymmetric distributions
can be used to optimize the scroll compressor design.

Overcompression of the gas inside the compressor is obtained
quantitatively. The overcompression appears to be a time-
dependent phenomenon and asymmetric. The work needed to
compress the gas over the compressor discharge pressure reduces
the efficiency of the compressor. The fundamental understanding
of this overcompression can be used to improve the scroll com-
pressor design.
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Nomenclature
A 	 area
b 	 flank gap width
h 	 enthalpy
m 	 local mass flow rate
M 	 total mass flow rate
P 	 pressure
T 	 temperature
U 	 velocity

u ,v ,w 	 component of the velocity
V 	 gas pocket volume
� 	 adiabatic efficiency

� 	 density
� ,� 	 arbitrary physical quantity

Subscripts
l 	 leakage

m 	 mass averaged quantity
in 	 value at inlet

out 	 value at outlet
max 	 maximum value

p 	 pocket

Superscripts
- 	 average
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Numerical Study of Active Flow
Control for a Transitional Highly
Loaded Low-Pressure Turbine
Active control was simulated numerically for the subsonic flow through a highly loaded
low-pressure turbine. The configuration approximated cascade experiments that were
conducted to investigate a reduction in turbine stage blade count, which can decrease
both weight and mechanical complexity. At a nominal Reynolds number of 25,000 based
upon axial chord and inlet conditions, massive separation occurred on the suction sur-
face of each blade due to uncovered turning. Vortex generating jets were then used to
help mitigate separation, thereby reducing wake losses. Computations were performed
using both steady blowing and pulsed mass injection to study the effects of active flow
control on the transitional flow occurring in the aft-blade and near-wake regions. The
numerical method utilized a centered compact finite-difference scheme to represent spa-
tial derivatives, that was used in conjunction with a low-pass Pade-type nondispersive
filter operator to maintain stability. An implicit approximately factored time-marching
algorithm was employed, and Newton-like subiterations were applied to achieve second-
order temporal accuracy. Calculations were carried out on a massively parallel comput-
ing platform, using domain decomposition to distribute subzones on individual proces-
sors. A high-order overset grid approach preserved spatial accuracy in locally refined
embedded regions. Features of the flowfields are described, and simulations are com-
pared with each other, with available experimental data, and with a previously obtained
baseline case for the noncontrolled flow. It was found that active flow control was able to
maintain attached flow over an additional distance of 19–21% of the blade chord, rela-
tive to the baseline case, which resulted in a reduction of the wake total pressure loss
coefficient of 53–56%. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2238877�

Keywords: active flow control, low-pressure turbine, high-order numerical method

Introduction
Uninhabited air vehicles �UAVs� employed for reconnaissance

and combat missions commonly utilize low-pressure turbines in
their propulsion systems. Due to a reduction in atmospheric den-
sity during high-altitude cruise, such low-pressure turbines may
encounter Reynolds numbers, based upon blade axial chord and
inlet conditions, below 25,000. In this situation, boundary layers
along a large extent of blade surfaces can remain laminar, even in
the presence of elevated freestream turbulence levels. The laminar
boundary layers are then particularly susceptible to flow separa-
tion over the aft portion of blade suction surfaces, causing block-
age in flow passages and a significant reduction in turbine effi-
ciency. These circumstances may thus result in imposed ceiling
limitations for prolonged UAV deployment.

A number of experimental studies �1–8� have identified several
factors contributing to performance degradation in low-pressure
turbines, which in addition to the Reynolds number include
freestream turbulence, pressure gradient, and curvature. Because
of the impact upon UAV operations, a number of experiments
have focused on flow control as a means of reducing efficiency
degradation at altitude. It was found by Lake et al. �9� that
boundary-layer separation could be mitigated by modifying the
turbine blade geometry. Dimples were recessed into blade suction
surfaces in order to maintain the region of attached flow. Although
this passive technique increases efficiency at low-Reynolds num-

bers, it may also increase viscous losses at higher Reynolds num-
bers such as those that occur during takeoff, where unmodified
blades perform satisfactorily.

As an alternative, Bons et al. �10–12� and Sondergaard et al.
�13� have explored active flow control in the form of both steady
and pulsed vortex generator jets, which may be actuated upon
demand. Extensive measurements verified that the jets dramati-
cally reduced separation, resulting in decreased losses. In addition
to passive control �14�, Volino �15� also explored the use of syn-
thetic vortex generator jets for low-pressure turbines. Plasma con-
trol has also been demonstrated by Huang et al. �16� to restrict
separation. More recent experiments by Sondergaard et al. �17�
have investigated the feasibility of increasing the blade spacing at
constant chord for a linear low-pressure turbine cascade, thereby
raising the per blade loading. For practical applications, a higher
loading can reduce the turbine part count and stage weight. In-
creased blade spacing however, is accompanied by more extensive
boundary-layer separation on the suction surface of each blade
due to uncovered turning, resulting in a further reduction of effi-
ciency and additional wake losses. Vortex generator jets were then
employed to diminish these losses by maintaining attached
boundary-layer flow over a greater distance along the blade sur-
face.

Numerical computations of low-pressure turbines have tradi-
tionally been predicated on solution of the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes �RANS� equations �18–23�. Although these efforts
have been moderately successful in predicting some of the overall
features of the turbine flowfields, limitations and deficiencies of
RANS turbulence models have precluded an accurate description
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of low-Reynolds number separation and the transition to turbu-
lence. Moreover, it is unlikely that the RANS approach will be
adequate for simulating active flow control applications in the
transitional regime.

Due to advances in the speed and storage capacity of high-
performance computing systems, direct numerical simulation
�DNS�, and large-eddy simulation �LES� have emerged as viable
means for the investigation of flows through low-pressure turbines
�24–32�. DNS and LES supported by high-order numerical meth-
ods improve predictive capability where RANS models fail, and
allow for the simulation of flow control strategies. Several previ-
ous computations �26,27,30–32� have been related to the experi-
ments of Bons et al. �10–12�, Sondergaard et al. �13,17�, and Rivir
et al. �33�. In particular, the calculations of Rizzetta and Visbal
�31� considered the highly loaded low-pressure turbine configura-
tion investigated by Sondergaard et al. �17�. Simulations were
carried out for both an uncontrolled baseline case, and a case with
active flow control in the form of pulsed vortex generating jets.
Although the aft-blade separation was mitigated and wake total
pressure losses were decreased by the use of pulsed injection, the
jet momentum coefficient employed in the computation was ap-
preciably lower than that of the experiment. Consequently, the
amount of control attained by the simulation was less substantial
than observed by Sondergaard et al. �17�.

Control of the highly loaded low-pressure turbine considered by
Sondergaard et al. �17� consisted only of steady vortex generator
jets. And while prior investigations verified that separation could
be similarly managed by pulsed injection �11,12�, it is unclear
how the detailed behavior of the individual flow control arrange-
ments differs. The purpose of the present work was to conduct
numerical computations of the turbine configuration which ap-
proximate the experiment of Sondergaard et al. �17�. Steady vor-
tex generator jet flow control matching the experimental jet mo-
mentum coefficient was simulated at a chord inlet Reynolds
number of approximately 25,000. In addition, a calculation was
also performed for pulsed jet injection, with a duty cycle that was
one half that of the steady case. This allows for a direct compari-
son between the respective flow control situations, as well as with
the baseline case, so that characteristics of the flowfields may be
elucidated.

Governing Equations

The governing equations are taken as the unsteady three-
dimensional compressible unfiltered Navier-Stokes equations. Af-
ter introducing a curvilinear coordinate transformation to a body-
fitted system, the equations are cast in the following
nondimensional conservative form:

�

�t
�Q

J� +
�

��
�F −

1

Re�

Fv� +
�

��
�G −

1

Re�

Gv�
+

�

��
�H −

1

Re�

Hv� = 0 �1�

Here t is the time, �, �, � the computational coordinates, Q the
vector of dependent variables, F, G, H the inviscid flux vectors,
and Fv, Gv, Hv the viscous flux vectors. The vector of dependent
variables is given as

Q = �� �u �v �w �E �T �2�

and the vector fluxes by
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where

U = �t + �xi
ui, V = �t + �xi

ui, W = �t + �xi
ui �5�

E =
T

��� − 1�M�
2 +

1

2
�u2 + v2 + w2� �6�

In the preceding expressions, u, v, w are the Cartesian velocity
components, � the density, p the pressure, and T the temperature.
All length scales have been nondimensionalized by the turbine
blade axial chord c, and dependent variables have been normal-
ized by their reference values except for p which has been nondi-
mensionalized by ��u�

2 . Components of the stress tensor and heat
flux vector are expressed as

Qi = − 	 1
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��k
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��k
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��l

�xk
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The Sutherland law for the molecular viscosity coefficient � and
the perfect gas relationship

p =
�T

�M�
2 �9�

were also employed, and Stokes’ hypothesis for the bulk viscosity
coefficient has been invoked.

Numerical Method
Time-accurate solutions to Eq. �1� are obtained numerically by

the implicit approximately factored finite-difference algorithm of
Beam and Warming �34� employing Newton-like subiterations
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�35�, which has evolved as an efficient tool for generating solu-
tions to a wide variety of complex fluid flow problems, and may
be written as follows:
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In this expression, which is employed to advance the solution in
time, Qp+1 is the p+1 approximation to Q at the n+1 time level
Qn+1, and 
Q=Qp+1−Qp. For p=1, Qp=Qn. Second-order-
accurate backward-implicit time differencing was used to obtain
temporal derivatives.

The implicit segment of the algorithm incorporates second-
order-accurate centered differencing for all spatial derivatives, and
utilizes nonlinear artificial dissipation �36� to augment stability.
Efficiency is enhanced by solving this implicit portion of the fac-
torized equations in diagonalized form �37�. Temporal accuracy,
which can be degraded by use of the diagonal form, is maintained
by utilizing subiterations within a time step. This technique has
been commonly invoked in order to reduce errors due to factor-
ization, linearization, diagonalization, and explicit application of
boundary conditions. It is useful for achieving temporal accuracy
on overset zonal mesh systems, and for a domain decomposition
implementation on parallel computing platforms. Any deteriora-
tion of the solution caused by use of artificial dissipation and by
lower-order spatial resolution of implicit operators is also reduced
by the procedure. Three subiterations per time step have been
applied to preserve second-order temporal accuracy.

The compact difference scheme employed on the right-hand
side of Eq. �10� is based upon the pentadiagonal system of Lele
�38�, and is capable of attaining spectral-like resolution. This is
achieved through the use of a centered implicit difference operator

with a compact stencil, thereby reducing the associated discreti-
zation error. For the present computations, a fourth-order tridiago-
nal subset of Lele’s system is utilized, which is illustrated here in
one spatial dimension as

�� �F

��
�

i−1

+ � �F

��
�

i

+ �� �F

��
�

i+1

= a�Fi+1 − Fi−1

2
� �11�

with �=1/4 and a=3/2. The scheme has been adapted by Visbal
and Gaitonde �39� as an implicit iterative time-marching tech-
nique, applicable for unsteady vortical flows. It is used in conjunc-
tion with a sixth-order low-pass Pade-type nondispersive spatial
filter developed by Gaitonde et al. �40�, which has been shown to
be superior to the use of explicitly added artificial dissipation for
maintaining both stability and accuracy on stretched curvilinear
meshes �39�. The filter is applied to the solution vector sequen-
tially in each of the three computational directions following each
subiteration, and is implemented in one dimension as

� fQ̂i−1 + Q̂i + � fQ̂i+1 = �
n=0

3
an

2
�Qi+n + Qi−n� �12�

where Q̂ designates the filtered value of Q. Equation �12� repre-
sents a one-parameter family of sixth-order filters, where numeri-
cal values for � f and the an’s may be found in Ref. �41�.

The aforementioned features of the numerical algorithm are
embodied in a parallel version of the time-accurate three-
dimensional computer code FDL3DI �41�, which has proven to be
reliable for steady and unsteady fluid flow problems, including the
simulation of flows over delta wings with leading-edge vortices
�42–44�, vortex breakdown �43,44�, direct numerical simulation
of transitional wall jets �45� and synthetic jet actuators �46�, and
DNS and LES of subsonic �27,47� and supersonic flowfields
�48–50�.

Details of the Computations
The experiment Sondergaard et al. �13� consisted of a linear

cascade of turbine blades having a span of 0.88 m and an axial
chord of 0.089 m. The axial chord to spacing ratio �solidity� was
0.75, the inlet flow angle �i=35.0 deg, and the design exit flow

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the turbine blade configuration and vortex
generator jet geometry
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angle �o=60.0 deg. Shown in Fig. 1�a� is a schematic represen-
tation of the turbine blade shape, given by the Pratt and Whitney
“PakB” research design, which is a Mach number scaled version
of geometries typically used in highly loaded low-pressure tur-
bines �10–13,15�. These experiments investigated the use of vor-
tex generator jets to control the flow by mitigating the effects of
separation on the blade suction surface. The jets were created by
blowing air through holes which had been drilled in the blade
surface at a pitch angle of 30 deg and a skew angle of 90 deg.
Here, the pitch is defined as the angle the jet makes with the local
surface, and the skew is the angle of the projection of the jet on
the surface, relative to the “local freestream” direction �12�. The
size of the drill used to develop the holes is commonly referred to
as the jet diameter d, which was 0.001 m. Because of the orien-
tation, however, the jet exit geometric shape is elliptic as seen in
Fig. 1�b�, and the jet exit velocity vector has components only in
the blade-normal �n� and spanwise �z� directions.

Computational Meshes. To conserve computational resources,
only a single turbine blade passage is considered, and periodic
conditions are enforced in the vertical direction �y� to represent a
single turbine stage flowfield. This situation is somewhat different
than the experimental arrangement, which consisted of a small
finite number of blades in a linear cascade. The computational
domain surrounding the blade was described by a body-fitted
mesh system, whose origin was located at the inboard leading
edge of the blade �see Fig. 1�a��. The mesh employs an O-grid
topology, and was elliptically generated using automated software
�51�. Figure 2�a� indicates the baseline grid about the turbine
blade, which was comprised of 348 points in the circumferential
direction �I�, 189 points in the blade-normal direction �J�, and 101
points in the spanwise direction �K�. Minimum spacing in the
J-direction occurs at the blade surface. Mesh points for 1 I5
and Imax−4 I Imax are coincident in an overlap region at the
blade leading edge so that periodic conditions in the circumferen-
tial direction may be enforced in order to complete the O-grid
construct. To accommodate periodic conditions in the vertical di-
rection, the streamwise �x� point locations and vertical spacing
along I1u− I2u is identical to that along I1l− I2l for Jmax−4J
Jmax.

To properly capture the correct fluid physics for the flow con-

trol cases, the baseline grid was modified in order to enhance
resolution in the jet and jet wake regions. This was done by re-
moving points in the near wall grid, indicated by the blanked area
of Fig. 2�a�, and replacing them with an embedded refined mesh
as seen in Fig. 2�b�. This technique is identical to that which was
successfully employed by Rizzetta and Visbal �31� in a similar
computation. The size of the refined mesh region was �313
�185�101� grid points in �I ,J ,K�, respectively. Only every
fourth grid line in each coordinate direction appears in the figure.
A series of overset grids were used to describe the elliptic jet
geometry, and zones upstream, downstream, inboard, and out-
board of the jet. These grids connect to each other and with the
refined-mesh region as shown in Fig. 2�c�. Also seen in the figure
is the jet nozzle interior to the blade, which was accounted for in
the simulations, and extended a distance of four jet diameters
below the surface.

In order to facilitate application of inflow and outflow condi-
tions to the turbine blade domain, overset grids were utilized up-
stream and downstream of the blade region. These are found in
Fig. 2�d�, and consisted of �46�61�101� and �31�75�101�
mesh points in the streamwise, vertical, and spanwise directions
for the upstream and downstream domains, respectively. Half the
grid points in the vertical direction are seen in the figure. Although
the experiment of Sondergaard et al. �17� consisted of a row of
jets uniformly distributed along the span of a blade, only a single
jet was considered in the simulations. The z-extent of the domain
was taken as the inter-jet spacing s=0.112, which is equal to 10
jet diameters �as in the experiment� and periodic conditions were
invoked at the spanwise boundaries. A nonuniform spanwise mesh
distribution was utilized, with grid point clustering near the jet
exit. At all overset domain boundaries, a minimum 5-point over-
lap was constructed. The total number of grid points in all do-
mains was approximately 13.5�106. Computational mesh spac-
ings given in wall units for both simulations are presented in Table
1. Results of the grid refinement study performed for the baseline
uncontrolled case of Ref. �31�, indicate that adequate resolution
should be achieved for the present computations.

Temporal Considerations. Calculations for the steady jet case
were obtained using a time step of 
t=1.50�10−4, where t is
nondimensionalized by reference quantities. Based upon inflow

Fig. 2 Turbine blade computational mesh system
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conditions, this corresponds to a time increment of approximately
1.18�10−4 �see Table 1 for the time step in wall units�. For the
pulsed case, these parameters were 
t=1.47�10−4 and 
ti
=1.20�10−4, respectively. A slightly smaller time step was em-
ployed with unsteady injection so that the pulsing cycle could be
described by an integer number of increments �1300 time steps/
cycle�. Flowfields for each case were initialized from the previ-
ously obtained baseline �uncontrolled� solution, and processed for
20,000 time steps in order to remove transients. Final results were
then evolved for a subsequent 124,000 steps, during which statis-
tical information was collected. Statistics were monitored to as-
sure that a converged sample was achieved. This duration repre-
sents over 14.5 characteristic time units, based upon the inflow
velocity, for both simulations.

Experimental investigations �10–13,15� have used several pa-
rameters to describe characteristics of vortex generating jets. The
jet blowing ratio B is defined as

B =
qj

q̄l

�13�

where qj is the jet exit velocity magnitude, and q̄l is the “local
freestream velocity” �see Ref. �11� for the definition of q̄l�. In the
present computations, the maximum value of the jet blowing ratio
Bmax was specified as 4.5. This is identical to the experiment of
Sondergaard et al. �17� for the steady case. As a point of reference,
typical film cooling holes for turbine applications are designed to
operate at an approximate value of Bmax=2.0 �12�. For the present
configuration considered here, experimental data is available only
for steady blowing flow control. In previous investigations with a
smaller inter-blade spacing, however, measurements were also
taken using pulsed mass injection. The unsteady jet exit velocity
sequence in those experiments consisted of a period of essentially
constant blowing, followed by an interval of no blowing. The duty
cycle represents that portion of the total duration over which the
jet is active, and was 50% for the present case. A nondimensional
frequency F as formulated in Refs. �10–13� was used to quantify
the forcing period where

F = 0.41cf/u�q̄i. �14�

The value of F=3.1 was used in the present computations, which
was the same as that of some experiments �10–12�. The jet blow-
ing coefficient, defined as

c� = D���/4�d2Bmax
2 � �15�

is used to quantify the momentum flux transferred to the turbine
blade passage by active control. For the steady blowing case c�
=2.0�10−3, and is one-half this value for pulsed injection owing
to the 50% duty cycle.

A representative experimental �12� time history of one blowing
cycle obtained by hot wire measurement is shown in Fig. 3. For
the pulsed-injection computation, a series of cubic and linear
functions were used to approximate the experimental result, as
seen in the figure where the 50% duty cycle is apparent. As noted
earlier, a single cycle was described by 1300 time steps, and the
total computation consisted of 96 cycles.

Boundary Conditions. Inflow and outflow conditions for the
complete turbine blade domain were obtained in a manner consis-
tent with subsonic internal flows, which have commonly been
employed in RANS applications �52�. Along the upstream bound-
ary, the total pressure, total temperature, and inlet flow angle were

specified, and the velocity magnitude was obtained from the inte-
rior solution. Downstream, the exit static pressure �p�� was fixed,
and other flow variables were extrapolated from within the do-
main. Because the inflow velocity develops as part of the solution,
the Reynolds number based upon the inflow conditions was not
known a priori. A reference Mach number �M�� of 0.1 was se-
lected for all computations. For the baseline solution, the refer-
ence Reynolds number �Re�� was adjusted to match the desired
inflow condition, Re. This same Reynolds number was then em-
ployed in the current simulations. When flow control was applied
however, the inflow velocity magnitude increased due to a reduc-
tion of blockage in the blade passage. Although this situation was
anticipated, the reference Reynolds number was not altered. This
is the same approach as utilized in corresponding experiments
�10–13,15�. Thus, the inflow Reynolds numbers are somewhat
higher than the nominal value of 25,000. For the time-mean flow-
fields, Re=29,100 for steady blowing and Re=29,960 with pulsed
mass injection. Therefore, even without flow control, the increase
in the Reynolds number might delay separation, although this ef-
fect is expected to be small. The treatment for the inflow and
outflow boundaries was previously employed by Rizzetta and Vis-
bal �27,31� in similar computations.

Periodic conditions were applied along the upper and lower
portions of the turbine blade as indicated previously in Fig. 2�a�.
Periodic conditions were also applied along upper and lower hori-
zontal boundaries of the upstream and downstream domains seen
in Fig. 2�d�. The downstream domain was intensionally severely
stretched in the streamwise direction to prevent spurious reflec-
tions from the outflow boundary. This technique transfers infor-
mation to high spatial wave numbers, and then dissipates it by the
low-pass filter �53�. Flow variables in all regions of noncoincident
overlapped meshes were obtained from explicit sixth-order-
accurate Lagrangian interpolation formulae. This includes the up-
stream and downstream domains, the turbine blade grid, the
refined-mesh region, all zones surrounding the jet, and the interior
jet nozzle. The interpolation approach for high-order numerical

Table 1 Computational mesh spacings in wall units

Case 
t+ 
lmin
+ 
lmax

+ 
nmin
+ 
zmin

+ 
zmax
+

steady 0.02 1.63 50.07 0.44 3.09 10.98
pulsed 0.02 1.74 53.39 0.46 3.23 11.47

Fig. 3 Jet blowing ratio time history
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solutions has been successfully applied by Sherer �54� for the
simulation of fluid dynamic and acoustic problems. As stated pre-
viously, periodic conditions were invoked in the spanwise
direction.

On solid surfaces, including the blade boundary and walls of
the jet nozzle, the no slip condition was enforced along with an
isothermal wall, and a fourth-order-accurate representation of zero
normal pressure gradient. At the inflow to the jet nozzle, a veloc-
ity profile was specified, the jet was assumed to be isothermal, and
the pressure was obtained from the inviscid normal momentum
equation. For both the steady and pulsed cases, the velocity profile
was taken to be parabolic. In the steady case, the maximum jet
blowing ratio was fixed at Bmax=4.5, corresponding to the experi-
ment, while for pulsed injection this ratio varied in time according
to the form shown in Fig. 3. It is noted for both cases that the
maximum jet velocity is over seven times greater than the magni-
tude of the blade inflow velocity. The Reynolds number of the jet
based upon the maximum blowing ratio and the diameter d was
2370.

Domain Decomposition. For parallel processing, the previ-
ously described computational domains were decomposed into a
series of subzones, which were then distributed on individual pro-
cessors of a massively parallel computing platform �IBM SP4,
SGI 3900�. Decompositions were constructed to provide an ap-
proximately equal number of grid points in every subzone,
thereby balancing the computational work load among the proces-
sors. Faces at the boundaries of each subzone block were overset
into adjacent domains, such that an overlap of five planes was
established. Although this incurred an overhead due to redundant
computation, it maintained the formal high-order accuracy of both
the numerical differencing and filtering schemes. Because a vast
majority of the overlapping mesh points of the respective decom-
positions were coincident, no further interpolation was required.
Automated software �55� was used to identify donor and recipient
grid points in the overlapping domains. Inter-node communication
among the processors was established through standard message-
passing interface �MPI� library routines �56�, which were used to
transfer information between the various subzones of the flowfield
at domain boundaries. A total of 202 processors were employed
for all of the computations reported here.

Results

The Time-Mean Flowfields. Time-mean surface pressure co-
efficient distributions for the flow control and baseline �31� com-
putations are found in Fig. 4. For the flow control cases, these

distributions were obtained at the spanwise location of the peri-
odic boundary between two jets. As indicated in the figure, the jet
was positioned at x=0.37, which coincides with the separation
point of the baseline solution. The large plateau region in the
baseline distribution is characteristic of a massively separated
flow. Because of reduced blockage and increased inflow velocity,
the effect of flow control is to decrease the pressure on the up-
stream portion of the suction surface, while increasing it down-
stream, relative to the baseline case. Separation occurs at x
=0.56 for the steady blowing result, and at x=0.58 for pulsed
injection. Only minor differences, most noticeable near the jet, are
observed between the two flow control solutions. Also shown in
the figure, is a coarse-mesh distribution for the baseline case,
which indicates little sensitivity to grid resolution, except near the
trailing-edge region. More extensive results of the grid resolution
study for the baseline case are found in Ref. �31�.

Profiles of the time-mean velocity magnitude are presented in
Figs. 5 and 6. These profiles were extracted along lines �n� normal
to the blade surface at each x-station, on the periodic spanwise
boundary between jets. The data of Sondergaard et al. �17� for
steady blowing also appears in the figures. However, only a quali-
tative comparison between the experimental and numerical results
may be expected due to appreciable differences in the respective
flow situations. Among these are the fact that the experiments
were conducted in a linear cascade, which had a limited number
of blades. Tail boards were attached at the trailing edge of the first
and last blades in the cascade, and extended downstream a con-
siderable distance into the wake, thus creating covered turning for
a substantial portion of the flowfield. It was found in previous
simulations of a similar configuration by Postl et al. �26,30�,
Gross and Fasel �32�, and Rizzetta and Visbal �27,31�, that com-
putational results differed from the experiments of Bons et al.
�10–12�. Although the numerical solutions of Postl et al. �26,30�
and Gross and Fasel �32� compared favorably with those of
Rizzetta and Visbal �27,31�, none of the simulations reproduced
the measured data. At similar Reynolds numbers and flow condi-
tions, the experimental configuration resulted in a much greater
region of separated flow along the blade surface than was ob-
served in the computations. This disparity is believed to be caused
by the cascade arrangement with tail boards, which cannot be
simulated numerically due to limitations of computational re-
sources. In addition, vortex generating jets were fabricated only
on the central blade of the experimental cascade. This situation is
quite unlike the simulations, where periodic conditions about the
blade are enforced. Although experimental data was collected for
Re=50,000, the computations were carried out at a nominal Rey-
nolds number of 25,000. This was done in order to maintain ad-
equate spatial resolution for a direct numerical simulation of the
transitional flowfield. Moreover, the lower Reynolds number pro-
vides a difficult challenge to the numerical study of active flow
control, which is the primary purpose of the investigation. The
Reynolds number of 25,000 is more representative of the practical
situation for UAVs, and may also be directly compared to the
previously obtained baseline case. Differences between the ex-
perimental and computational configurations are summarized in
Table 2.

Profiles in Figs. 5 and 6 have been normalized by the inflow
velocity magnitude. The major effect of flow control is to increase
fullness of the profiles through momentum transfer from the jet
and mixing with the boundary layer. Only minor variations are
observed between the steady and pulsed injection cases. As ex-
pected, profiles from the simulations are thicker than those of the
experiment due to aforementioned differences in the Reynolds
numbers and configurations. Increased fullness of the control pro-
files from the baseline solution is evident in the figures, even at
locations where separation is present �x�0.58�.

Spanwise turbulent kinetic energy wave-number spectra are
provided in Fig. 7. These spectra were generated along lines in the
z-direction at a distance of n=0.03 from the blade surface. This

Fig. 4 Time-mean surface pressure coefficient distributions
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location �n=0.03� is approximately equal to one-half of the
boundary-layer thickness of the time-mean velocity profile up-
stream of separation. At the two most upstream stations �x
=0.50,0.70�, Ekz

is higher for the flow control cases than that of
the baseline due to energy being added to the flow. In the down-
stream region �x=0.90�, flow control has mitigated separation and
the associated breakdown into a more chaotic situation, so that the
turbulent kinetic energy of the baseline case is higher. Because of
the low Reynolds number, it is unclear if any portion of the spec-
trum lies in the inertial range, indicated by the −5/3 slope.

Time-mean contours of the spanwise component of vorticity are
seen in Fig. 8. The contours for the flow control results were taken
at the plane of the periodic boundary between jets, while those of

the baseline case have been spanwise averaged. An increased re-
gion of attached flow due to flow control is apparent, resulting in
a decrease of the wake thickness. The effect of the decrease is
quantified by the integrated wake total pressure loss coefficient
Cw, defined as �17�

Cw = S� �Pti − P̄to

Pti − p̄i

�dy �16�

where the integration takes place across the wake profile between
the periodic boundaries in the vertical direction. It was determined
that Cw=1.10 �31� for the baseline solution, Cw=0.52 for steady
blowing, and Cw=0.48 for pulsed injection. Thus even with a 50%

Fig. 5 Time-mean velocity magnitude profiles at upstream stations

Fig. 6 Time-mean velocity magnitude profiles at downstream stations
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duty cycle, pulsed injection was found to be as effective as steady
blowing for the reduction of wake losses. This result is consistent
with previous experimental studies �11,12�.

Figure 9 represents these same vorticity contours evaluated on
the blade surface and viewed from above. Apart from the area
immediately surrounding the jet, the flow control cases are re-
markably similar. As expected, no symmetry about the spanwise
centerline exists due to the pitch angle of the jet. The extremely
dark portion of the contours surrounding the jet exit region of the
control cases represents attached flow.

Unsteady Features of the Flowfields. Profiles of the root-
mean-square fluctuating velocity magnitude at several steamwise
locations are found in Fig. 10. At the upstream stations �x
=0.50,0 ,70�, the flow control cases differ somewhat from each
other, but both produce peak values less than that of the baseline
result. Fluctuations in the control cases are related to unsteadiness
of the jet, while those of the baseline flow evolve from the shear
layer. As a result, the location of the maximum fluctuation occurs
further from the blade surface in the baseline solution. At the
downstream location �x=0.90�, a more massive separated region
in the baseline flow gives rise to a uniformly high fluctuating
velocity in the normal direction, which is more localized in the
flow control cases.

Turbulent kinetic energy frequency spectra are shown in Fig.
11. The data used to generate these spectra was collected at n
=0.03, similar to that of Fig. 7. Like the spanwise wave number
spectra of Fig. 7, the frequency spectra for the flow control cases
is substantially higher than that of the baseline result at the up-
stream stations �x=0.50,0.70� because of energy addition. At x
=0.50, the discrete peaks in E� for the pulsed injection case cor-

Table 2 Comparison of experimental and computational
configurations

Feature Experiment Computation

blade arrangement linear cascade periodic distribution
tail boards first and last blades none
jet arrangement central blade of cascade only periodic distribution
Re 50,000 25,000

Fig. 7 Time-mean turbulent kinetic energy spanwise wave-number spectra

Fig. 8 Time-mean contours of the spanwise component of
vorticity

Fig. 9 Time-mean contours of the spanwise component of
vorticity on the blade surface
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respond to harmonics of the forcing frequency. The occurrence of
this behavior was described in detail in Ref. �31�. As noted previ-
ously, turbulent energy of the baseline case exceeds that of the
flow control results near the blade trailing edge �x=0.90�.

Instantaneous contours of the spanwise component of vorticity
are presented in Fig. 12. Once again, the baseline result was ex-
tracted at the midspan location, while those of the flow control
cases were situated between control jets. Similar to the time-mean
contours of Fig. 8, it is noted that flow control maintains attached
flow and decreases the vertical extent of the wake relative to the
baseline case. Unsteady structures are visible in separated flow
regions. It is seen in the flow control cases that vorticity is being
generated in the boundary layer in close proximity to the blade
surface. When the boundary layers separate in these situations, it
is much less dramatic than in the uncontrolled case. For the base-

line solution, the extensive unsteady separated flow region has a
richer content of small scale structures due to breakdown and a
transition to a more complex situation. A three-dimensional rep-
resentation of the flow is depicted by iso-surfaces of vorticity
magnitude in the trailing-edge region seen in Fig. 13. The value of
iso-surfaces correspond approximately to that at the edge of the
shear layer upstream of separation. Both the vertical and spanwise
extent of the turbulent structures are visible for each case.

Instantaneous spanwise vorticity contours on the blade surface
viewed from above are displayed in Fig. 14. Although differences
in the control cases exist in the near-jet region, the downstream
flowfields are quite similar. Iso-surfaces of vorticity magnitude in
the near-jet region, as viewed downstream of the jet, are provided
in Fig. 15. Unsteadiness can be observed in the jet surface, just

Fig. 10 Time-mean fluctuating velocity magnitude profiles

Fig. 11 Turbulent kinetic energy frequency spectra
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downstream of the nozzle exit, for the steady blowing case. It is
noted that the wake of the jet extends across the spanwise domain.
The jet surface for the pulsed case is less coherent.

Instantaneous planar contours of the streamwise component of
vorticity are found in Fig. 16. Locations of these contours lie at
distances of 1, 5, and 10 jet diameters downstream from the center
of the jet. The height of the attached boundary layer �	� upstream
of the jet is indicated in the figure. For the steady injection case of
Fig. 16�a�, the jet penetrates to a height greater than the boundary-
layer thickness, and mixing persists downstream beyond x−xj
=10d. In Fig. 16�b�, contours are shown for the pulsed case, at a
time corresponding to the midpoint of the pulsing cycle �t / tp

=0.5�. At this instance, the jet exit velocity is at its maximum and
has been active for one-half the cycle �see Fig. 3�. Here, the con-
tours look similar to those of the steady injection case, except at
the most downstream station. Contours for the pulsed case at the
end of the injection cycle appear in Fig. 16�c�. For this situation
�t / tp=1.0�, no injection has occurred for one-half of the cycle, and
effects of the jet are only visible at the most downstream station.

It is perhaps surprising that there are so few differences be-
tween the steady blowing and pulsed injection cases. The reason
for this is that even in the steady case, the flow immediately
downstream of the jet is inherently unsteady. Because of the ori-
entation of the jet transverse to the streamwise flow �blade-normal
and spanwise�, it is fundamentally unstable and rapidly evolves to
a noncoherent form. This process serves to generate mixing, much
like the pulsed injection case. The pulsed case, however, provides
a much more efficient means of distributing momentum to the
flow, since it produces identical benefits with one-half the mass
flow rate.

Summary and Conclusions
Direct numerical simulation was used to describe the transi-

tional subsonic flow through a highly loaded low-pressure turbine
at a nominal Reynolds number of 25,000, with both steady blow-
ing and pulsed mass injection flow control. Computations were
carried out using a high-order numerical method, and an overset
grid methodology for describing the computational flowfield. A
high-order interpolation procedure maintained accuracy at bound-
aries of discrete mesh systems that were used to define the jet
region, including its interior nozzle.

For both the steady and pulsed cases, the fundamental effect of
flow control was to energize the blade boundary layer due to the
transfer of fluid momentum and mixing. This helped maintain
attached flow along the blade surface for a distance of 19–21%
greater than that of the baseline case. As a result, wake total pres-
sure losses were decreased by 53–56%.

Comparisons were made for both the time-mean and fluctuating
components of the respective flowfields. Velocity magnitude pro-
files qualitatively agreed with experimental measurements that
were taken for a somewhat different configuration at a higher
Reynolds number. Few differences were observed in characteris-
tics of the flow control solutions. Although the steady blowing
case employed no explicit unsteady forcing, due to fluid instability
of the jet, the flowfield was inherently unsteady and resulted in
features which were quite similar to the pulsed case. Both situa-
tions achieved the desired result of decreased wake losses, but the
pulsed case required less mass flow to attain the same level of
improvement in efficiency.
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Fig. 12 Instantaneous planar contours of the spanwise com-
ponent of vorticity

Fig. 13 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of vorticity magnitude in
the trailing-edge region

Fig. 14 Instantaneous planar contours of the spanwise com-
ponent of vorticity on the blade surface

Fig. 15 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of vorticity magnitude in
the near-jet region
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Nomenclature
Cp � turbine blade time-mean surface pressure

coefficient, 2�p̄− p̄i� /�iq̄i
2

D � duty cycle expressed as a decimal fraction
Ekz

,E� � nondimensional turbulent kinetic energy
wave number and frequency spectra

f � dimensional jet forcing frequency
J � Jacobian of the coordinate transformation
kz � nondimensional spanwise wave number

l ,n � nondimensional blade tangential and normal
directions

M � Mach number
p � nondimensional static pressure

Pr � Prandtl number, 0.73 for air
q � nondimensional planar velocity magnitude,

u2+v2 or v2+w2 for the jet
Re� � reference Reynolds number, ��q�c /��

Re � chord inlet Reynolds number, �iq̄iRe� /�i
t � nondimensional time based upon the refer-

ence velocity, u�

tp � nondimensional jet forcing period
T � nondimensional static temperature

u ,v ,w � nondimensional Cartesian velocity compo-
nents in the x ,y ,z directions

u1 ,u2 ,u3 � u ,v ,w
U ,V ,W � contravariant velocity components

x ,y ,z � nondimensional Cartesian coordinates in the
streamwise, vertical, and spanwise
directions

x1 ,x2 ,x3 � x ,y ,z
� � turbine blade flow angle
� � specific heat ratio, 1.4 for air
	 � nondimensional boundary-layer thickness

	ij � Kronecker delta function
	�2 ,	�2 ,	�2,
	�4 ,	�4 ,	�4 � second-order and fourth-order finite-

difference operators in � ,� ,�

l ,
n ,
z � nondimensional mesh step sizes in blade

tangential, normal, and spanwise directions
� � nondimensional molecular viscosity

coefficient
�t ,�x ,�y ,�z,

�t ,�x ,�y ,�z,
�t ,�x ,�y ,�z � metric coefficients of the coordinate

transformation
� � nondimensional frequency

Subscripts
i ,o � inflow and outflow conditions

j � corresponding to vortex generator jet
max, min � maximum and minimum values

l � “local freestream value”
� � dimensional reference value

Superscripts
+ � value given in law-of-the-wall units

·− � time-mean quantity
� � root-mean-square fluctuating component
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The Instability of Shear Thinning
and Shear Thickening Spiralling
Liquid Jets: Linear Theory
The linear instability of a power law liquid emerging as a jet from an orifice on the
surface of a rotating container is investigated, with applications to industrial prilling.
Asymptotic methods are used to examine the growth rate and wavenumber of the most
unstable traveling wave mode for different flow index numbers. Comparison with New-
tonian liquids show that for small rotation rates shear thinning liquids are most stable to
disturbances. In contrast for higher rotation rates we find shear thickening liquids are
more stable than shear thinning liquids. The influence of viscosity, surface tension, and
rotation rate on the growth rates and most unstable wavenumbers associated with both
types of liquids are also examined. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2238876�

1 Introduction
The industrial prilling process is a quick and relatively cheap

technique used for the production of small spherical pellets. In
this process a specially perforated large cylindrical drum rotates
about its axis. Molten liquid is pumped into the drum, and long
curved jets are produced from the holes in the surface of the drum
which break up due to centrifugal and capillary instabilities. Break
up leads to the production of droplets, which subsequently so-
lidify, and form pellets. This process is widely used in industry for
the manufacture of fertilizers, magnesium, and aluminium pellets
�see Andersen and Yttri �1� and Ornek et al. �2��.

A mathematical formulation of this problem for an inviscid
fluid was introduced and investigated by Wallwork et al. �3�. The
inclusion of the effects of gravity and Newtonian viscosity were
investigated by Decent et al. �4–6� who used a temporal and spa-
tial stability analysis to determine breakup lengths and droplet
sizes. Nonlinear effects have also been considered by Părău et al.
�7,8� and Wong et al. �9�. Experimental studies by Wong et al.
�10� show a good agreement with theory and reveal four different
modes of break up depending on jet exit conditions. In that paper,
it is found that of all the parameters studied, liquid viscosity has
the strongest influence on the jet break up length and the dynam-
ics of jet break up. Since many industrial fluids used in prilling are
not Newtonian and, therefore, likely to have varying viscosities, a
better understanding of non-Newtonian effects on break up and
droplet formation is needed.

Drop formation and the break up of straight liquid jets was first
observed and investigated by Savart �11� in the early nineteenth
century. Together with the contributions of Lord Rayleigh �12�
and Plateau �13� these works are now considered classical. There
is no paucity of literature on the stability of liquid jets �e.g., see
Goedde and Yuen �14�, Keller, Rubinow and Tu �15� and Hilbing
and Heister �16��, and the reader is referred to numerous reviews
of these works, and in particular Eggers �17� and Lin �18�.

For Newtonian fluids we have the familiar constitutive equation
given by �=�� where � is the stress tensor, � is the rate of strain
�deformation� tensor and � is the dynamic viscosity. Many real
fluids such as liquid fertilizer, paint solution, and molten poly-
mers, as well as many household fluids like shampoo and ketchup,
do not obey a linear relationship between strain and stress. Such
fluids are often better described by a Power Law model where the

stress is expressed as a function of the shear rate raised to some
power. We note that the power law model, though common in
industry, is the simplest non-Newtonian model and does not cap-
ture any viscoelastic or visco-plastic effects. In its most general
form we have �=��, where the apparent viscosity is given by the
second invariant of the rate of strain tensor log �=log m+ ���
−1� /2�log���̇ : �̇� /2�. The flow index number � is dimensionless
and the fluid consistency number m has dimensions of Pa·s�, both
of which are found experimentally. Here Pa is Pascals, and s is
seconds. Fluids which follow such a model are termed shear thin-
ning or shear thickening depending on whether � is less than or
greater than unity. In the special case where �=1, we have m
=� and the Newtonian fluid is recovered. Hence m is a measure of
the relative viscosity of the fluid, with � measuring how “non-
Newtonian” the fluid is.

The stability of non-Newtonian fluids with power law rheology
have already been investigated for a diverse range of flows. These
include flow down an inclined plane �Hwang et al. �19� and Balm-
forth et al. �20��, between concentric cylinders �Coronado-Matutti
et al. �21�� as well as gravity driven shear flows �Berezin et al.
�22��. In this paper we apply linear stability analysis to slender
power law jets.

2 Problem Formulation
To model the prilling process we consider a large cylindrical

container having radius s0 and rotating with angular velocity �
along its axis of symmetry. A small orifice is placed at the side of
the container having radius a which is considered small in relation
to the radius of the container.

We examine the problem by considering a coordinate system
�x ,y ,z� which rotates with the container, having an origin at the
axis of the container and with the position of the center of the
orifice at �s0 ,0 ,0�. In this case the axis of the container lies along
the y-axis and the effects of gravity on the jet can be neglected if
the centripetal acceleration of the jet s0�2 is much greater than the
acceleration due to gravity g, as is the case with industrial prilling.
Then the jet moves solely in the x-z-plane and thus we can de-
scribe the centerline of the jet by coordinates �X�s , t� ,0 ,Z�s , t��,
where s is the arclength along the centerline of the jet, measured
from the orifice, and t is time.

The rotation of the container causes the jet to curve on leaving
the orifice and any analysis of the jet in the rotating �x ,y ,z� co-
ordinate system becomes cumbersome. We, therefore, introduce a
coordinate system previously used by Wallwork �23� which is
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similar to the approach adopted by Ribe �24� and Entov and Yarin
�25�, where we have one coordinate lying along the centerline of
the jet corresponding to the arc length s of the jet, with the re-
maining coordinates as the plane polar coordinates n, � �radial
and azimuthal� in any cross section of the jet. The associated unit
vectors are represented by es, en, and e�, respectively, and their
derivation is explained further in �4�.

To describe the flow we use the velocity vector u=ues+ven
+we� to arrive at the familiar equations of motion �including the
continuity equation� given by

�� �u

�t
+ u · �u� = − �p + � · � − 2� � u − � � �� � r�

� · u = 0

where � is the constant density of the fluid, p is the pressure
within the jet and �= �0,	 ,0� is the angular velocity vector of the
container.

The surface of the jet can be described by the equation n
−R�s , t ,��=0, where R�s , t ,�� is a function giving the free sur-
face position, and a normal vector to this surface is given by
��n−R�s , t ,���. When evaluated this gives the unit normal vector
as

n =
1

E
�−

�R

�s

1

hs
es + en −

�R

��

1

R
e�� where

E = �1 +
1

hs
2� �R

�s
�2

+
1

R2� �R

��
�2�1/2

If we let r=�esds+ne� denote the position vector of any particle
on the free surface then the normal stress condition is given by
n ·� ·n=
�, where � is the total stress tensor given by pI+�, 

is the isotropic surface tension and � is the curvature of the free
surface

� =
1

nhs
� �

�s
�−

n

hs

�R

�s

E
	 +

�

�n
�nhs

E
� +

�

��
�−

hs

n

�R

��

E
		

Using the two tangent vectors to our free surface, t1=�r /�s and
t2=�r /��, we form our tangential stress conditions ti ·� ·n=0 for
i=1,2. The kinematic condition is given by �D /Dt��R�s , t ,��
−n�=0, for n=R�s ,� , t�.

We nondimensionalize our equations using the transformations


ū, v̄,w̄� =
1

U

u,v,w�, p̄ =

p

�U2


s̄,X̄,Z̄, t̄,� =
1

s0

s,X,Z,tU,a�, 
n̄,R̄� =

1

a

n,R�

where U is the exit speed of the jet in the rotating frame,  is the
aspect ratio of the jet, and u, v, and w are the tangential, radial,
and azimuthal velocity components relative to the centerline of
the jet, respectively. For power law fluids the viscosity is not
constant and we have that

�� · �� j = �� · ����� j = ��� · ��u + �uT�� j +
�ij

hi
�i�

= ���2u� j +
�ij

hi
�i�

where the free indices go through s, n, and �, and hi are the
structure functions. Thus our equations of motion will differ from
those found in �5,7� through the dynamic viscosity being replaced
by � and the inclusion of derivatives of �.

We exploit the fact that the radius of the orifice is small when
compared to the radius of the cylinder by expanding u ,v ,w , p in

Taylor series in n �see Eggers �17�, Hohman et al. �26��, and
R ,X ,Z in asymptotic series in . We assume that the leading order
axial component of the velocity is independent of � and that the
centerline of the jet is unaffected by small perturbations. Dropping
overbars, this gives

u�s,n,�,t� = u0�s,t� + �n�u1 + �n�2u2 + ¯


v,w��s,n,�,t� = �n�
v1,w1� + �n�2
v2,w2� + ¯

p�s,n,�,t� = p0�s,n,�,t� + �n�p1 + ¯

R�s,n,�,t� = R0�s,t� + R1 + ¯


X,Z��s,n,�,t� = 
X0,Z0��s� + 
X1,Z1��s,t� + ¯

where u1, u2, v1, w1, v2, w2, p1, and R1 are in general functions of
s, �, and t. The resulting nondimensional equations are tedious
and since they are very similar to those found in �7,5,23� we will
only reproduce here terms related to the non-Newtonian effects. It
is found that the momentum equations are

N.S. +
1

 Re�

22

hs

��

�s
� �u

�s
+ v cos �S − w sin �S�

+
1

n

��

��
�u sin �S +

hs

n

�u

��
+ 

�w

�s
�

+
��

�n
�

�v
�s

− u cos �S + hs
�u

�n
� �1�

N.S. +
1

 Re�
� 

hs

��

�s
�

�v
�s

− u cos �S + hs
�u

�n
�

+
��

�n
�2hs

�v
�n
� +

hs

n

��

��
� �w

�n
−

w

n
+

1

n

�v
��

�� �2�

and

N.S. +
hs

 Re�
� 

hs
2

��

�s
�

�w

�s
+ u sin �S +

hs

n

�u

��
�

+
1

n

��

�n
� �v

��
− w + n

�w

�n
� +

2

n2

��

��
� �w

��
+ v�� �3�

where N.S. represents the expression for the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions found in �7,5,23�. The normal stress condition, the first and
second tangential stress conditions and the arclength condition as
well as the kinematic condition remain unchanged to those found
in �7,5,23�. A number of dimensionless parameters appear in these
equations, including the Rossby number Rb=U / �s0��, the Weber
number We=�U2a /
, the aspect ratio =a /s0, and the general-
ized Reynolds number based on the radius of the cylinder Re�

= �� /m�s0
�U2−�. To remain consistent with earlier works �6,7� we

have chosen to base the Reynolds number on s0 rather than the
characteristic dimension of the jet flow a. We do, however, go on
to use a Reynolds number based on the jet radius. Here S
= �XsZss−ZsXss�.

From the continuity equation we obtain

O�n�:u0s + 2v1 + w1� = 0, �4�

O�n�2:u1s + 3v2 + w2� + �3v1 + w1��cos �S − w1 sin �S = 0

�5�

From the second tangential stress condition we get

O�n�:R0
3v1� = 0 �6�

O�n�2:3R0
2R1v1� + R0

4�w2 + v2�� − 2R0
2R1�w1� = 0 �7�

Thus we see that v1�=0, and by differentiating �4� we see that
w1��=0. Since w1 is periodic in � we must have w1=w1�s , t�.
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Then �4� implies that v1=−u0s /2 and from �7� we have w2+v2�

=0, which when differentiated with respect to � leads to w2�=
−v2��. From the first tangential stress condition we have

O��: u1 = u0S cos � �8�

O�2�: u2 =
3

2
u0s

R0s

R0
+

u0ss

4
�9�

Periodic solutions for v2 and w2 are found to be

v2 =
1

4
�u0s

2
S − u0Ss�cos � +

w1

4
S sin �

w2 =
1

4
�u0s

2
S − u0Ss�sin � −

w1

4
S cos �

The apparent viscosity can be expressed as

� = m�3u0s��−1�1 + �n�
�� − 1�

u0s
��u0Ss −

u0s

2
S�cos �

− w1 sin �S� + O��n�2�� �10�

From the second Navier-Stokes equation, we have at leading order
p0n=0. Thus p0= p0�s ,� , t�, i.e., p0 is independent of n. At order 
we get

p1 = �u0
2S −

2

Rb
u0 +

�X + 1�Zs − ZXs

Rb2 �cos �

−
�3u0s��−1

Re�
�6 − �

2
u0sS + �u0Ss�cos � + ��

− 2�
�3u0s��−1

Re�

w1S sin � �11�

For simplicity of notation we will relabel X0 and Z0 with X and Z,
respectively.

The Navier-Stokes equation in the azimuthal direction gives at
leading order p0�=0 which is automatically satisfied. At order 
we get the above equation for p1. From the normal stress condi-
tion we obtain at leading order and order 

p0 = −
�3u0s��−1u0s

Re�

+
1

R0We

p1 =
1

R0We
�S cos � −

R1�� + R1

R0
2 � +

4�3u0s��−1

Re�

v2

If we now substitute the expression for p1 from �11� into the
above equation, and note that R is periodic in �, we get

Fig. 1 The trajectory and radius of an inviscid jet when We
=20

Fig. 2 The most unstable wavenumber against arc length
when Re�

˜ =3 and We=20 for a high „Rb=0.75, top… and a low
„Rb=4, bottom… rotation rate. The dashed curve represents �
=1.
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S� �7 − ���3u0s��−1u0s

2 Re�

+
1

R0We
− u0

2�cos �

+ � 2

Rb
u0 −

�X + 1�Zs − ZXs

Rb2 �cos �

−
�� − 1��3u0s��−1

Re�

�u0Ss cos � + w1 sin �� = 0 �12�

The above equation is valid only if the leading order terms in the
expansion of X and Z are independent of t. If we had retained
leading order translational velocity terms v0 and w0 in our expan-
sions for v and w, and had X0t�0 and Z0t�0, then the right hand
side of �12� would contain some additional unsteady terms �see
�7,8�� in E=ZsXt−ZtXs. However, E�0 has already been found in
�7,8� to be a very accurate approximation between the orifice and
the break up point of the jet. This is backed up by the experimen-
tal observations of Wong et al. �10�, which show that the center-
line of the jet is steady �in the rotating frame�, giving Xt�0, Zt
�0, and E�0 for experimental observations. There seems to be
no reason to suppose this will be different for non-Newtonian jets.
�However, experiments are planned using the same apparatus as in
�10� to check this.�

The Navier-Stokes equation in the axial direction, at order ,
after using the expressions for u2, p0, and � becomes

u0t + uu0s = −
1

We
� 1

R0
�

s

+
�X + 1�Xs + ZZs

Rb2

+
3�3u0s��−1

Re�

· ��u0ss + 2u0s
R0s

R
� �13�

From the kinematic condition, we obtain at order 

R0t +
u0s

2
R0 + u0R0s = 0 �14�

And finally the last equation to be solved is the arclength equation
at leading order

Xs
2 + Zs

2 = 1 �15�

We see that we have now four equations �12�–�15� for the four
unknowns u0, R0, X, and Z.

We now search for steady state solutions to this set of equa-
tions. We have the four variables u0, R0, X, and Z, all of which we
can consider as being functions of s only in the steady state. For
convenience of notation we replace the leading order velocity and
radius terms by u and R. The resulting steady state equations are

uus = −
1

We
� 1

R
�

s

+
�X + 1�Xs + ZZs

Rb2 +
3�3us��−1

Re�

· ��uss + 2us
Rs

R
�

�16�

Fig. 3 The growth rate �r against arc length when Re�
˜ =3 and

We=20 for a high „Rb=0.75, top… and a low „Rb=4, bottom…

rotation rate. The dashed curve represents �=1.

Fig. 4 The growth rate „top… and most unstable wavenumber
„bottom… against s for different Rb numbers. �=0.6, Re�

˜ =3, and
We=20.
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us

2
R + uRs = 0 �17�

as well as �12� and �15�.
Using the initial conditions R�0�=1 and u�0�=1 in �17� we

have that R2u=1, and using this we get a reduced set of equations

uus = −
us

2Weu
+

�X + 1�Xs + ZZs

Rb2 +
3�3us��−1

Re�

· ��uss −
us

2

u
�
�18�

S� �7 − ���3us��−1us

2 Re�

+
u

We
− u2�cos � + � 2

Rb
u

−
�X + 1�Zs − ZXs

Rb2 �cos � −
�� − 1��3us��−1

Re�

��uSs cos � − w1 sin �� = 0 �19�
as well as �15�.

This system of equations can be solved for X and Z �thus giving
us a steady trajectory�, and for u, using a finite difference scheme
�see �7,8��. However, in the next section, in order to obtain a
distinguished limit, it will be shown that we require Re�=O�−1�,
so that Re�→� is the correct limit here �This was also found in
�5� in the Newtonian case.� This inviscid steady state �Re�→�� is
only a valid approximation for the viscous case when the Ohne-
sorge number Oh=We/Re� is not very large, so we shall, there-
fore, confine ourselves to the study of jets where the Ohnesorge
number is small or O�1�. However, Wong et al. �10� has shown
that jets do not form unless Oh is small, which gives confidence to
this approximation.

The inviscid centerline problem for Re�=� is solved using a
Runge-Kutta method with the boundary conditions at the nozzle
as X�0�=Z�0�=Zs�0�=0 and u�0�=Xs�0�=1. Both the trajectory
and the jet radius are plotted in Fig. 1.

3 Temporal Instability
The length scale over which the jet curves is s=O�1� but dis-

turbances along the jet are much smaller, typically of the order of
the jet radius a. By considering traveling wave modes of the form
exp�iks̄+	t̄�, where s̄=s / and t̄= t / are small length and time
scales, and k=k�s�=O�1� and 	=	�s�=O�1� are the wavenumber
and frequency of the disturbances, we have a multiple scales for-
mulation with perturbations along the jet having wavelength of
O��, as required. Adding small perturbations to the steady state
solution found at the end of the previous section, we have


u,R,p��s,t� = 
u0,R0,p0��s� + �
û,R̂, p̂�exp�iks̄ + 	t̄� + O��� + c.c.


X,Z��s,t� = 
X,Z��s� + �
X̂,Ẑ��s̄,s, t̄,t� + c.c. �20�
where c.c. denotes complex conjugates. The perturbations above
are assumed to leave the centerline of the jet unaffected. This
assumption, which has been shown to be a very good approxima-
tion in most experiments, is explained further in �7�.

In the above expansion, the leading order steady state is con-
sidered. However, if perturbations are applied to all orders in  of
the steady solution then we require 0���2 for �20� to remain
valid. We should also note that perturbations are applied implicitly
to both the radial and azimuthal velocity components since both
depend upon the axial velocity u �see previous section�. We note
that the  term in the perturbation for X and Z is needed to avoid

the trivial solution X̂= Ẑ=0. �We note that this finding backs up
the assumption in the previous section that X and Z are time
independent at leading order in .� Here k is the wavenumber of
the traveling wave disturbance, 	 is the frequency and � is a small
constant which gives the amplitude of the wave.

A new scaling for the Reynolds number based on the initial jet

radius, namely Re˜

�= Re� is needed to obtain a distinguished
limit in the resulting unstable equations. To prevent instability to
modes with zero wavelength we must use the full expression for
the curvature, which is, 1 /We��1/R�1+2Rs

2�1/2�− �2Rss / �1
+2Rs

2�3/2��. Although to leading order the curvature term is
1/ �RWe�, the complete expression for the mean curvature term is
needed to reproduce equilibrium states in jet breakup �see �17��
and has been used previously by a number of authors including
Lee �27� and Garcia and Castellanos �28�. Thus the axial equation
of motion becomes

ut + uus = −
1

We
� 1

R�1 + 2Rs
2�1/2 −

2Rss

�1 + 2Rs
2�3/2�

s

+
�X + 1�Xs + ZZs

Rb2 +
3�3us��−1

Re�
��uss + 2us

Rs

R
�

�21�

instead of �13�. The scaling in s̄=s / brings the O�� terms in �21�
into leading order as required.

Using f�s ,��=3��3us��−1, substituting our perturbed solution
into �12�, �14�, �15�, and �21�, we get at leading order the eigen-
value relation

Fig. 5 The growth rate „top… and most unstable wavenumber
„bottom… against s for different Rb numbers. �=1.4, Re�

˜ =3, and
We=20.
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�	 + iku� −
kR

2We�	 + iku�
� k

R2 − k3� +
k2f

Re�
˜

= 0 �22�

after some algebra. Writing 	=	r+ i	i gives 	i=−ku and

	r = − �1/2�
k2f

Re�
˜

± �k/2���kf/Re�
˜�2 + 2�RWe�−1�1 − �kR�2��1/2

�23�

For unstable disturbances we require that the growth rate 	r be
positive �otherwise disturbances decay along the jet� which is sat-
isfied when 0�kR�1. This instability range is the same for a
straight jet, a result previously found in �12�. We can find the most
unstable wavenumber k=k* for which 	r is a maximum, and this
is

k* =
1

�2R3�1/4 ·
1

Ohf + 2R
�24�

Here R and f are found as the solution to the steady equations
�15�, �18�, and �19�.

We can consider the eigenvalue relationship �22� in two ways,
either by a temporal instability analysis or by a spatial instability
analysis. In temporal instability analysis we assume that k is real
and that perturbations grow or decay in time, over the entire
length of the jet. This is the method adopted above. In a spatial
instability analysis disturbances are allowed to grow in space

along the jet: In this case 	 is assumed to be imaginary and we
solve the eigenvalue relationship for k, finding k complex. For
viscous Newtonian jets, it was shown by �5� that identical results
for the most unstable wavenumber and most unstable frequency
were obtained in the long wavelength limit for spatial and tempo-
ral instability. A similar agreement between temporal instability
and spatial instability for non-Newtonian liquids also occurs here,
in the long wavelength limit and we have, therefore, omitted a
spatial instability analysis in this paper.

The rotation of the container affects both the growth rate and
wavenumber of disturbances along the jet. To demonstrate this
effect we consider both a high rotation rate �Rb=0.75� and a low
rotation rate �Rb=4� and then compare the wavenumber of the
most unstable mode �Fig. 2� and the the growth rate of distur-
bances �Fig. 3� for different values of �, with the results plotted
against the arclength s. Note that shear thinning liquids ���1�
have larger values of k* and 	r than shear thickening liquids ��
�1� for Rb=0.75, but this comparison is vice versa for Rb=4. By
taking two very different values of � �Figs. 4 and 5� we see that
for shear thinning liquids both k* and 	r increase for increasing
rotation rates whereas for shear thickening liquids k* and 	r ini-
tially increase with Rb but then this trend switches so that jets
with high Rb numbers have smaller values of k* and 	r than jets
with lower Rb numbers. In Fig. 6 we see that as the surface
tension of the liquid is increased k* and 	r increase for both shear
thinning and thickening liquids. In the case of viscosity �Fig. 7�

Fig. 6 The effects of changing the Weber number on �r „top…
and k*

„bottom… for shear thickening liquids „�=1.4, -dashed
line… and shear thinning liquids „�=0.6, solid line… where Rb
=1.25 and Re�

˜ =3

Fig. 7 The effects of changing the Reynolds number on �r
„top… and k*

„bottom… for shear thickening liquids „�=1.4,
-dashed line… and shear thinning liquids „�=0.6, solid line…
where Rb=1.25 and We=20
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we find that decreasing the viscosity of the liquid results in larger
values of k* and 	r. For very low viscosities we can compare our
results to those of an inviscid spiraling jet considered by Wallwork
et al. �3�. In this case �3� has shown that the growth rate of dis-
turbances along the jet can be expressed as

	r = 1

We
� 1

R2 − k2�k
I1�kR�
I0�kR�

�25�

where Im is the modified Bessel function of order m and the most
unstable mode occurs when k=k*=0.697/R. Equation �25� is ob-
tained without the need to make the long wavelength limit. Taking
the inviscid limit of Eq. �23� we get

	r =k2�1 − �kR�2�
2RWe

�26�

which coincides with �25� if an expansion to the lowest order in
kR is made, i.e., the long wavelength limit of �25� also gives �26�.
By taking a large value of the Reynolds number so that the jet is
effectively inviscid, we can plot the growth rate 	r �as given by
�23�� against the arc length s for various Weber numbers �Fig. 8�;
reassuringly, this is in agreement with �3�.

In all the Figs. 2–7, it can be seen that k* and 	r mainly, but not
always increase with arclength �for exceptions see Figs. 2, 3, and
5�. Therefore, the wavelength �=2� /k*� of the most unstable
mode mainly �but not always� decreases as it travels upstream
along the jet.

4 Conclusions
Linear traveling wave disturbances along curved power law

non-Newtonian liquid jets were examined. In particular the
growth rates and most unstable wavenumbers associated with
shear thinning fluids and a shear thickening fluids were investi-
gated and compared to Newtonian fluids.

It is found that the rotation rate of the container can alter the
growth rates and wavenumbers of disturbances for shear thinning
and shear thickening liquids. Since disturbances are convected
along the jet and 	r is a measure of the growth of these distur-
bances we expect greater �lesser� instability for larger �smaller�
values of 	r thus leading to shorter �longer� jets. The wavelength
of disturbances along the jet is inversely related to the wavenum-
ber k* so that for larger �smaller� values of k* we expect smaller
�larger� droplets. When the cylindrical container rotates with a
high rotation rate we can expect longer jets with larger droplets
for shear thickening liquids in comparison with shear thinning
liquids. In the case of low rotation rates this trend is reversed.

Decent et al. �5� has shown that Newtonian jets are generally
longer and produce smaller drops as the rotation rate is increased
which corresponds well with the behavior of shear thinning
liquids.

For both shear thinning and shear thickening liquids viscosity is
found to impede the growth of disturbances so that more viscous
jets are longer and produce larger droplets. This agrees with the
Newtonian case considered by �5�. Surface tension is found to
enhance the growth of disturbances so that jets with high surface
tension produce shorter jets and smaller drops. In the case where
the Reynolds number is large, we can expect the effects of non-
Newtonian viscosity to diminish and our results for the most un-
stable wavenumbers and growth rates will correspond to those of
�3�.

We note that while linear theory can be used to give an idea of
the instability of power law liquid jets the actual break up of
liquid jets and subsequent satellite droplet formation is dominated
by nonlinear effects. These effects will be considered in a future
paper.
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Transpiration Induced Shock
Boundary-Layer Interactions
Steady and unsteady shock boundary-layer interactions are studied numerically by solv-
ing the two-dimensional time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. To validate the numeri-
cal method, the steady interaction is compared with measurements and other numerical
results reported in the literature. The numerical study of the steady interaction leads to a
suitable method for transpiration boundary conditions. The method applies to unsteady
flows as well. Using the validated numerical method, we show that an unsteady shock
boundary-layer interaction can occur in a supersonic flow over a flat plate subjected to
suction and blowing from the opposite side of the plate, even though the imposed tran-
spiration is steady. Depending on the Mach number, the Reynolds number, the distance of
the transpiration boundary to the lower wall, and the transpiration profile, the unsteadi-
ness can be inviscid or viscous dominated. The viscous effect is characterized by the
occurrence of self-excited vortex shedding. A criterion for the onset of vortex shedding
for internal compressible flows is also proposed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236127�

1 Introduction
The study of shock boundary-layer interactions �SBLI� is cru-

cial as this phenomenon significantly affects the aerodynamic and
structural performance of high speed vehicles. Generally, the oc-
currence of shocks is undesirable as it causes a sudden increase of
momentumloss thickness, which implies an increase of drag and a
loss of lift. Another undesirable phenomenon is shock buffeting as
this puts extra load on the aircraft structure and decreases the
aircraft aeroelastic performance through the occurrence of flutter.

Since the early investigations by Ferri �1�, Ackeret et al. �2�,
and Liepmann et al. �3�, which reveal the difference between the
interaction of a shock with laminar and turbulent boundary layers,
many experimental, theoretical, and numerical studies of SBLI
have appeared in the literature. Reviews about this topic can be
found in Adamson and Messiter �4� and Delery and Marvin �5�.
These studies concern mostly steady SBLI. Some investigations
have been carried out on shock buffeting in a transonic flow past
airfoils, for example a review by Tijdeman and Seebass �6�, but
the focus is on inviscid flow. Although recently investigations on
unsteady SBLI have been performed, the origin of the unsteadi-
ness is restricted to the boundary layer �upstream turbulence/
disturbances or vortex shedding�, whereas the main, inviscid
shock remains steady. This type of unsteady interaction has
formed the research subject of, among others, Degrez �7�, Dolling
�8�, and Loth and Matthys �9�. In practical situations, the unsteadi-
ness of both the inviscid shock and the boundary-layer underneath
interact with each other. Pressure loads formed by this kind of
unsteady interaction are more critical for the structure than that
caused by the viscous unsteadiness alone.

In this paper, we present a new type of SBLI where both invis-
cid and viscous unsteadiness occur, namely SBLI in a flate plate
supersonic flow subjected to suction and blowing. The prescribed
suction and blowing is fixed in time. Hence, the unsteadiness oc-
curs spontaneously. We study the phenomenon by means of nu-
merical simulations based on the two-dimensional time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations. A steady SBLI simulation induced by a
wedge is first conducted, to validate the numerical method. Based
on this test, the most appropriate method of imposing boundary
conditions is revealed and used in the unsteady interaction case.
The unsteady case leads to a new onset criterion for vortex shed-

ding in compressible flows subject to a transpiration boundary.
This work provides useful hints for the occurrence and unsteadi-
ness of shocks.

The aim of this paper is, first, to propose an accurate boundary
condition to generate an inclined shock identical to that generated
by a wedge, hence allowing a simpler rectangular domain and a
more accurate discretization to study the shock phenomenon. This
would not be possible if the wedge geometry is taken explicitly
into account. Second, the paper presents an efficient way to study
shock-buffeting phenomena, by means of controlled transpiration.
Third, we extend an existing incompressible vortex shedding cri-
terion to compressible flows.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we outline the
governing equations and the numerical method. The validation of
the numeric and the boundary conditions is presented in Sec. 3 by
examining the wedge induced steady SBLI. In Sec. 4, we present
SBLI induced by suction and blowing. Finally, we summarize our
findings in Sec. 5.

2 Numerical Method
In this section we present the basic equations governing the

flow, the boundary conditions, and the discretization method.

2.1 Governing Equations. Unsteady compressible flow over
a flat plate is described by the Navier-Stokes equations that rep-
resent conservation of mass, momentum, and energy:

�t� + � j��uj� = 0

�t��ui� + � j��uiuj� + �ip − � j�ij = 0 �1�

�te + � j��e + p�uj� − � j��ijui − qj� = 0

The symbols �t and � j denote the partial differential operators � /�t
and � /�xj with respect to time �t� and spatial coordinate �xj�,
respectively; � is the density, p is the pressure, ui is the ith com-
ponent of the velocity vector, and e is the total energy density
which is given by:

e =
p

� − 1
+

1

2
�uiui �2�

where � denotes the adiabatic gas constant. Moreover, �ij is the
stress tensor which is a function of the dynamic viscosity � and
velocity vector u:
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�ij =
��T�
Re

�� jui + �iuj −
2

3
�ij�kuk� �3�

where Re= ���u��*� /��T�� is the reference Reynolds number.
The dynamic viscosity � can be constant or related to the tem-
perature T by Sutherland’s law. Finally, qj is the viscous heat flux
vector, given by

qj = −
�

�� − 1�Re Pr M�
2 � jT �4�

where Pr is the Prandtl number and M� is the reference Mach
number. The temperature T is related to the density � and the
pressure p by the ideal gas law

T = �M�
2 p

�
�5�

Throughout we use �=1.4 and Pr=0.72. The values of the refer-
ence Mach number M� and the Reynolds number Re are specified
for each case separately. The variables have been made dimen-
sionless using reference scales, i.e., a reference length �*, which is
taken equal to the displacement thickness of the boundary layer at
the inflow boundary, density ��, velocity u�, temperature T�, and
viscosity ��T��. The subscript � refers to the free-stream value.

2.2 Boundary Conditions. The flow is simulated in two di-
mensions in a rectangular computational domain. The boundaries
consist of inflow, outflow, and upper and lower boundaries. The
lower boundary is a no-slip adiabatic wall. Specifically, the veloc-
ity components vanish and the other quantities follow by solving
the mass and energy conservation equations.

The number of boundary conditions at the other boundaries are
based on the well-posedness requirement of a hyperbolic system
in two dimensions. On the subsonic part of the inflow boundary
�near the wall� we prescribe the pressure or the density and the
velocity components, and extrapolate the temperature. The pre-
scribed variables correspond to the compressible Blasius bound-
ary layer. At the supersonic part of the inflow boundary all depen-
dent variables are prescribed.

At the supersonic part of the outflow boundary all dependent
variables are extrapolated from the interior domain. In contrast to
the inflow boundary, the boundary condition for the subsonic out-
flow boundary is nontrivial since the flow downstream of the out-
flow boundary is unknown. Therefore, we apply a so-called non-
reflecting condition on the characteristic waves ��10,11��. To be
more specific, in two-dimensional compressible flows, four char-
acteristic waves are advected with different speeds. The corre-
sponding wave-amplitude variations �1 , . . . ,�4 are defined as

�1 = �1� �p

�x1
− �c

�u1

�x1
� �6�

�2 = �2�c2 ��

�x1
−

�p

�x1
� �7�

�3 = �3
�u1

�x1
�8�

�4 = �4� �p

�x1
+ �c

�u1

�x1
� �9�

where �i is the velocity at which the corresponding waves propa-
gate in the x2 direction. These velocities are given by:

�1 = u1 − c �10�

�2 = �3 = u1 �11�

�4 = u1 + c �12�

where c is the speed of sound:

c2 = �p/� �13�

The nonreflecting condition is imposed by setting the amplitude
variation of the incoming wave to zero. In other words, �1=0. In
this way we close the problem at the subsonic outflow boundary.

If the flow is strongly instationary, additional treatments are
needed to minimize reflections at the outflow boundary. For this
purpose, a buffer domain technique is applied in the vicinity of the
outflow boundary. In the buffer region the disturbances are di-
rectly reduced to zero by multiplication with a specific damping
function. The buffer domain calms the flow gradually into a lami-
nar flow to prevent reflections of upstream disturbances at the
outflow boundary �12�.

The boundary conditions at the upper boundary must be treated
carefully. The suction and blowing along the upper boundary are
realized by prescribing the �subsonic� normal velocity, which is
positive for suction and negative for blowing. In the case of un-
steady flow, the external flow is in general unknown. This leads to
a similar situation as found at the subsonic outflow boundary. In
the region of �subsonic� negative normal velocity �blowing�, theo-
retically, three variables should be prescribed corresponding to
three incoming characteristic waves. Thus, besides the normal ve-
locity, two other variables should be imposed. However, this can-
not be done since we have no other information about the external
condition than the normal velocity. To resolve this problem we
could apply the nonreflecting principle, as described above �next
denoted as B1�, to the remaining two incoming waves.

Two other boundary condition methods are considered for com-
parison, B2 and B3. In B2 only the normal velocity is prescribed
and the other variables are extrapolated from the interior solution
irrespective of the sign of the normal velocity. This leads to an
underprescription of boundary conditions. In B3 a boundary con-
dition based on the complete analytical solution is used. This ref-
erence boundary condition makes use of the extrapolation tech-
nique. Specifically, in the region of positive normal velocity, only
one analytical variable is imposed, for which we choose the tem-
perature, and three variables, namely, the velocity components u1
and u2 and the pressure are extrapolated from the interior domain.
In the region of negative normal velocity, the temperature and the
velocity components are prescribed and the pressure is extrapo-
lated from the interior domain to the boundary. A sketch of the
three boundary conditions is given in Fig. 1.

2.3 Discretization Method. In shock-free flows, a weighted
fourth-order central discretization is used for the spatial discreti-
zation �12�. In the case of high Mach-number flow in which
shocks occur, we use a “hybrid” discretization scheme �13�. In
particular, the fourth-order method is used if no shock is detected
in the flow field, whereas a third-order MUSCL discretization �14�
is employed in the presence of a shock. To maintain the conser-
vation property of the discretization method, the method selected
at a certain time-step is applied in the whole domain, while the
alteration of the method is time dependent. The upwind scheme is
only applied in the direction in which a sufficiently strong shock
is detected. The shock sensor in the xi direction is defined as

si = max� �p

�xi
�t��	xi

po
�14�

where 	xi and po denote the grid-spacing and the initial mean
pressure respectively, while the maximum is taken over the whole
domain. The discretization method is altered when the shock sen-
sor exceeds a threshold value, for which we use the value 0.2. The
resolution of the grid is sufficient to capture weaker shocks with
the fourth-order method. In this way we obtain an efficient shock
capturing scheme while maintaining the conservation property.
The time integration is performed by an explicit, second-order
accurate, compact-storage, four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme.
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3 Steady SBLI
For the validation of the numerical method we perform a simu-

lation of steady SBLI, mimicking the experiment by Hakkinen et
al. �15�. In addition, comparable numerical results by Katzer �16�
are available. The shock is generated by a wedge or corner and
impinges onto a flat plate under a certain angle. For a given in-
coming Mach number and a shock angle 
 �see Fig. 2� the rela-
tions between the flow properties on both sides of the shock can
be derived from gas dynamics �3�:

p2

p1
= 1 +

2�

� + 1
�M1

2 sin2 
 − 1� �15�

�2

�1
=

�� + 1�M1
2 sin2 


2 + �� − 1�M1
2 sin2 


�16�

T2

T1
=

p2

p1

�1

�2
�17�

un2

un1

=
�1

�2
�18�

Subscripts 1 and 2 denote the location in front of and behind the
shock, respectively, while subscript n denotes the direction normal
to the shock. These properties are useful in providing the external
information for the upper boundary condition. The analytical so-
lutions along the upper boundary are step functions, with an in-
crease in p, �, and T and a drop in the velocity component normal
to the shock. The tangential velocity component remains un-
changed.

The iso-Mach-lines of the flow field are shown in Fig. 3. Since
the shock is oblique, their solution is calculated with the MUSCL
scheme applied in both directions. The simulation is performed
for two different shock strengths. In the first case, the incoming
Mach number is 2.0 and the wedge angle is such that the shock
angle is 32.58 deg, which yields a ratio of p3 / p1=1.4. The sub-
script 3 and 1 denote the inviscid area defined in Fig. 2. The
Reynolds number Reo=2.96�105, based on the distance between
the flat plate leading edge to the shock impingement point, which
is equivalent to Re=950, based on the inflow displacement thick-
ness. In the second case Reo=2.87�105 and the ratio p3 / p1
=1.25, which results from a shock angle of 31.67°. These cases
are selected since they have been used in the comparison study of
Hakkinen’s and Katzer’s results �15,16�. The convergence crite-
rion for the steady state is

R�p� = 2� 1

N	
i=1

N � pt+	t�i� − pt�i�
	t

�2
1/2

�  �19�

where =10−6 and N is the number of grid points on the wall.

3.1 Verification of Grid Resolution and Domain Size. For
the case p3 / p1=1.4 we check the adequacy of the grid resolution
and the domain size. The domain dimension is 400�115 based on
the inflow displacement thickness. The reference grid size is
151�128, comparable to Katzer’s grid. Varying the number of
grid points in the streamwise direction to 101 and 192 yields
almost the same result for the skin friction coefficient, cf. A

Fig. 1 Three different upper boundary conditions under study:
B1: characteristic method, B2: underprescription, B3: prescrip-
tion of analytical solution. Bold arrows denote prescribed vari-
ables while thin arrows denote extrapolations from the interior
domain.

Fig. 2 Impinging steady shock generated by a wedge. The
computational domain is bounded by the dashed line „a… and
enlarged on „b…. � is the shock angle and 1, 2, and 3 denote the
inviscid area upstream of the impinging shock, the area be-
tween the impinging shock and the reflected shock, and the
area downstream of the reflected shock, respectively.

Fig. 3 Mach-field of steady SBLI using upwind scheme in both
directions. The shock is induced by wedge/corner.
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change of the number of grid points in the normal direction to 64
and 192 yields a maximum deviation in cf of 8.5% for 64 points
and of 1.4% for 128 points compared to the results with 192
points.

The influence of the boundaries and, hence, domain size is ex-
amined by shifting their position by about 17%. As can be seen in
the plot of the displacement thickness and separation bubble in
Figs. 4 and 5, the influence was found to be small. The effects are
more appreciable if we lower the upper boundary, as illustrated by
the lower peak of the displacement thickness in Fig. 5. This is
caused by unavoidable reflections of expansion waves at the upper
boundary near the outflow boundary.

3.2 Effect of Discretization and Boundary Conditions. A
central discretization can be used for flows containing shocks if
the shocks are not too strong and the resolution is adequate. The
use of the fourth-order central scheme is preferred, since it is more
accurate and faster than the third-order upwind scheme. There-
fore, we examine combinations of both schemes. Employing the
fourth-order central scheme in the streamwise direction results in

odd-even decoupling, indicating that the streamwise gradients are
too strong for the central scheme on the reference grid 151
�128. Hence, upwind discretization in the x1 direction is neces-
sary. Comparing the third-order upwind scheme �MUSCL� in both
directions with a combination of upwind in the streamwise and
central in the normal direction, we observe only small differences
in the wall pressure and skin friction coefficient as shown in Fig.
6. However, the latter produces wiggles in the solution as illus-
trated by the Mach-field in Fig. 7 �compare to Fig. 3�. Figure 6
also shows that the results using the upper boundary conditions
B1 and B3 show only small deviations.

The underprescribed boundary condition B2 is tested by com-
paring its temperature to that from B3 and B1, as shown in Fig. 8.
In this test, the third-order upwind scheme is applied in both di-
rections. The increasing temperature near the outflow boundary is
caused by reflections of compression waves at the upper boundary
�Fig. 3�. B2 exhibits a large overshoot behind the shock and an
increase toward the outflow boundary. B1, in contrast, yields a
much better freestream temperature. This difference is also mani-
fest in the other dependent variables. Figure 8 also illustrates that

Fig. 4 Displacement thickness and separation bubble of time-
averaged flow: reference domain „*…, shifted outflow „dashed…,
and shifted inflow „solid…

Fig. 5 Displacement thickness and separation bubble of time-
averaged flow: reference domain „*…, lower „dashed… and higher
upper boundary „solid…

Fig. 6 Wall pressure „above… and skin friction coefficient „be-
low… for p3 /p1=1.4: B3 upwind „solid…, B1 upwind „dashed dot-
ted…, B1 mixed „dashed…, Katzer’s numerical result „*…, and Hak-
kinen et al.’s experiment „o…

Fig. 7 Mach-field of steady SBLI using central discretization in
the x2 direction and upwind in the x1 direction
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the shock in the case of B1 is smeared over several grid cells, in
contrast to B3. The shock sharpens if we employ the central
scheme in the normal direction. This also gives a more accurate
wall pressure and wall shear stress coefficient, as shown in Fig. 6.
Hence, if the shock angle is close to 90° a central scheme is
preferred in the normal direction, otherwise an upwind scheme is
necessary to avoid wiggles in this direction.

Wall pressure, shear stress coefficient, and streamwise velocity
profiles in Figs. 6 and 9–11 show that the present results agree
well for both cases of shock strength with the numerical result of
Katzer �16� and are comparable to the measurements by Hakkinen
et al. In the skin friction plot �Fig. 9�, the zero pressure gradient
solution is included to show that the presence of the shock has
only a local effect. Although Katzer’s results are not taken along
in all figures, it is confirmed that the overall agreement between
his results and the present results is excellent. Katzer solved the
2D Navier-Stokes equations by using the explicit time-split Mac-
Cormack scheme where a control of artificial dissipation is em-
ployed as a tuning parameter. He addresses the origin of the dif-

ference between the calculated and the measured skin friction in
the stronger shock case to the fact that in the experimental study
the wall shear stress has been measured using a Stanton probe
contacting the wall. This may influence the length of the separa-
tion bubble. In addition, there is a three-dimensional effect in the
experiment due to the presence of side walls. This effect is absent
in the numerical simulation.

4 Unsteady SBLI
In this section, we conduct a controlled shock buffeting experi-

ment by means of a transpiration boundary and derive from this a
compressible vortex shedding criterion. An arbitrary normal ve-
locity distribution is imposed along the upper boundary in the
form of consecutive suction and blowing, as sketched in Fig. 12.
Parameters characterizing the suction and blowing are the ampli-
tude a, the distance between suction and blowing d, its total width
w, and the angle �. The distribution is fixed in time, and free slip
assumption is applied to the streamwise velocity component.

4.1 Reference Configuration. As a reference simulation, we
use the following configuration. The height and length of the do-
main are 30 and 500, respectively, M =1.3, and Re=500 based on

Fig. 8 Temperature along the upper boundary from boundary
condition B2 „dashed dotted… and B1 „dashed… compared to
theory „solid…

Fig. 9 Wall pressure „above… and skin friction coefficient „be-
low… for p3 /p1=1.25: B3 upwind „solid… and Hakkinen’s experi-
ment „o…. Dashed line corresponds to zero pressure gradient
solution.

Fig. 10 u1 profiles for p3 /p1=1.40: B3 upwind „solid… and Hak-
kinen’s experiment „o…

Fig. 11 u1 profiles for p3 /p1=1.25: B3 upwind „solid… and Hak-
kinen’s experiment „o…
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the inflow displacement thickness. The suction and blowing pa-
rameters are a=0.12, w=300, d=22.5, and 1/ tan ���=du2 /dx1
=−0.0053. The grid resolution is 191�64 in the x1 and x2 direc-
tions, respectively, which is found to be sufficient for the present
study as illustrated below. In association with channel divergence
and convergence, suction and blowing cause the supersonic flow
to expand and compress, respectively. Applying only suction
forms no shock. The inviscid part of the flow is isentropic and
steady in this case. Applying only blowing �compression�, on the
other hand, generates a steady shock and a separation region up-
stream of the shock. A consecutive suction and blowing with their
distance d=0 results in the occurrence of steady shocks. The
shock strength is affected by the angle �. The smaller � is, the
stronger the shock. An interesting phenomenon happens when we
increase the distance d up to the reference case value, d=22.5.
The generated shocks then become unsteady, in that they oscillate
in the flow direction. This unsteadiness persists with a further
increase of d and, at the same time, the extent of the separation
region increases. However, if the distance between suction and
blowing is extremely large, their interaction decays and the flow is
characterized by a local suction and blowing separately, as de-
scribed above.

A directional shock sensor, defined in Eq. �14�, is used as an
indicator for the shock strength and the unsteadiness. As an illus-
tration, the shock sensor corresponding to the reference case is
shown in Fig. 13. It functions as a numerical as well as physical
indicator. As a numerical indicator, the shock sensor determines
whether the upwind or central scheme is used. If si is higher than

a threshold value, the upwind scheme is activated in the xi direc-
tion, otherwise the central scheme is used. The threshold value of
0.2 is found to be appropriate. Using this hybrid scheme, we avoid
wiggles when a shock occurs, while maintaining in a high accu-
racy when the flow is shockless. The data sampling is taken after
a statistically stationary state is reached. As a physical indicator,
the time averaged si measures the shock strength while the shock
sensor bandwidth dsi, defined as the difference between the maxi-
mum and the minimum of si during the data sampling, measures
the level of unsteadiness �dsi=0 means that the shock is steady�.
The sufficiency of the grid resolution is examined by comparing
the skin friction coefficient of the time averaged flow resulting
from the resolution 115�32, 191�64, and 247�96, as shown in
Fig. 14. The deviation of the grid 191�64 from the finer grid is
negligible in comparison with the deviation of the coarse grid,
which shows that the resolution is sufficient for the present quali-
tative study.

4.2 Effect of Compressibility, Reynolds Number, and
Transpiration Strength. In this section, we consider a consecu-
tive suction and blowing, with a nonzero distance d, allowing
unsteadiness to occur. We study the influence of the domain height
�h�, Mach number �M�, Reynolds number �Re�, and the strength
of suction and blowing �a�. The resulting adverse pressure gradi-
ent is sufficiently strong that separation always appears, even in
the case of si�0.2 �shockless�. We investigate the dependence of
the shock strength and unsteadiness, the occurrence of vortex
shedding, and the properties of the separation region on the above
parameters.

4.2.1 Shock Unsteadiness, Average Shock Strength, and Vortex
Shedding. In the case of sufficiently large channel height �h
�60�, a shock is first generated at the end of the suction part. The
influence of the lower wall boundary-layer thickening to the ef-
fective channel cross section is small. We observe a spontaneous
vortex shedding from the reattachment region, which is typically
located under the blowing region. This shedding of vortices
causes a small fluctuation of the shocks. In the case of small
channel height �h�40�, the blowing suppresses the occurrence of
vortex shedding. In addition, the thickening of the boundary-layer
in the interaction region changes the effective cross section of the
domain more significantly. These phenomena are illustrated by the
Mach-field and vortex contours in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively.
The unsteadiness in the case of small h can be understood as

Fig. 12 Characteristics of prescribed u2 along the upper
boundary

Fig. 13 Shock sensor of reference case with threshold value
0.2 and statistically stationary state beginning at tÉ5000

Fig. 14 Skin friction coefficient of time-averaged flow result-
ing from the resolution 115Ã32„dashed… ,191Ã64 „solid…, and
247Ã96 „dashed dotted…
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follows. The presence of a shock results in a change in boundary-
layer thickness. This changes the effective cross section of the
nozzle, which in turn causes the shocks to migrate to other stream-
wise locations, and so on. This process repeats irregularly in time,
forming an unsteady shock boundary-layer interaction. Clearly,
this type of unsteadiness, which is caused by the continuous
change of the channel effective cross section, is different from the
shock fluctuation due to vortex shedding in the case of a high
upper boundary.

The unsteady interaction described above is localized under the
suction and blowing region. Increasing the duration of the simu-
lation considerably we observe that this irregular motion does not
decay in time and evolves into a statistically stationary behavior.
Varying the length of the computational domain, we confirm that
the phenomenon is not caused by a coupling between the outflow
and inflow boundaries.

The influence of the parameters on the shock strength and un-
steadiness is shown in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively. A further
decrease in the distance between the upper boundary and the
lower wall removes the unsteadiness and even the shocks �shock
strength lower than 0.2�. An increase in this distance to above 40,

on the other hand, widens the shock bandwidth, due to the shed-
ding of vortices from the separation region. The region of shock
unsteadiness and shock strength is also bounded on both sides by
the Mach number. At M=1.8 and higher, the compressions are so
weak that shocks disappear from the domain. Decreasing the suc-
tion and blowing amplitude and the Reynolds number tends to
suppress the unsteadiness and shock strength, which can be ex-
pected in view of the shock weakening and increasing viscosity,
respectively. The flow with high Reynolds numbers �Re�1500� is
also characterized by the appearance of vortex shedding. This de-
pendence of the occurrence of spontaneous vortex shedding on the
height of the domain and the Reynolds number suggests that both
parameters are important for a vortex shedding onset criterion.

4.2.2 Properties of Separation Region. The influence of the
physical parameters on the size of the separation bubble and the
reverse flow intensity is shown in Figs. 19 and 20 in terms of the
bubble height and the minimum skin friction coefficient, respec-
tively. The separation bubble in this case is taken from the time
averaged flow, and the bubble height is defined as the maximum
value of x2 where �0

x2�u1 dx2�=0. The length of the separation
bubble varies proportionally to its height, so the height is repre-
sentative for the size of the separation bubble. In Fig. 19, we see
that the separation region grows with increasing height of the

Fig. 15 Mach-field of the flow corresponding to domain height
120, 90, 60, and 40, from above to below. Dashed lines denote
subsonic regions.

Fig. 16 Vorticity contours corresponding to the domain
heights in Fig. 15. Solid line is negative vorticity, dashed line
positive.

Fig. 17 Average shock strength dependence on domain
height, Mach, Re, and suction and blowing amplitude

Fig. 18 Shock unsteadiness dependence on domain height,
Mach, Re, and suction and blowing amplitude
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upper boundary up to h=60. Above this height, the bubble bursts
into shed vortices, resulting in a decrease in bubble size. This
vortex shedding results in a decrease of reverse flow intensity
�lower negative cf in Fig. 20�. Increasing the amplitude of suction
and blowing results in larger separation bubble and increase in
reverse flow intensity due to the stronger shock. The bubble size
decreases with increasing Reynolds number. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the boundary layer grows more slowly at
higher Reynolds numbers. The steep decrease in reverse flow in-
tensity above Re=1000 is due to a transition from a closed lami-
nar bubble to a bubble which sheds vortices. The bubble size
grows with increasing Mach number up to M=1.7, above which
the ratio decreases sharply due to the disappearance of the shock,
as shown previously in Fig. 17. Accordingly, the intensity of the
reverse flow also decreases considerably above this Mach number.

4.3 Vortex Shedding Onset Criterion. For boundary-layer
flows under an adverse pressure gradient, Pauley et al. �17� pro-
posed the following criterion for the onset of vortex shedding �in
dimensionless form�:

Pmax = �s
2Re�duin

dx1
�

max
� − 0.24 �20�

where �s is the momentum thickness at the separation point and
�duin /dx1�max is the maximum �negative� inviscid velocity gradi-
ent along the separation region. However, applying this criterion
to the present flow results in large discrepancies. It was found that
the influence of �s on the vortex shedding is not consistent. This is
manifest in an unclear correlation between Pmax and the occur-
rence of vortex shedding, as can be seen in the plot of Pmax versus
Reynolds number based on the domain height, Rh in Fig. 21 �left�.
The data have the same Mach number. The overlapping area of
Pmax, in which both vortex shedding cases and nonvortex shed-
ding cases occur, is large. The configuration of each case is pre-
sented in Table 1, while the corresponding values of Pmax are
given in Table 2. Furthermore, the maximum inviscid velocity
gradient in the present flows containing shocks is so much higher
than in shockless flows that even in cases where no vortex shed-
ding occurs the value of Pmax is far beyond the threshold value
proposed by Pauley. Employing the maximum �negative� velocity
gradient �due /dx1�max along the boundary layer edge instead of
the maximum gradient in the inviscid part

Pmax = �s
2Re�due

dx1
�

max
�21�

does not improve the result considerably, as shown in Fig. 21
�right�. The edge velocity, ue, is defined based on the constant
pressure assumption across the boundary layer:

ue = � 2

�� − 1�M2 �1 − p̄w
��−1�/�� + 1
1/2

�22�

with p̄w the dimensionless wall pressure pw / p�. In Fig. 21 �right�,
we observe that the low values of Pmax are mostly occupied by the
data of no vortex shedding and the opposite is true for the high
values. The overlapping area is, however, still large. Pauley’s cri-
terion is clearly not applicable for flows with strong compressibil-
ity effects, such as shocks. The criterion is not designed for com-
pressible flows in the first place. It has been shown, on the other
hand, that the domain height and Reynolds number have an im-
portant effect on the occurrence of vortex shedding �for example,
Fig. 16�. This correlation between Re and h can also be seen in
Fig. 21. The vortex shedding occurs at high values of Rh=Re
�h for a fixed Mach number. This suggests that replacing the
length parameter �s by the domain height h forms a logical step
toward a better shedding criterion for flows under suction and
blowing. We should also notice that in the present study �s cannot
be seen as a local parameter for vortex shedding, which occurs at
the reattachment region. The distance between the separation
point and the reattachment point is quite large, so that the influ-
ence of the upper boundary may be more profound than the influ-
ence of the boundary layer at the separation point.

Based on this motivation, we define the following shedding
parameter

Pmax = h2Re�due

dx1
�

max
�23�

where h is the height of the upper boundary and �due /dx1�max is
the maximum �negative� gradient of the edge velocity as given
above. Plotting this Pmax against Re, h, and Rh in Fig. 22, we see
a better correlation between Pmax and the occurrence of vortex
shedding. The overlapping interval of the shedding parameter is
small. However, including the data at various Mach numbers wid-
ens the overlapping area as shown in Fig. 23 �left�. This suggests
to take the Mach number explicitly into account, which is natural
for a compressible flow. From the data we learn that a decreasing
Mach number tends to trigger vortex shedding. Hence, a decrease
in Mach number should increase the shedding parameter value.

Fig. 19 Separation bubble height as function of domain
height, Mach, Re, and suction and blowing amplitude

Fig. 20 Minimum cf as function of domain height, Mach, Re,
and suction and blowing amplitude
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A way to determine the quantitative influence of Mach number
on the vortex shedding is by curve-fitting the numerical data with
a Mach-number-dependent function. To this purpose we multiply
Eq. �23� by a function, 1 / �C+Mk�. The two constants, C and k,
can be determined from the limiting behavior in which M tends to
zero and to infinity. Fitting to our numerical results at high and
low Mach number cases we found k=4 and C=0.11 to be appro-

priate, in the sense that the overlapping area becomes smallest.
The data of the low Mach number cases are taken from an earlier
study on separated flow at M=0.2 �18�. Other expressions for the
Mach number effect yield similar or worse results.

From the above outline, the following criterion is appropriate
for the onset of vortex shedding in compressible flows subject to
transpiration boundary,

Fig. 21 Vortex shedding parameter as function of Rh, where Œ denotes
separation with vortex shedding, Ã without vortex shedding, and ‹ a tran-
sition between the two, as defined by Eq. „20… „left figure… and Eq. „21… „right
figure… for M=1.3. Area between dash lines denotes overlapping regime.

Table 1 Time-averaged result of R�s
, max„−duin /dx1… and max„−due /dx1… from cases with

varying Re, h, M, and amplitude of suction and blowing.

No. Re h M a Rh�10−3 R�s
max�−duin /dx1� max�−due /dx1�

1 300 30 1.3 0.12 9 457.64 6.085e-2 2.302e-3
2 500 30 1.3 0.12 15 725.86 5.334e-2 3.110e-3
3 1000 30 1.3 0.12 30 1340.62 7.221e-2 6.257e-3
4 1500 30 1.3 0.12 45 1821.38 4.428e-2 4.629e-3
5 1800 30 1.3 0.12 54 1746.91 3.906e-2 4.238e-3
6 2000 30 1.3 0.12 60 1941.01 4.752e-2 5.797e-3

7 500 20 1.3 0.12 10 408.96 4.145e-2 2.429e-3
8 500 40 1.3 0.12 20 889.55 6.397e-2 3.232e-3
9 500 60 1.3 0.12 30 680.50 4.765e-2 4.387e-3

10 500 90 1.3 0.12 45 1528.75 5.346e-2 5.215e-3
11 500 120 1.3 0.12 60 1384.28 3.420e-2 4.165e-3
12 500 90 1.3 0.06 45 1811.54 3.692e-2 1.481e-3

13 500 30 1.1 0.12 15 713.14 5.747e-2 2.128e-3
14 500 30 1.6 0.12 15 414.19 7.123e-2 4.698e-3
15 500 30 1.8 0.12 15 636.30 7.507e-2 1.99e-3
16 500 30 2.0 0.12 15 644.17 1.125e-1 1.89e-3

17 500 120 1.3 0.006 60 350.96 2.527e-3 2.735e-4
18 330 30 0.2 0.037 9.9 204.10 6.693e-2 6.411e-4
19 330 30 0.2 0.055 9.9 221.97 1.181e-2 1.042e-3
20 330 30 0.2 0.055 9.9 221.97 1.270e-2 4.231e-3
21 1000 120 1.3 0.12 120 3277.36 3.370e-2 4.999e-3
22 600 40 1.01 0.07 24 504.63 2.009e-2 3.735e-3
23 700 40 1.005 0.10 28 741.31 2.759e-2 5.713e-3
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2100 � − Pmax = − h2Re�due

dx1
�

max
�0.11 + M4�−1 � 2700

�24�
Below 2100 vortex shedding does not occur and above 2700 it
always occurs. The result using this shedding parameter is shown

in Fig. 23 �right�. Since we also use data of low Mach number
cases, this criterion is not only applicable to shock cases, but also
to virtually incompressible flows.

5 Conclusion
We summarize our contributions as follows. The employed nu-

merical method provides results which agree well with other nu-
merical and experimental results in steady SBLI. In addition, the
good performance of the characteristic suction and blowing
boundary condition is established for flows containing shocks. We
show that in a flat plate supersonic flow with a free pressure at the
outlet, applying only suction at the upper boundary creates no
shock wave in the flow. Applying only blowing, on the other hand,
generates a steady shock and a separation region upstream of it. A
wedge induced shock can be reproduced in this way without in-
clined boundary, avoiding grid skewness.

Table 2 Shedding parameters Eq. „20…, Eq. „21…, and Eq. „24…
corresponding to the cases in Table 1. Œ is vortex shedding
case, Ã is non vortex shedding case and ‹ is transition be-
tween the two.

No. −Pmax Eq. �24� −Pmax Eq. �20� −Pmax Eq. �21� Shedding

1 209.70 42.48 1.61 �
2 471.66 56.21 3.28 �
3 1898.45 129.77 11.25 �
4 2106.81 97.93 10.24 �

5 2314.82 66.22 7.19 �
6 3517.75 73.58 7.98 �

7 163.85 13.86 0.81 �
8 871.51 101.23 5.11 �
9 2662.08 44.13 4.06 �

10 7120.46 249.86 24.38 �
11 10110.92 131.08 15.96 �
12 2022.18 242.34 9.72 �

13 555.87 63.96 2.37 �
14 366.92.31 21.13 1.39 �
15 107.94 47.54 1.26 �
16 74.67 65.94 1.11 �

17 663.83 0.62 0.067 �
18 1702.51 0.84 0.081 �
19 2777.78 1.76 0.155 �
20 11254.48 1.90 0.632 �
21 24273.96 361.99 53.7 �
22 3116.62 8.53 1.58 �
23 5662.08 21.66 4.49 �

Fig. 22 Vortex shedding parameter defined by Eq. „23… as function of Re
„fixed h…, h „fixed Re…, and Rh for M=1.3

Fig. 23 Vortex shedding parameter defined by Eq. „23… „left
figure… and Eq. „24… „right figure… including data at different
Mach numbers
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Unsteady SBLI can occur if we apply a consecutive suction and
blowing at the upper boundary. This forms an effective shock
buffeting generator. A substantial unsteadiness is not only found in
the separated boundary layer, but also in the inviscid shock. The
shock unsteadiness occurs in a closed range of domain height and
Mach number and weakens with decreasing suction and blowing
amplitude and Reynolds number. The viscous unsteadiness, in the
form of spontaneous vortex shedding, occurs in the high values of
Reynolds number and domain height. The average shock strength
decreases with decreasing Reynolds number, domain height, and
suction and blowing amplitude. Further, a maximum shock
strength is encountered in a bounded range of Mach number.

It was found that the shedding criterion due to Pauley et al. �17�
is not applicable to the highly compressible flow containing
shocks. A new shedding criterion suitable for compressible flows
is proposed, based on the present results.
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Measurement of Permeability
and Slip Coefficient of
Porous Tubes
Experiments have been conducted to measure the permeability and slip coefficient of
seven porous tubes. They were made from fiberglass and nylon nettings with various wall
thicknesses. Tests show that these tubes have a distinct permeability in the longitudinal
and radial directions. In addition, the slip coefficient which is important in many appli-
cations was determined. From the results obtained, one can conclude that both perme-
abilities depend on the material, but the radial permeability also depends on the wall
thickness. The slip coefficient depends not only on the material but also on the Reynolds
number, permeabilities, and wall thickness. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2234783�

Introduction
It has been shown by Gari and Loehrke �1� that a porous mani-

fold is effective in the promotion and maintenance of thermal
stratification in a liquid storage tank. In particular, a porous mani-
fold is able to reduce the plume entrainment and mixing of fluids
induced by the charging flow, the two most important factors that
have been identified to have adverse effects on the performance of
thermal storage tanks �2�. In search of the optimal design condi-
tions for a thermal storage tank, Yee and Lai �3� have performed a
comprehensive numerical study to examine the effectiveness of a
porous manifold. In their formulation, the flow in the porous
manifold was based on Darcy’s law and a slip coefficient was
introduced in the interface condition between the fluid layer and
the porous wall. Although their study has covered a wide range of
the parameters involved, the slip coefficient was limited to those
reported by Beavers et al. �4� for some specific foam metals.
Based on the available data, they show that a porous manifold
may actually have an adverse effect on the formation of thermal
stratification if the permeability of the porous manifold is too
small. From the contour plots presented in their study, one ob-
serves that very little fluid is able to penetrate the porous wall at a
low Richardson number because of the low permeability of the
wall. Intuitively, if one were to use a more permeable porous
manifold, a more favorable condition for the formation of thermal
stratification might be attainable. Thus, the present study is fo-
cused on the testing of two new materials �i.e., fiberglass and
nylon screens� for their use in the proposed porous manifold. To
achieve our goal, we have extended the model proposed by Bea-
vers and Joseph �5� from planar systems to radial systems. To our
knowledge, no such attempt has been made before. The only re-
lated study may be that of Siginer and Bakhtiyarov �6� for flows in
a tube with two sections of porous medium with distinct perme-
ability in series. The following discussion provides the basis for
our extended study.

Theoretical Background
For a steady, fully developed flow in a tube bounded by a

permeable wall �Fig. 1�, the velocity profile is given by

vz = �−
dP

dz
�� ri

2

4�
+

Kz

�
−

�Kz

�

ri

2�
−

r2

4�
	 �1�

which can be readily obtained from solving the Poiseuille flow in
a tube with a proper interface condition. The interface condition
employed is based on the model proposed by Beavers and Joseph
�5� in which it assumes the presence of a slip velocity on the wall.
In addition, it assumes that the velocity gradient in fluid near the
wall is proportional to the difference between the slip velocity and
flow velocity in the porous medium. That is

r = ri,
�vz

�r
=

�

�Kz

�vS − um� �2�

The slip coefficient � depends on the material of which the porous
wall is composed and Kz is the longitudinal permeability, which is
also a property of the wall material. The slip velocity at the inter-
face vS is given by

vS =
Kz

2�
�−

dP

dz
��2 −

1

��Da
	 �3�

It should be mentioned that the model by Beavers and Joseph �5�
is not the only model dealing with the interface between fluid and
porous layer, but is chosen here because of its simplicity. Other
more involved models, such as Brinkman-extended Darcy model
�7�, also involve empirical constants which need to be determined
by experiments. The determination of these constants may not be
as straightforward or well defined as the slip coefficient �8�.

Using the velocity profile obtained in Eq. �1�, the volumetric
flow rate through the tube with porous wall can be calculated to
give

Q =
�ri

4

8�
�−

dP

dz
��1 −

4

�
�Da + 8Da	 �4�

On the other hand, for a tube bounded by an impermeable wall,
the volumetric flow rate is shown to be

Q* =
�ri

4

8�
�−

dP

dz
� �5�

If the thickness of the porous wall and pressure gradient along the
tube are fixed, the ratio of these two volumetric flow rates is given
by

Q

Q* = �1 −
4

�
�Da + 8Da	 �6�

Given the permeability of the porous wall, one can first calculate
the Darcy number, Da. Then, with the measurement of the volu-
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metric flow rate ratio Q /Q*, one can solve for the slip coefficient
� from Eq. �6�.

To determine the longitudinal permeability, it is assumed that
the flow in the porous annulus is in the Darcy’s flow regime �9�,
which requires

Rem =
vz

�Kz

�
� 1 �7�

Assuming the validity of Darcy’s law �Eq. �8��

vz = −
Kz

�

dP

dz
= −

Kz

�

�P

L
�8�

one can express the volumetric flow rate as

Q = −
KzA

�

�P

L
�9�

Thus, for a given pressure gradient, the longitudinal permeability
can be determined from the above equation as soon as the volu-
metric flow rate is known.

For a radial flow, Darcy’s law can be expressed as �Amyx et al.
�10� and Dake �11��

Q = −
KrA

�

dP

dr
�10�

If the flow rate is maintained constant, the pressure gradient
across any annular layer can be determined by



pi

po

dP =
1

2�

Q�

KrL



ri

ro dr

r
�11�

and which leads to the following expression

�P =
1

2�

Q�

KrL
ln

ro

ri
�12�

Thus, from the measurement of volumetric flow rate and pressure
gradient across an annular layer, the radial permeability can be
determined by

Kr =
1

�

Q�

2L

ln�ro/ri�
�P

�13�

Experimental Setup and Procedure

Measurement of Longitudinal Permeability. The experimen-
tal apparatus used to determine the longitudinal permeability of a
porous tube is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of upstream ple-
num, downstream plenum, test section, and a reservoir. The up-
stream plenum was fabricated from a 12.7-mm-thick Plexiglas
sheet. It was equipped with four overflow weirs so that the water
level in the plenum could be maintained at any desired height by
using a proper overflow weir. Two stiff fiberglass screens were
used as dampers to rid the plenum of any ripple or pressure fluc-
tuation. The upstream plenum was fitted with one J-type thermo-
couple to measure the water temperature. The downstream plenum

Fig. 1 A fully developed flow in a tube bounded by porous wall

Fig. 2 Schematics of the experimental setup for the measurement of longitudinal
permeability
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was also fabricated from a 12.7-mm-thick Plexiglas sheet. There
were two tanks in the downstream plenum, which were connected
to the exit of the test section. To allow for an independent mea-
surement and control of flow through the test section, the smaller
tank was placed inside the larger tank. The water level inside each
tank of the downstream plenum was controlled by an adjustable
weir. These two adjustable weirs provided an easy way not only to
balance the transverse pressure difference, but also to maintain the
pressure gradient in the test section.

The test section is basically a Plexiglas tube fitted with a porous
annulus �i.e., the porous tube to be tested� of various thicknesses.
The tube has a length of 685.8 mm and an outer diameter of
25.4 mm. The thickness of the Plexiglas tube is 3 mm. The porous
tubes were made from fiberglass mesh commonly used as mos-
quito net for windows and doors and nylon mesh used in the
building industry to hold insulation in sheet racks. The mesh with
a porosity ranging from 0.84 to 0.9 was carefully wrapped around
rods of various diameters to form the shape of a tube. When the
outer diameter of the porous tube reached 19.4 mm �i.e., the inner
diameter of the Plexiglas tube�, the outer layer of the mesh was
sewed in place to form a straight porous annulus that would con-
form to the Plexiglas outer tube. Seven porous tubes were fabri-
cated with a thickness of 3.2, 4.8, and 6.4 mm, respectively.

Three sets of pressure transducers were installed along the test
section to measure the pressure gradient in the flow direction. To
avoid the entrance effect, the first set of pressure ports was in-
stalled 216 mm downstream of the inlet and the other two were
located at an interval of 203.2 mm along the length of the tube.
The pressure ports were installed directly opposite to each other to
ensure that measurement was taken at exactly the same location

along the porous tube. Three pressure taps were used to measure
pressures inside the porous annulus while another three were used
to measure pressures in the fluid region. The measurement was
taken using Omega PX26 series differential and gage pressure
transducers and read out by an Omega DP25B-S meter. The pres-
sure transducers had a reading accuracy of 6.895 N/m2

�0.001 psi� and were able to compensate temperature fluctuation
from 0 to 50°C.

From the discussion in the last section, it is clear that the de-
termination of longitudinal permeability and slip coefficient of a
porous tube requires the establishment of a unidirectional, fully
developed flow field inside the tube and the porous wall. This
condition is realized when the differential pressure across both
porous annulus and tube is identical, which can be readily
achieved by adjusting the overflow weirs in the downstream
plenum.

To facilitate the determination of slip coefficients, one first
needs to measure the longitudinal permeability of the porous
tubes. In all, four tubes were tested; three of them were made from
fiberglass mesh �with a thickness of 3.2, 4.8, and 6.4 mm, respec-
tively� and the other was made from more permeable nylon mesh
�with a thickness of 6.4 mm�. Two of the fiberglass tubes, which
had a thickness of 3.2 and 6.4 mm, were tightly wrapped and the
other �with a thickness of 4.8 mm� was loosely wrapped. For the
tightly wrapped tubes, there were five layers of mesh per millime-
ter thickness while for the loosely wrapped tube, it had about 3.5
layers over the same thickness. The nylon tube was wrapped about
the same tightness as those tightly wrapped fiberglass tubes.

To measure the longitudinal permeability of a porous tube, a

Fig. 3 Schematics of the experimental setup for the measurement of radial permeability
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rod with the same inner diameter of the porous tube was first
inserted to the test section to block the flow in the core region.
Then the water level in the upper and downstream plenums was
adjusted to produce a steady flow through the porous tube. The
water flowing out of the downstream plenum was collected in a
beaker and its volume was recorded. The time required to collect
a given amount of water was also noted and the volumetric flow
rate was determined. On average, measurement was taken over a
5-min period. Additional measurements were made by adjusting
the overflow weirs in the downstream plenum to increase the pres-
sure gradient through the test section. This procedure was re-
peated five more times.

Determination of the Slip Coefficient. To determine the slip
coefficient, the rod which was inserted in the test section in earlier
experiments for longitudinal permeability was removed. The over-
flow weirs in the downstream plenum were adjusted so that the
required pressure gradient was achieved in the test section. A
steady flow of water was allowed to flow through both porous
annulus and core region in the test section. Toward the exit, water
was separated into two streams by a thin separator pipe, which
directed water from the core region to the inner tank in down-
stream plenum, and water from the porous annulus to the outer
tank. The flows from both tanks were collected and measured.
Since the length of the flow separator pipe is quite short �less than
4 in.�, the pressure drop due to its presence is believed to be small
to cause any significant difference in the flow rates.

Measurement of Radial Permeability. A slightly different
setup was used to measure the radial permeability �Fig. 3�. Only
one plenum was used to provide the required hydrostatic head for
the test section. To facilitate the measurements, one pressure
probe was inserted through the porous tube wall to measure the
pressure at the center of the tube, the other probe was placed a few
millimeters from the outer surface of the tube to measure the
outside pressure. Water was first pumped to the plenum chamber

from the reservoir. At a given hydrostatic head, water was forced
to flow through the porous tube radially because of the pressure
gradient across the porous wall. The overflow weir was adjusted
to vary the hydrostatic head that controlled the flow rate across the
porous wall. Ten different hydrostatic pressures were used for
each tube.

Prior to the experiment, the pressure transducers were individu-
ally calibrated. To confirm that the pressure transducers were
properly calibrated, the volumetric flow rate through a solid wall
tube was compared to that obtained using the Hagen-Poiseuille’s
equation, Eq. �5�. For the conditions given, Eq. �5� is reduced to

Q = 4.9463 � 10−7�P �14�
An excellent agreement �with discrepancy less than 1.5%� was
found when one compared the measured volumetric flow rates
with those obtained from Eq. �14�. The maximum uncertainty of
the measured flow rates was calculated to be ±2.3%. The low
experimental errors demonstrate that the experimental setup and
data collection were done properly.

Results and Discussion
To determine the longitudinal permeability, the measured volu-

metric flow rates are plotted against the pressure gradient along
the porous tube in Fig. 4. From Eq. �9�, one recognizes that the
slope of these data points represents the longitudinal permeability,
which is summarized in Table 1. The maximum uncertainty for
the longitudinal permeabilities thus obtained is calculated to be
11.1%. A complete set of the data can also be found in Ref. �12�.

Table 1 Measured longitudinal and radial permeabilities of po-
rous tubes

Tube wall
thickness �mm�

Longitudinal
permeability �m2�

Radial
permeability �m2�

6.4 �FG�a
3�10−9 6�10−10

4.8 �FG� 6�10−9 7�10−10

3.2 �FG� 3�10−9 4�10−10

6.4 �N�a
3�10−8 1�10−9

3.2 �N� 1�10−9

1.6 �N� 7�10−10

6.4 �N�b
1.05�10−8

aFG—fiberglass, N—nylon.
bWith an outer diameter of 0.10 m.

Fig. 4 Longitudinal permeability of porous tubes with various
wall thicknesses

Fig. 5 Radial permeability of porous tubes with various wall
thicknesses

Fig. 6 Variation of volumetric flow rates as a function of the
pressure drop „fiberglass tube with a wall thickness of 6.4 mm…
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The results show that the nylon tube has the highest longitudinal
permeability. This is due to the fact that the nylon tube has a larger
mesh than the fiberglass tubes. As water flows through the tube, it
encounters less resistance from the nylon mesh than fiberglass
mesh. For fiberglass, the tightly wrapped tubes have about the
same permeability while the loosely wrapped tube has a perme-
ability that is twice of others. This finding has suggested that the
longitudinal permeability of a porous tube is less dependent on the
wall thickness, but more on how tightly the tube is wrapped and
how large the mesh size is. If the tube is loosely wrapped and the
mesh has a larger pore, it would allow more fluid to seep through
between mesh layers and thus leads to an increase in the longitu-
dinal permeability.

Figure 5 shows the variation of volumetric flow rate as a func-
tion of the radial pressure gradient across a porous tube. Again,
the slope of each curve represents the radial permeability of that
particular porous tube, which is also summarized in Table 1. The
maximum uncertainty of the radial permeabilities thus obtained is
calculated to be 33.4%, which is higher than that of longitudinal
permeabilities because of more quantities involved in the calcula-
tion. It is observed that tubes with the same wall thickness display
a similar trend. Also, the loosely wrapped tube �4.8 mm� has the
highest permeability among the three fiberglass tubes tested. One
may expect at first that a thicker porous tube would have a smaller
radial permeability. However, the results show that as the wall
thickness doubled, the increase in logarithmic radius ratio out-
weighs the reduction in flow rate. As a result, a tube with a thicker
wall �6.4 mm� has a higher permeability than that with a thinner
wall �3.2 mm�. The same trend is observed in the nylon tubes.
Since nylon tubes have a larger mesh than fiberglass tubes, they
have a higher radial permeability than the fiberglass tubes for a
given wall thickness. Thus, one can conclude that radial perme-

ability is also dependent on the diameter of a tube. Given the same
wall thickness, a tube with a larger diameter has a higher radial
permeability.

As discussed in the last section, one needs to measure the lon-
gitudinal permeability along with the separate flow rates through
the porous annulus and core region to determine the slip coeffi-
cient. The flow rates through the porous annulus and core region
are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the total pressure drop for the
fiberglass tube with a wall thickness of 6.4 mm. The other tubes
show a similar trend. From Fig. 6, one notices that the volumetric
flow rate is basically a linear function of the pressure drop. How-
ever, one also observes that there is a change in the slope when the
total pressure drop is about 140 N/m2, which indicates that there
is a transition from the Darcy flow regime to non-Darcy flow
regime. This transition in the flow regime has important implica-
tion for the slip coefficient that will be elaborated in the following
discussion.

The slip coefficients � are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the
modified Reynolds number. The maximum uncertainty for the slip
coefficients is calculated to be 16.3%. From the figure, one ob-
serves that slip coefficient assumes a constant value at low Rey-
nolds numbers �Rem�1� where Darcy’s law is valid. As the Rey-
nolds number increases, the value of slip coefficient first decreases
sharply, then approaches an asymptotic value when the Reynolds
number is further increased. As expected, the fiberglass tube with
a thickness of 4.8 mm �which has a higher permeability and a
higher flow rate� also has a higher slip coefficient. For fiberglass
tubes with a thickness of 3.2 and 6.4 mm, their slip coefficients
are very different despite of having about the same longitudinal
permeability, which indicates that there may be other factors at
work.

The slip coefficients obtained from the present study can be
best correlated with the Reynolds number in the following form:

� = a +
b

1 + exp��Rem − c�/d�
�15�

where a, b, c, and d are constants, which are summarized in Table
2. In this form, the transition in slip coefficient with the flow
condition can be best presented.

Conclusions
Experiments have been performed to determine the slip coeffi-

cient, longitudinal and radial permeabilities of several porous
tubes. From the results obtained, longitudinal permeability is
found to depend more on the tightness that a mesh is wrapped into
the shape of a tube than the actual thickness of the tube wall.
Radial permeability is found also dependent on the diameter of a
tube in addition to wall thickness. Slip coefficient on the other
hand is found to depend on factors other than the material prop-
erty. For instance, slip coefficient also depends on the Reynolds
number, permeability, and thickness of the tube wall. For a given
porous tube, slip coefficient reduces from a constant value in the
Darcy flow regime and approaches an asymptotic value in the
non-Darcy flow regime when the Reynolds number increases
�Rem	1�. While the present study has extended the previous
work of Beavers et al. �5� in the determination of slip coefficient
of radial porous walls, the results obtained are not only a good
supplement to the existing literature, but also provide useful in-
formation for the design of thermal storage tanks using a porous
manifold.

Nomenclature
A 
 cross-sectional area normal to the flow

direction, m2

Da 
 Darcy number, Da=K /ri
2

K 
 permeability of porous medium, m2

L 
 length of porous tube, m
P 
 pressure, Pa

Table 2 Correlations of slip coefficient with the Reynolds
number for various porous tubes

a b c d
Correlation
coefficient

Fiberglass
�3.2 mm�

0.045 0.062 0.267 0.357 0.885

Fiberglass
�4.8 mm�

0.099 0.125 1.702 0.346 0.927

Fiberglass
�6.4 mm�

0.086 0.108 0.839 0.086 0.959

Nylon
�6.4 mm�

0.053 0.172 1.087 0.343 0.974

Fig. 7 Slip coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number
for fiberglass and nylon tubes with various wall thicknesses
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Q 
 volumetric flow rate, m3/s
r 
 radial coordinate, m
ri 
 inner radius of porous tube, m
ro 
 outer radius of porous tube, m

Re 
 Reynolds number, Re=uri /�
Rem 
 modified Reynolds number for porous media,

Rem=umK1/2 /�
t 
 time, s

ui 
 inlet velocity in the z-direction, m/s
um 
 flow velocity in porous medium in the

z-direction, m/s
vr 
 velocity in the r-direction, m/s
vS 
 slip velocity
vz 
 velocity in the z-direction, m/s
z 
 axial coordinates, m

Greek Symbol
� 
 slip coefficient
� 
 dynamic viscosity of fluid, kg/m s
� 
 kinematic viscosity of fluid, m2/s
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Pressure-Driven Flows of
Bingham Plastics Over a Square
Cavity
Pressure-driven flows over a square cavity are studied numerically for Bingham plastics
exhibiting a yield stress. The problem is encountered whenever pressure measurements
are made by a drilled-hole based pressure transducer. The Bingham constitutive equation
is used with an appropriate modification proposed by Papanastasiou, which applies
everywhere in the flow field in both yielded and practically unyielded regions. Newtonian
results are obtained for a wide range of Reynolds numbers �0�Re�1000� for the cavity
vortex position and intensity, and the excess pressure drop (entrance correction) in the
system. To reduce the length of the computational domain for highly convective flows, an
open boundary condition has been implemented at the outflow. For viscoplastic fluids the
emphasis is on determining the extent and shape of yielded/unyielded regions along with
the cavity vortex shape, size, and intensity for a wide range of Bingham numbers �0
�Bn� � �. The entrance correction is found to be an increasing sigmoidal function of
the Bn number, reaching asymptotically the value of zero. It is shown that for viscoplastic
fluids not exhibiting normal stresses in shear flow (lack of viscoelasticity), the hole
pressure is zero opposite the center of the hole. Thus, any nonzero pressure hole mea-
sured by this apparatus would signify the presence of a normal-stress difference in the
fluid. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236130�

Keywords: yield stress, Bingham model, cavity flow, recirculation, inertia flow,
viscoplasticity, pressure-hole error

1 Introduction
An important class of non-Newtonian materials exhibits a yield

stress, which must be exceeded before significant deformation can
occur. A list of several materials exhibiting yield was given in a
seminal paper by Bird et al. �1�. The models presented for such
so-called viscoplastic materials included the Bingham, Herschel-
Bulkley, and Casson models. Analytical solutions were provided
for the Bingham plastic model in simple flow fields. Since then a
renewed interest has developed among several researchers for the
study of these materials in nontrivial flows �see recent review by
Barnes �2��.

Because of the irregularity inherent in models with a yield
stress, several methods have been proposed in the literature. The
augmented Lagrangian method �ALM� �3�, based on variational
inequalities, is well suited for such models as evidenced in the
works by Fortin et al. �4� and Huilgol and Panizza �5�. On the
other hand, a variety of regularization methods have also been
proposed and implemented with good results �6,7�.

A popular approach to regularize the ideal Bingham model has
been the exponential modification proposed by Papanastasiou �8�.
With this model, Abdali et al. �9� solved the benchmark entry flow
problem of Bingham plastics through planar and axisymmetric 4:1
contractions, and the exit flow problem, and determined the extru-
date swell. That work showed the evolution of the phenomenon of
viscoplasticity as a dimensionless yield stress or Bingham number
�Bn� increased from the Newtonian to the fully plastic limit. Fur-
ther work involved non-isothermal viscoplastic simulations in en-
try and exit die flows of a propellant dough with the Herschel-
Bulkley model �10�.

In the case of inertial flows, the expansion benchmark problem

has been the object of a number of studies �11–16�. Different
models of viscoplasticity have been used, and the effect of Rey-
nolds �Re� and Bingham �Bn� numbers has been fully addressed.

An interesting problem of relevance to the rheological commu-
nity is the pressure-driven �Poiseuille� flow over a cavity, which is
used for pressure measurements by drilling a hole in the conduit
and positioning a pressure transducer in the hole. In the context of
viscoelastic fluids, this gives rise to the “pressure-hole error”
�17,18�, which can be used to measure normal stress effects. Re-
sults for viscoelastic fluids have been obtained �19,20� with good
agreement between experiments and simulations. However, no
work appears to have been done for viscoplastic fluids.

In the present work, we wish to examine this rheological bench-
mark problem of a pressure-driven flow over a square cavity for a
wide range of Bingham numbers �0�Bn�3000� and Reynolds
numbers �0�Re�1000�. The results include both the yielded/
unyielded regions as well as kinematic and dynamic quantities,
such as vortex size and intensity and excess pressure losses �en-
trance correction� as functions of Bn and Re numbers.

2 Mathematical Modeling
The flow is governed by the usual conservation equations of

mass and momentum for an incompressible fluid under isother-
mal, laminar flow conditions. These are:

Mass: � · ū = 0 �1�

Momentum: ��ū · �ū� = − �p + � · �� �2�

where ū is the velocity vector, p is the scalar pressure, and �� is the
extra stress tensor.

The relevant Reynolds number �Re� for laminar flow is a mea-
sure of the convective forces compared to the viscous forces, and
is defined as �11,12�:
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Re =
�VH

�
�3�

where � is the fluid density, � is the fluid viscosity, V is the
average velocity, and H is a characteristic length, usually taken as
the diameter of a pipe or the gap of a channel. The creeping flow
approximation gives Re=0, while usual ranges for laminar flow
are in the order of 10−3�Re�10+3.

For viscoplastic fluids and in order to model the stress-
deformation behavior of Bingham plastics, the ideal Bingham
constitutive equation has been proposed �1�. In simple shear flow
it takes the form �see also Fig. 1�:

� = �y + ��̇, for ��� � �y �4a�

�̇ = 0, for ��� � �y �4b�

where � is the shear stress, �̇ is the shear rate, �y is the yield stress,
and � is a constant plastic viscosity. Note that when the shear
stress � falls below �y a solid structure is formed �unyielded�. To
avoid the discontinuity inherent in any viscoplastic model, Papa-
nastasiou �8� proposed a modification in the equation by introduc-
ing a material parameter, which controls the exponential growth of
stress. This way the equation is valid for both yielded and un-
yielded areas. Papanastasiou’s modification when applied to the
Bingham model becomes:

� = �y�1 − exp �− m�̇�� + ��̇ �5�

where m is the stress growth exponent. As shown in Fig. 1, this
equation mimics the ideal Bingham fluid for large enough m. In
viscoplastic flows, it is customary and convenient to show the
results as a function of a dimensionless yield stress �y

* or Bingham
number Bn, defined respectively by:

�y
* =

�yH/2

�VN
�6�

Bn =
�yH

�V
�7�

where H is a characteristic length �the channel gap�, VN is a char-
acteristic speed taken as the average velocity of a corresponding
Newtonian liquid with viscosity � at the same pressure gradient,
and V is the average velocity of the Bingham plastic in a fully
developed flow region inside a channel. In all cases, the Newton-
ian fluid corresponds to �y

*=Bn=0. However, at the other extreme
of an unyielded solid, Bn→�, while �y

* reaches a dimensionless
pressure gradient 	P* defined by

�planar� 	P* = �	P

	L
� H2

4�VN
= 3 �8�

In full tensorial form the constitutive equation �5� is then written
as:

�� = 
�̇� �9�

where 
 is the apparent viscosity given by


 = � +
�y

��̇�
�1 − exp �− m��̇��� �10�

and ��̇� is the magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor �̇�=�v̄+�v̄T,
which is given by

��̇� =�1

2
II�̇ = 	1

2

�̇�:�̇���1/2

�11�

where II�̇ is the second invariant of �̇�. To track down yielded/
unyielded regions, we shall employ the criterion that the material
flows �yields� only when the magnitude of the extra stress tensor
��� exceeds the yield stress �y, i.e.,

yielded: ��� =�1

2
II� = 	1

2

��:����1/2

� �y �12a�

unyielded: ��� � �y �12b�

3 Method of Solution
The constitutive equation �9� for the Bingham plastic must be

solved together with the conservation equations �1� and �2� and

Fig. 1 Shear stress versus shear rate according to the modi-
fied Bingham constitutive equation „2… for several values of the
exponent m

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of pressure-driven flow over a square cavity, nota-
tion, and boundary conditions. The flow is from left to right.
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appropriate boundary conditions. Figure 2 shows the solution do-
main and boundary conditions for the pressure-driven flow over a
square cavity representing the hole geometry. Note the presence of
two singular points S1 and S2 at the corners of the hole-cavity. The
origin is set at point S1. The boundary conditions are set for a
Cartesian coordinate system �planar geometry, see Fig. 2� �20�:

• no slip condition along the walls AS1BCS2D and EF�u
=v=0�,

• fully developed velocity profile �u�y�= f�y� ,v=0�, along
the entry boundary AF,

• open boundary condition �21� along the exit boundary
DE.

The open boundary condition is basically the extension of the
Navier-Stokes equations at the artificial outflow boundary �see
below�.

Because of the last boundary condition, which has been well
documented and used in the past both for Newtonian �22� and

non-Newtonian flows �23�, it is not necessary to extend the do-
main length much downstream, even for highly inertial flows.
Thus, the domain length extends from −4H to +3H from the ori-
gin �point S1�. The square cavity is of H�H dimensions.

All lengths are scaled with the gap H, all velocities with the
average Newtonian velocity VN, and all pressures and stresses
with �VN /H.

The numerical solution is obtained with the finite element
method �FEM�, employing as primary variables the two velocities
and pressure �u-v-p formulation� �9�. We use Lagrangian quadri-
lateral elements with biquadratic interpolation for the velocities
and bilinear interpolation for the pressures. Whereas in our previ-
ous works �9,10,16� we have used the Picard scheme �direct sub-
stitution showing linear convergence� for the solution of the non-
linear system of equations, in this work we have experimented
with the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme, which shows qua-
dratic convergence. In this case, we write the continuity and mo-
mentum equations as residuals Ri

C and Ri
M, weighted with the

bilinear �i and biquadratic i basis functions, respectively, over
the domain �:

Ri
C = 

�*

��* · ū*��i d�* = 
�*
� �u*

�x* +
�v*

�y*��i d�*

�13�

R̄i
M = 

�*
�ū* · �*ū* + �*p* −

1

Re
�* · ��*�i d�* �14�

Table 1 Finite element mesh characteristics used in the
simulations

F.E. mesh
No. of

elements
No. of
nodes

No. of
unknowns

No. of nodes at
inlet/outlet

Mesh 1 �M1� 500 2121 4357 21
Mesh 2 �M2� 2000 8241 17717 41
Mesh 3 �M3� 4000 16301 35707 81

Fig. 3 Finite elements meshes used in the computations for a pressure-driven
flow over a square cavity
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Fig. 4 Streamlines and contours of kinematic and dynamic variables for a Newtonian fluid flowing under pressure
over a square cavity. Left, creeping flow, Re=10−3; right, weak inertial flow, Re=10.
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Fig. 5 Streamlines and contours of kinematic and dynamic variables for a Newtonian fluid flowing under pressure over
a square cavity. Left, moderate inertial flow, Re=100; right, strong inertial flow, Re=1000.
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The momentum residuals �Eq. �14�� require further manipula-
tions to lead to the following standard form:

R̄i
M = 

�*

�ū* · �*ū*�i d�* + 
�*
�− p*I�

+
1

Re
��*� · �*i d�* − 

�*

�* · 	�− p*I� +
1

Re
��*�i� d�*

= 
�* ��u*�u*

�x* + v*�u*

�y*�i

�u*�v*

�x* + v*�v*

�y*�i� dx* dy*

− 
�* �

�

�x*	�− p* +
1

Re
�xx

* �i� +
�

�y*� 1

Re
�yx

* i�
�

�x*� 1

Re
�xy

* i� +
�

�y*	�− p* +
1

Re
�yy

* �i� �
�dx* dy* −�

��outflow
* �− p* +

1

Re
�xx

*

1

Re
�yx

* �i dy* �15�

In the above, the stresses are expressed in terms of the velocity
gradients by the constitutive equation �9�. The last term in Eq.
�15� represents the open boundary condition at the outflow. It is
implemented by simply evaluating the surface integrals of the
momentum equations in terms of the, as of yet, unknown outflow
nodal values u-v-p along with the volume integrals. The stars
denote dimensionless variables, while �� is the outflow part of
the boundary where integration takes place.

By taking the partial derivatives of the residuals with respect to
the unknown nodal variables u-v-p, the Jacobian matrix is evalu-
ated analytically and the nonlinear system of equations is solved
by the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme, which when correctly
done exhibits quadratic convergence within four to five iterations.
The norm-of-the-error for convergence was set to 10−8 for the
velocities and 10−6 for the pressures.

For smooth quadratic convergence, continuation in a parameter
is necessary, and we have used many steps either by increasing the
Re or Bn numbers carefully �see below�. The numerical simula-
tions have been performed with three meshes, which are shown in
Fig. 3 in full view. Their characteristics are given in Table 1. Mesh
1 �M1� was used for preliminary calculations to gain experience,
mesh 2 �M2� was used as the workhorse for all simulations, while
mesh 3 �M3� was used for test cases to check the independence of
results for such mesh refinement. Mesh 2 has 2000 quadrilateral
Lagrangian elements, 8241 nodes, and 18,603 unknown degrees
of freedom �DOF� with 41 points in the transverse y direction at
entry.

Simulations are carried out for a wide range of Bingham num-
bers �0�Bn�3000�. In order to come as close as possible to the
ideal Bingham model, we have used in the modified apparent-
viscosity equation �10� a value for the dimensionless stress expo-
nent M =mVN /H=200, as done also in other works �13,14�. It is
well known and shown clearly in Fig. 1 that a higher value of m
�hence M� comes closer to the ideal Bingham plastic for which
m→�. However, as explained in detail by Alexandrou et al. �14�,
a very high value of M produces unrealistic and undesirable zig-
zag numerical oscillations and should be avoided. Also the
Newton-Raphson iterative scheme becomes very stiff to converge
for M =1000, while a value of M =200 was found as the best
compromise between accuracy and efficiency of the numerical
code.

For a given Bingham number, a zeroth-order continuation
scheme has been used to increase the M parameter. The solution

process started from the Newtonian solution �M =0�, which was
used to obtain a first approximation. Newton-Raphson iterations
were performed until convergence of the solution for the current
M value was achieved. The new solution was then used as an

Table 2 Newtonian results for the characteristic variables
„Re=10−3

…

F.E. mesh
Vortex location

�Xv ,Yv�
Vortex intensity

−�v,max
* �%�

Entrance
correction, nen

Mesh 1 �M1� �0.5,−0.45� 1.7356 −0.2427
Mesh 2 �M2� �0.5,−0.45� 1.7553 −0.2398
Mesh 3 �M3� �0.5,−0.45� 1.7567 −0.2397

Fig. 6 Velocity profiles: „a… u components and „b… v compo-
nents in vertical and horizontal section, respectively, passing
through the geometric center of the cavity „0.5H ,−0.5H… for
various Re numbers
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initial estimate for a higher M value to obtain a solution for a
higher level of viscoplasticity, until the final value of M =200 was
reached. The converged solution at this M level was then the
solution for the set Bn number. The same procedure was used
when increasing the Re number, where now the continuation was
simply done on the Re parameter.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Newtonian Results. We first applied our numerical
scheme to the calculation of the laminar inertial flow of a New-
tonian fluid in the range 0.001�Re�1000. We have increased the
Re number in 44 steps for this range. We present contours of the
kinematic and dynamic variables for four Re numbers �Re
=0.001,10,100,1000� in Figs. 4 and 5. The dimensionless kine-
matic variables are the stream function �*, the velocities U* and
V* and the shear rates GXY*. The dimensionless dynamic vari-
ables are the pressure P*, the normal stresses TXX*, TYY*, and the

shear stresses TXY*. Eleven contours are drawn between the mini-
mum and maximum values �0–100%� at select values to offer a
better representation of the flow field. The maximum is shown as
a solid circle while the minimum is an open circle. For the stream-
lines, the stream function has been obtained a posteriori by solv-
ing the Poisson equation with boundary conditions set to 1 on the
upper wall and zero at the lower and cavity walls. Thus, the zero-
line �in a color plot designated as red� separates the main flow
from the flow in the cavity, where a main recirculation occurs with
secondary ones at elevated Re numbers.

From these figures we can observe the following:

• For creeping flow of a Newtonian fluid �Re=0.001�, the
streamlines are symmetric with regard to X*=0.5 �Fig. 4,
top left�. Increasing the Re number, symmetry is no
longer valid, and the main recirculation in the cavity is
skewed towards the right cavity lip. At the same time, its
size is reduced because of the development of two sec-

Fig. 7 „a… Location of the eye of the main vortex in the square cavity, „b… its intensity, and „c… entrance correction as a function
of Re number
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ondary recirculations appearing in the bottom corners.
For Re=1000 �Fig. 5, top right�, the outermost stream-
line of the main recirculation in the cavity is parallel to
the streamlines of the main flow, and there is no bending
of the streamlines due to the high inertia. Also at Re
=1000, from the two secondary corner vortices in the
cavity, the one on the right is substantially larger than the
left one.

• The isobars �Figs. 4 and 5, middle� are perpendicular to
the flow in the region away from the cavity due to the
fully developed flow there, especially for low to moder-
ate Re numbers. As the Re number increases, inertia
bends the isobars from the vertical. However, farther up-
stream �at −4H, not shown� the isobars are still perpen-
dicular due to the fully developed flow there.

• There are stress concentrations �Figs. 4 and 5, bottom� at
the singular points S1 and S2 �see also Fig. 2�. At S2 the
stresses are higher in absolute value than at S1, because

the fluid passes over S1 and hits S2 with the force of
inertia. The increase in the size of the main recirculation,
which is a consequence of the increasing Re number,
reduces the stresses at these points because it impedes
the fluid from entering into the cavity.

Figure 6 shows the customary u- and v-velocity profiles in the
cavity for the four Re numbers of choice. These profiles are simi-
lar but not exactly the same to those of the lid-driven cavity prob-
lem, due to the different boundary conditions of the latter �24�.
From such profiles we find the recirculation center �eye of the
vortex� for various Re numbers. At this point the u- and v veloci-
ties are zero �vertical dashed line in Fig. 6�a� and horizontal
dashed line in Fig. 6�b�, respectively�. Also in Fig. 6 results are
shown from M1 �500 elements� and M2 �2000 elements� verifying
the independence of these from mesh influence.

The numerical flow simulations give rise to the following quan-

Fig. 8 Streamlines for Bn=10, 100, 1000, 3000 in creeping pressure-driven flow of a viscoplastic Bingham-
Papanastasiou fluid over a square cavity „Re=10−3

…

Fig. 9 Yielded/unyielded „shaded black… regions for Bn=10, 100, 1000, 3000 in creeping pressure-driven flow
of a viscoplastic Bingham-Papanastasiou fluid over a square cavity „Re=10−3

…
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tities of interest, which have been used traditionally as a measure
of the flow kinematics and dynamics in contractions/expansions
�11,12� and lid-driven cavities �24�:

i. the dimensionless vortex position, �Xv
* ,Yv

*�, defined in
the cavity by

Xv
* =

Xv

Hcav
, Yv

* =
Yv

Hcav
�16�

where Hcav=H is the cavity width �see Fig. 2�;
ii. the dimensionless vortex intensity, −�v,max

* , defined by

− �v,max
* =

�v,max − �uw

�lw − �uw
�17�

where �v,max is the stream function value in the eye of
the vortex, �uw is the stream function value at the up-
per wall, and �lw is the stream function value at the
lower wall of the conduit. Note that −�v,max

* is equiva-
lent to the percentage of flow rate that recirculates in
the cavity; and

iii. the dimensionless entrance correction, nen, defined by

nen =
	P − 	P0

2�w
�18�

where 	P is the overall pressure drop in the flow do-
main, 	P0 is the pressure drop based on fully devel-
oped flow at the inlet �at −4H�, and �w is the shear
stress for fully developed flow at the inlet wall. It
should be noted that �w= �	P0 /L��H /2�, where L=7H.

The entrance correction is a very sensitive quantity as a repre-
sentation of the goodness of the pressure results, as it is a differ-
ence between two big numbers �	P and 	P0�. For this reason
both inlet and outlet profiles must be taken into account and cor-
rectly accounted for. Thus, 	P= P�−4,1�− P�3,1� is the pressure
difference calculated at the upper walls at inlet and outlet. At inlet
the profile must be the fully developed one, corresponding to a
unit average velocity, which in the case of non-Newtonian visco-
plastic fluids is found by using the first column of finite elements
to solve the 1-D problem. This solution also gives the pressure

gradient and the shear stress at the wall for a fully developed shear
flow. At outlet and due to the open boundary condition imposed
there, the pressure values may be small but are not zero and must
be taken into account in the calculation of 	P.

For the creeping flow case �Re=10−3�, the numerical values of
the above characteristic variables for the three meshes used are
given in Table 2, where it becomes obvious the mesh convergence
of the results with mesh refinement. The results from the overall
calculations are given in Fig. 7 for the simulation range of Re
numbers. We observe the following:

• The eye of the vortex shifts to the top right with increas-
ing Re number. The uppermost point occurs at Re � 350,
after which it tends to move to its initial position in a
cyclic manner �Fig. 7�a��.

• The vortex intensity in the cavity increases with Re up to
Re=100, reaching 6.2% of the flow rate, following
which it decreases �Fig. 7�b��. The secondary recircula-
tions increase in magnitude with Re but remain at small
orders of magnitude, almost negligible in comparison to
the main one.

• The same behavior as with the vortex intensity is ob-
served with the entrance correction as a function of the
Re number �Fig. 7�c��. The negative values of nen corre-
spond to the existence of subpressure in the cavity. The
result for the creeping flow �Re=10−3� is −0.24, which is
the limit found in hole-pressure results for Newtonian
fluids �18–20�. We also note that the entrance correction
is the most sensitive quantity and thus is more dependent
on the mesh. For the M1 mesh, results above Re=100
were not reliable.

4.2 Viscoplastic Results. Because of the usually high viscos-
ity and yield stress values of viscoplastic materials, the flow of a
viscoplastic fluid obeying the Bingham-Papanastasiou constitutive
equation is considered creeping �Re=0.001� and is solved in the
range 0.001�Bn�3000. Starting from a zero value for the stress
exponent M �Newtonian fluid�, we proceeded in 801 consecutive
steps to reach the value of M =200 for Bn=0.001. The same pro-
cedure was used for all Bn numbers in 5 Bn increments in every
logarithmic decade to reach the highest value of 3000.

The results are presented in Fig. 8 for the streamlines for four
Bn numbers �10, 100, 1000, and 3000�. The stream function has
been again made dimensionless taking the value of 1 on the upper
wall and 0 along the lower and cavity walls. The separating
streamline, which also has the value of zero, bends inside the
cavity and separates the main flow in the channel from the sec-
ondary flow in the cavity. Because of the creeping flow conditions
�Re=0.001� the flow appears symmetric with regard to X*=0.5
line. The streamlines within the cavity indicate the presence of
recirculation. The vortex intensities of the recirculation are in the
order of 10−4% of the flow rate �cf. 1.75–6% for the Newtonian
inertial case for which Bn=0� and are slightly decreasing with
increasing Bn number.

The presence of recirculation is counter to what is expected
from the presence of unyielded �black� regions there, which are
not supposed to deform. Indeed, in Fig. 9 we see the yielded/
unyielded �shaded black� regions for the same Bn numbers. Re-
garding the flow in the channel, as the Bn number increases, the
unyielded regions get larger, leaving only small boundary yielded
layers near the walls. The unyielded regions are parallel to the
walls of the channel for some distance, expressing a fully devel-
oped Bingham flow there. The results in the inlet and outlet re-
gions are fully in agreement with the 1-D solution for pressure-
driven flow of a Bingham fluid between parallel walls. Regarding
the flow in the cavity, it appears totally unyielded �black� for Bn
�10.

This rather surprising result of cavity recirculation, which has
already being observed in the lid-driven cavity problem �24�, is a

Fig. 10 Entrance correction as a function of the Bn number in
creeping pressure-driven flow of a viscoplastic Bingham-
Papanastasiou fluid over a square cavity „Re=10−3

…
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direct consequence of using the Bingham-Papanastasiou model,
which is valid in both fluid regions �yielded-unyielded�. Within
the cavity, the velocity and its derivatives are very small �orders of
magnitude smaller than in the main flow� but not indentically
zero. The area within the cavity is referred to as apparently un-
yielded region �AUR�, while the unyielded region in the main
flow is referred to as truly unyielded region �TUR�. In AUR re-
gions the velocity is nearly zero and so are its derivatives ��̇
�0�. On the other hand, in TUR regions the velocity is definitely
nonzero but has a pluglike profile, leading again to its derivatives
being almost zero ��̇�0�, and the viscoplastic fluid flows fast but
deforms little. So in the main flow in the conduit, the unyielded
regions are TUR while in the cavity they are AUR. The cavity
vortex remains similar in shape and intensity for all Bn numbers,
indicating the very slow flow within, which leads to an apparently
unyielded region.

Figure 10 shows the entrance correction as a function of Bn. In
this case, the negative pressures �subpressures due to the cavity�
start from the Newtonian creeping flow value of −0.24 and in-
crease in a sigmoidal manner, reaching asymptotically zero as
Bn→� �in our case for values of Bn�100�. This result is similar
in trend to previous results for the entrance correction in entry
flows through contractions �9� and expansions �16� and reflects
the substantial pressure needed to overcome the high yield stress
effects for elevated Bn numbers. As the Bn number becomes very
high, all the material passes essentially over the cavity corre-
sponding to a fully developed pluglike flow in the channel with no
excess pressure losses, thus resulting in a zero entrance correction.

Returning to the pressure-hole method, it is known from vis-
coelastic computations �18–20� that the limit of the hole pressure
PH is given by

Fig. 11 Dimensionless shear stress �xy „a1… and first normal stress difference N1 „b1… profiles along the upper wall for different Bn
numbers in creeping pressure-driven flow of a viscoplastic Bingham-Papanastasiou fluid over a square cavity „Re=10−3

….
Blown-up profiles along the upper wall above the cavity for �xy „a2… and N1 „b2…. Note that at „x ,y…= „0.5,1.0… ,N1=�xy=0 „�w0 is the
fully developed shear stress value at the inlet wall….
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PH = − cN1, �19�

where PH is the pressure at the upper wall opposite the center of
the cavity; here at �x ,y�= �0.5,1.0�, N1=�xx−�yy is the first normal
stress difference, and c a constant, which equals either 0.25 from
theory �18� or 0.24 from computations �20�. Another formula for
PH is given by Higashitani and Pritchard’s theory �19,20� as the
integral:

PH = −
0

�w N1

2�
d� , �20�

where �w is the shear stress at the wall unperturbed by the pres-
ence of the slot, and � is the shear stress. The two formulas have
been shown to give similar results for viscoelastic flows �20�.

It is well known that for Newtonian fluids PH=0, and the
streamlines are symmetric about the centerline of the hole. The
same is expected to hold for viscoplastic fluids without inertia,
where again symmetric streamlines are found. To check the valid-
ity of this assumption, we plot in Fig. 11 the values of N1 and �w
along the upper wall for different values of Bn. We observe that
there is antisymmetry in the profiles, but right at �x ,y�
= �0.5,1.0�, N1=�xy =0. Either Eq. �19� or �20� would give a zero
value for PH. This was borne out by our computations. Thus, any
nonzero value found in experiments with such a device serves to
indicate the presence of viscoelastic effects in the viscoplastic
fluid, which may be the case for some visco-plastic-elastic mate-
rials, such as propellant doughs �25�.

5 Conclusions
Finite element simulations were carried out for pressure-driven

flows of Newtonian fluids and Bingham plastics over a square
cavity corresponding to the pressure-hole method for measure-
ments with a transducer. The Bingham constitutive equation was
modified as proposed by Papanastasiou �8� with an exponential
growth term to make it valid in both the yielded and unyielded
regions, thus eliminating the need for tracking the location of
yield surfaces. An open boundary condition at the outlet �21� al-
lowed solutions for high Re number flows �Re=1000� in a short
domain without encountering any problems of convergence with
the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme.

The present results offer benchmark solutions for inertial flows
of Newtonian fluids regarding kinematic and dynamic variables,
including the vortex location in the cavity and its intensity, as well
as the associated excess pressure drop in the system �entrance
correction� as a function of the Re number. For viscoplastic Bing-
ham fluids and creeping flow conditions, it was noted that this
type of flow gives rise to unyielded regions in the main flow and
in the cavity, called truly unyielded �TUR� and apparently un-
yielded �AUR�, respectively. These regions increase as the dimen-
sionless yield stress or Bingham number increases. Furthermore,
the extent and shape of yielded/unyielded regions have been well
captured using the criterion of the magnitude of the extra stress
tensor exceeding the yield stress. The entrance correction in-
creases substantially in a sigmoidal form and reaches asymptoti-
cally zero as Bn→�. Finally, it was verified that the pressure-hole
method for purely viscoplastic fluids will not work, since the hole
pressure is zero. Thus, any nonzero measurements will indicate
the presence of viscoelasticity in the material.
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Air Flow Through Compressed
and Uncompressed Aluminum
Foam: Measurements and
Correlations
Wind-tunnel steady-state unidirectional pressure-drop measurements for airflow through
nine compressed and uncompressed isotropic open-cell aluminum foam samples, having
different porosities and pore densities, were undertaken. The compressed foam produced
significantly higher pressure drop, which increased with increasing Darcian velocity
following the quadratic Forchheimer equation. The permeability and the inertia coeffi-
cient data for the compressed foam showed less scatter compared to those for the un-
compressed foam. Both were correlated using an Ergun-like equation, with the correla-
tion being better for the permeability. The permeability correlation predicted the results
of some previous studies very well. The friction factor correlated well with the Reynolds
number. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236132�
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Introduction
Metal foams are a relatively new class of materials with low

densities and novel thermal, mechanical, and acoustic properties.
They were initially developed in 1960s by the US Navy for cool-
ing interballistic missile components and were maintained under
secrecy until the early 1980s when they became commercially
available in the US. Recently �1990s� they have been considered
by the academic enterprise. The recent development of a variety
of processes for producing them at lower cost, yet with improved
properties, has increased their applications �1�. They have been
used in aerospace applications �2,3�, geothermal operations, and
petroleum reservoirs �4�. Nickel foams have been used in high-
power batteries for portable electronics �3�. Some metal foams
have been considered for use in fuel cells �5�, while others are
used in many chemical and medical applications �6�, and by the
electrochemical industry �1�. As the mother metal, aluminum has
emerged as the prime material due to its low density, high thermal
conductivity, and its relatively low price.

Thermal management applications of metal foams include com-
pact heat exchangers for airborne equipment and compact heat
sinks for power electronics �2�. The open porosity, low relative
density, and high thermal conductivity of the cell edges, large
accessible surface area per unit volume, and the ability to mix the
cooling fluid by promoting eddies �7� all make metal foam ther-
mal management devices efficient, compact, and light-weight.

Due to their novelty and random structure, metal foams are still
incompletely characterized. The recent upsurge of utilizing them
in contemporary technologies makes the need for fully character-
izing them more urgent. Central to this need is an accurate evalu-
ation of the flow characteristics to assist in any trade-off analysis
between the increased heat transfer and the associated increase in
the pressure drop for foam heat exchanger and heat sink designs.
An extensive review of the topic of fluid flow in porous media in
general can be found in �8–11�.

The porous matrix of metal foam consists of tortuous irregu-
larly shaped flow passages with a continuous disruption of any

hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers. The flow recirculates
at the back of the solid fibers, and turbulence and unsteady flows
usually occur �12�. The geometric complexity prevents exact so-
lutions of the transport equations inside the pores �7,13,14�. This
led researchers to rely heavily on experimentation and empirical
models, and to a lesser degree on analytical models, as described
below.

Seguin et al. �15� provided experimental characterization of
flow regimes in various porous media. The onset of turbulent re-
gime for the Reynolds number based on the pore diameter was
470. This corresponds to 0.093 using the permeability-based Rey-
nolds number, ReK. Lage and Antohe �13� revisited the famous
report of Darcy and argued that the ratio between the form and the
viscous forces should be used to mark the transition from the
linear to the quadratic regimes of the pressure drop behavior. They
concluded that the transition is media specific and depends on the
internal geometry of the porous medium.

Decker et al. �16� provided detailed experimental characteriza-
tion and numerical modeling of the heat and mass transport in
highly porous nickel-chromium alloy foam. They used an addi-
tional pressure drop term in the momentum equation, which de-
pended on the properties of the foam. The fluid flow models for
packed beds did not apply to metal foam, but they contained and
described all the relevant transport effects �16�.

Bastawros �7� and Bastawros et al. �12� provided experimental
measurements of the thermal and hydraulic aspects of cellular
metals subject to transverse airflow in the transition regime, i.e.,
ReK�1.01. They used 30 pore per inch �ppi� open cell aluminum
foam with a porosity of 91.5%. The pressure drop followed a
power law when plotted against the flow velocity.

Crosnier et al. �5� studied 20 and 40 ppi aluminum foam and 20
ppi stainless steel foam using air. All the porosities were above
90%. The transition from the laminar to the turbulent regime took
place at a Darcian velocity of about 1 m/s. They stated that the
larger the pore diameter �i.e., the smaller the ppi� the higher the
permeability K and the smaller the pressure drop; and that the
smaller the pore size, the higher the surface area and thus the
higher the mechanical energy dissipation. K scaled well with the
square of the pore size, while the non-Darcian permeability
�called the passability�, which is the ratio of the inertia coefficient
c to the square root of K, scaled well with the pore size. The
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permeability and the passability were functions of the porosity, the
pore size, the surface area, and the solid structure of the foam.

Khayargoli et al. �6� studied the relationship between the per-
meability and the structural parameters for air flow in nickel and
nickel-chromium foams. The velocity ranged from 0 to 15 m/s,
while the porosity ranged from 83 to 90%. As the pore size de-
creased, the surface area increased, creating additional flow resis-
tance. Increasing the thickness of the foam in the flow direction
did not affect K. K increased and c decreased with increasing the
pore diameter, but did not show any clear correlation with the
porosity. They argued that for large-pore foam, K was large and
the pressure drop was mainly due to form drag force. For this case
the pressure drop correlated with the square of the velocity. The
two types of foam tested produced different values of K and c
which was due to the difference in their structure. They concluded
that while the flow in the foam is very complex, K and c could be
predicted by an Ergun-like model using appropriate constants. The
Ergun model will be presented later.

Tadrist et al. �17� investigated the use of aluminum foam for
compact heat exchangers. The porosities of the foam were over
90%. They experimentally determined K and c and used an
Ergun-type relation between the pressure drop and the velocity in
the foam.

Kim et al. �18� carried out systematic experiments to study the
friction and the heat transfer characteristics of porous fins in a
plate-fin heat exchanger using water. The foam fins had porosity
in the range 89 to 96% and a thickness of 3 cm �1.18 in. � in the
flow direction. Both the friction and the heat transfer were signifi-
cantly affected by the permeability and the porosity of the foam
fin. They determined the permeability using the Forchheimer
model and correlated the friction factor with the Reynolds num-
ber, the Darcy number, and the geometry.

Paek et al. �19� experimentally determined the permeability and
the Ergun’s coefficient �same as the inertia coefficient c� for water
flow through aluminum foam in the porosity range of 89 to 96%.
At a fixed porosity, as the cell size decreased, the surface-area-to-
volume ratio increased, which increased the resistance to the flow
and thus lowered the permeability and increased the pressure
drop. The friction factor was correlated with the ReK. The inertia
coefficient was very sensitive to the roughness of the foam, which
depended on the shape of the ligament and the cell structure.

Current models for packed beds are not suitable for high poros-
ity metal foam �4� due to the vast different structure of the foam.
Bhattacharya et al. �20� provided analytical and experimental re-
sults for the permeability and the friction coefficient for aluminum
foam. They represented the foam by a two-dimensional array of
hexagonal cells and proposed models for the inertia coefficient
and the friction factor. Experiments covered the high range of
porosities from 90 to 98% and pore densities of 5, 10, 20, and
40 ppi. K increased with the pore diameter and the porosity, while
the friction factor depended only on the porosity. They used the
Forchheimer equation to describe the pressure drop in the foam,
which was fully saturated with air and water separately.

Du Plessis et al. �21� provided a geometrical model for the fluid
dynamics in metal foam. The model was verified using water and
a glycerol solution flow in metallic foams having 45, 60, and
100 ppi, and porosities of 97.8, 97.5, and 97.3%, respectively.
Fourie and Du Plessis �22� enhanced the above work by develop-
ing expressions for the characteristic dimension as a function of
the cell size and the porosity. They applied the new model to the
experimental results of Bastawros et al. �12�. The characteristic
dimension correlated well with the cell size.

Despois and Mortensen �23� presented a microstructure-based
model for the permeability of porous metal, and used pure alumi-
num foam saturated with water and glycerin separately, to validate
the model. The porosity ranged from 69 to 88%. The Darcy-
regime data showed a strong dependence of the permeability on
the square of the pore size.

Boomsma et al. �24� modeled the flow in aluminum foam using

a periodic unit of eight cells. The pressure drop predicted by the
model was 25% lower than values obtained by experiment. This
difference was reduced to 12% after the wall effects were included
in the simulation, which were probably important due to the small
size of the foam sample �12 mm by 38 mm by 80 mm long�. The
Reynolds number based on the pore diameter was more applicable
than the permeability-based Reynolds number for metal foams.
The surface area controlled the viscous drag, which was the domi-
nant factor for the pressure drop in the foam.

Few researches �25–28� used three-dimensional x-ray computed
tomography to investigate the microstructure of metal foam.
Olurin et al. �27� indicated that it was unclear how to precisely
characterize the microstructure and the internal architecture of the
foam, and that there was no simple standard experimental tech-
nique for such characterization. Scheffler et al. �28� studied some
20 ppi aluminum foam’s morphology and reported that the pores
were nearly sphere-like. The ligament diameter showed a maxi-
mum at 0.25 mm �0.009 in. � and the cell size showed a bimodal
distribution with maxima at 0.75 and 1.9 mm cell diameter �0.029
and 0.074 in.�

Zhou et al. �1� investigated the microstructure and macrostruc-
ture of aluminum foam using a combination of optical and scan-
ning electron microscopy. They noted that the cells in 10, 20, and
40 ppi foam were elongated, and that the actual structure was
somewhat different from the tetrakaidecahedron model that had
been accepted and used to describe the cells. They recorded sig-
nificant variations in both the face size and the ligament length. In
addition, there were numerous closed-cell faces observed �20,24�.

The high range of porosities ��90% � of uncompressed foam is
not optimal for heat exchange devices. They are structurally weak
and the moderate enhancement in the heat transfer does not justify
the increase in the pressure drop. For the foam to be an excellent
heat transfer medium with justifiable pressure drop, it needs to be
compressed to lower porosities, i.e., 70 to 80%, when using air as
the working fluid. Compressing the foam increases the metal den-
sity, makes the foam more suitable for brazing, which improves
the heat transfer across the solid-foam interface, and improves the
structural rigidity. It also substantially increases the surface area
density, which enhances the heat transfer in the foam.

Compressed foam received relatively little attention. There are
only two sets of data available in the open literature that are sum-
marized here. References �14,29–31� studied 40 ppi compressed
foam, while �14� studied compressed 10 ppi foam. Boomsma
et al. �29� and Boomsma and Poulikakos �30� measured the hy-
draulic and thermal performance of open-cell, 40 ppi aluminum
foam, compressed and uncompressed, with porosities between
60.8 and 88.2%. They used the Forchheimer equation to fit their
experimental pressure drop data. The compressed foam heat ex-
changers generated thermal resistances that were two to three
times lower than the commercially available heat exchangers,
while requiring the same pumping power. Decreasing the pore
diameter dramatically decreased the permeability and increased
the form coefficient. No correlations were given by �29� and �30�.

Lage et al. �13� presented experimental pressure drop data for
airflow through compressed 40 ppi metal foam with porosities in
the range 32 to 62%. For ReK�O�10�, there was a third regime
beyond the Forchheimer region in which the pressure drop corre-
lated with the velocity using a cubic polynomial.

Hwang et al. �14� studied the friction drag for airflow in com-
pressed aluminum foam initially having 10 ppi and porosities of
70, 80, and 95%. The permeability and the inertia coefficient were
determined from the Forchheimer relation. The friction factor was
correlated with the Reynolds number using a power law. It in-
creased with decreasing the porosity at a fixed Reynolds number.
The best thermal performance was for the 80% porous foam for a
given pumping power. No correlations were given for the perme-
ability or the inertia coefficient.

Antohe et al. �31� experimentally determined the permeability
and the inertia coefficients for air and poly-alpha-olefin oil flow in
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compressed 40 ppi aluminum foam in the porosity range of 30 to
70%. The permeability decreased with decreasing the porosity.
The inertial coefficient did not have a monotonic variation, but a
general tendency to increase with decreasing porosity. They used
the permeability-based Reynolds number of one to indicate the
transition from the linear to the quadratic regimes of the pressure
drop. The discrepancy between the results obtained with air
and oil were 18% for the permeability and 51% for the inertia
coefficient.

In general metal foam has not been studied to the same extent
as that of other types of porous materials. Paek et al. �19� ob-
served that the experimental pressure drop data for metal foam in
the literature seemed to be at variance with each other. For packed
beds, such data are substantially consistent.

While compressed 40 ppi �30,31� and 10 ppi �14� foam were
tested, the 20 ppi compressed foam has never been tested, to the
knowledge of the current authors. It has different geometrical pa-
rameters, which may offer some performance gains over the other
pore densities. In addition, there are no correlations for the inertia
coefficient or the permeability in the previous studies. The exist-
ing analytical models �20–22�, on the other hand, all assume uni-
form cell structure, which is not applicable to the deformed cells
of compressed foam.

This study presents the experimental results of airflow through
a considerable spectrum of commercially available aluminum
foam—compressed and uncompressed, including the 20 ppi foam.
It also provides an empirical model for the pressure drop in metal
foam using easily measurable parameters. It proposes that the
Ergun-type dependence of the permeability on the porosity is
valid, and it determines a few coefficients from experiments. The
new information and correlations provided by the present work
are crucial for computing the pumping power for foam heat ex-
changer designs and optimization.

Empirical Model
For high enough flow velocities ��0.1 m/s �30��, form drag

becomes important and a second order polynomial is used to de-
scribe the pressure drop in the foam, which is named the Forch-
heimer equation �also the Forchheimer extended Darcy’s equation
and the Hazen-Dupuit-Darcy equation�:

�p

L
=

�

K
V +

�c
�K

V2 �1�

where L is the length of the porous medium in the flow direction,
c is a dimensionless form drag coefficient, and K is the perme-
ability, both of which are strongly dependent on the structure of
the porous medium. The Darcian velocity V �also called the su-
perficial or the seepage velocity� is calculated by dividing the
volumetric flow rate by the cross-sectional area. For creeping flow
�very low speed� in porous media, the first order term is the only
term present, and Eq. �1� reduces to the famous Darcy’s law �9�.

The Ergun model is a pioneer empirical relation for describing
the pressure drop through porous media based on the porosity and
a geometrical length scale �5�:

�p

L
= A

�1 − ��2H�

�3dpar
2 V + B

�1 − ��H�

�3dpar
V2 �2�

where A and B are empirical constants, H is the height of the
porous bed, and dpar is the particle diameter. This model was
originally developed for porous beds made out of solid spherical
particles.

The pressure drop in metal foam depends on the microstructure,
which is characterized by the porosity �or the relative density�,
cell size, cell shape, and the morphology of the ligaments forming
the network of pores. The main difficulty in modeling the flow
through metal foam lies in accurately determining the structural
characteristics of the foam. Khayargoli et al. �6� argued that there
was a difficulty in assuming that the three-dimensional web-like

cellular structure of metal foam has a corresponding particle di-
ameter. Zhou et al. �1� noted that the cells in aluminum foam were
elongated, and that the actual structure was somewhat different
from the uniform tetrakaidecahedron shape that has been used to
model the cells �20,24�. Reference �1� recorded significant varia-
tions in both the face size and the ligament length. In addition,
there were numerous closed-cell faces observed. These issues are
further complicated by compressing the foam. If the compression
is done in one direction, the geometrical arguments of Refs.
�20–22� do not apply, as the cells are significantly deformed.
Therefore we have to rely on empirical models. The current analy-
sis will use the following Ergun-like model:

�p

L
= �� �1 − ��2

�3d
�m

�V + �� �1 − ��2

�3d
�n

�V2 �3�

where � and � are empirical constants �to be determined by ex-
periment� that depend on the actual geometry of the foam and d is
the mean ligament diameter. The other geometrical characteristics
of the foam will be combined in the values of the exponents m and
n, which will be determined by the experiment as well. These
exponents are used to capture the difference in the architecture
between open-cell metal foam and other porous media. Using the
ligament diameter as the length scale simplifies the analysis and
avoids making further idealizations regarding the foam structure.
Also, the diameter is an easily measurable quantity using common
microscopy. Even though it exhibits some variations, a mean
value can be usually ascertained.

Comparing the empirical model in Eq. �3� to Eq. �1�, we obtain

K =
1

�
� �1 − ��2

�3d
�−m

�4�

c =
�

��
� �1 − ��2

�3d
�n−m/2

�5�

The friction factor for porous media is given by �14,20,29�

f =
��p/L��K

�V2 �6�

It is expected to correlate with the Reynolds number using a
power law �14,18�:

f = a�ReK�b �7�

where a and b are constants to be determined from the experimen-
tal data, and the Reynolds number based on the permeability as
the length scale is given by �24�

ReK =
�V�K

�
�8�

Some researches �14,30� used the pore diameter as the length
scale.

Experiment
Experiments were performed in a small open-loop tunnel

shown schematically in Fig. 1�a�. Room air was forced to flow
into this tunnel by a suction fan located close to its exit. The exit
had a sliding plate that changed the size of the exit area, thus
controlling the volumetric flow rate through the tunnel. A 5 cm
�2 in. � thick section of flow straightener was placed close to the
entrance. The size of the tunnel’s test section was 14.9 cm by
30.2 cm �5.875 in. by 11.875 in.�, and it had an integrated Pitot-
static tube connected to a manometer for pressure measurements
in mm of water.

A total of nine samples of commercially available aluminum
foam �manufactured by ERG Materials and Aerospace� were sepa-
rately investigated. Each sample measured 5.08 cm �2.00 in. � in
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the flow direction and had a cross-sectional area of 10.16 cm
�4.00 in. � by 24.13 cm �9.50 in. �. The foam parameters are given
in Table 1.

The samples were all made from aluminum alloy 6101-T6 and
were homogeneous. Visual inspection did not reveal any nonuni-
formity in the foam structure.

The four sides of each foam sample that constituted its outer
perimeter were covered with 1 in. thick Styrofoam sheets, and the
sample was placed in the tunnel’s test section, as shown in Fig.
1�b�. The other two sides were perpendicular to the flow direction
and remained open to the airflow. The Styrofoam ensured that the
flow would travel through the foam only, allowing a negligible
flow between the foam and the tunnel’s walls. The flow rate was
varied between 10 and 100% of the tunnel’s exit opening, in in-
crements of 10%. For each flow rate, the steady-state unidirec-
tional static pressure drop was measured using pressure taps lo-
cated about 2 cm �0.79 in. � before and after the foam sample and
the monometer. The average velocity in the tunnel was measured
using an Omega HH-30A digital anemometer with a range of 0.2
to 40 m/s �0.6 to 131.2 ft/ s�. The air was certainly incompress-
ible for the velocity range covered by the experiment, i.e., 0.77 to
2.73 m/s �2.53 to 8.96 ft/ s�.

The measurements were repeated three times for each sample
and the average of the three runs was reported. This experimental
technique has produced reliable results that compared well with
the published literature �32�.

The uncertainty in the pressure measurements had a contribu-
tion from the calibration �ecal=1.02 Pa� of the monometer and
from its precision �epre=0.98 Pa�. The root-sum-squares method
�33� states that total uncertainty in the pressure values �p is given
by

�p = ± �ecal
2 + epre

2 �9�

This results in �p of ±9.85 Pa �±0.001 psia�.
The length was measured using a scale with an uncertainty of

�L= ±0.008 m �0.315 in. �. The resulting uncertainty in the linear
pressure drop is given by �33�

���P/L� = ±�� ���P/L�
��P

�2

�p
2 + � ���P/L�

�L
�2

�L
2 �10�

This gives a maximum ��P/L of ±81.6 Pa/m �±0.004 psia/ ft�.
The average air velocity in the tunnel was measured using a

digital anemometer. The reported uncertainties by the manufac-
turer included a fixed error of ±0.25% of the full scale and an
error of ±0.75% of the reading. The resolution error was 0.01 m/s
�0.033 ft/ s�. Using the root-sum-squares method, and using a ref-
erence velocity of 1 m/s, the maximum relative uncertainty in the
air velocity is �V= ±11.2%.

Fig. 1 „a… Schematic of wind tunnel. „b… Photograph of foam
sample mounted in test section.

Table 1 Foam parameters

Sample
Pores per inch

�ppi�
Porosity
� %

Mean ligament diameter
d, mm �in.�

Surface area density
	, m2/m3 �in.2 / in.3�

1 10 91.9 0.406 �0.016� 792.1 �20.1�
2 10 91.5 0.406 �0.016� 809.1 �20.6�
3 10 79.4 0.406 �0.016�

Compressed 2053.1 �52.2�
4 10 68.2 0.406 �0.016�

Compressed 3169.3 �80.5�
5 20 91.9 0.203 �0.008� 1265.7 �32.2�
6 20 92.4 0.203 �0.008� 1240.2 �31.5�
7 20 77.4 0.203 �0.008�

Compressed 3593.7 �91.3�
8 20 67.9 0.203 �0.008�

Compressed 5104.3 �129.6�
9 40 92.3 0.102 �0.004� 1800.8 �45.7�
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Results and Discussion
Parts �a� and �b� of Fig. 2 are plots of the pressure drop divided

by the thickness of the 10 and 20 ppi foam samples versus the
Darcian velocity. The pressure drop for the 40 ppi sample is also
plotted. The pressure drop for both of the foam samples increases
with increasing velocity in a quadratic fashion, as shown by the
quadratic curve fits Eq. �1�. The general trends of the pressure
drop are in qualitative agreement with previous studies �13,20,30�.
The pressure drop is significantly higher for the lower-porosity
compressed foam. This effect is stronger for the 20 ppi foam at
the same velocity and the same approximate porosity. The 40 ppi
foam produces higher pressure drop than the 10 and 20 ppi of
comparable porosity. This may be explained by the fact that the
surface area density is much higher for this foam than the 10 and
the 20 ppi foam, as shown in Table 1. This large surface area is
responsible for more energy dissipation �19,24�. In the high po-
rosity regime above 90%, the change in porosity has little effect
on the pressure drop for the 20 ppi sample. The curves for 92.4
and 91.9% porosity are extremely close. The effect of the porosity
for the 10 ppi foam seems to be stronger for the 91.5 and 91.9%
porosity foam.

Figure 3 is a plot of the permeability versus the Darcian veloc-
ity. Part �a� is for the 10 ppi foam, while part �b� is for the 20 ppi
foam sample. The permeability for the 40 ppi foam is also plotted
for comparison. The values of K and c were determined from
curve fitting of the data according to Eq. �1� at each flow velocity
and iterating. The behavior of K shows some scatter, which is not
uncommon �20,30�. The average values are printed on the plots. It

is clear that compressing the foam significantly decreases the per-
meability, i.e., increases the resistance to the flow. This can be
explained by the increase in the surface area density, as shown in
Table 1. The permeability of the 40 ppi foam is lower than the
permeability for the 10 and 20 ppi foam having almost the same
porosity. This is explained by the difference in the distribution of
the solid aluminum in the foam, e.g., smaller-diameter ligaments
for the 40 ppi foam, and thus more obstruction to the flow and
more surface area �19,20�.

It is worth noting here that, unlike the high-porosity uncom-
pressed foam, the permeability of compressed foam seem to be
well behaved, showing significantly less scatter. This is true for
both the 10 and 20 ppi compressed foam.

Figure 4 is a plot of the inertia coefficient c versus the velocity.
This coefficient was determined from curve fitting of the linear
pressure drop versus the superficial velocity according to Eq. �1�
at each flow velocity and iterating. Like the permeability, the in-
ertia coefficient shows some scatter, which was also observed in
previous studies �20,30�. The inertia coefficient is significantly
higher for the compressed foam cases.

Figure 5 is a plot of the friction factor f versus the Reynolds

Fig. 2 Pressure drop versus Darcian velocity „a… for 10 ppi
and „b… for 20 ppi foam

Fig. 3 Permeability versus Darcian velocity „a… for 10 ppi and
„b… for 20 ppi foam
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number ReK. The Reynolds number was calculated using Eq. �8�,
and the friction factor was calculated according to Eq. �6�. The
solid lines represent the power law fit of Eq. �7�. The flow regime
is turbulent according to Refs. �14,15�, which stated that for Re
�3, the flow is fully turbulent. For the compressed foam, the
friction factor seems to be reaching a constant value after Rey-
nolds number of about 35.

The compression is seen to significantly increase the friction
factor, which is consistent with the increase in the pressure drop as
shown in Fig. 2. The friction factor is higher for the 20 ppi foam
compared to the 10 ppi foam. The 20 ppi foam has a smaller pore
size, which means more ligaments obstructing the flow. The sur-
face area density is also a lot higher for the 20 ppi foam, as shown
in Table 1.

Comparison to Other Studies
Some comparisons to previously published data were

possible—both for the compressed and the uncompressed foam.
For the uncompressed foam, comparisons are made with Crosnier
et al. �5�, Kim et al. �18�, Bhattacharya et al. �20�, and Boomsma
et al. �29�. For the compressed foam, comparisons are made with
Hwang et al. �14�, Boomsma and Poulikakos �30�, and Antohe
et al. �31�. The comparisons are more qualitative than quantitative

due to the differences in the structural parameters of the foam
tested by the current authors and those tested by
�5,14,18,20,29–31�.

For the uncompressed foam cases, Table 2 provides a quick
comparison with a few of the previous studies �5,18,20,29�. The
average value of the permeability for the 10 ppi 91.9 and 91.5%
porous samples are 10.10
10−8 and 8.03
10−8 m2, respectively,
which compare well with the results of Bhattacharya et al. �20� for
similar foam, but are significantly different from the results re-
ported by Kim et al. �18� and Boomsma et al. �29�. The same is
true for the inertia coefficient: the reported values of this study are
0.0657 and 0.0760 for the above samples, and are 0.070 and 0.082
for Bhattacharya et al. �20� for similar foam. For the inertia coef-
ficient, there is an agreement with Boomsma et al. �29� who re-
ported a value of 0.070. Kim et al. �18� did not report any inertia
coefficients.

For the 20 ppi foam samples of 92.4 and 91.1% porosities, the
permeabilities are 5.50
10−8 and 6.35
10−8 m2, respectively,
which are closer to the result of Crosnier et al. �5� �7.58

10−8 m2� and significantly different from the values reported by
Bhattacharya et al. �20� and Boomsma et al. �29�. The opposite is
true for the values of the inertia coefficient: they agree with Bhat-
tacharya et al. �20� and Boomsma et al. �29� and are very different
from the values reported by Crosnier et al. �5�.

As for the 40 ppi foam, the agreement is generally good for
both the permeability and the inertia coefficient. The permeability
values of this study and those reported by �5,18,20,29� are com-

Fig. 4 Inertia coefficient versus Darcian velocity „a… for 10 ppi
and „b… for 20 ppi foam

Fig. 5 Friction factor versus Reynolds number „a… for 10 ppi
and „b… for 20 ppi foam
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parable, while the inertia coefficient of this study is comparable to
the values reported by �20,29�, and it is an order of magnitude
higher than that reported by �5� for similar foam.

It is clear that there is a disagreement between different re-
searches’ results, including the current study. This is explained by
the fact that the permeability and the inertia coefficient both
strongly depend on other geometrical parameters of the foam,

such as the fiber diameter and the pore size, and not just its po-
rosity and pore density �ppi�. The disagreement is not unusual
�19�. One may also conclude that an agreement on the permeabil-
ity results may not guarantee an agreement on the inertia
coefficient.

Table 3 provides a quick comparison with the few available
previous studies for the compressed foam cases �14,30,31�. The

Table 2 Comparison to previous work with uncompressed foam

ppi � �%� K
108�m2� c
102

Current
study

Kim
et al. �18�

Bhattacharya
et al. �20�

Boomsma
et al. �29�

Crosnier
et al. �5�

Current
study

Bhattacharya
et al. �20�

Boomsma
et al. �29�

Crosnier
et al. �5�

10 92.1 ¯ ¯ ¯ 35.29 ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.1 ¯

10 92 ¯ 23.6 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

10 91.9 10.10 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 6.57 ¯ ¯ ¯

10 91.5 8.03 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.6 ¯ ¯ ¯

10 91.38 ¯ ¯ 11.0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.0 ¯ ¯

10 90.9 ¯ ¯ 11.1 ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.2 ¯ ¯

20 93.5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.25 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.10
20 93.2 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.76 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.10
20 92.8 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.58 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.10
20 92.45 ¯ ¯ 11.0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 10.4 ¯ ¯

20 92.4 5.5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 6.6 ¯ ¯ ¯

20 92 ¯ 10.7 ¯ 10.89 ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.9 ¯

20 91.9 6.35 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.23 ¯ ¯ ¯

20 90.6 ¯ ¯ 8.54 ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.5 ¯ ¯

40 93.4 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 4.83 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.11
40 93.1 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 4.62 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.12
40 93 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 5.17 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

40 92.9 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 5.06 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

40 92.8 ¯ ¯ ¯ 7.12 ¯ ¯ ¯ 9.7 ¯

40 92.72 ¯ ¯ 6.1 ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.9 ¯ ¯

40 92.6 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 4.56 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.12
40 92.3 4.77 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.28 ¯ ¯ ¯

40 92 ¯ 7.15 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

40 91.32 ¯ ¯ 5.3 ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.4 ¯ ¯

Table 3 Comparison to previous work with compressed foam

ppi � �%� K
108�m2� c
102

Current
study

Antohe
et al. �31�

Hwang
et al. �14�

Boomsma and Poulikakos
et al. �30�

Current
study

Antohe
et al. �31�

Hwang
et al. �14�

Boomsma and Poulikakos
et al. �30�

10 80
¯ ¯

2
¯ ¯ ¯

6.8
¯

10 79.4 2.13
¯ ¯ ¯

12.3
¯ ¯ ¯

10 70
¯ ¯

0.88
¯ ¯ ¯

11
¯

10 68.2 1.02
¯ ¯ ¯

17.2
¯ ¯ ¯

20 77.4 1.05
¯ ¯ ¯

20.1
¯ ¯ ¯

20 67.9 0.67
¯ ¯ ¯

25
¯ ¯ ¯

40 88.2
¯ ¯ ¯

0.444
¯ ¯ ¯

7.8
40 87.4

¯ ¯ ¯
0.367

¯ ¯ ¯
6.9

40 82.5
¯ ¯ ¯

0.230
¯ ¯ ¯

8.6
40 80.5

¯ ¯ ¯
0.197

¯ ¯ ¯
12.0

40 76.1
¯ ¯ ¯

0.139
¯ ¯ ¯

12.5
40 72.2

¯ ¯ ¯
0.0807

¯ ¯ ¯
11.6

40 72
¯

0.1136
¯ ¯ ¯

37.1
¯ ¯

40 68.9
¯ ¯ ¯

0.0525
¯ ¯ ¯

10.8
40 66.9

¯ ¯ ¯
0.0388

¯ ¯ ¯
10.9

40 64
¯

0.0585
¯ ¯ ¯

39.7
¯ ¯

40 60.8
¯ ¯ ¯

0.0246
¯ ¯ ¯

13.6
40 60

¯
0.0924

¯ ¯ ¯
38.3

¯ ¯

40 58
¯

0.0606
¯ ¯ ¯

47.1
¯ ¯

40 56
¯

0.037
¯ ¯ ¯

45.1
¯ ¯

40 50
¯

0.0272
¯ ¯ ¯

83.8
¯ ¯

40 46
¯

0.0317
¯ ¯ ¯

53.4
¯ ¯

40 44
¯

0.0536
¯ ¯ ¯

41.8
¯ ¯

40 44
¯

0.0175
¯ ¯ ¯

41.3
¯ ¯
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permeability of the 79.4% porous 10 ppi foam of this study is
2.13
10−8 m2, which is very close to 2
10−8 m2 reported by
Hwang et al. �14� for his 80% porous foam. The comparison is
also very good for the 68.2% porous foam, as seen in Table 3. As
for the inertia coefficient, the agreement is not as good.

There are no available data for compressed 20 ppi foam to
compare to. The reported data of Antohe et al. �31� and Boomsma
and Poulikakos �30� for compressed 40 ppi foam show some sig-
nificant difference for both the permeability and the inertia coef-
ficient. However, there is a clear tendency for the permeability to
decrease, and for the inertia coefficient to increase, with decreas-
ing porosity.

Correlations and Predictions
Figure 6 is a plot of the permeability versus the parameter

�1−��2 /�3d. The best curve fit of the experimental data is given in
the figure and is shown by the solid line. The curve-fit’s constant
and exponent shown on the figure produced the best R value and
are given in Table 4. Also plotted are the experimental data of
three previous studies �5,14,20�. Other experimental data were
available in the literature but could not be plotted here since it did
not include any values for the average ligament diameter
�18,30,31�.

Only a few points from Ref. �20� were included here. These
were selected based on their porosity. The very high porosities �in
the order of 97%� of some of the samples of �20� produced high
permeabilities that could not fit in the above plot without compro-
mising its clarity. The agreement with Hwang et al. �14� is excep-
tionally good. It should be noted here that two of the Cosnier �5�
samples were stainless steel foam. The curve fit seems to predict
those very well also. All of this adds to the confidence of the
current proposed correlation as given by Eq. �3�.

Figure 7 is a plot of the inertia coefficient versus the parameter
�1−��2 /�3d. The experimental results correlate well with this pa-
rameter. The curve fit is shown by the solid line and the values of

the empirical constants of Eq. �3� are given in Table 4. The cor-
relation is not as good as that of the permeability shown in Fig. 6.
This was observed for the model of Bhattacharya et al. �20�,
which worked well for the permeability but not as well for the
inertia coefficient. In Fig. 7 the maximum difference between the
model and the experimental data of the current work is about
16%. The prediction of the previous studies using this correlation
is rather poor, especially for Hwang et al. �14�.

The friction factor correlated well with the Reynolds number
using a power law. Hwang et al. �14� also used a power law for
the friction factor as a function of the Reynolds number. A com-
parison with their results could not be made due to the difference
in the definition of the Reynolds number and the friction factor
used in their study. The curve fit constants produced by this study
are listed in Table 4, and the power law curve fits are all shown by
the solid lines in Fig. 5.

Summary
Experimental data sets were presented for the pressure drop of

air flow through samples of compressed and uncompressed open-
cell aluminum foam having different porosities and pore densities.
The pressure drop behaved in a quadratic fashion when plotted
against the superficial velocity following the Forchhiemer equa-
tion and was significantly higher for the compressed foam. The
permeability and the inertia coefficient were both determined from
the curve fit of the pressure drop versus the superficial velocity.
The results of this study were contrasted with a few previous
results for uncompressed foam, and with the few previous results
of compressed foam. The agreement was generally better for the
permeability. The agreement for the permeability did not guaran-
tee an agreement for the inertia coefficient. Both the permeability
and the inertia coefficient were correlated using an Ergun-like
model with the ligament diameter as the length scale. This ap-
proach worked very well for the current study and predicted the
result of some of the previous workers, especially for the perme-
ability. The inertia coefficient correlation was not as good and did
not predict the reported data in the open literature. The authors
feel that this issue should be investigated further. The friction
factor decayed asymptotically with the Reynolds number, and this
decay was weak for Reynolds numbers greater than about 35.
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Fig. 7 Inertia coefficient versus Ergun parameter
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Nomenclature
a � empirical constant in Eq. �7�
b � empirical constant in Eq. �7�
c � inertia coefficient
d � mean ligament diameter
f � friction factor

K � permeability
L � thickness of foam sample in the flow direction
m � empirical coefficient in Eq. �3�
n � empirical coefficient in Eq. �3�
p � static pressure

ppi � number of pores per inch
ReK � Reynolds number based on permeability, Eq.

�8�
V � Darcian velocity

Greek Symbols
� � empirical coefficient in Eq. �3�
� � empirical coefficient in Eq. �3�
� � change
� � uncertainty
� � porosity
� � kinematic viscosity of air
� � density of air
	 � surface area per unit volume of foam
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Effects of Curvature and
Convective Heat Transfer in
Curved Square Duct Flows
Non-isothermal flows with convective heat transfer through a curved duct of square cross
section are numerically studied by using a spectral method, and covering a wide range of
curvature, �, 0���0.5 and the Dean number, Dn, 0�Dn�6000. A temperature differ-
ence is applied across the vertical sidewalls for the Grashof number Gr=100, where the
outer wall is heated and the inner one cooled. Steady solutions are obtained by the
Newton-Raphson iteration method and their linear stability is investigated. It is found
that the stability characteristics drastically change due to an increase of curvature from
� � 0.23 to 0.24. When there is no stable steady solution, time evolution calculations as
well as their spectral analyses show that the steady flow turns into chaos through peri-
odic or multi-periodic flows if Dn is increased no matter what � is. The transition to a
periodic or chaotic state is retarded with an increase of �. Nusselt numbers are calcu-
lated as an index of horizontal heat transfer and it is found that the convection due to the
secondary flow, enhanced by the centrifugal force, increases heat transfer significantly
from the heated wall to the fluid. If the flow becomes periodic and then chaotic, as Dn
increases, the rate of heat transfer increases remarkably. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236131�

Keywords: curved duct, secondary flow, Dean number, curvature, heat transfer

1 Introduction
Flows and heat transfer in curved ducts have attracted consid-

erable attention because of the diversity of their practical applica-
tions in fluids engineering, such as in fluid transportation, heat
exchangers, cooling systems, chemical reactors, gas turbines, cen-
trifugal pumps, passages in biological systems, and ducting in
internal combustion engines. The flow through a curved duct
shows physically interesting features under the action of the cen-
trifugal force caused by the curvature of the duct, that is, the
existence of a variety of secondary vortices. A lot of theoretical
and experimental work has been done concerning developing and
fully developed flows. The review articles by Berger et al. �1�,
Nandakumar and Masliyah �2�, Itoh �3�, and Berger �4� may be
referenced.

Developing flows in curved ducts with square and rectangular
cross sections were studied, both experimentally and numerically,
by Ghia and Sokhgey �5�, Humphrey et al. �6�, Yee et al. �7�,
Taylor et al. �8�, Hille et al. �9�, Sankar et al. �10�, and Sugiyama
et al. �11�. The numerical study of Soh �12� showed that, depend-
ing on the inlet condition for a given flow rate, the flow might
develop into the two-cell and four-cell states predicted by the
bifurcation study of Winters �13�. So et al. �14� performed a nu-
merical investigation of developing flows through 180 deg curved
bends of circular cross section for the inlet conditions of uniform
flow, potential vortex, and parabolic flow, where separation was
embedded within the Dean cells. Probably the most complete
study of developing flow in a curved square duct for smaller Dn’s
is that by Bara et al. �15�. They investigated both experimentally
and numerically the flow characteristics through a curved square
duct for �=0.066 at �=270 deg from the inlet. Velocity measure-
ments of the developing flow at small Dn’s were in good agree-
ment with simulations using the developing flow code by Sankar
et al. �10� and fully developed flow code by Shantini and Nanda-
kumar �16�. The entry length for a developing flow to become

fully developed depends on curvature, as shown in Yao and
Berger �17�. As predicted by numerical calculations and experi-
ments by Soh �12�, Bara et al. �15�, and Mees et al. �18,19�,
developing flow in a curved duct quickly attains a fully developed
two-dimensional �2-D� state, at most 240 to 270 deg from the
inlet. This motivated the present study to do 2-D analysis of
curved duct flows assuming the uniformity in the main flow
direction.

On the assumption of two-dimensionality, lots of bifurcation
studies have been performed for fully developed �2-D� flows
through curved ducts with square and rectangular cross sections,
for example, Cheng et al. �20�, Joseph et al. �21�, Shantini and
Nandakumar �16�, and Wang and Yang �22� for a square duct, and
Winters �13�, Daskopoulos and Lenhoff �23�, Finlay and Nanda-
kumar �24�, Thangam and Hur �25�, and Yanase et al. �26� for a
rectangular duct. An early complete bifurcation study of 2-D flows
was conducted by Winters �13� for square and rectangular duct
flows. Recently, a comprehensive numerical study of bifurcation
structure and stability of 2-D flows in a curved duct of square
cross section was made by Wang and Yang �22�, where three new
solution branches were found. In the succeeding paper, Wang and
Yang �27� compared their 2-D calculations with experimental ob-
servations at �=270 deg and showed that 2-D calculation can ac-
curately predict oscillating unsteady flows. Very recently, Mondal
et al. �28� performed a numerical investigation of fully developed
flows through a curved duct of square cross section and found a
close relationship between unsteady solutions and the bifurcation
diagram of steady solutions. They also investigated the effects of
curvature on the flow characteristics.

One of the most important effects of curved duct flow may be
the enhancement of thermal exchange between two differentially
heated vertical sidewalls, because secondary flows promote fluid
mixing and heat transfer in the fluid �McCormack et al. �29� and
Sturgis and Mudawar �30��. Cheng and Akiyama �31� and Mori
et al. �32� numerically predicted steady, fully developed laminar
forced convection in channels with uniform heat flux boundary
conditions. In both investigations, clear evidence of secondary
flows was shown in both velocity and temperature profiles. Ru
and Chang �33� considered combined free and forced convections
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for fully developed flows in uniformly heated curved tubes. Lig-
rani et al. �34� studied channels of aspect ratio 40 and showed that
the formation of secondary vortices is affected more by external
heating on the outer wall than on the inner wall of the passage.
Chandratilleke and Nursubyakto �35� presented numerical calcu-
lations to describe the secondary flow characteristics and convec-
tive heat transfer for fully developed laminar flows through
curved rectangular ducts of aspect ratios 1 to 8 heated on the outer
wall, where they obtained a good agreement between the numeri-
cal results and their experimental data. Recently, Yanase et al.
�36,37� performed numerical investigations for isothermal and
non-isothermal flows through a curved rectangular duct of aspect
ratio 2 and studied the effect of secondary flows on convective
heat transfer for differentially heated vertical sidewalls.

Studies on fully developed flows through a curved duct for
small curvature have been made, experimentally or numerically,
by many authors. However, some tubes could have large curva-
ture, in practice, which makes the action of the centrifugal force
large and the flow characteristics more complicated. Yanase et al.
�38� numerically studied the effect of curvature on dual solutions
for the fully developed laminar flow through a curved duct of
circular cross section. They found that a four-vortex solution re-
mains unstable even if � is increased up to 0.8. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, however, there has not yet been any substan-
tial work done studying the effect of curvature over a wide range
for a curved duct flow with square or rectangular cross section. It
is, therefore, quite interesting to investigate the non-isothermal
flows through a curved duct with the presence of buoyancy effects
by varying curvature over a wide range because this type of flow
is often encountered in engineering applications.

In the present paper, numerical results are presented for the
fully developed �2-D� flow through a curved duct of square cross
section whose outer wall is heated and inner one cooled. Flow
characteristics are studied over a wide range of � and Dn based on
the bifurcation study, that is, by finding steady solutions, investi-
gating their linear stability, and calculating nonlinear time evolu-
tions with the spectral analysis of the unsteady solutions. Studying
the effects of curvature on the flow characteristics as well as the
enhancement of convective heat transfer by secondary flows are
important objectives of the present paper.

2 Governing Equations
Consider a hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed

2-D flow of viscous incompressible fluid through a curved duct
with square cross section whose width �or height� is 2d. The co-
ordinate system with the relevant notation is shown in Fig. 1,
where C is the center of the duct cross section, O is the center of
curvature, and L is the radius of curvature. The x, y, and z axes are
taken to be in the horizontal, vertical, and axial directions, respec-
tively. It is assumed that the outer wall of the duct is heated while
the inner one is cooled. The temperature of the outer wall is T0

+�T and that of the inner wall is T0−�T where �T�0. It is also
assumed that the flow is uniform in the axial direction and driven
by a constant pressure gradient G along the center line of the duct,
i.e., the main flow in the z direction as shown in Fig. 1. All the
variables are nondimensionalized by using the representative
length d, the representative velocity U0=� /d, the representative
time d /U0=d2 /�, where � is the kinematic viscosity, and the rep-
resentative temperature �T. Velocity components in the x and y
directions are nondimensionalized by U0 and in the z direction by
U0 /�2�, where �=d /L is the curvature of the duct, and tempera-
ture is nondimensionalized by �T. Henceforth, all the variables
are nondimensionalized if not specified.

Velocity components in the x, y, and z directions are u, v, and
w, respectively. Since the flow field is uniform in the z direction,
the sectional stream function 	 is introduced as

u =
1

1 + �x

�	

�y
, v = −

1

1 + �x

�	

�x
�1�

The basic equations for w, 	, and T are derived from the
Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation under the Bouss-
inesq approximation as,

�1 + �x�
�w

�t
+

��w,	�
��x,y�

− Dn +
�2w

1 + �x

= �1 + �x��2w −
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�x
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where
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−
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The Dean number Dn, the Grashof number Gr, and the Prandtl
number Pr, which appear in Eqs. �2� to �4�, are defined as

Dn =
Gd3

��
�2d

L
, Gr =

�g�Td3

�2 , Pr =
�


�6�

Here �, �, , and g are the viscosity, the coefficient of thermal
expansion, the coefficient of thermal diffusivity, and the gravita-
tional acceleration, respectively. In the present study, Dn and � are
varied while Pr and Gr are fixed as Pr=7.0 �water� and Gr=100.

The rigid boundary conditions for w and 	 are

w�±1,y� = w�x, ± 1� = 	�±1,y�

= 	�x, ± 1�

=
�	

�x
�±1,y� =

�	

�y
�x, ± 1�

= 0 �7�

Fig. 1 Coordinate system of the curved square duct
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and the temperature T is assumed to be constant on the walls as

T�1,y� = 1, T�− 1,y� = − 1, T�x, ± 1� = x �8�
It should be noted that Eqs. �2� to �4� are invariant under the
transformation of the variables

y Þ − y

w�x,y,t� Þ w�x,− y,t�

	�x,y,t� Þ − 	�x,− y,t�

T�x,y,t� Þ − T�x,− y,t� �9�
Therefore, the case of heating the inner sidewall and cooling the
outer sidewall can be deduced directly from the results obtained in
this paper.

3 Numerical Calculations

3.1 Method of Numerical Calculation. In the present nu-
merical calculations, the spectral method is used in which vari-
ables are expanded in a series of functions consisting of the
Chebyshev polynomials. That is, �n�x� and �n�x� are expressed
as

�n�x� = �1 − x2�Cn�x�, �n�x� = �1 − x2�2Cn�x� �10�
where

Cn�x� = cos�n cos−1�x�� �11�

is the nth order Chebyshev polynomial. w�x ,y , t�, 	�x ,y , t�, and
T�x ,y , t� are expanded in terms of the expansion functions �n�x�
and �n�x� as

w�x,y,t� = �
m=0

M

�
n=0

N

wmn�t��m�x��n�y�

��x,y,t� = �
m=0

M

�
n=0

N

	mn�t��m�x��n�y�

T�x,y,t� = �
m=0

M

�
n=0

N

Tmn�t��m�x��n�y� + x �12�

where M and N are the truncation numbers of the polynomial
series in the x and y directions, respectively. The expansion coef-
ficients wmn, 	mn, and Tmn are then substituted into the basic Eqs.
�2�–�4� and the collocation method is applied. As a result, nonlin-
ear equations for wmn, 	mn, and Tmn are obtained. The collocation
points are taken to be

xi = cos���1 −
i

M + 2
�	, yj = cos���1 −

j

N + 2
�	 �13�

where i=1, . . . ,M +1 and j=1, . . . ,N+1. The steady solutions are
obtained by the Newton-Raphson iteration method assuming all
the coefficients to be time independent, and the convergence is
assured by taking �p�10−10, where subscript p denotes the itera-
tion number and �p is defined as

�p = �
m=0

M

�
n=0

N

��wmn
�p+1� − wmn

�p��2 + �	mn
�p+1� − 	mn

�p��2 + �Tmn
�p+1� − Tmn

�p��2�

Linear stability of the steady solutions is investigated against
2-D �z-independent� perturbations. To do this, the eigenvalue
problem is solved which is constructed by the application of the
function expansion method together with the collocation method
to the perturbation equations obtained from Eqs. �2�–�4�. In order
to calculate unsteady solutions of the flow, the Crank-Nicolson
and Adams-Bashforth methods together with the function expan-
sion �12� and collocation methods are applied.

3.2 Numerical Accuracy. In the present numerical calcula-
tions, for sufficient accuracy of the solutions, M =20 and N=20
have been used. The values of � and w�0,0�, obtained for Dn
=1000 and Gr=100 at �=0.1, are shown in Table 1 for various
values of M, where � is the resistance coefficient defined in Eq.
�14� and w�0,0� is the axial velocity of the steady solution at
�x ,y�= �0,0�. It is found that � changes 0.0272% from M =14 to
M =16, 0.0157% from M =16 to M =18, 0.0001% from M =18 to
M =20, and 0.0003% from M =20 to M =22. w�0,0� changes
0.116% from M =14 to M =16, 0.060% from M =16 to M =18,
0.043% from M =18 to M =20, and 0.015% from M =20 to M
=22. Therefore, it is concluded that the values M =20 and N=20
give sufficient accuracy for the present numerical calculations.

4 Resistance Coefficient and the Nusselt Number
In the present study, the resistance coefficient � is used as the

representative quantity of the flow state. It is also called the hy-
draulic resistance coefficient and is generally used in fluids engi-
neering, defined as

P1
* − P2

*

�z* =
�

4d
��w*2 �14�

where quantities with an asterisk denote dimensional ones, �
stands for the mean over the cross section of the duct, and � is the
density. The mean axial velocity �w* is calculated by

�w* =
�

4�2�d
�

−1

1

dx�
−1

1

w�x,y,t� dy �15�

Since �P1
*− P2

*� /�z*=G, � is related to the mean nondimensional
axial velocity �w by

� =
4�2� Dn

�w2 �16�

where �w=�2�d�w* /�. It should be remarked that ��Dn−1 in
the limit of Dn→0 with � keeping constant, since �w�Dn in this
limit. In this paper, � is used to denote the steady solution
branches and to pursue the time evolution of the unsteady
solutions.

The Nusselt number, Nu, which is used as an index of the heat
transfer from the walls to the fluid, is defined as

Nuc =
1

2�
−1

1 � �T

�x
�

x=−1

dy, Nuh =
1

2�
−1

1 � �T

�x
�

x=1

dy �17�

for steady solutions. For unsteady solutions, on the other hand, it
is defined as

Nu�c
=

1

2�
−1

1 ��� �T

�x
�

x=−1
�� dy , �18�

Table 1 The values of � and w„0,0… for various M and N„=M… at
Dn=1000, Gr=100, and �=0.1

M N � w�0,0�

14 14 0.241 883 50 360.1056
16 16 0.241 817 54 360.5243
18 18 0.241 855 67 360.7442
20 20 0.241 855 38 360.9000
22 22 0.241 854 46 360.9539
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Nu�h
=

1

2�
−1

1 ��� �T

�x
�

x=1
�� dy ,

where �� denotes an average over a time interval �. When the
field is periodic, � is taken as one period, and if it is chaotic, � is
chosen to be an appropriate time interval.

5 Results

5.1 Steady Solutions and Their Linear Stability Analysis.
After a comprehensive survey over the parametric ranges, two
branches of steady solutions are found for the curvature in the
range 0���0.5 over a wide range of the Dean number, 0�Dn
�6000, for a fixed Grashof number Gr=100. A bifurcation dia-
gram, for example, is shown in Fig. 2 for �=0.1 and 100�Dn
�2000 using �, the representative quantity of the solutions. The
two steady solution branches are named the first steady solution
branch �first branch, thick solid line� and the second steady solu-
tion branch �second branch, thin solid line�, respectively. The
steady solution branches are distinguished by the nature and num-
ber of secondary flow vortices appearing in the cross section of
the duct �for details, see Yanase et al. �36��. It is found that the two
branches are independent and there exists no bifurcating relation-
ship between them in the parameter range investigated in this
paper. The first branch varies monotonically, as Dn varies, while
the second branch consists of the upper and lower branches that
are connected at the turning point Dn�654.7. For other values of
�, the bifurcation diagram is topologically unchanged from Fig. 2.
In this respect, it is interesting to note that for the isothermal flow
in a curved square duct, Mondal et al. �28� observed a topological
change in the bifurcation diagram as the curvature was increased
from �=0.27 to �=0.28. They found that for smaller � ��
�0.27�, the bifurcation diagram remains topologically unchanged
having three branches of steady solutions; for larger � ���0.28�,
on the other hand, they noticed another type of bifurcation dia-
gram with two branches of solutions. In the present study, how-
ever, it is found that the bifurcation diagram for the non-
isothermal flow at any �, whether small or large, is completely
similar to that for ��0.28 of isothermal flow predicted by Mon-
dal et al. �28�.

Linear stability of the steady solutions is then investigated. It is
found that only the first branch is linearly stable while the other
branch is linearly unstable. The first branch is linearly stable in
two distinct intervals of Dn for 0���0.23, but in a single inter-
val of Dn for 0.24���0.5. It is found that the stability charac-
teristics are changed due to an increase of curvature from �
=0.23 to �=0.24, which are illustrated in Fig. 3 for 0���0.5
and 0�Dn�4500. In this figure, the regions of stable and un-
stable solutions are separated by broken lines where the circles
denote stable solutions on the boundary calculated in this study.
As seen in Fig. 3, there exist two unstable regions. One unstable

region, say region I, exists for smaller Dn and vanishes suddenly
as Dn increases. This region becomes narrower as � increases and
terminates at ��0.24. The other unstable region, say region II, on
the other hand, exists for larger Dn and is not stabilized any more
as Dn or � increases. It is observed that the stability region in-
creases as � increases �see Fig. 3�. In this regard, it should be
noted that in the present study no qualitative change of the bifur-
cation diagram is found due to the change of curvature, except the
linear stability characteristics of the first branch as � increases
from 0.23 to 0.24. In the paper by Mondal et al. �28�, however, it
was found that the change of the curvature from �=0.27 to �
=0.28 crucially affects the branching pattern of the bifurcation
diagram as well as their linear stability characteristics.

To see the effects of curvature on the flow patterns and tem-
perature distributions, contours of typical secondary flow and tem-
perature profile are drawn for the two steady solution branches at
several values of � and Dn. Contours of secondary flow and tem-
perature profile for the first steady solution branch at Dn=1000
are shown in Fig. 4�a� and those for Dn=4000 in Fig. 4�b�, where
the contours of 	 and T are drawn with increments �	=0.6 and
�T=0.2, respectively. The same increments of 	 and T are used
for all the figures in this paper, if not specified. The right-hand
side of each box is in the outside direction of the duct curvature.
In the figures of secondary flow, solid lines �	�0� show that the
secondary flow is in the counter-clockwise direction while dotted
lines �	�0� are in the clockwise direction. In the figures of tem-
perature field, on the other hand, solid lines are those for T�0 and
dotted ones for T�0. As seen in Fig. 4, the first steady solution
branch consists of a two-vortex solution irrespective of Dn and �.

Fig. 2 Steady solution branches for �=0.1 and 100�Dn
�2000 for Gr=100 Fig. 3 Stability criterion on the Dn−� plane „circle with broken

line: boundary between the regions of stable and unstable
solutions…

Fig. 4 Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature pro-
file „bottom… on the first steady solution branch for various �.
„a… Dn=1000, „b… Dn=4000.
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If � increases, the flow becomes more symmetric with respect to
the plane y=0 for Dn=1000 �Fig. 4�a��. For large Dn �Dn
=4000, Fig. 4�b��, on the other hand, the symmetry with respect to
y=0 exists even for small �. The reason is that the centrifugal
force, which maintains symmetry of the flow with respect to y
=0, is strong even for small � if Dn is large. Contours of second-
ary flow and temperature profile on the second steady solution
branch are also obtained but they are not shown here for brevity. It
is found that the asymmetric two-vortex solution �on the lower
branch� gradually changes to a nearly symmetric four-vortex so-
lution �on the upper branch� whether � is small or large.

5.2 Time Evolution and Spectral Analysis. In order to study
the nonlinear behavior of the unsteady solutions, time evolution
calculations as well as their spectral analyses are performed for
the curvature in the range 0���0.5. In Sec. 5.2.1, the results of
the time evolution calculations and their spectral analyses are dis-
cussed, in detail, for �=0.1 at different values of Dn, and those for
other values of � in Sec. 5.2.2, which covers the whole range of
the curvature investigated in this paper.

5.2.1 Time Evolution and Spectral Analysis for �=0.1. Time
evolutions of � for Dn�818 at �=0.1 show that the value of �
quickly approaches that of the stable solution on the first branch.
In order to see what happens when the steady solution is linearly
unstable in the first unstable region �region I, 819�Dn�1450�,
time evolution calculation is then performed for Dn=1000 as
shown in Fig. 5�a�. The initial condition is the steady solution on
the first branch. As seen in Fig. 5�a�, the unsteady flow at Dn
=1000 is a periodic solution. Then, to observe the relationship
between the periodic solution and the steady states, the values of
� on the steady solution branches at Dn=1000 are also shown in
the same figure by straight lines using the same kind of lines as
were used in the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig.
5�a�, the periodic solution at Dn=1000 oscillates in the region
between the first and the second steady solution branches. To ob-
serve the change of the flow characteristics, as time proceeds,
contours of secondary flow and temperature profile, for one period
of oscillation, are shown in Fig. 5�b� for 18.00� t�18.49, where
it is observed that the periodic solution at Dn=1000 oscillates

between the asymmetric two- and four-vortex solutions.
Time evolutions of � for 1451�Dn�2767 show that the value

of � quickly approaches that of the stable solution on the first
branch. In order to see what happens when this branch becomes
unstable for Dn�2768 �second unstable region�, time evolution
calculation of � is then performed for Dn=3000 as shown in Fig.
6�a�. In this figure, the values of � for the steady solution
branches are also plotted with straight lines. It is found that the
flow oscillates multi-periodically in the region between the first
and second steady solution branches where the oscillation takes
place comparatively close to the first branch, which is a two-
vortex solution. Secondary flow patterns, drawn for one period of
the main oscillation, are depicted in Fig. 6�b�, which shows that
the unsteady flow at Dn=3000 is an asymmetric two-vortex solu-
tion. If Dn is increased further, the periodic oscillation turns into a
chaotic oscillation via multi-periodic oscillation. Time evolutions
of � together with the values of � for the steady solution branches,
indicated by straight lines, are shown in Figs. 7�a� and 8�a� for
Dn=3500 and 3600, respectively, where the initial conditions are
the steady solutions on the first branch. Figure 7�a� shows that the
flow exhibits a multi-periodic oscillation at Dn=3500, while Fig.
8�a� shows that the flow oscillates irregularly with the large win-
dows of quasi-periodic oscillations at Dn=3600, which suggests
that the flow is chaotic then. Both the oscillations take place close
to the first branch. Contours of secondary flow and temperature
profiles for Dn=3500, for one period of oscillation at 25.95� t
�27.0 �one longer period�, are shown in Fig. 7�b� and that for
Dn=3600 at 8.0� t�10.0 in Fig. 8�b�, where the increment �	
=1.2 is used to draw the contours of secondary flow. As seen in
the secondary flow patterns, the time-dependent solutions at Dn
=3500 and Dn=3600 are composed of asymmetric two-vortex
solutions. The periodic solutions, obtained by the 2-D calculations
in the present study, signify the existence of three-dimensional
traveling wave solutions.

Next, time evolutions of � together with the values of � for the
steady solution branches, indicated by straight lines, are shown in
Figs. 9�a� and 10�a� for Dn=4000 and Dn=5500, respectively,
where it is seen that the flow is chaotic in both cases. Initial
condition independence has also been examined for the chaotic
solution at Dn=4000 using the initial condition on the second
steady solution branch, and it is found that the chaotic solution
fluctuates around the same place ���0.13� even if two different
initial conditions are used. In this regard, it should be noted that

Fig. 5 The results for �=0.1 and Dn=1000. „a… Time evolution
of � and the values of � for the steady solutions for 10� t�20.
„b… Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature profile
„bottom… for 18.00� t�18.49.

Fig. 6 The results for �=0.1 and Dn=3000. „a… Time evolution
of � and the values of � for the steady solutions for 18� t�20.
„b… Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature profile
„bottom… for 18.99� t�19.11.
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the unsteady solution at Dn=4000 drifts between the first and the
second steady solution branches while that for Dn=5500 fluctu-
ates above all the steady solution branches, and the upper part of
the second branch, which has the maximum � ��=0.112 088 1� at
Dn=5500, looks like an envelope of this chaotic solution. The
chaotic solution for Dn=4000 is considered to be weak chaos and
that for Dn=5500 strong chaos, since the chaotic solution at Dn
=5000 is still trapped among the steady solution branches but that
for Dn=5500 tends to get away from them. In order to observe the
change of the flow patterns and temperature distributions, con-
tours of secondary flow and temperature profile for 6.0� t�8.0

are shown in Figs. 9�b� and 10�b� for Dn=4000 and Dn=5500,
respectively, where the increments �	=1.2 and �T=0.4 are used
to draw the contours of secondary flow and temperature profile,
respectively. As seen in the secondary flow patterns, the chaotic
solution at Dn=4000 is a two- and four-vortex solution while that
for Dn=5500 is composed of two- and multi-vortex solutions. The
chaotic solutions, obtained in the present study, indicate the exis-
tence of three-dimensional turbulence in real flows.

Now, in order to investigate the transition from a periodic so-
lution to the chaotic one in more detail, the power spectra of the
time change of � are obtained for 3000�Dn�5500. The power

Fig. 7 The results for �=0.1 and Dn=3500. „a… Time evolution
of � and the values of � for the steady solutions for 22� t�30.
„b… Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature profile
„bottom… for 25.95� t�27.0.

Fig. 8 The results for �=0.1 and Dn=3600. „a… Time evolution
of � and the values of � for the steady solutions for 0� t�15.
„b… Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature profile
„bottom… for 8.0� t�10.0.

Fig. 9 The results for �=0.1 and Dn=4000. „a… Time evolution
of � and the values of � for the steady solutions for 0� t�10.
„b… Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature profile
„bottom… for 6.0� t�8.0.

Fig. 10 The results for �=0.1 and Dn=5500. „a… Time evolution
of � and the values of � for the steady solutions for 0� t�10.
„b… Contours of secondary flow „top… and temperature profile
„bottom… for 6.0� t�8.0.
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spectrum for Dn=3000 is shown in Fig. 11�a�. It is found that the
line spectrum of the fundamental frequency �f =16.84 Hz� and its
harmonics as well as the subharmonics appear. The power spec-
trum for Dn=3500 is shown in Fig. 11�b�, in which not only the
line spectrum of the fundamental frequency �f =5.61 Hz� and its
harmonics but also the other line spectrum �f =45.65 Hz� and its
harmonics can be seen. This result clearly shows that the oscilla-
tion presented in Fig. 7�a� is multi-periodic. It is interesting that
the frequency of the fundamental mode for Dn=3500 �f
=5.61 Hz� is smaller than that for Dn=3000 as seen in Fig. 11�b�.
It is therefore concluded that the oscillation displayed in Fig. 7�a�
�Dn=3500� is qualitatively different from that in Fig. 6�a� �Dn
=3000�. If Dn is increased further, an alternating occurence of the
oscillating and chaotic states is observed as shown in Fig. 8�a� for
Dn=3600. The corresponding power spectrum �Fig. 11�c�� shows
that it consists of the line spectrum with nearly the same fre-
quency as for Dn=3500 and a continuous spectrum. It is clear that
the former corresponds to the periodic state and the latter to the
chaotic one. If Dn is increased still further, the line spectra disap-
pear as shown in Fig. 11�d� for Dn=4000, which is considered to

be weak chaos because the orbit of � is trapped among the steady
solution branches �see Fig. 9�a��. Finally, the power spectrum for
Dn=5500 is shown in Fig. 11�e�, which is considered to be strong
chaos because the orbit of � tends to get away from the steady
solution branches �see Fig. 10�a��. Though it is difficult to find an
appreciable difference in the time evolution curves for Dn=4000
and Dn=5500 �Figs. 9�a� and 10�a��, the difference in the power
spectrum is very clear for these two cases. For Dn=5500, the
spectrum occurs remarkably in larger frequencies than that for
Dn=4000, which may support us to distinguish the strong chaos
from the weak chaos. The appearance of the two modes with
different frequencies for Dn=3000 and Dn=3500 may suggest
that the Ruelle-Takens �39� mechanism plausibly works for the
occurence of chaos in the present system.

By the time evolution calculations, it is found that stable steady
solutions occur in the regions for 0�Dn�818 and 1451�Dn
�2767, periodic solutions for 819�Dn�1450 and 2768�Dn
�3500, and chaotic solutions for 3600�Dn�6000 at �=0.1.
Linear stability analysis indicates that the stable steady solution
exists for 0�Dn�818.52 and 1450.81�Dn�2767.15. There-

Fig. 11 Power spectra of the time evolution of � at various Dn for �=0.1. „a… Dn
=3000, „b… Dn=3500, „c… Dn=3600, „d… Dn=4000, and „e… Dn=5500.
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fore, the results of the linear stability analysis and those of the
time evolution calculations are consistent. In this study, the time
evolution calculations for other values of � show that the time-
dependent behavior is similar to that for �=0.1.

5.2.2 Phase Diagram in the Dn−� Plane. In this subsection,
the distribution of the steady, periodic, and chaotic solutions, ob-
tained by the time evolution calculations, is presented in Fig. 12 in
the �Dn−�� domain for 0�Dn�6000 and 0���0.5. In this
picture, the circles indicate stable steady solutions, the squares
periodic solutions, and the triangles chaotic solutions. As seen in
Fig. 12, the steady flows turn into chaotic flows through periodic
or multi-periodic flows if Dn is increased keeping � fixed. How-
ever, for smaller � ���0.23� there exist two exclusive regions of
Dn where the solution is time periodic, and in this case the flow
undergoes “steady→periodic→steady→periodic→chaotic” if
Dn is increased. And as � increases further ���0.24�, the region
of the stable steady solution increases at a stretch and conse-
quently the occurence of the periodic state and hence the chaotic
state is delayed as Dn increases.

5.3 Nusselt Number. The Nusselt number, Nu, defined in Eq.
�17�, can be used as an index of horizontal heat transfer from the
walls to the fluid. If the flow field is not steady, the time average
of the Nusselt number, Nu�, is used as defined in Eq. �18�. To
study the convective heat transfer for differentially heated vertical
sidewalls, variation of Nu with Dn for the first steady solution
branch at �=0.1 is shown in Fig. 13, where a thick solid line
denotes Nuc on the inner sidewall and a thin solid line Nuh on the
outer sidewall. Since only the first branch is linearly stable, cal-
culation of the steady values of Nu is meaningful only for this
branch. The time average of Nu, calculated by the time evolution
computations on the inner and outer sidewalls at several values of
Dn, is also shown in the same figure. In order to study the phe-
nomena for the convective heat transfer from the walls to the
fluid, temperature gradients on the inner �cooled� and outer
�heated� sidewalls are calculated which are shown in Figs. 14�a�
and 14�b�, respectively.

As seen in Fig. 13, the steady values of Nu are a little different
on both sidewalls at Dn=0. On the inner sidewall Nu is larger
than that on the outer sidewall. This is due to the bend of the duct.
The relative magnitude of Nu, however, reverses as Dn increases
as seen in Fig. 13. In Fig. 14�a�, it is shown that �T /�x on the
inner �cooled� sidewall decreases in the central region around y
=0 as Dn increases. This is caused by the advection of the sec-
ondary flow in the outward direction around y=0 due to the cen-
trifugal force. In the same figure, it is also shown that �T /�x tends
to increase in the regions other than the central region for Dn
�100. This is caused by the advection of the secondary flow in

the inward direction there, which is a reverse flow of the outward
secondary flow in the central region. As seen in Fig. 14�b�, �T /�x
increases monotonically over the whole region, as Dn goes up
from zero. This is because the secondary flow enhances �T /�x not
only in the central region but in other regions as well if Dn is
increased.

Time average of Nu, obtained by the time evolution computa-
tion of Nu for the inner and outer sidewalls, is calculated at sev-
eral values of Dn for both the periodic and chaotic solutions and is
plotted with the steady values of Nu in Fig. 13. As seen in Fig. 13,
the time-averaged values of Nu are larger than the steady values
of Nu on the first steady solution branch for both the inner and
outer sidewalls, which suggests that the occurence of the periodic
or chaotic flow enhances heat transfer in the flow. It should be
remarked that the tendency of increasing Nu is larger on the outer
sidewall than that on the inner sidewall for larger Dn, which can
be explained by the fact that many subsidiary secondary vortices
are generated near the outer sidewall �35�. To compare the con-
vective heat transfer of a curved duct with that of a straight chan-
nel, an additional calculation of Nu for a straight channel is con-
ducted. It is found that at the specific Dean number, Dn=3600,
which is equivalent to the Reynolds number Re=Dn/�2�=8050,
Nu for the curved duct is approximately 400% larger than that of
the corresponding straight channel. This result indicates that heat
transfer is more strongly enhanced by the curved duct than that in
a straight channel, and that heat is transferred a great deal as Dn
becomes large.

6 Discussion
In this section, a brief discussion on the plausibility of applying

2-D calculations to study curved duct flows will be given. As
explained in the Introduction, it has been shown by many experi-
mental and numerical studies that curved duct flows easily attain
asymptotic fully developed 2-D states �uniform in the main flow
direction� at most 270 deg from the inlet. In this concern, a ques-
tion may arise that 2-D analysis is valid if the asymptotic state is
steady, but its applicability is doubtful if it is not steady, such as
periodic. However, a recent work by Wang and Yang �27� gives a
clear answer to the question that even periodic flows can be ana-
lyzed by 2-D calculations. They showed that for an oscillating
flow, there exists a close similarity between the flow observation
at 270 deg and 2-D calculation. In fact the periodic oscillation,
observed in the cross section of their duct, was a traveling wave
advancing in the downstream direction. Therefore, it is found that
2-D calculations can predict the existence of three-dimensional
traveling wave solutions as an appearance of 2-D periodic
oscillation.

Traveling waves were also observed by Mees et al. �18,19�. It is
noteworthy that even a curved duct flow that does not attain an
asymptotic state can be analyzed by 2-D calculations. In the paper

Fig. 13 Variation of the Nusselt number „Nu… with the Dean
number „Dn… for the first steady solution branch at �=0.1

Fig. 12 Distribution of the time-dependent solutions in the
„Dn−�… plane for 0�Dn�6000 and 0<��0.5 „�: steady-stable
solution, �: periodic solution, �: chaotic solution, and the
solid line shows a rough boundary of the periodic solutions…
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by Mees et al. �40�, they observed the change of secondary flow
pattern far downstream using a spiral duct, where Dn increases in
the downstream due to an increase of � as the radius of the duct
becomes smaller. It was found that the flow exhibits an oscillation
between two- and four-vortex flows first, but turns to a steady
two-vortex flow downstream. This can be explained by the present
bifurcation study as follows. In Fig. 12 of the present paper, we
presented the bifurcation diagram where it is shown that there
exists a region of stable steady solutions �two-vortex solutions� in
the lowest Dn region, and oscillating solutions appear if Dn is
increased �an oscillation of two- and four-vortex solutions�. If Dn
is increased further, a region of stable steady solutions again ap-
pears when two-vortex solutions are observed. Though the present
paper treats non-isothermal flows, nearly the same change of the
solution occurs in the bifurcation diagram for the isothermal case
�Gr=0� �28�. Therefore, it is found that the flow change in the
downstream of the spiral duct can be explained by 2-D bifurcation
analysis.

There is some evidence showing that the occurence of chaotic
or turbulent flow may be predicted by 2-D analysis. Yamamoto
et al. �41� investigated linear stability of helical pipe flows with
respect to 2-D perturbations and compared the results with the
experimental data obtained by Yamamoto et al. �42�. There was a
good agreement between the numerical results and the experimen-
tal data, which shows that even the transition to turbulence can be
predicted by 2-D analysis to some extent, though it is true that the
full transition process cannot be elucidated by 2-D analysis. The
transition to chaos of the periodic oscillation, obtained by the 2-D
calculation in the present paper, may correspond to destabilization
of traveling waves in the curved duct flows like that of Tollmien-
Schlichting waves in a boundary layer. Our 2-D analysis, there-
fore, may contribute to the study of curved duct flows. First, it
gives an outline of the behaviors for not only fully developed but
developing curved duct flows. Second, the asymptotic behavior is
obtained by only 2-D analysis and, without the knowledge of an
asymptotic behavior of the flows, it is difficult to have a good
physical insight into the curved duct flows. Finally, the complete
bifurcation study, which is hardly possible in three-dimensional
analysis, gives a firm framework for the three-dimensional study
of steady, periodic, and chaotic curved duct flows.

7 Conclusions
A detailed numerical study of fully developed two-dimensional

flow and heat transfer through a curved duct of square cross sec-
tion has been performed by using the spectral method. In the
present study, a temperature difference is applied across the ver-
tical sidewalls where the outer wall is heated and the inner one

cooled. Numerical calculations are carried out covering a wide
range of curvature, 0���0.5, and the Dean number, 0�Dn
�6000, for the Grashof number Gr=100.

After a comprehensive survey over the range of the parameters,
two branches of asymmetric steady solutions are obtained for any
� lying in the range. Linear stability of the steady solutions re-
veals that only the first branch is linearly stable while the other
branch is linearly unstable. The first branch is linearly stable in
two distinct intervals of Dn for smaller � ���0.23�; for larger �
���0.24�, on the other hand, the same branch is found to be
linearly stable in a single but wide interval of Dn. It is found that
the Hopf bifurcation occurs at Dn on the boundary between the
stable and unstable solutions. Time evolution calculations as well
as their spectral analyses show that in the first unstable region
���0.23� the flow undergoes “steady− periodic−steady
− periodic−chaotic;” in the second unstable region ���0.24�,
however, the steady flow turns into chaos through periodic or
multi-periodic oscillations in the straightforward scenario
“steady− periodic−chaotic,” if Dn is increased. It is found that
the transition to periodic or chaotic state is retarded consistently
with an increase of �. In order to investigate the transition from
the multi-periodic oscillations to the chaotic states in more detail,
the spectral analysis is found to be very useful. In this regard, it is
interesting to notice that the chaotic solution is weak for smaller
Dn, where the solution drifts among the steady solution branches;
for larger Dn, on the other hand, the chaotic solution becomes
strong, where the solution gets away from the steady solution
branches. It is worth mentioning that irregular oscillation of the
isothermal flow through a curved duct has been observed experi-
mentally by Ligrani and Niver �34� for the large aspect ratio and
by Wang and Yang �22,27� in a square duct.

Steady values of Nu, calculated for the first steady solution
branch, show that the larger Dn is, the larger Nu becomes on the
outer sidewall. Time-averaged values of Nu have also been calcu-
lated for cases when the field is periodic or chaotic, and conse-
quently it is suggested that the periodic or chaotic flow enhances
heat transfer in the flow. The rate of convective heat transfer at the
outer sidewall is found to be enhanced significantly more than that
in a straight channel and is seen to increase as secondary flow
activities become stronger.
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Nomenclature
d � half width �or height� of the duct cross section

Dn � Dean number
g � gravitational acceleration
G � mean pressure gradient in the main flow

direction
Gr � Grashof number
L � radius of the duct curvature

Nu � Nusselt number
Pr � Prandtl number

t � time
T � temperature
u � velocity component in the x direction
v � velocity component in the y direction
w � velocity component in the z direction
x � horizontal axis
y � vertical axis
z � axis in the direction of the main flow

Greek Letters
� � coefficient of thermal expansion
� � curvature of the duct
 � thermal diffusivity
� � resistance coefficient
� � viscosity
� � kinematic viscosity
� � density
	 � sectional stream function
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Numerical Simulation of
Two-Dimensional Laminar
Incompressible Wall Jet Flow
Under Backward-Facing Step
Two-dimensional laminar incompressible wall jet flow over a backward-facing step is
solved numerically to gain insight into the expansion and recirculation of flow processes.
Transient streamfunction vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation is solved
with clustered grids on the physical domain. The behavior of the jet has been studied for
different step geometry (step length, l, step height, s) and Reynolds number (Re). It is
found that the presence of a step in the wall jet flow creates recirculation and the
reattachment length follows an almost linear trend within the range considered for both
parameters Re and step geometry. Simulations are made to show the effect of entrainment
on recirculation eddy. Detailed study of u velocity decay is reported. The velocity profile
in the wall jet region shows good agreement with experimental as well as similarity
results. The distance where the similarity profile forms is reduced by increasing the step
geometry whereas an increment in Re increases this distance. The effects of Re, step
length, and step height on wall vorticity are presented. The parametric study is helpful to
predict the reattachment location for wall jet flows over step. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2243298�
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1 Introduction
Depending upon the distance of the confining boundaries from

the discharge, a jet can be analyzed as a free jet or a bounded one.
If the boundaries �parallel to inlet axis� are sufficiently away from
the origin of the jet, the flow is termed as a free jet. However, a
bounded jet will occur when it interacts with a parallel wall.
Bounded jet flows occur in many engineering applications such as
environmental discharges, heat exchangers, fluid injection sys-
tems, cooling of combustion chamber wall in a gas turbine, auto-
mobile demister, and others. Bounded jets can be classified into
three types: �a� impinging jet aimed towards the boundary, �b�
wall jet where fluid is discharged at the boundary, and �c� offset
jet from a vertical wall of a stagnant pool issuing parallel to a
horizontal solid wall.

The flow emanating from a two-dimensional �2D� plane wall jet
is shown in Fig. 1�a� where the main features and regions of
interest are depicted. Fluid is discharged from a slot along the
vertical wall into the ambient near a horizontal solid boundary
parallel to the inlet jet direction. The jet flow features are different
in various regions. In the near-field up to the step from the point
of discharge, the jet behaves like a plane wall jet. Further the jet
expands across the step. Due to entrainment between the solid
wall and the jet there is a reduction of pressure in this region,
forcing the jet to deflect towards the boundary and eventually
attach with it. This is called the Coanda effect. In the region
around the attachment point, that is, the impingement region and
part of the recirculation region, the jet can be partly characterized
as an impingement jet. The jet becomes a wall jet in the far field.
Other factors like free-stream velocity, ambient stratification,
buoyancy �density difference�, discharge orientation, etc., further
complicate the jet-boundary interaction and the behavior of a wall
jet.

Wall jet flow over the step has many practical applications. Wall
jet flow is commonly used in the windshield defroster system in
automobiles. A jet of hot air is blown along the windshield to
protect the surface from its surroundings. Introducing a recircula-
tion by means of a step to enhance the heat transfer is an interest-
ing study on this situation. The recirculation is used to shift the
peak Nusselt number location in the downstream direction. An-
other example can be found from the cooling of electronic com-
ponents. Steplike geometries are very often found in multi-
processor electronic components. For better performance, they are
designed to maintain at constant low temperature. Wall jets are
used to cool such hot surfaces. The knowledge of recirculation
eddy size is technically important from the design point of view in
connection with Re and the step length and height. It is a common
belief that the peak Nusselt number will occur near the reattach-
ment location. So, it is very important to find the reattachment
location in connection with Re and geometry. Wall jet flow over a
step has several similar applications like a refrigerated air curtain,
the paper industry, etc. The understanding of the flow behavior of
the wall jet over a step is important in engineering practices. If
attachment is not desired for more mixing, a knowledge of calcu-
lation and design is required to prevent it. For a case where at-
tachment is desirable, study of the involved variables is required
so that a precise location of the attachment point and the contain-
ment of the flow can be established. Moreover, this simulation
will be helpful to set approximate guidelines for carrying out ex-
periments.

Analytical solutions of the wall jet are available, based on the
self-similarity of the velocity field �1,2�. However, these solutions
are valid only far away from the jet inlet and, in most applications,
the near-field development holds the key to important features of
the jet flow and recirculation. Therefore, the near-field develop-
ment of a wall jet has been the subject of a lot of research in
recent years.

Amitay and Cohen �3� have reported the effects of wall blowing
and suction on the stability characteristics of a laminar incom-
pressible two-dimensional plane wall jet. Cohen et al. �4� did
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work on transition of wall jets subjected to blowing and suction.
Quintana et al. �5� experimentally investigated the mean and fluc-
tuating characteristics of a plane unsteady laminar wall jet for
constant wall temperature. Seidel �6� has done numerical work to
find the effect of high amplitude forcing on laminar and turbulent
wall jets over a heated flat plate. Seidel has used DNS for laminar
case and RANS for turbulent wall jet. Recently, Bhattacharjee and
Loth �7� simulated laminar and transitional cold wall jets. They
have investigated the significance of three different inlet profiles,
viz., parabolic, uniform, and ramp, and presented the detailed re-
sults of time-averaged wall jet thickness and temperature distribu-
tion. They used the RANS approach for higher Reynolds number
and DNS approach for three-dimensional wall jet.

The stability of 2D free jets was studied experimentally by Sato
�8� and Sato and Sakao �9�. Theoretical analyses for axisymmetric
free jets were carried out by Batchelor and Gill �10� and Cohen
and Wygnanski �11�. Sarma et al. �12� have studied 2D incom-
pressible jet development inside a duct in the laminar flow regime
for cases with and without entrainment of ambient fluid. The ef-
fect of channel length in the backward-facing step is studied by
Barton �13�. For similar geometry for the pulsatile inlet condition
heat transfer, results were reported by Valencia and Hinojosa �14�.
Jacob et al. �15� investigated the sound radiation by a backward-
facing step under a plane wall jet.

Though many studies have been conducted on wall jets, the
available literature on theoretical simulation of plane laminar wall
jets over step jet flow is not carried by anybody. The case of an
entraining jet located near the jet discharge, which occurs in sev-
eral practical applications, has not been studied. In the present
study, a time marching incompressible flow solver has been ap-
plied for simulating the flow features of wall jet for a range of step
geometry �step length, l, step height, s� and Reynolds number.

2 Mathematical Formulation
An incompressible two-dimensional laminar wall jet under

backward-facing step jet flow is considered. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the jet is assumed to be isothermal and have the same
density as the ambient fluid. Also, the velocity profile at the jet
inlet is taken as parabolic.

The governing equations for incompressible laminar flow are
solved by stream-function-vorticity formulation. The transient
nondimensional governing equations in the conservative form are

Stream function equation

�2� = − � �1�

Vorticity equation

��

�t
+

��u��
�x

+
��v��

�y
=

1

Re
�2� �2�

where � is the stream function, u=�� /�y, v=−�� /�x, and �
=�v /�x−�u /�y.

The variables are scaled as

u =
ū

Ū
; v =

v̄

Ū
; x =

x̄

h
; y =

ȳ

h
; � =

�̄

Ū/h
; t =

t̄

h/Ū

with the overbar indicating a dimensional variable and Ū, h de-
noting the average jet velocity at the nozzle exit and the jet width,
respectively.

The boundary conditions needed for the numerical simulation
have been prescribed. For an offset jet with entrainment, the fol-
lowing dimensionless conditions have been enforced as shown in
Fig. 1�b�. The inlet slot height is assumed as h=0.05 m.

At the jet inlet, along AG �Fig. 1�b��,

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram and boundary conditions in a wall jet under backward-facing step problem
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u�y� = 120y − 2400y2; ��y� = 4800y − 120;

��y� = 60y2 − 800y3 �3a�

Along FG, AB, BC, and CD due to no-slip condition,

u = v = 0 �3b�

Along EF,

�u

�x
= 0 �3c�

At the downstream boundary, the condition of zero first-
derivative has been applied for velocity components. This condi-
tion implies that the flow has reached a developed condition.
Thus, at �DE�,

�u

�x
=

�v
�x

= 0 �3d�

3 Numerical Procedure
The unsteady vorticity transport equation �2� in time is solved

by alternate direction implicit scheme �ADI�. The central differ-
encing scheme is followed for both the convective as well as the
diffusive terms �16�. It consists of two half time-steps.

The first half time-step:

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram and boundary conditions of
L-shaped lid driven cavity flow problem †30‡

Fig. 3 Velocity profiles along CL1 and CL2
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�i,j
n+1/2 − �i,j

n

�t/2
+ Lx�u��i,j

n+1/2 + Ly�v��i,j
n

−
1

Re
�Lxx���i,j

n+1/2 + Lyy���i,j
n � = 0 �4a�

The second half time-step:

�i,j
n+1 − �i,j

n+1/2

�t/2
+ Lx�u��i,j

n+1/2 + Ly�v��i,j
n+1

−
1

Re
�Lxx���i,j

n+1/2 + Lyy���i,j
n+1� = 0 �4b�

where,

Lx�u��i,j =
�u��i+1,j − �u��i−1,j

�xi + �xi−1
, Ly�v��i,j =

�v��i,j+1 − �v��i,j−1

�yj + �yj−1

�5a�

Lxx���i,j =
�i−1,j − 2�i,j + �i+1,j

�xi � �xi−1
, �5b�

Lyy���i,j =
�i,j−1 − 2�i,j + �i,j+1

�yj � �yj−1

Equations �4a� and �4b� are rearranged to give the following equa-
tions �6a� and �6b�.

− �Cxui−1,j
n + Sx��i−1,j

n+1/2 + �1 + 2Sx��i,j
n+1/2 − �− Cxui+1,j

n + Sx��i+1,j
n+1/2

= �Cyvi,j−1
n + Sy��i,j−1

n + �1 − 2Sy��i,j
n + �− Cyvi,j+1

n + Sy��i,j+1
n

�6a�

− �Cyvi−1,j
n + Sy��i,1−j

n+1 + �1 + 2Sy��i,j
n+1 − �− Cyvi,j+1

n + Sy��i,j+1
n+1

= �Cxui−1,j
n + Sx��i−1,j

n+1/2 + �1 − 2Sx��i,j
n+1/2

+ �− Cxui+1,j
n + Sx��i+1,j

n+1/2 �6b�
where

Fig. 4 Backward-facing step flow with upstream channel problem. „Domain shown near the step.…

Fig. 5 Reattachment length for different Reynolds number:
parabolic inlet profile
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Cx =
�t

2��xi + �xi−1�
, Cy =

�t

2��yj + �yj−1�
,

Sx =
�t

Re

1

�xi � ��xi + �xi−1�
, Sy =

�t

Re

1

�yj � ��yj + �yj−1�
The discretization of Eq. �1� is given by:

Lxx��� + Lyy��� = − �i,j �7�
The velocity components are updated by the following equations:

u =
��

�y
=

�i,j+1 − �i,j−1

�yj + �yj−1
�8a�

v = −
��

�x
=

�i+1,j − �i−1,j

�xi + �xi−1
�8b�

The velocities �Eqs. �6a� and �6b�� are calculated at the nth time
level while advancing to the �n+1�th time level. Because of this
approximation in the nonlinear terms, the second-order accuracy

Table 1 Primary vortex reattachment length „ER=0.25, Re
=500…

�32� �14� Present

0.84628 1.1158 1.0707

Table 2 Primary vortex reattachment length „ER=0.75, Re
=200…

�32� �14� Present

6.4868 7.0261 7.1469

Fig. 6 Streamline contour
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of the method is somewhat lost. However, something of the
second-order accuracy of the linearized system is retained if the
velocity field is slowly varying �16�.

It is first-order accurate in time and second-order accurate in
space O��t ,�x2 ,�y2� and is unconditionally stable. The Poisson
equation �7� is solved explicitly by five-point Gauss-Seidel meth-
ods. Thom’s vorticity condition has been used to obtain the wall
vorticity as given below.

�w = −
2��w+1 − �w�

�n2 �9�

where �n is the grid space normal to the wall. It has been shown
by Napolitano et al. �17� and Huang and Wetton �18� that conver-
gence in the boundary vorticity is actually second order for steady
problems and for time-dependent problems when t�0. Roache
�16� has reported that for a Blausius boundary-layer profile, nu-

merical tests verify that this first-order form is more accurate than
second-order form.

The wall jet consists of an inner region and an outer region. It
is a combination of boundary layer flow over a flat plate at the
inner region and plane free jet at the outer region �19�. The veloc-
ity profile has a point of inflexion. The surrounding medium of the
wall jet may be quiescent or co-flow or counter-flow depending
upon the applications. In the present case, the surrounding is con-
sidered to be quiescent.

At the bottom wall and the left side wall, constant stream lines
are assumed based on inlet flow. At the outlet in the downstream
direction, stream-wise gradients are assumed to be zero. At the
entrainment boundary, the normal velocity gradient is zero �20�.

The detailed boundary conditions are,
along FE �Fig. 1�b��,

Fig. 7 Vorticity contour
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��y� =
2��w − �w+1�
�xi � �xi−1

; � = 0.05 �10a�

along BA,

��y� =
2�0 − �w+1�
�xi � �xi−1

; � = 0 �10b�

along BC,

��x� =
2�0 − �w+1�
�yj � �yj−1

; � = 0 �10c�

The rationality of the entrainment and exit boundary conditions
are given in detail in �21�.

The solution approaches steady state asymptotically while the
time reaches infinity. The computational domain considered here
is clustered Cartesian grids. For unit length, the grid space at ith
node is �22�,

xi = � i

imax
−

�

�
sin� i�

imax
�� �11�

where � is the angle and � is the clustering parameter. �=2�
stretches both ends of the domain whereas �=� clusters more
grid points near one end of the domain. � varies between 0 and 1.
When it approaches 1, more points fall near the end.

For the computation, time step 0.0001 is used. It has been ob-
served that for coarse grids, a larger time step can be used,
whereas, for fine grids, the solution diverges with large time step.
While selecting �, a time step also needs to be considered. The
maximum vorticity error behavior is complicated as explained by
Roache �16�. While marching in time for the solution, it has been
observed that the maximum vorticity error gradually decreases. It
then increases drastically and finally decreases asymptotically,
leading to a steady-state solution. The convergence criterion is to
be set in such a way that it should not terminate at false stage. At
steady state, the error reaches the asymptotic behavior. Here it is
set as the sum of the vorticity error reduced to either the conver-
gence criteria � or large total time.

	
i,j=1

imax,jmax

��i,j
t+�t − �i,j

t � 	 � �12�

Comini et al. �23� used low Re steady-state solution as an initial
guess value for high Re flow for stream function and vorticity.
The same practice is followed here also.

4 Validation of the Code
To validate the developed code, the two-dimensional lid-driven

square-cavity flow problem �24� and the backward-facing flow

Fig. 8 Effect of Re on wall vorticity: l=2h, s=1h
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problem �25,26� have been solved. Excellent agreement has been
obtained with the benchmark solutions and reported elsewhere
�27�. The laminar plane wall jet problem then has been solved and
the computed velocity profiles are compared with the similarity
solutions of Glauert �1� and the experimental results of Quintana
et al. �5� in a similar way as represented by Seidel �6�. Details are
given by Kanna and Das �27�.

To validate the present numerical procedure, the sudden expan-
sion flow problem and split domain problems are solved. The
computational domain reported by Durst et al. �28� is considered
for sudden expansion flow. The details of the comparison are
given by Kanna and Das �29�.

Due to scarcity of experimental results of the present geometry,
the following two split domain problems are solved and compared
with the published results.

1. L-shaped lid driven cavity problem.
2. Backward-facing step flow with upstream channel.

4.1 L-shaped Lid Driven Cavity Problem. The schematic
diagram and boundary conditions of the problem are shown in
Fig. 2. The geometry considered is similar to that of Oosterlee et
al. �30�. The top lid is moving in the positive x direction. Along
the solid walls a no-slip condition is applied. Results are com-
pared at two locations named CL1 and CL2 �Fig. 2�. u- and

v-velocity components at these locations are compared with �30�
for Re=100 and Re=1000 �Fig. 3� and excellent agreement is
obtained.

4.2 Backward-Facing Step Flow With Upstream Channel.
Backward-facing step with upstream channel flow is the problem
of interest for the study of sudden expansion flows. Armaly et al.
�25� have reported the experimental results in which the geometry
has a long inlet channel and fully developed flow is expected at
the expansion. To simulate the experimental situation, the inlet
channel is considered in the numerical computation also. Kondoh
et al. �31� reported heat transfer study on backward-facing step
flow with upstream channel geometry. They considered various
expansion ratios. However, their reattachment length �ER=2.0,
Re=100, x1 /h=4.8� is larger than the other published work
�x1 /h=2.8 �25,14��. Barton studied in detail the effect of the inlet
channel �13�. He has reported the reattachment length by setting
the inlet at different upstream locations in the channel for various
Reynolds numbers. Thangam and Knight �32� studied the effect of
step height in the sudden expansion flow.

The geometry considered here is similar to the one considered
by Barton �13�, which is having 10
h as the upstream channel
length. The schematic diagram of the problem and boundary con-
ditions are shown in Fig. 4�a�. Clustered grids are used near the

Fig. 9 Effect of step length on wall vorticity: Re=400, s=1h
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step, which is shown in Fig. 4�b�. At the inlet, the parabolic ve-
locity profile is assumed and at exit the fully developed condition
is assumed. The expansion ratio �ER� is defined as h /H. The
streamline contour and velocity vector are shown in Figs. 4�c� and
4�d�, respectively for Re=500 and ER=0.5. The ER=0.75 case is
considered to visualize the effect of ER. Results are shown for
Re=200, ER=0.75 in Figs. 4�e� and 4�f�. For large values of Re
the primary vortex reattachment length is compared with �25,13�
�Fig. 5�. The present computations show excellent agreement with
computational results and up to Re=400 with experimental re-
sults. Backward-facing steps with different expansion ratios are
tested and the reattachment length is compared with the published
results and good agreement is obtained �Tables 1 and 2�.

5 Results and Discussion
The parabolic profile, issuing from the inlet slot, spreads over a

plane wall and further expands across a backward-facing step. It
reattaches on the bottom wall due to the Coanda effect and
spreads along the wall �Fig. 1�a��. The length between the step
and the reattachment point is called the reattachment length �x1,
Fig. 1�b��. The flow in the domain has the nature of the wall jet,
recirculation, developing, and the wall jet at far downstream. Be-
fore flow expands from the step, it behaves like a plane wall jet.
However, due to entrainment, self-similarity nature is not obtained

at this length. To understand the flow physics of the present situ-

ation, three parameters considered here are Re�=Ūh /��, step
length �l�, and step height �s�. Results are presented here for l
=1h, 2h, 3h and s=0.5h, 1h, 2h. Since at low Re the jet has
difficulty overcoming the downstream friction �33�, Re has been
chosen between 300 and 600. The experimental study of the lami-
nar plane wall jet is presented in �19�. Based on the jet exit Rey-
nolds number, they reported that the laminar wall jet results up to
Re=770. Bhattacharjee and Loth �7� reported that early transition
begins at about Re=700 for the plane wall jet. Kanna and Das
�29� have shown that the laminar wall attaching the offset jet can
be possible up to Re=600. Based on these results, the maximum
Re for the wall jet flow over a step is set as Re=600.

The clustered grids are used for the computations. The domain
has been chosen as 25
h in the streamwise direction from the
step and 20
h in normal direction. For the grid independence
study the reference case considered is Re=400, l=2h, and s=1h.
Three grid systems 71
61, 97
85, and 127
125 are consid-
ered. The variation in the reattachment length is less than 2.5%
and the 97
85 grid system is used for the entire computation.
The grids are clustered near the step and solid walls. Uniform
grids are considered for the inlet to ensure that the parabolic ve-
locity profile falls exactly at the inlet slot. Typical grids are shown
in Fig. 1�c�.

Fig. 10 Effect of step height on wall vorticity: Re=400, l=2h
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Figure 6 shows the streamline contours for a range of the pa-
rameters Re, l, and s. The streamline contours illustrate the main
jet flow, recirculation, and entrainment flow. When Re increases
from 300 to 600, the main flow is confined towards the bottom
wall. Particularly after the step, the jet deflects towards the bottom
wall �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��. The size of the recirculation eddy is
increased considerably. At low Re the jet spreads more in the
normal direction, which causes the reduction in ambient fluid
flow. It is noticed that the increase in the length of the step reduces
the reattachment length �Figs. 6�c� and 6�d��. When the height of
the step is increased, the main flow deflects towards the bottom
wall. Recirculation eddy size is increased �Figs. 6�e� and 6�f��. At
exit, the streamlines become parallel and thus the assumption for
fully developed flow is satisfied. Near the bottom wall, stream-
lines are less dense in order to satisfy the no-slip conditions along

the walls. The effect of these parameters on vorticity is shown in
Fig. 7. Near the bottom wall the u velocity gradient is greater in
the normal direction than the v velocity gradient in the streamwise
direction. It is noticed that when Re increases this is magnified
�Figs. 7�a� and 7�b��. For longer step, vorticity values are reduced
�Figs. 7�c� and 7�d��. However, when height of the step is in-
creased, the u-velocity normal direction gradient is increased
�Figs. 7�e� and 7�f��.

Walls are the sources of vorticity. Here solid walls are assumed
as impermeable which exist along AB, BC, CD, and FG �Fig.
1�b��. It may have either positive or negative values depending
upon the velocity gradients. Since walls are a source of vorticity,
the magnitude of vorticity along the wall will be higher than other
parts of the domain. Thus the distribution of vorticity along the

Table 3 Effect of Re on wall jet similarity region distance. l
=2h, s=1h.

Re x /h

300 7.72
400 7.74
500 7.99
600 8.33

Table 4 Effect of step length on wall jet similarity region dis-
tance. Re=300, s=1h.

Length of the step x /h

l=1h 8.84
l=2h 7.72
l=3h 6.42

l=0h �29� 14.24

Fig. 11 Similarity profile Re=400, l=2h, s=1h
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solid walls is important for understanding the physics of the flow.
The effect of Re and step geometry on wall vorticity is presented
in detail in Figs. 8–10. Vorticity distributions are shown for ver-
tical walls followed by horizontal walls. The effect of Re on vor-
ticity along BC is shown in Fig. 8�a�. Along step height the vor-
ticity is in the positive direction and its value is increased when
Re is increased. However, the maximum vorticity occurred at the
same height �y=0.833h�. It is important to note that along BC
there exist two singular corner points. Roache �16� reported in
detail about how to treat these corner singular points. However, at
high Re, he concluded that those forms are less efficient. Above
the inlet, the left wall causes vorticity mainly due to the entrain-
ment of the ambient fluid. Vorticity is generated by the left wall up
to a maximum of y=2h above the inlet and further it approaches
zero �Fig. 8�b��. At higher Re it increases in the negative direction.
This is attributed to the high entrainment towards the inlet. The
vorticity is generated due to negative v velocity gradient. The
vorticity variation along step length is shown in Fig. 8�c�. When
Re increases it tends towards negative direction because the nor-
mal direction u gradient is increased. Along CD the wall vorticity
varies from positive to negative in the downstream direction �Fig.
8�d��. From the step it increases in the positive direction and then
decreases. After reattachment its direction is changed to the nega-
tive direction. At far from the reattachment it becomes invariant at
high Re.

The effect of step length on vorticity is shown in Fig. 9. It is
noticed that when the length of the step is increased, wall vorticity
on BC is decreased �Fig. 9�a��. However, the maximum values
occur at the same height. When length is increased, the left wall
vorticity is decreased �Fig. 9�b�� due to the reduction of entrain-
ment. Figure 9�c� shows the effect of change in step length on
vorticity. It is observed that when length increases, the wall vor-
ticity is decreased for the same distance. Along the length of the
step, the vorticity value tends towards positive direction. It is no-
ticed that the vorticity along CD is affected by the upstream step
length �Fig. 9�d��. The peak value of the vorticity in any direction

is reduced for longer step length. However, far downstream, the
effect of step length is less significant. The effect of step height is
shown in Fig. 10. Along BC the vorticity is increased in the posi-
tive direction to a maximum value. As the top corner is ap-
proached, it tends towards the negative direction. The magnitude
is increased when step height is increased �Fig. 10�a�� due to large
recirculation, which causes more positive v velocity gradient.
Along FG, the magnitude of the vorticity is less affected by the
variation in height. However, due to more entrainment at high step
height, negative vorticity is generated far away from the inlet �Fig.
10�b��. The variation in step height does not have significant effect
on the vorticity along the step length �Fig. 10�c��. Thus the sepa-
ration in the flow is less significant for the upstream flow wall
vorticity. It is noticed that the positive direction peak value is
higher for s=2h and the negative direction peak value is higher
for s=0.5h �Fig. 10�d��.

The wall jet boundary layer thickness ��� is the normal distance
where u=0.5umax. The similarity u velocity profile at different
downstream locations is compared with experimental �5� and
similarity �1� results �Fig. 11� for Re=400, l=2h, and s=1h. The

Table 5 Effect of step height on wall jet similarity region dis-
tance. Re=300, l=2h.

Height of the step x /h

s=0.5h 9.65
s=1h 7.74
s=2h 7.56

Fig. 12 Effect of step height on upstream velocity at x=1h:
Re=400, l=2h

Fig. 13 Local maximum u velocity: l=2h, s=1h
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u velocity profiles at locations in the middle of step length �x
=1h�, reattachment point �x=2.874h�, and inlet are shown in Fig.
11�a�. Due to entrainment, a negative direction velocity value is
present. The same is shown at a few downstream locations �Fig.
11�b��. After reattachment, flow is under development to a certain
distance. Location x=5h corresponds to the developing region
velocity profile. Similarity profiles in the wall jet region are
shown in Fig. 11�c�. Present computations show excellent agree-
ment with experimental and similarity results for the inner region
as well as the outer region of the wall jet. However, at further
downstream locations, the jet expands in the normal direction and
thus it does not have agreement with the similarity solution at the
entrainment location, i.e., free shear layer. The experimental result
shown here is chosen from one particular location where it satis-
fies the similarity solution. The length from the step to the wall jet
region, i.e., where the similarity profiles begin and closed-form
solutions of the wall jet can be applicable, is measured for differ-
ent Re and step geometry. It is observed that when Re is in-
creased, due to more entrainment, distance where the similarity
principle can be applied is also increased �Table 3�. When length
increases, this distance is reduced due to reduction of entrainment.
However, this distance is larger for the zero step length case
�Table 4�. This is caused by the entrainment. It is observed that
when step height increases this distance is reduced �Table 5�.

The effect of the step height on the upstream velocity is shown
in Fig. 12. The local u velocity at the x=1h location is compared
with different step height. It is noticed that the downstream step
height variation does not affect the local u velocity upstream. The
maximum u velocity in the normal direction from the entire
downstream direction is presented for different Re and shown in
Fig. 13. The local normalized �i.e., umax /Umax� umax decays mono-
tonically in the downstream direction, finally reaching an
asymptotic condition. The corresponding normalized y location

�i.e., y /h� is shown in Fig. 13�b�. It is noticed that when Re in-
creases, the jet umax location �y /h� shifts down. The reattachment
lengths of all the cases considered here are presented in Fig. 14. It
is observed that the increase in step length reduces the reattach-
ment length. However, it is noticed that the reattachment length is
reduced when the step length is absent �29�. This is mainly due to
the large entrainment near the expansion of the jet. When step
height increases, increase in recirculation length is observed.
However, the variation in x1 is more sensitive to step height than
step length �Tables 6 and 7�.

6 Conclusions
The two-dimensional incompressible nonbuoyant laminar wall

jet over backward-facing step is solved by stream function and
vorticity formulation considering the problem as an asymptotic
solution to the transient equation. The flow characteristics like
strength of recirculation eddy, impingement length, decay of local
velocity, and wall jet region are studied in detail for a range of
flow property and physical property. The entrainment is increased
for high Re and it is less affected with change in step length. The
reattachment length follows almost a linear trend with Re and step
geometry for the range considered. However, it is more sensitive
to step height than length. The upstream flow properties are not
affected by expansion in the geometry. Vorticity from the solid
wall is affected by Re. The maximum vorticity location is inde-
pendent of Re and step geometry. Vorticity from the step height is
increased for higher Re and decreased if step length is increased.
From the left wall, vorticity is generated to a few inlet slot heights
and further it is independent of Re and step geometry. At the
bottom wall, vorticity becomes a negative value from a positive
value after reattachment point. The umax location shifts down
when Re is increased. Similarity is not observed along step length
due to entrainment. Similarity exists for the wall jet far away from
the reattachment. Similarity profile formation distance is reduced
by increasing the step geometry whereas an increment in Re in-
creases this distance. The bottom wall vorticity is considerably
affected near the impingement region.

Nomenclature
h  inlet slot height, m
i  x-direction grid point
j  y-direction grid point
l  step length, m
n  normal direction

Re  Reynolds number for the fluid
s  step height, m
t̄  dimensional time, s
t  nondimensional time

ū , v̄  dimensional velocity components along �x ,y�
axes, m/s

u ,v  dimensionless velocity components along �x ,y�
axes

Ū  inlet mean velocity, m/s
x̄ , ȳ  dimensional Cartesian coordinates along and

normal to the plate, m

Table 6 Effect of step length on primary vortex reattachment
length. Percentage of reduction from l=1h: s=1h.

Re x1 /h for l=1h % of reduction if l=2h % of reduction if l=3h

300 2.378 10.51 15.39
400 2.389 6.28 11.01
500 2.514 5.09 10.02
600 2.643 5.15 9.72

Table 7 Effect of step height on primary vortex reattachment
length. Percentage of variation from s=1h: s=1h.

Re x1 /h for s=1h
% of increment

if s=2h
% of reduction

if s=0.5h

300 2.128 118.65 58.51
400 2.239 113.31 60.87
500 2.386 104.48 57.88
600 2.507 100.03 55.08

Fig. 14 Reattachment length for different geometry and Rey-
nolds number: l=0h, s=1h †29‡
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x ,y  dimensionless Cartesian coordinates along and
normal to the plate

Greek Symbols
�  wall jet boundary layer thickness
�  convergence criterion
�  similarity variable
�  clustering parameter
�  dimensionless stream function
�  dimensionless vorticity

Subscripts
max  maximum

w  wall
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Pressure Drop of Fully-
Developed, Laminar Flow in
Microchannels of Arbitrary
Cross-Section
The pressure drop of fully developed, laminar, incompressible flow in smooth mini- and
microchannels of arbitrary cross-section is investigated. A compact approximate model is
proposed that predicts the pressure drop for a wide variety of shapes. The model is only
a function of geometrical parameters of the cross-section, i.e., area, perimeter, and polar
moment of inertia. The proposed model is compared with analytical and numerical so-
lutions for several shapes. Also, the comparison of the model with experimental data,
collected by several researchers, shows good agreement. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2234786�

1 Introduction

Advances in microfabrication make it possible to build micro-
channels with small characteristic lengths, in the order of mi-
crometers. Micro- and minichannels show promising potential for
being incorporated in a wide variety of unique, compact, and ef-
ficient cooling applications such as in microelectronic devices.
These micro heat exchangers or heat sinks feature extremely high
heat transfer surface area per unit volume ratios, high heat transfer
coefficients, and low thermal resistances �1�. Microchannels can
be produced directly by techniques such as chemical etching on
silicon wafers. As a result, the cross-section of the channels de-
pends on a variety of factors, such as the crystallographic nature
of the silicon used. According to Morini �2�, when a KOH-
anisotropic etching technique is employed, it is possible to obtain
microchannels which have a fixed cross-section. The shape of the
cross-section depends on the orientation of the silicon crystal
planes. For instance, the microchannels etched in 100 or 110 sili-
con will have a trapezoidal cross-section with an apex angle of
54.7 deg imposed by the crystallographic morphology of the sili-
con or a rectangular cross-section, respectively �2�.

Tuckerman and Pease �3� were the first to demonstrate that
planar integrated circuit chips can be effectively cooled by lami-
nar water flowing through microchannels with hydraulic diam-
eters of 86 to 95 �m. However, due to small channel dimensions,
the pressure drop and the required pumping power dramatically
increase. Therefore, simultaneous hydrodynamic and thermal
analyses must be performed to investigate the effects of both flow
and heat transfer in micro- or minichannels.

In recent years, a large number of papers have reported pressure
drop data for laminar flow of liquids in microchannels with vari-
ous cross-sections. However, published results are often inconsis-
tent. According to �4�, some of these authors conducted experi-
ments in noncircular microchannels, but compared their pressure
drop data with the classical values of f Re=16 or 64 of circular
pipes. Some of the discrepancies in the published data can be

explained within the limits of continuum fluid mechanics; Bahr-
ami et al. �5� developed a model that captures the observed trends
in rough microchannels. Recently, Liu and Garimella �6� and Wu
and Cheng �7� conducted experiments in smooth rectangular and
trapezoidal microchannels, respectively; they reported that the
Navier-Stokes equations are valid for laminar flow in smooth
microchannels.

In the literature there are no comprehensive and encompassing
models or correlations that predict pressure drop in arbitrary
cross-sections. Thus the objective of this work is to develop a
compact approximate model that provides the pressure drop in
micro- and minichannels of arbitrary cross-section. The model
estimates the pressure drop �within 8% accuracy� and provides
tools for basic design, parametric studies, and optimization analy-
ses required for microchannel heat exchangers and heat sinks.

2 Problem Statement
Consider fully-developed, steady-state laminar flow in a chan-

nel with the boundary �, constant cross-sectional area A, and con-
stant perimeter P, as shown in Fig. 1. The flow is assumed to be
incompressible and have constant properties. Moreover, body
forces such as gravity, centrifugal, Coriolis, and electromagnetic
do not exist. Also, the rarefaction and surface effects are assumed
to be negligible and the fluid is considered to be a continuum. For
such a flow, the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to the momentum
equation which is also known as Poisson’s equation. In this case,
the source term in Poisson’s equation is the constant pressure
gradient along the length of the duct, �p /L. The governing equa-
tion for fully developed laminar flow in a constant cross-sectional
area channel is �8�:

�2w =
1

�

dp

dz
with w = 0 on � �1�

where w and z are the fluid velocity and the flow direction, re-
spectively. The boundary condition for the velocity is the no-slip
condition at the wall.

The velocity profile is constant in the longitudinal direction;
thus the pressure gradient applied at the ends of the channel must
be balanced by the shear stress on the wall of the channel

�PL = �pA �2a�
where
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� =
1

AL
�
�

� dAL �2b�

where AL= P ·L is the lateral surface area of the channel.

3 Exact Solutions
In this section, relationships are derived for pressure drop and

the product of Reynolds number and Fanning friction factor, fRe,
of fully developed laminar flow for various cross-sections using
existing analytical solutions. The analytical solutions for the rel-
evant flow fields can be found in fluid mechanics textbooks such
as White �9� and Yovanovich �10�. The following method, de-
scribed for the elliptical microchannels, can be applied for other
shapes listed in Table 1. Therefore, it is left to the reader to apply
the steps for other cross-sections.

The governing equation is the Poisson’s equation, Eq. �1�. An
analytical solution exists for the laminar fluid flow in elliptical
microchannels with the following mean velocity

w =
b2c2

4�b2 + c2�
�p

�L
�3�

where b and c are the major and minor semi-axes of the
cross-section, b�c. An aspect ratio is defined for the elliptical
microchannel

0 � � �
c

b
� 1 �4�

For an elliptical microchannel, the cross-sectional area and the
perimeter are

A = �bc

P = 4bE��1 − �2� �5�

where E�x�=�0
�/2�1−x2 sin2 t dt is the complete elliptic integral of

the second kind. The mean velocity can be presented in terms of
the aspect ratio, �,

w =
c2

4�1 + �2�
�p

�L
�6�

which can be rearranged as

�p

L
=

4�1 + �2�
c2 �w �7�

Combining Eqs. �2a�, �2b�, and �7�, the mean wall shear stress is

� =
4��1 + �2�w

c2

A

P
�8�

The ratio of the cross-sectional area over the perimeter for ellip-
tical microchannels is

A

P
=

�c

4E��1 − �2�
�9�

The mean wall shear stress becomes

� =
���1 + �2�w

cE��1 − �2�
�10�

A relationship can be found between the minor axis c and the area,
Eq. �5�,

c =�A�

�
�11�

Substituting Eq. �11� into Eq. �10�, one finds

� =
����1 + �2�
��E��1 − �2�

�w
�A

�12�

It is conventional to use the ratio of area over perimeter Dh
=4A / P, known as the hydraulic diameter, as the characteristic
length scale for noncircular channels. However, as can be seen in
Eq. �12�, a more appropriate length scale is the square root of
area, �A. Muzychka and Yovanovich �11� showed that the appar-
ent friction factor is a weak function of the shape of the geometry
of the channel by defining aspect ratios for various cross-sections.
Later, it will be shown that the selection of the square root of area
as the characteristic length leads to similar trends in f Re�A for
elliptical and rectangular channels with identical cross-sectional
area.

With the square root of area, �A, as the characteristic length
scale, a nondimensional wall shear stress can be defined as:

�* =
��A

�w
=

����1 + �2�
��E��1 − �2�

�13�

It should be noted that the right-hand side of Eq. �13� is only a
function of the channel aspect ratio �geometry�.

The Fanning friction factor is defined as

f =
�

1
2	w2

�14�

Using Eq. �12�, the Fanning friction factor for elliptical micro-
channels becomes

Fig. 1 Microchannel of arbitrary constant cross-section,
Lš �A

Table 1 Analytical solutions of fRe for various cross-sections
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f =
2����1 + �2�
��E��1 − �2�

�

	w�A
�15�

The Reynolds number can be defined based on the square root of
area �A

Re�A =
	w�A

�
�16�

Combining Eqs. �15� and �16� becomes

f Re�A =
2����1 + �2�
��E��1 − �2�

�17�

Similar to �*, f Re�A is only a function of the channel geometry.
Thus, a relationship can be found between the nondimensional
wall shear stress �* and f Re�A

f Re�A = 2�* �18�

Following the same steps described above, relationships for f Re�A
are determined for other microchannel cross-sections and they are
summarized in Table 1. With respect to Table 1, the following
should be noted:

1. The original analytical solution for the mean velocity in
rectangular channels is in the form of a series. However,
when �=1 �square�, the first term of the series gives the
value f Re�A=14.132 compared with the exact value �full
series solution� of 14.23. The maximum difference of
approximately 0.7% occurs at �=1. For smaller values of
�, the agreement with the full series solution is even
better. Therefore, only the first term is employed in this
study.

2. For rectangular microchannels, two asymptotes can be
recognized, i.e., the very narrow rectangular and square
channels �12�

f Re�A =
12
��

� → 0

f Re�A = 14.13 � = 1 �19�

3. For elliptical microchannels, the asymptotes are the very
narrow elliptical and circular microchannels �12�

f Re�A =
11.15
��

� → 0

f Re�A = 14.179 � = 1 �20�

Note that the f Re�A values and trends for elliptical and
rectangular channels are very close at both asymptotes.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between f Re�A relation-
ships for the rectangular and elliptical microchannels re-
ported in Table 1. In spite of the different forms of the
f Re�A for rectangular and elliptical microchannels,
trends of both formulas are very similar as the aspect
ratio varies between 0
��1. The maximum relative
difference is less than 8%.

Elliptical and rectangular cross-sections cover a wide range of
singly-connected microchannels. With the similarity in the trends
of solutions for these cross-sections, one can conclude that a gen-
eral, purely geometrical, relationship may exist that predicts
f Re�A for arbitrary singly-connected cross-sections. Based on this
observation, an approximate model is developed in the next sec-
tion.

4 Approximate Solution
Exact relationships for fRe�A are reported for the elliptical, rect-

angular, and some other shapes in the previous section. However,

finding exact solutions for many practical, singly-connected cross-
sections, such as trapezoidal microchannels, is complex and/or
impossible. In many practical instances such as basic design, para-
metric study, and optimization analyses, it is often required to
obtain the trends and a reasonable estimate of the pressure drop.
Moreover, as a result of recent advances in fabrication technolo-
gies in MEMS and microfluidic devices, trapezoidal cross-
sections have become more important. Therefore, an approximate
compact model that estimates pressure drop of arbitrary cross-
sections will be of great value.

Torsion in beams and fully developed laminar flow in ducts are
similar because the governing equation for both problems is Pois-
son’s equation, Eq. �1�. Comparing various singly-connected
cross-sections, the torsional rigidity of a shaft could be accurately
approximated by using an equivalent elliptical cross-section,
where both cross-sectional area and polar moment of inertia are
maintained the same as the original shaft �13�. With a similar
approach as Saint-Venant, a model will be developed for predict-
ing pressure drop in channels of arbitrary cross-section based on
the solution for an elliptical duct.

The elliptical channel is considered, not because it is likely to
occur in practice, but rather to utilize the unique geometrical prop-
erty of its velocity solution. The mean velocity of elliptical chan-
nels is known, Eq. �3�. The polar moment of inertia Ip=�A�x2

+y2�dA, where x and y are distances from x and y axes for an
ellipse is

Ip =
�bc�b2 + c2�

4
�21�

Equation �7� can be rearranged in terms of the polar moment of
inertia, about its center, as follows:

�p

L
=

16�2�w

A3 Ip =
16�2�w

A
Ip

* �22�

where Ip
* = Ip /A2 is a nondimensional geometrical parameter which

we call the specific polar moment of inertia. Combining Eqs. �2a�,
�2b�, and �22�, one can write

� =
16�2�w

�A

�A

P
Ip

* �23�

Note that �A / P is also a nondimensional parameter. Using Eq.
�23�, the Fanning friction factor, Eq. �14�, can be determined

Fig. 2 Comparison of fRe�A for elliptical and rectangular
microchannels
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�24�
or,

f Re�A = 32�2Ip
*
�A

P
�25�

Using Eq. �18�, one can find the nondimensional shear stress

�* =
1

2
f Re�A = 16�2Ip

*
�A

P
�26�

The right-hand side of Eqs. �25� and �26� are general geometrical
functions since Ip, A, and P are general geometrical parameters.
Therefore the approximate model assumes that for constant fluid
properties and flow rate in a constant cross-section channel, �* and
f Re�A are only functions of the nondimensional geometric param-
eter, Ip

*�A / P, of the cross-section.

Employing Eq. �25�, one only needs to compute the nondimen-
sional parameter Ip

*�A / P of the channel to determine the f Re�A
value. On the other hand, using the conventional method, Pois-
son’s equation must be solved to find the velocity field and the
mean velocity; then the procedure described in the previous sec-
tion should be followed to find fRe�A. This clearly shows the
convenience of the approximate model.

To validate the approximate model, the exact values of f Re�A
for some cross-sections are compared with the approximate
model, i.e., Eq. �25�, in Table 2. Also the geometric parameter
Ip
*�A / P is reported for a variety of cross-sections in Table 2. The

approximate model shows relatively good agreement, within 8%
relative difference, with the exact solutions for the cross-sections
considered, except for the equilateral triangular channel. More-
over, the nondimensional geometric parameter is derived for regu-
lar polygons and trapezoidal channels; the approximate model is
compared with the numerical values for these shapes published by
Shah and London �8�.

Table 2 Approximate model for various cross-sections
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4.1 Regular Polygons. Figure 3 illustrates a regular polygon
microchannel of the side length a. For regular polygons, cross-
sectional area, perimeter, and the polar moment of inertia are

A =
na2

4 tan ��/n�

P = na

Ip =
na4

96 tan ��/n�	1 +
3

tan2 ��/n�
 �27�

Thus, one can obtain f Re�A

f Re�A =
8�2 tan ��/n�

3n�n tan ��/n�
	1 +

3

tan2 ��/n�
 �28�

Table 3 lists the geometric parameter Ip
*, �A / P, and f Re�A for

regular polygons. Table 3 also shows the comparison between the
approximate model with the numerical results reported for regular
polygons by Shah and London �8�. The following relationship is
used to convert the Reynolds number Fanning friction factor prod-
uct based on Dh to �A

f Re�A =
P

4�A
f ReDh

�29�

The approximate model shows good agreement, within 8% rela-
tive difference, with the numerical results of �8� except for the
equilateral triangular �n=3�; the agreement improves as the num-

ber of sides increases toward the circular channel �n→ � �. Using
a mapping approach, a compact model is developed in the Appen-
dix which predicts the f Re�A for isosceles triangular channels
with a maximum difference of less than 3.5%.

4.2 Trapezoidal Microchannel. The cross-section of a trap-
ezoidal microchannel is shown in Fig. 4. This is an important
shape since some microchannels are manufactured with trapezoi-
dal cross-sections as a result of the etching process in silicon
wafers. Furthermore, in the limit when the top side length, a, goes
to zero, it yields an isosceles triangle. At the other limit when a
=b, it yields a rectangular channel, and a square microchannel
when a=b=h. An aspect ratio is defined

� �
a + b

2h
�30�

The aspect ratio should work for all above-mentioned limiting
cases. As shown in Table 4, the defined aspect ratio covers the
triangular, rectangular, and square limiting cases. The cross-
sectional area, perimeter, and polar moment of inertia �about its
center� are

A = �h2

P = 2h�� + ��2 − ��2 + 1�

Ip =
A2�2�3�2 + 1� + ��1 − 3�2��

36�
�31�

where �, another nondimensional parameter, is defined as

� �
h2ab

A2 =
4ab

�a + b�2 �32�

Note that the parameter � is zero for triangular and 1 for rectan-
gular and square channels. The angle  �see Fig. 4� can be found
from � and �

Fig. 3 Cross-section of a regular polygon channel

Table 3 Geometric parameter for regular
polygons

Fig. 4 Cross-section of an isosceles trapezoidal channel

Table 4 Limiting cases of isosceles trapezoid
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sin  =
1

��2 − ��2 + 1
�33�

One can obtain f Re�A

f Re�A =
8�2�3�2 + 1� + ��1 − 3�2�

9���� + ��2 − ��2 + 1�
�34�

Shah and London �8� reported numerical values for f ReDh for
laminar fully-developed flow in trapezoidal channels. They pre-
sented f ReDh values as a function of �*=h /a for different values
of angles . The nondimensional geometrical parameters � and �,
defined in this work, are related to �* and  in �8� as follows:

� =
1

�* +
1

tan 

� = 1 −
1

�2tan2 
�35�

Table 5 shows the comparison between the approximate model
and the numerical data reported by �8�. As can be seen, except for
a few points, the agreement between the approximate model and
the numerical values is reasonable �less than 10%�.

5 Comparison With Experimental Data
The present model is compared with experimental data col-

lected by several researchers �6,7,14� for microchannels. The ac-
curacy of the experimental data is in the order of 10%.

Wu and Cheng �7� conducted experiments and measured the
friction factor of laminar flow of deionized water in smooth sili-
con microchannels of trapezoidal cross-sections. Table 6 summa-
rizes geometric parameters of their microchannels.

Figures 5 and 6 are examples of the comparison between the
approximate model and the data of �7� for channels N1-100 and
N2-200, respectively. As shown the approximate model shows
good agreement with these data.

The frictional resistance f Re�A is not a function of Re number,
i.e., it remains constant for the laminar regime as the Reynolds
number varies. Therefore, the experimental data for each set are
averaged over the laminar region. As a result, for each experimen-
tal data set, one �, one �, and one f Re�A value can be obtained.

Table 5 Model versus data †8‡, trapezoidal channels

Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental data †7‡ with model

Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental data †7‡ with model
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Table 6 presents the predicted f Re�A values by the approximate
model and the averaged values of the reported experimental val-
ues of f Re�A �7�. As shown, the agreement between the predicted
values and the experimental values are good and within the ex-
periment uncertainty. The channels considered by �7� cover a wide
range of geometrical parameters, i.e., 0.71���97.70 and 0��
�1; as a result the data include triangular and rectangular micro-
channels. It should be noted that, in spite of the different dimen-
sions, channels N2-50, N3-50, N3-100, N3-150, N3-200, and N4-
100 have the same values of � and �; thus they are geometrically
equivalent. It is interesting to observe that the predicted and mea-
sured f Re�A values are identical for these channels, as expected.
Figure 7 illustrates the comparison between all trapezoidal data
�7� and the proposed model. The ±10% bounds are also shown in
the plot, to better demonstrate the agreement between the data and
the model.

Liu and Garimella �6� carried out experiments and measured
the friction factor in rectangular microchannels. They did not ob-
serve any scale-related phenomena in their experiments and con-
cluded that the conventional theory can be used to predict the flow
behavior in microchannels in the range of dimensions considered.
They �6� measured and reported the relative surface roughness of
the channels to be negligible, thus their channels can be consid-
ered smooth �see Fig. 8 for channels dimensions�. Figure 8 also
shows the comparison between the model and the channel L3 of
data �6�.

Gao et al. �14� experimentally investigated laminar fully devel-
oped flow in rectangular microchannels. They designed their ex-
periments to be able to change the height of the channels tested
while the width remained constant at 25 mm. They conducted
several experiments with several channel heights; see Fig. 9 for
the channels dimensions used in this study. Gao et al. �14� mea-
sured the roughness of the channel and reported negligible relative

Table 6 Trapezoidal microchannels data †7‡

Fig. 7 Comparison between model and all trapezoidal data †7‡ Fig. 8 Comparison of experimental data †6‡ with model
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roughness, thus their channels can be considered smooth. Figure 9
shows the comparison of the model and data �14�.

Following the same method described for trapezoidal data, the
reported values of f Re�A for rectangular microchannels are aver-
aged and plotted against both approximate and exact models in
Fig. 10. As previously discussed, the maximum difference be-
tween the exact and approximate solutions for the rectangular
channel is less than 8%. As shown in Fig. 10, the collected data
cover a wide range of the aspect ratio �=c /b, almost three de-
cades; also the relative difference between the data and model is
within the accuracy of the experiments.

6 Summary and Conclusions
The pressure drop of fully-developed laminar flow in smooth

arbitrary cross-sections channels is studied. Using existing ana-
lytical solutions for fluid flow, relationships are derived for f Re�A
for selected cross-sections. It is observed through analysis that the
square root of area �A, as the characteristic length scale, is supe-
rior to the conventional hydraulic diameter, Dh. Thus it is recom-
mended to use �A instead of Dh.

A compact approximate model is proposed that predicts the
pressure drop of fully developed, laminar flow in channels of
arbitrary cross-section. The model is only a function of geometri-
cal parameters of the cross-section, i.e., area, perimeter, and polar

moment of inertia. The proposed model is compared with analyti-
cal and numerical solutions for several shapes. Except for the
equilateral triangular channel �with 14% difference�, the present
model successfully predicts the pressure drop for a wide variety of
shapes with a maximum difference on the order of 8%. Moreover,
a compact model is developed using a mapping approach, which
predicts the fRe�A for isosceles triangular channels with a maxi-
mum difference of less than 3.5%.

The proposed model is also validated with either experimental
data or exact analytical solutions for rectangular, trapezoidal, tri-
angular �isosceles�, square, and circular cross-sections collected
by several researchers and shows good agreement.
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Nomenclature
A � cross-sectional area, m2

b ,c � channel semi-axes, m
Dh � hydraulic diameter 4A / P, m

E�·� � complete elliptic integral of the second kind
f � Fanning friction factor, 2� /	w̄2

h � height of trapezoidal channel, m
Ip � polar moment of inertia, m4

Ip
* � specific polar moment of inertia, Ip /A2

L � microtube length, m
n � number of sides, regular polygons
P � perimeter, m

Re�A � Reynolds number, 	w̄�A /�
w � fluid velocity, m/s
w̄ � mean fluid velocity, m/s
z � flow direction

Greek Symbols
�* � aspect ratio trapezoidal duct, h /a
� � dimensionless parameter trapezoidal duct
� � aspect ratio, c /b
	 � fluid density, kg/m3

� � fluid viscosity, kg/m.s
� � wall shear stress, N/m2

�* � nondimensional wall shear stress
 � trapezoidal channel angle, rad

�p � pressure drop, Pa
� � boundary of duct

Subscripts
�A � square root of cross-sectional area, m

Appendix: Isosceles Triangular Channels
To calculate the pressure drop in isosceles triangular channels, a

mapping approach is used. Shah and London �8� reported numeri-

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental data †15‡ with model

Fig. 10 Comparison between model and all rectangular data
†6,7,15‡ Fig. 11 Two limits of isosceles triangular channel
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cal values of f ReDh for isosceles triangular channels as a function
of the aspect ratio defined as �*

�* =
h

b
�A1�

The reported numerical values �8� were converted to f Re�A. Plot-
ting fRe�A versus �* reveals that the solution has two asymptotes
corresponding to the angle  as it approaches 0 and 180 deg as
shown in Fig. 11. It is interesting to observe that these two as-
ymptotes are both similar to very narrow rectangular channels.
Thus Eq. �19� can be used to predict f Re�A in both limits. Equa-
tion �19� can be written in terms of �*, defined by �8�, as follows:

f Re�A = �
12

�2�*
�* → 0

12��*

�2
�* → �

�A2�

To find relationships between �* of the triangular channel and � of
the equivalent rectangular channel, the cross-sectional area of the
equivalent rectangular is set equal to the triangular channel �see
Fig. 11�. Using the blending technique of Churchill and Usagi
�15�, a compact correlation can be developed by combining the
above asymptotes as follows:

f Re�A = 6�	 2

�*
n/2

+ �2�*�n/21/n

�A3�

The value of the fitting parameter n can be obtained by comparing
the compact correlation with the numerical values for �* in the
range �0.5, 2�. If we choose �*=1, then f Re�A=15.24, and the
value of n=1.184 gives excellent agreement at this point. If we
select n=1.20, the maximum difference of about 3.5% occurs at
�*=0.3. For the equilateral triangle where �*= �3/2, the compact
model with n=1.20, gives f Re�A=15.24, which is about 0.3%
greater than the numerical value of 15.19. Figure 12 presents the
numerical values of f Re�A reported by �8�, the two asymptotes,
and the compact model, Eq. �A3�, with n=1.20.
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Design of a Low-Turbulence,
Low-Pressure Wind-Tunnel for
Micro-Aerodynamics
A novel wind-tunnel facility has been designed for measurement of lift and drag on
micromachined airfoils. The tunnel is designed to operate with pressures ranging from
0.15 to 1.0 atmosphere, over a velocity range of 30 to 100 m /s, allowing for independent
control of Reynolds and Knudsen number. The tunnel is designed for testing of airfoils
with chords of 10 to 100 microns, giving a range of Reynolds numbers from 10 to 600,
with Knudsen numbers reaching 0.01. Due to the structural constraints of the airfoils
being tested, the wind tunnel has a 1 cm cross-section. This small size allows the use of
a 100-1 contraction area, and extremely fine turbulence screens, creating a low turbu-
lence facility. Computational fluid dynamics is used to show that an ultra-short 100-1
contraction provides uniform flow without separation, or corner vortices. Velocity data
obtained with impact and hot-wire probes indicate uniform flow and turbulence intensi-
ties below 0.5%. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236128�

Introduction
As micro-electro-mechanical systems �MEMS� technology im-

proves, the number of flow configurations to be considered is
rapidly increasing �1�. Several applications, including micro air
vehicles, micromachined hotwires, and micropropulsion systems
require analysis of external flow geometries. As the scale of these
applications shrinks to take advantage of MEMS technologies, the
flow around these objects will enter a rarefied regime. While there
has been considerable work on MEMS scale airflows in internal
flow geometries, such as microchannels �2�, there are few experi-
mental results of external-flow configurations. Potential complica-
tions of external flow configurations include flow separation and a
large variation in local Knudsen numbers. While some of these
effects have been studied in internal flows �3,4�, they will become
more significant in rarefied external flows �5�.

The planned experiments at these scales require a low-
turbulence facility, with the ability to vary velocity from 10 to
100 m/s and pressure from 0.1 to 1.0 atmosphere. Due to the
force sensors used, the width of the test section is limited to ap-
proximately 1.0 cm. Additionally, the facility should be designed
to give approximately uniform flow over this range of velocities
and pressures.

This paper deals with issues in designing a low-turbulence, uni-
form flow facility for these test conditions. After outlining facility
requirements, a facility configuration is proposed. The design of a
100-1 contraction section, intended for both turbulence suppres-
sion and to achieve uniform velocity in the test section, is out-
lined. Computational fluid dynamics studies are used to predict
the contraction effectiveness. Because of the novel configuration
and flow requirements, extensive computational fluid dynamics
�CFD� studies are made of flow over a wide range of flow condi-
tions. After fabrication of the contraction, impact probe and hot-
wire measurements are used to show that the goal of a uniform-
flow, low-turbulence facility is met.

Facility Requirements
Because flow visualization for gases at the MEMS scale is still

under development �6�, this experiment is designed to measure lift

and drag forces on micromachined airfoils. A modified Blasius
boundary layer solution, using a slip boundary condition, shows
that on airfoils with a chord of less than 100 �m, the slip flow
effects will cause a reduction in drag of 1–10%, depending on
conditions �7�. Computational results for flow over a 20 �m flat
plate, performed using a hybrid particle-continuum method, show
larger forces than the Blasius solution, but the same relative de-
crease in drag due to slip effects �8�.

Previous work has shown that an integrated microdevice, as
shown in Fig. 1, incorporating a flat-plate airfoil with piezoresis-
tive sensors, can measure lift and drag on airfoils with chords
ranging from 40 to 100 �m �9�. Based on the expected forces on
the airfoils, structural considerations limit the maximum span of
the devices to approximately 1 cm. Because the piezoresistive
sensors are integrated to the side of the airfoil, the maximum
width of the test section for these airfoils is also 1 cm.

The wind-tunnel facility to be used in this experiment is a
unique design, intended to allow testing of a 1 cm span airfoil
under a wide range of flow conditions. In order to carry out the
desired measurements, the facility must meet the following re-
quirements:

1. The facility is designed to allow pressure to be varied from
0.1 to 1.0 atm, with a velocity range of 30 to 100 m/s. This
approach allows independent control of Knudsen number
and Reynolds number for a given test airfoil.

2. Turbulence intensity should be as close to zero as possible,
to allow easier comparison of results, and to avoid velocity
fluctuations within the system that may be of the same order
of magnitude as slip velocities at the surface of the airfoil.
As a design goal, the turbulence intensity should be kept less
than 0.5%.

3 The velocity profile in the test section should be kept as
uniform as possible, with a minimal boundary layer thickness
along the wall.

Facility Configuration
A schematic of the facility is shown in Fig. 2.
The small size of the test section allows for conventional meth-

ods of turbulence control to be carried to their limits. Both theo-
retical and experimental studies �10,11� have shown that stream-
wise turbulence is reduced by contractions in the flow. Typical
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wind-tunnel facilities use a 25:1 or 16:1 ratio contraction for tur-
bulence suppression. Because of the small size of the microscale
facility, a 100:1 ratio inlet can be used.

Turbulence Suppression Strategies
Theoretical results show that the reduction in the streamwise

turbulent velocity fluctuation u� is given by:

u2�
2

u1�
2

=
3

4c2 �ln�4c3 − 1�� �1�

where u1� is the precontraction turbulent streamwise fluctuation, u2�
is the postcontraction turbulent fluctuation, and c is the area ratio
�10�. For a 100:1 reduction, we expect the rms fluctuations to
decrease by a factor of 0.022.

This model indicates that the normal turbulent velocity fluctua-
tions v� and w� will increase, based on the following equation:

v2�
2

v1�
2

=
w2�

2

w1�
2

=
3c

4
�2�

where v1� and w1� are the precontraction turbulent normal fluctua-
tions, and v2� and w2� are the postcontraction turbulent normal fluc-
tuations. For a 100-1 reduction, we would expect the rms fluctua-
tions to increase by a factor of 8.7.

Although the high contraction ratio leads to increased normal
velocity fluctuations, these can be controlled by use of a honey-
comb structure, which will filter out large-scale turbulent motions
while generating small-scale turbulence. The small-scale turbulent
fluctuations will dissipate downstream of the honeycomb, based
on the following expression:

� q�

U�
�2

=
0.03

x/D
�3�

where q� is the turbulent fluctuation, U� is the free-stream veloc-
ity, x is the downstream distance, and D is the honeycomb diam-
eter �12�.

The high contraction ratio leads to extremely low velocities at
the inlet of the system. This means that an extremely fine honey-
comb can be used without causing high pressure drops. For this

facility, a honeycomb of 2.5 cm long, 0.2 cm diameter tubes is
selected. Modeling the turbulence in the facility requires an esti-
mate of the streamwise turbulent velocity fluctuations prior to the
honeycomb. In the settling chamber, the velocity will be 1 m/s or
less. If we assume a turbulence intensity of 10% in the settling
chamber, then the magnitude of the fluctuations is 0.1 m/s. Be-
cause 10% is a high level of turbulence, typical of reacting flows
�13�, this is a conservative estimate.

Assuming initial turbulence fluctuations of 0.1 m/s, modeling
the change in urms� using Eq. �1�, and modeling the changes in vrms�
and wrms� using Eqs. �2� and �3�, we can estimate the magnitude of
the turbulent fluctuations after the contraction. For a 10 cm pre-
contraction length, using a 0.2 cm diameter honeycomb, these
models indicate that all turbulent fluctuations will be below 0.2%
regardless of initial velocity.

Use of the 100-1 contraction will, however, result in anisotropic
turbulence, since streamwise fluctuations are damped much more
effectively than normal fluctuations. Depending upon the intended
application for testing, this may have a major effect on the results.
For the application described here, minimizing streamwise fluc-
tuations was held to be of much greater importance than minimiz-
ing normal fluctuations. This is because one of the objectives of
the tunnel is to allow measurement as the airfoils approach the
slip flow regime, where a small wall velocity may appear.

Inlet Design: CFD Results
The major difficulty in design of this facility involves the shape

of the contraction section. While there has been much work on the
design of both axisymmetric and square wind-tunnel contractions
�14�, the high contraction ratio and small size of this contraction
are unique. A commercial CFD solver �15� is used to study several
100:1 square inlet configurations, with a final width of 1 cm.

All potential configurations are studied with final velocities of
30 and 100 m/s, at a pressure of 1 atm. Following the same ap-
proach as previous researchers �14�, the contraction is built from
two curves, meeting at an inflection point. All inlets use h equal to
0.01 m and h0 equal to 0.1 m, and the length was varied from 0.45
to 0.2 m. To simplify the analysis, the curves chosen are circles,
and the inflection point is taken as the midpoint of the converging
section, as shown in Fig. 3.

Based on the previous analysis, a laminar flow solver is used to
compute the flow. Initial calculations were made using a 20 by 20
by 60 mesh that included only the contraction section. Detailed
calculations were made using a 20 by 20 by 100 mesh that in-
cluded the upstream volume. A sample three-dimensional mesh is
shown as Fig. 4. Symmetries exist in the x-y and x-z planes,
allowing the tunnel to be simulated using one-quarter of the total
cross section. All cases use a uniform velocity inlet and a uniform
pressure outlet boundary condition. All cases were repeated using
a 40 by 40 by 200 mesh, to ensure grid independence, and accu-
rate resolution of the boundary layer.

The velocity profiles 1 cm into the test section are compared
based on boundary layer thickness and free-stream velocity uni-
formity. The position is nondimensionalized based on the test sec-
tion width:

Fig. 1 Integrated flat plate airfoil and sensor design

Fig. 2 Schematic of test facility

Fig. 3 Contraction geometry
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y* =
y

h
�4�

where y* is the nondimensional position. All velocities are nondi-
mensionalized using the following expression:

u* =
u

ū
�5�

where u* is the nondimensional velocity, and ū is the average
velocity across the entire test section. The results are shown in
Fig. 5.

These results show that the 0.45 m contraction has the thinnest
boundary layer, with the least velocity overshoot in the core of the
flow. This geometry is then retested for four cases: velocities of 30
and 100 m/s, and pressures of 0.1 and 1.0 atm.

The results show that the shortest inlet possible is the most
effective design for this application. Boundary layer growth for
these conditions is a much larger concern than flow separation.

Figure 6 shows the contours of U in a 0.045 m contraction, indi-
cating that the fluid acceleration occurs in the second half of the
contraction.

Figure 7 shows the streamlines for the 0.045 m contraction.
These streamlines indicate that, in spite of the large change in area
in a relatively short distance, there is no flow separation. The
streamlines also indicate that, although a boundary layer does de-
velop, there does remain a core of relatively uniform flow in the
system.

Figures 8 and 9 show the velocity profiles at the end of the
contraction, and 1 cm downstream in the test section, for design 7,
for both high-pressure and low-pressure cases.

These results show that the shortest possible inlet should be
used for the inlet of a microscale wind-tunnel facility. While there
is a velocity overshoot of 7% from the mean velocity at the end of
the contraction, this smoothes out within the first 1 cm of the test
section.

An additional concern was the possible appearance of corner
vortices in the contraction section. The normal velocity vectors at
the end of the contraction section are shown in Fig. 10. These
results show a net flow from the wall area to the center of the test
section, and that there is no development of corner vortices in the
tunnel contraction section.

The inlet is built using a length of 0.045 m. Additional CFD
analysis on the selected design is performed to cover the entire
range of pressures and velocities. The cases studied cover a range
of pressures from 0.15 to 1.0 atm, with a range of velocity from
10 to 100 m/s. The cases can be characterized using a channel
Reynolds number, as given by Eq. �6�.

Fig. 4 Sample mesh

Fig. 5 Velocity profiles for sample contractions

Fig. 6 Contours of U, 0.045 m contraction, U=100 m/s, P
=1.0 atm

Fig. 7 Streamlines for 0.045 m contraction, U=100 m/s, P
=1.0 atm
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Reh =
�ūh

�
�6�

where h is the test section width, � is the air density, and � is the
viscosity.

Because the tunnel is designed to allow independent control of
velocity and pressure, the channel Reynolds number will vary
considerably. The minimum Reynolds number, at a pressure of
0.15 atmosphere, a temperature of 298 K, and a velocity of
10 m/s, is 1010. The peak Reynolds number, at a pressure of
1.0 atm and a velocity of 100 m/s, is 67,000.

For fully developed channel flows, transition to turbulence typi-
cally begins at a Reynolds number of around 2300, and a flow is
considered to be fully turbulent at a Reynolds number of 10,000.
These criteria apply for both round and square channels �16�. The
majority of cases studied here are turbulent by these criteria.
However, all CFD studies are performed using laminar flow mod-

els. The turbulence suppression system detailed earlier in this
chapter is assumed to be effective enough that turbulence intensi-
ties are extremely low.

CFD analysis was performed for pressures ranging from 0.15 to
1.0 atm and for velocities ranging from 10 to 100 m/s. All of
results show a core of uniform flow, and a boundary layer thinner
than 0.0005 m for velocities greater than 30 m/s. As expected, the
boundary layer thins with increasing velocity and increasing den-
sity. When nondimensionalized using average velocity and chan-
nel Reynolds number, the velocity profiles 1 cm into the test sec-
tion collapsed onto each other, as shown in Fig. 11.

The velocity profiles are analyzed to determine the momentum
deficit, velocity deficit, and boundary layer thickness. All of these
results are plotted versus the channel Reynolds number and pro-
vide some indication of how close the channel is to achieving the
design goal of uniform flow. They also provide some indication of
possible transition to turbulence within the boundary layer.

The boundary layer thickness prior to the contraction can be
found by using the Blasius boundary layer for a flat plate:

Fig. 8 Normalized velocity profiles at end of 0.045 m
contraction

Fig. 9 Normalized velocity profiles 1 cm into test section

Fig. 10 Normal velocity vectors at end of contraction section

Fig. 11 Nondimensional velocity profiles
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�1 =
5.0

��u1/�l
�7�

where �1 is the precontraction boundary layer thickness, l is the
length of the settling chamber, and u1 is the precontraction veloc-
ity. The settling chamber length will be assumed to be 0.30 m.

Assuming a constant density, u1 can be found using continuity,
leading to the expression:

�1 =�hc

l

5.0l

�Reh

�8�

The precontraction and postcontraction boundary layer thickness
are shown as Fig. 12. The contraction reduces the boundary layer
thickness by two orders of magnitude. Equation �9� is used to
calculate the nondimensional momentum thickness �17�.

� =�
0

h/2
u

umax
�1 −

u

umax
� dy �9�

where � is the momentum deficit, h is the height of the test sec-
tion, and u is the downstream velocity at a given point �y�.

The velocity thickness is calculated using Eq. �10� �16�:

�* =�
0

h/2 �1 −
u

umax
� dy �10�

The momentum and velocity thickness are nondimensionalized
using the channel height and are shown in Fig. 13.

These results show that the length scales of the momentum and
velocity deficits are both small relative to the tunnel width and
vary predictably with Reynolds number.

The results of this analysis can also be used to predict possible
transition to turbulence within the boundary layer of the tunnel. A
Reynolds number based on velocity thickness is calculated, as
shown in Eq. �11�:

Re� =
�ū�*

�
�11�

where �* is the velocity thickness found using Eq. �8�. Re� as a
function of tunnel Reynolds number is plotted as Fig. 14.

Previous researchers have found that laminar boundary layers
become unstable when Re� approaches 520 �17,18�. Based on
these criteria, at a tunnel Reynolds number of above 20,000, the
boundary layer may transition to turbulence.

These computational results show that the nondimensional ve-
locity profile, as well as flow characteristics such as the momen-
tum thickness, velocity deficit, and boundary layer thickness, col-
lapse onto the same curve based on Reynolds number. They also
show that the tunnel flow is much more uniform than what would
normally be expected for a channel flow.

These results show that as the airfoil Knudsen number is
changed by varying tunnel conditions, the velocity profile will be
identical for any given tunnel Reynolds number. This will allow
results for any given Reynolds number test structure to be com-
pared for various Knudsen numbers.

Tunnel Fabrication. The completed facility is shown as Fig.
15.

The flow direction of the tunnel in this photograph is from left
to right. The air is drawn in through a small-engine air filter and
passes through a gated flow-control valve. The air is then drawn
through a 30 cm long settling chamber, with a 20 cm by 20 cm
cross-section. Even at peak flow, the velocities in the settling
chamber will remain below 1 m/s. At the end of the settling
chamber, the air is drawn through a honeycomb of 0.2 cm diam-
eter straws. The air then travels down a 10 cm straight section and

Fig. 12 Boundary layer thickness versus Reynolds number Fig. 13 Momentum and velocity deficits versus Reynolds
number

Fig. 14 Re� versus tunnel Reynolds number
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into the 100-1 contraction. Immediately after the contraction is the
test section. After the test section, air then flows through a second
valve, used to control the flow velocity. A second 2.5 cm diameter
flow line is installed in parallel, to serve as a bypass. This allows
low pressure to be maintained in the settling chamber even when
there is very little airflow through the test section. These two lines
then meet and run to the vacuum system.

Test Section Instrumentation. The instrumented test section is
shown in Fig. 16.

An impact probe to measure dynamic pressure, a static pressure
port, and a thermocouple are installed in the test section. The
0.0008 m diameter impact probe is moved across the test section
by using the attached vertical stage. A schematic of this apparatus
is shown as Fig. 17.

Test Section Velocity Measurements. The velocity profiles in
the test section are measured for pressures ranging from 0.3 to
1.0 atm and are shown as Figs. 18–21. Due to geometric con-

straints on the impact probe, the velocity is measured from one
wall to past the mid-point of the test section, instead of across the
entire test section.

These results show a core of uniform flow, as predicted by the
CFD modeling. They also show possible transition to turbulence
in the boundary layer at high Reynolds numbers, as predicted by
the modeling of the boundary layer. Therefore, independent mea-
surements were taken of turbulence in the core of the flow, to
ensure that the channel flow remains laminar.

Test Section Turbulence Measurements
The turbulence at the centerline of the test section is character-

ized using a TSI hot-film probe, as shown in Fig. 22. The hot-film
probe is mounted in the same y-z plane as the impact probe,
avoiding flow interference.

The probe is then calibrated by comparison with the impact
probe. This method of calibration is selected since external cali-
bration would not be reliable at lower pressures. Testing shows
that the commercial hot-wire system is not reliable for low pres-
sures, so measurements of turbulence intensity are taken at
0.6 atm and 100 m/s, and 0.9 atm and 90 m/s. Because of poten-
tial interference problems with the probes, the turbulence numbers

Fig. 15 Operational facility

Fig. 16 Test section instrumentation

Fig. 17 Test section instrumentation installation

Fig. 18 Velocity profiles for P=0.3 atm

Fig. 19 Velocity profiles for P=0.5 atm
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given by the hot-wire should be taken as an upper bound on the
turbulence in the tunnel. Typical hot-wire traces are shown in Fig.
23.

These results show that the flow is steady over the duration of
planned tests. The voltage fluctuations due to turbulence in the
hot-wire system are low enough to be on the same order of mag-

nitude as the electrical noise in the system. The electrical noise is
removed from the rms calculations using the following equation:

V�turb�rms� = �V�2 − V�noise��rms
2 �12�

where V�turb�rms� is the voltage fluctuation due to turbulence, V� is
the voltage fluctuation in the signal, and V�noise�rms� is the mea-
sured signal noise. After removal of signal noise, the measured
turbulence intensity is 0.2% for 0.6 atm and 100 m/s, and 0.4%
for 0.9 atm and 90 m/s. Due to the intrusive nature of the probe
in a confined channel, these should be taken as upper limits on the
turbulence values.

Conclusions
Computational fluid dynamics analysis showed that high con-

traction ratios are possible for wind-tunnel usage without incur-
ring flow separation or corner vortices. These results were con-
firmed by experimental measurements that show that uniform flow
profiles were achieved with minimal turbulence. Boundary layer
growth is minimal, and a core of uniform flow was maintained.
Additional study may be undertaken to determine the limits of
100-1 contractions as a flow control tool.

Experimental study showed that the design goals of the test
facility were partially met. The full range of desired pressures and
velocities could not be achieved. However, the results suggest that
any future low-pressure wind-tunnel built on a draw-through de-
sign should be designed with a high bypass ratio to the test sec-
tion. This will improve the flexibility of the design for testing at
low-speed, low-pressure conditions.
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Design Optimization of Micro
Synthetic Jet Actuator for Flow
Separation Control
A computational analysis and design methodology is presented for effective microflow
control using synthetic jets. The membrane is modeled as a moving boundary to accu-
rately compute the flow inside the jet cavity. Compressible Navier-Stokes equations are
solved with boundary conditions for the wall slip and the temperature jump conditions
encountered for a specific range of Knudsen numbers. For validation, microchannel flow
and microfilter flow are successfully computed. Then, flow past a backward-facing step in
a microchannel is considered. Analysis is coupled with a design methodology to improve
the actuator effectiveness. The objective function is selected to be the square of the
vorticity (enstrophy) integrated over a separated region. First, from a design of experi-
ments study, orifice and actuator cavity widths are identified as the most effective design
variables. Then, a response surface method is constructed to find the improved control of
the flow. This optimization results in more than 83% reduction of the enstrophy of the
recirculation region. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236134�

1 Introduction
Fluid flow in small devices differs from those in macroscopic

devices, and understanding the unfamiliar physics of fluids in-
volved in microflows is a key issue for microfluidics. A key non-
dimensional parameter for gas micro flows is the Knudsen �Kn�
number. Depending on the Kn range, a full continuum or a full
free-molecular analysis may be applicable. In the present study,
flows in the Kn range of less than 0.1 are considered and they are
modeled using a conventional Navier-Stokes solution method. As
demonstrated by Baysal and Aslan �1�, however, new wall bound-
ary conditions need to be developed to account for the slip veloc-
ity and temperature jump conditions encountered in these micro
sized geometries.

Synthetic jets are popular actuators for external flow control
and have been proposed as potential actuators for microelectrome-
chanical �MEMS� applications �Aslan et al. �2��. This, however,
requires a careful system design in order to achieve effective con-
trol. In a synthetic jet, the actuating flow is generated at the orifice
of a cavity by oscillating a membrane opposite to the orifice as
illustrated in Fig. 1. A wide variety of geometries have been pro-
posed and built for the design of synthetic jets. A triangular cavity
has been shown to be more efficient when compared to a rectan-
gular cavity �Edis et al. �3�� and hence it is selected as the test
geometry for the present design optimization study. Synthetic jets
have also been studied as actuators to control flow separation by
Jain et al. �4� and Rediniotis et al. �5�. Major differences in the
present study are twofold. First, the present focus is on microflows
where the flow physics is different. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there have been only a few studies on micro-sized
synthetic jets; also they have only been modeled assuming con-
tinuum flow regime with no-slip at the walls. Second, the present
study includes a high-fidelity modeling of the geometry to include
both the cavity and the motion of the piezoelectric membrane.

Typical practice of MEMS design process is performed in a
trial-and-error fashion. Such a practice requires prohibitive itera-
tions before the performance requirements of a given device are
finally satisfied. However, if an effective computational approach
were to be developed, it could be used within an automated design

optimization methodology �Baysal �6��. Accurate information on
mass flow rates, shear stress distributions, and heat transfer in an
optimally controlled flow could lead to devices that can be de-
signed effectively, hence rendering lower initial and operational
costs.

To demonstrate the presently proposed design methodology,
flow past a micro backward-facing step is considered. Here the
separation occurs downstream of the step resulting in a significant
variation of the mean free path of the gas molecules and the wall
shear stress �Fig. 2�. The separation characteristics can be altered
using a synthetic jet pumped into the channel flow.

The present paper is organized in the following way. First, we
include a brief description of the mathematical model for micro
gas flows. This is followed by the introduction of both the design
of experiments and the response surface methods in the Optimi-
zation Methodology section. Finally, we present the results of our
study and discussion of our results, followed by the summary and
some concluding remarks.

2 Mathematical Model
For the present investigation, an existing Navier-Stokes solver,

CFL3D, has been modified to account for the slip velocity and
temperature jump conditions encountered in MEMS geometries
for the Kn numbers up to 0.1. CFL3D solves the three-
dimensional, time-dependent, compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions subject to various boundary conditions. An implicit approxi-
mately factored, finite volume, upwind and multigrid algorithm is
used for the solution of the equations. The details of the code
CFL3D can be found in the references by Rumsey et al. �7� and
Baysal et al. �8�.

Moving and deforming mesh simulations require time accurate
computations with subiterations. The integral form of time-
dependent compressible Navier-Stokes equations on dynamic
meshes is presented below

�

�t���
"

Qd " +��
�

F�Q� • �̂d� = 0 �1a�

Q = �� �u �v �w �e0�T �1b�
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Here, vector Q consists of density and the conserved variables of
momentum, and total energy per unit volume. The flux vector F is
given by

F�Q� • �̂ = �V • �̂��
�

�u

�v

�w

�e0 + p
	 + p�

0

�x

�y

�x

at

	
+�

0

�kx • �,k

�ky • �,k

�kz • �,k

�ur�kr − qk� • �,k

	
sum over k,r

�1c�

where p, qk, and � are the pressure, heat flux and shear stress
terms, respectively. The adjusted velocity is computed relative to
the mesh motion as each cell face can move and deform

V = ��u − xt�,�v − yt�,�w − zt�� �1d�
with a contravariant face speed computed as

at = xt�x + yt�y + zt�z �1e�
The boundary conditions for the velocity and temperature at a

wall are augmented to account for the slip flow and temperature
jumps encountered in MEMS devices. The first-order Maxwell-
Smoluchowski slip-boundary conditions �Gad-el-Hak �9�, Beskok
�10�, and Agarwal et al. �11�� in Cartesian coordinates are

Us − Uw =
2 − �v

�v

2

�

 �

8RTw
�s +

3

4

Pr�� − 1�
�R�Tw

�− qs� �2�

Ts − Tw =
2 − �T

�T

�� − 1�
� + 1

4

�R

 �

8RTw
�− qn� �3�

In these equations, subscript s denotes the slip flow variables on
the solid surface of the body; � is the ratio of specific heats, � is
the density, and R is the specific gas constant; qn and qs are the
normal and tangential heat-flux components and �s is the shear
stress component pertaining to the skin friction; Uw and Tw are the
reference wall velocity and temperature, respectively; Pr is the
Prandtl number. �v and �T are the tangential momentum and en-
ergy “accommodation” coefficients that determine the effective-
ness of tangential momentum and energy exchange of the mol-
ecules with the walls. The values of the accommodation
coefficients are characteristics of the gas/surface pair and may
depend on the surface roughness and temperature. In the present
study, full diffuse reflection is assumed both for the tangential
momentum and energy exchange ��v=�T=1�. The slip and jump
boundary conditions given above are first-order in Knudsen num-
ber. The application of boundary condition formulations requires
the variation of tangential velocity in the normal direction to the
wall. Also coded and used herein is a second-order extension of
the Maxwell’s slip velocity boundary condition �Beskok et al.
�12��

Us − Uw =
2 − �v

�v
� Kn

1 − b Kn
� �U

�n


s
� �4�

where b is the general slip coefficient determined analytically in
the slip and early transition flow regimes. For the present ex-
amples, the value of b=−1 is employed and the thermal creep
term has been omitted.

Since an actuator is being designed herein to control flow sepa-
ration, a quantitative indicator is needed for its mathematical for-
mulation and the choice of this indicator is not trivial. Several
metrics used by the authors in the past included energy loss, reat-
tachment point and area of the separation region. Searching the
literature, it was found, for example, that Ravindran �13� and De-
sai et al. �14� have successfully used enstrophy as an objective
function. Enstrophy is the square of vorticity integrated over a
region. Selection of enstrophy as the objective function is moti-
vated by the fact that potential flows �zero vorticity� are friction-
less and incurs low energy dissipation. Enstrophy constitutes a
quantifiable measure of separation that involves recirculation. As
such, effectiveness of actuation in reducing separation can be
quantified by analytically monitoring the enstrophy of the sepa-
rated region. Therefore, enstrophy within the separated region is
used as the objective function when optimizing the actuator

J̄ens =
1

2T�0

T�
�s

�� � U�2d�sdt �5�

where T is the time period for a one membrane oscillation cycle.
The objective function is calculated in �s��, where � is the
area of the computational domain and �s is the region where the
flow is separated, hence, recirculating. �s is always computed at a
given instant. Then, an indicator of flow separation control effec-
tiveness may be selected as the percent reduction of enstrophy

% reduction =
�J̄ens�reference − �J̄ens�

�J̄ens�reference

� 100 �6�

It should be noted that the reference case �Table 4� does not

have the actuator, hence, the value of �J̄ens�reference or �s do not
vary in time for the reference case. As for the controlled cases, �s
values are calculated at four instants during one membrane oscil-
lation cycle after the flowfield reaches a periodic behavior.

3 Optimization Methodology

3.1 Design of Experiments. The design of experiments
method �DOE� is used in many engineering problems in order to
understand how the responses are influenced by the design vari-
ables. To gain the most information with the least effort is the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the synthetic jet and its operation

Fig. 2 Separated flow „without control… in a channel with
backward-facing step „Re�20…. hc: Outlet channel height.
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main reason for the choice of this approach. A DOE study requires
building an empirical model relating the response to the factors.
This is called response surface �RS� model and can be approxi-
mated by various mathematical approximations. For more infor-
mation on DOE and RS model, see Ref. �15�. The empirical
model for the present study is an approximation to the following

relation: J̄ens=function �W ,do ,A , f�, where W ,do ,A, and f are the
cavity width, orifice width, maximum membrane oscillation am-
plitude, and membrane oscillation frequency, respectively.

RS model is built with some combinations of design variables
and response values. A particular arrangement of these design
variables is known as the design of experiments. Considering each
combination of the design variables as a point, a proper selection
of points could improve the quality of the RS model. A design
matrix D is constructed using the selected points. Design of ex-
periments, which was initially developed for physical experi-
ments, is also essential for the computations to help increase the
efficiency. Because the responses obtained from computer experi-
ments are deterministic, there are no random or measurement er-
rors which can be encountered in physical experiments. Thus, the
design points should be chosen so as to fill the design space in
order to treat all regions of the design space equally. In the current
study, Latin hypercube design �LHD�, which was first introduced
by McKay et al. �16�, is used. The Latin hypercube design is
formed according to the specified number of points, N, in the
design and it is well suited particularly for the computer experi-
ments. To create a LHD, the range of each variable is divided into
N nonoverlapping intervals on the basis of equal probability. One
value from each interval is selected at random with respect to the
probability density in the interval.

3.2 Response Surface Method. The response surface method
�RSM� can be an efficient optimization technique if the cost of
analyzing a single design is high. RSM relies on creating an ex-
plicit approximation to the objective function and its specified
constraints, and then it uses this approximation to perform the
optimization. Once the approximation function is constructed, it is
used to find the optimum solution instead of carrying out some
additional computationally expensive analyses. Another advantage
of RSM is its capability of escaping local minima. Although not
an issue in a computational simulation, RSM’s robustness towards
possible noisy behaviors of the responses is another advantage,
when data is obtained from experimental study. Since RSM is
based on responses only, there is no need to compute the design
sensitivities, that are often difficult to derive analytically, or if
finite-difference approximations are used, then they require very
high computational cost. RSM also allows using the previously
analyzed results. One of the most important disadvantages of
RSM is that the optimum is identified with less accuracy.

4 Results

4.1 Straight Micro Channel. To verify the computational
model and its boundary conditions flow through a two-
dimensional, isothermal, subsonic microchannel with a channel
length-to-height ratio of 20 �L/h� is considered �Fig. 3�. The Kn
number at channel outlet is Knout=0.2 while at inlet it is Knin
=0.088. Inlet-to-outlet pressure ratio is 2.28. The reference Mach
�M� and Reynolds �Re� numbers are 0.0725 and 1.22, respec-

tively, while 273 K is taken as the reference temperature. This
flow is laminar and can be considered to be in the slip flow re-
gime, i.e., Kn�0.1. The working fluid is nitrogen. This geometry
has also been studied by Beskok �10� using both a DSMC solver
and a spectral-element-based continuum CFD solver, and by
Agarwal et al. �11� using a higher order fluid dynamics model of
the Burnett equations.

In the present computations, both the first order �Eq. �2�� and
the second order �Eq. �4�� velocity slip boundary formulations
have been employed. Excellent agreement has been obtained with
the analytical solutions available for the centerline pressure distri-
bution through the channel �Beskok et al. �12��. The effect of
compressibility, even at such low speeds, has also been observed.
The pressure distribution is nonlinear and slightly lower in mag-
nitude compared to the no-slip solution. As seen in Fig. 4, the
centerline pressure distribution is not deemed sensitive to the or-
der of accuracy of the slip wall formulation and there is at least an
order of magnitude difference between the no slip and slip cases.
In Fig. 4, the deviation of the computed centerline pressure from
the analytically obtained pressure, 	�p / pout�, is plotted

	�p/pout� = �p/pout�analytical − �p/pout�computational model �7�

where pout is the exit channel pressure used to normalize the cen-
terline pressure values.

The computed wall slip velocity distributions, in comparison
with the results of Beskok �10� and Agarwal et al. �11� and the
analytical solution, are presented in Fig. 5. The results with the
first order slip boundary condition match exactly the analytical
results, which are based on first order approximations as well. The
second order results match the Navier-Stokes and Burnett equa-
tion solutions of Agarwal et al. �11� perfectly. The DSMC results
of Beskok �10� are slightly different for the first half of the chan-
nel but match the other results towards the exit of the duct. The
increase in the mass flow due to the wall slip is about 13% as also
predicted by Agarwal et al. �11�. In conclusion, the present imple-
mentation of both the first and the second order slip boundary
condition formulations has been deemed appropriate for microf-
lows.

4.2 Micro Filter. Another validation case considered for the
present study is a flow through a micro-filter. Analysis of gas
flows through micro-filters requires the consideration of three fun-
damental issues: Rarefaction, compressibility, and geometric com-

Fig. 3 Computational domain for straight channel: One of ev-
ery third grid point is shown

Fig. 4 Deviation of centerline pressure „Eq. „8…… distribution
through the micro duct for different computational models,
Knin=0.088
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plexity �Ahmed et al. �17��. The rarefaction is due to the small
characteristic length scales of micro-filters �L�, which are compa-
rable to the local mean free path �
�. Compressibility effects are
important when there are large density variations in the micro
fluidic system, particularly, when there are pressure and/or tem-
perature fluctuations. In their simplest form, a micro-filter is a
very short channel or sudden constriction. A schematic view and
characteristic dimensions of a section of a rectangular micro-filter
array are presented in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, the numerical grid used for
the computations is shown.

Experimental and numerical studies have shown that the flow in
the micro-filters strongly depends on the opening factor �, the
ratio of the hole-height �h� to the total filter length �L�. Consider-
ing that the filter holes repeat in a periodic fashion and the sym-
metry between the two periodic sides, gas flow through only one-
half hole is computed by imposing the symmetry boundary
conditions in the streamwise direction. In the present study, the
ratio of the height to the length at the hole opening is h / l=1.5,
with an opening factor �=h /L=0.6, where h=1.2, l=0.8, and L
=2 microns. The gray shaded areas correspond to physical sur-
faces of the micro-filter, where fully accommodating, diffuse re-

flection boundary conditions are applied. The surface temperature
is kept at 300 K. The reference length scale used in the definition
of Kn and Re is the hole-height h �Fig. 6�.

The predictions from Case I �Table 1� are compared with the
computational results of Ahmed et al. �17�, where the geometry
differs from the present one only with its rounded corners. The
streamwise velocity and temperature values, normalized with cor-
responding inflow values along the centerline of the filter, are in
good agreement with those of Ahmed et al. �17� �Fig. 8�. The flow
which is uniform up to y /L=3.3, starts to develop before it
reaches the filter inlet located y /L=4.3.

The rarefaction effects are investigated by comparing the re-
sults of two different outlet Kn simulations. Rarefaction is known
to cause skin friction reduction. In Fig. 9, the shear stress distri-
bution normalized with inlet dynamic pressure is presented on the
filter surface as a function of the surface length for both Cases I
and II. In this figure, the nondimensional values of distance at 0,
0.33, 1, and 1.33, correspond to bottom first point, first corner,
second corner, and top last point along the filter surface, respec-
tively. The shear stress values are lower for the higher Kn flow of
Case I �top figure�. Comparisons of the slip with no-slip cases
reveal that shear stresses decrease as a result of the velocity slip
on the walls. In Fig. 9, sign reversal in the shear stress indicates
local flow separation. The recirculation region is larger in the case
of larger Re flow of Case II �bottom figure�.

4.3 Backward Facing Step. Flow past a backward facing
step is computed to study the effect of slip boundary conditions on
a separated flow. The outlet channel height hc is 1.25 �m with a
ratio of channel length-to-exit height of 5.6. The entry to the chan-
nel is also simulated. The channel inlet is located at x /hc=0.86

Fig. 5 Variation of slip velocity along the microduct wall,
Knin=0.088

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional view and the characteristics dimen-
sions of the micro filter

Fig. 7 Micro filter and its computational domain

Table 1 Case definitions for the micro filter

Case Min Mout Re Knin Knout

I 0.17 0.23 7.51 0.054 0.071
II 0.21 0.28 8.82 0.036 0.047
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and the step height s is taken as s /hc=0.467 �Fig. 10�. The first
and second order slip boundary conditions are employed. Simula-
tion is performed for inlet Mach number M0.47 and inlet Re
number Re80. The outlet Kn number is 0.018. Sample results
are presented for an inlet-to-outlet pressure ratio of Pin / Pout
=2.32 and inlet temperature is 330 K. The walls are kept at a
constant temperature of 300 K. The working fluid is nitrogen.

The computational grid employed consists of two domains. The
grid before the step �Sec. 1� is 49*17, and the domain after �Sec.
2� step has a grid of 161*33 cells �Fig. 10�. To test the grid
independency, a finer grid of 97*33 cells �Sec. 1� and 241*65
cells �Sec. 2� have also been used. Results from both grids were
identical up to the fifth digit. The mass flow is monitored for
convergence until a constant mass flow is achieved throughout the
channel.

For this case, the streamwise pressure variation, normalized
with the inlet dynamic head, �qin=0.5�inUin

2 �, and the streamwise
velocity, normalized with the local speed of sound a, at about the

center of entrance y /hc=0.755 are shown in Figs. 11 and 12,
respectively. The results compare well with the DSMC computa-
tions of Beskok �10�, where the results are for a slightly different
flow condition of Kn0.04.

4.4 Synthetic Jet Flow. In a synthetic jet, the actuating flow
is generated at the orifice of a cavity by oscillating a membrane
opposite to the orifice. In Fig. 1, A denotes the maximum mem-
brane oscillation amplitude, do is the orifice width, H is the cavity
height, and W is the cavity width. Fluctuating jet flow with a jet

velocity V̄j, produced by the oscillatory motion of the membrane,
interacts with the main flow and transfers linear momentum to the
main flow. It has previously been shown that the geometric and
actuation parameters have profound effects on the mean flow to be
controlled �Edis et al. �3��. In order to demonstrate control of flow
separation in a micro-fluidic device using a micro synthetic jet,

Fig. 8 „a… Normalized streamwise velocity variations along the
centerline of micro filter. „b… Normalized streamwise tempera-
ture variations along the centerline of micro filter.

Fig. 9 Variation of shear stress along micro filter wall. Case I
„top… and Case II „bottom….
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present authors �Baysal et al. �18�� have originally used a
rectangular-cavity synthetic jet actuator placed downstream of the
step. This study successfully demonstrated the effect of actuator
dimensions as well as membrane motion parameters on altering
the separation region, but then suggested that a more thorough
optimization study with multiple design parameters was needed.

4.5 Design Optimization of Synthetic Jet Flow. For the
present design optimization cases, the outlet channel height hc is
taken to be 12.5 �m. The step height s is taken as s /hc=0.467.
The cavity height H of this actuator is 0.4hc and it is kept constant
during the design process. A representative grid used for the tri-
angular cavity configuration is shown in Fig. 13 �for clarity, only
every fourth grid line is shown�. In the computational domain, the
channel length is considered to be 5.6hc. The domain consists of
three blocks: Cavity �horizontal*vertical: 417*81 cells�, upstream
of the step �129*65 cells�, and downstream of the step regions
�689*129 cells�. The cavity is placed on the corner downstream
of the step for all controlled cases. Results are obtained for an
inlet-to-outlet pressure ratio of 2.32. The inlet temperature is
330 K and the walls are assumed to be adiabatic. The inflow ve-
locity is specified for M0.054 and Re13.3. Note that due to the
membrane oscillations, the flowfield is unsteady. This requires
time-accurate computations of the flowfield governing equations.
Running on a single 64-bit AMD-Opteron processor, unit CPU
time is 12 microseconds/cell / iteration. When running the code in
the time-inaccurate mode, the total CPU time needed to reduce the
residual by three orders of magnitude on the same processor is
about one hour. When running the code in a time-accurate mode
to resolve and track the unsteady flows, a meaningful measure is

deemed to be the CPU time for one complete membrane oscilla-
tion cycle, and it is just under one hour. When the code is run
using multiple processors, CPU time scales down almost propor-
tionately to the number of processors.

Initially, a very slow �M0.0001� flow in the channel is con-
sidered to ensure that the synthetic jet formation and vortex shed-
ding are both realized. The synthetic jet actuator is placed 0.4hc
from corner of the step and the orifice width is taken as 1.25 �m
for this case. Slip boundary conditions are implemented since the
jet Knudsen number, based on the jet velocity and the orifice
width, is Knjet�0.06. Plot of vorticity contours at maximum ex-
pulsion stage of the cycle are shown in Fig. 14�a�. For the four
membrane stages, the velocity profiles at the orifice exit are plot-
ted in Fig. 14�b�. The maximum expulsion corresponds to the
instant when the membrane is at level position and moving with
maximum vertical velocity towards the orifice. The minimum vol-
ume corresponds to the instant when the membrane is in its high-
est position. The maximum ingestion is the level position that
occurs following the minimum volume case. The membrane is at
its lowest level for the maximum volume stage. Here the veloci-
ties are in nondimensional form.

For the optimization study, the cavity width, W, orifice width,
do, membrane oscillation frequency, f , and membrane oscillation
amplitude, A, are selected as the design variables. Presented in
Table 2 are the definitions of the 15 cases that form the design
matrix D constructed for latin hypercube design �LHD� of DOE.
Listed in Table 3 are the one-way analysis of variance �ANOVA�

Fig. 10 Micro backward facing step

Fig. 11 Streamwise variation of pressure

Fig. 12 Variation of normalized streamwise component of
velocity

Fig. 13 Geometry of channel with backward facing step and
synthetic jet actuator „oscillating membrane, triangular cavity,
and orifice…. For clarity, only every fourth grid line shown.
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results obtained from LHD. At this range of design variables, it is
clearly discernible from Table 3 that do has a major effect on the
response. Also, W, A, and the interactions between A-W, A-do, and
W-f , have a significant effect on the response. On the other hand
f and the interactions of f-A, f-do, and W-do have minor effects

when compared to the other factors and their interactions.
The results for all 15 cases are presented in Table 4. As a

reference case, the flow without any actuator control is also com-
puted and its enstrophy calculated in the separation region to be

J̄ens=33.68. This case is used to calculate the percent reduction of
enstrophy. For the controlled cases, �s is the area of the separa-
tion region calculated for the four important instants during one
cycle of the membrane oscillation. As observed from Table 4, with
synthetic jet control, the separation region and its enstrophy are
mostly reduced as compared to the reference case. For some
cases, the separation region is totally eliminated during the mini-
mum volume and maximum volume stages �this point will be
revisited with Fig. 16�. Note that the enstrophy values are calcu-
lated to be zero as �s vanishes at the corresponding stages. Fur-
ther, the separation region appears to be more sensitive to the
changes in the design variables at minimum volume stage rather
than the other stages. During maximum volume stages of Cases
7–9, separation region actually grows. Also, the enstrophy of Case
15 increases �shown as negative percentage in Table 4� despite a
reduction in the area of separation.

Next, the design problem is defined for the response surface
method �RSM�. The results from authors’ previous studies �Baysal
et al. �18,19�� have been relied upon when selecting the design
variables and defining the ranges for these variables. The objec-

tive function, enstrophy of the separation region �J̄ens� is to be
minimized with the design variables within their respective pre-
scribed side constraints:

Minimize J̄ens in �s

Subject to 1.6 � W/hc � 2.4

0.02 � do/hc � 0.2

0.04 � A/hc � 0.12

300 � f �kHz� � 700

The best control achieved for the flow past the micro backward-
facing step is presented in Table 5. Also presented in this table are

the comparisons between the RSM-predicted target values for J̄ens
with the target value obtained by the full CFD simulation. This
point will be further discussed later. Using this “best-design” syn-
thetic jet, about 83% reduction in the enstrophy of the separation
region is obtained.

The response surface for the best values of do /hc=0.09 and
W=1.76 is plotted in Fig. 15�a�. It is observed that as the mem-

brane amplitude and frequency increase, the response, J̄ens, tends
to decrease. The effect of the amplitude, for the smaller values of
frequency, is to decrease the response. However, for the larger
values of frequency, increasing amplitude slightly increases the
response. On the other hand, for the smaller values of amplitude,
the objective function decreases as the frequency increases. Fi-

Fig. 14 „a… Plot of vorticity contours at maximum expulsion
stage of the synthetic jet cycle. hc: Outlet channel height. „b…
Velocity profile at the orifice exit for four different stages of the
synthetic jet cycle.

Table 2 Design matrix, D. Re�13.3, hc=12.5 �m; H=0.4hc

Case no f �kHz� A /hc W /hc do /hc

1 357.1 0.091 1.600 0.174
2 471.4 0.051 1.657 0.046
3 300.0 0.040 1.714 0.149
4 642.9 0.109 1.771 0.136
5 528.6 0.069 1.829 0.033
6 557.1 0.103 1.886 0.200
7 328.6 0.086 1.943 0.020
8 442.9 0.080 2.000 0.187
9 414.3 0.074 2.057 0.084
10 614.3 0.057 2.114 0.110
11 585.7 0.120 2.171 0.059
12 500.0 0.114 2.229 0.123
13 385.7 0.097 2.286 0.097
14 671.4 0.063 2.343 0.161
15 700.0 0.046 2.400 0.071

Table 3 Analysis of variance obtained by latin hypercube
design

Source
Sum of
Squares

%
Contribution

f 16.81 1.06
A 143.06 9.02
do

384.16 24.22
W 276.93 17.46
f-A 37.03 2.33
f-do

27.86 1.76
f-W 137.24 8.65
A-do

179.21 11.30
A-W 124.43 7.84
W-do

41.85 2.64
Residual 217.55 13.72
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nally, as we approach to the maximum value of the amplitude, the
frequency only gradually changes the response. Overall, the re-
sults from Fig. 15�a� indicate that the selected ranges of A and f
provide effective separation control as compared to the no-control
case.

The response surface for the best values of A /hc=0.08 and f
=550.9 kHz is plotted in Fig. 15�b�. It is shown that increasing the
cavity width always has a positive effect on the response. This
effect is more apparent for the higher values of the orifice width.
The effect of changing the orifice width, however, is mixed and
depends on the cavity width value. Although, increasing the ori-
fice width results in a favorable change of the response for higher
values of the cavity width, for smaller values of cavity width,
increasing the orifice width yields an increase in the response.
Moreover, smaller values of cavity width and higher values of
orifice width yield worse results than the reference case.

Finally, the flowfield for the “best design” case, predicted by
RSM and its design variables as previously given in Table 5, is
simulated using full CFD computations �Fig. 16�. The best values
of the enstrophy obtained from RSM �20� �5.73� and CFD simu-
lation �5.48� differ by only 4.5%. The instantaneous stream traces
of this flow at four stages of one membrane-oscillation cycle
�Figs. 16�b�–16�e�� are compared to the flow without control �Fig.
16�a�� to observe the differences, particularly, in the separation
region. As seen in this figure, the separation region is decreased
during maximum expulsion and maximum ingestion stages, and it
is totally eliminated during minimum volume and maximum vol-
ume stages. This further confirms the results presented in Table 4.

5 Concluding Remarks
A computational analysis and design methodology is presented

for effective microflow control using synthetic jets. For analysis, a
Navier-Stokes flow solver has been modified to account for the
slip velocity and temperature jump conditions encountered in
MEMS geometries for the Kn number range of 0.001–0.1. For
validation purposes, simulations have been successfully per-
formed for a micro channel and a micro filter. The computed

Table 4 Results for computational cases of design matrix, D. Re�13.3, H=0.4hc.

Case
�s

min volume
�s

max ingestion
�s

max volume
�s

max expulsion J̄ens

%
reduction

reference 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.136 33.684 n/a
1 0.091 0.116 0.092 0.122 24.926 26.0
2 0.052 0.071 0.058 0.097 16.313 51.6
3 0.057 0.084 0.049 0.091 17.540 47.9
4 0.000 0.078 0.003 0.075 14.724 56.3
5 0.066 0.038 0.005 0.028 9.927 70.5
6 0.000 0.055 0.004 0.044 7.384 78.1
7 0.000 0.093 0.188 0.033 15.422 54.2
8 0.000 0.039 0.506 0.045 11.080 67.1
9 0.000 0.023 0.230 0.037 24.601 26.9
10 0.000 0.021 0.000 0.037 23.467 30.3
11 0.000 0.061 0.000 0.062 10.180 69.7
12 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.021 7.764 76.9
13 0.000 0.043 0.000 0.046 18.153 46.1
14 0.000 0.028 0.000 0.042 24.743 26.5
15 0.000 0.059 0.000 0.060 79.009 -134.5

Table 5 Best values from response surface method †20‡ and
comparison of RSM-predicted target value with simulation
code target value at this point. hc=12.5 �m.

f* �kHz� �A /hc�* �W /hc�* �do /hc�* J̄ens
* % reduction

RSM 550.9 0.08 1.76 0.09 5.73 82.9
CFD 550.9 0.08 1.76 0.09 5.48 83.7

Fig. 15 „a… Approximate surface enstrophy, J̄ens
= function„A , f…; do and W at their best values. „b… Approximate
surface enstrophy, J̄ens= function„do ,W…; A and f at their best
values.
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velocity, temperature, and pressure fields agree very well with the
analytical formula and other independent computations available
in the literature.

Then, the present computational flow analysis has been coupled
with a design methodology to improve the effectiveness of a pro-
posed synthetic jet actuator. For demonstration, a flow past a mi-
cro backward-facing step has been considered. Four parameters of
the synthetic jet actuator have been selected as the design vari-
ables. The objective function to be minimized is selected to be the

enstrophy of the flow separation region. First, a design of experi-
ments study has been conducted, which identified the orifice width
and the cavity width as the most effective design variables. Then,
a response surface method has been constructed to optimize and
find the improved control of the flow. For the problem defined
herein, this optimization has resulted in over 83% reduction of the
enstrophy. The present study is a demonstration of a design meth-
odology using high-fidelity flow simulation that is beyond the
current common practices, such as, a cut-and-try approach.

Fig. 16 Obtained best case: Instantaneous stream traces of separation region, „a… no-control case „b…
minimum volume stage, „c… maximum ingestion stage, „d… maximum volume stage, „e… maximum expul-
sion stage
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Resistance and Fluctuating
Pressures of a Large Elbow in
High Reynolds Numbers
For the Japan Atomic Energy Agency sodium-cooled fast reactor, an experimental study
on the fluctuating pressure of the hot legs was carried out with tests in a 1/3-scale model.
The total resistance coefficient is consistent with published data, and, additionally, our
research has given data up to the Reynolds number of 8.0�106. The flow visualization
and velocity measurement confirmed the independence of the flow on the Reynolds num-
ber. Pressures on the pipe wall were statistically examined to predict the characteristics
of fluctuating pressures of the hot legs. It reveals that generation of fluctuating pressure
is dominant on the boundary of flow separation and reattachment.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2236126�

Keywords: fast reactor, sodium-cooled, cooling system, elbow, flow separation, resis-
tance coefficient, fluctuating pressure, variance, skewness, kurtosis

Introduction

A conceptual design study of the JAEA �Japan Atomic Energy
Agency� sodium-cooled fast reactor �JSFR� is in progress in “Fea-
sibility Study on Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle Systems”
�1�. The cooling system of the reactor is composed of two loops in
order to economize the plant construction cost. Due to the small

loop number, large-diameter piping is adopted in the primary
cooling system, and mean sodium velocity in the pipes increases
to over 9 m/s. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the primary
cooling system of the JSFR. One of the issues for the piping
design is to understand the behavior of flow-induced vibration that
is caused by the hydraulic characteristics at high Reynolds num-
ber �107 order level� conditions. Figure 2 shows a flow-induced
vibration test facility that simulates the hot leg piping with a 1/3-
scale model so that we can investigate flow patterns in it and
fluctuating pressures on the pipe wall. The storage pool contains
1000 metric tons of water. The total maximum flow rate of the two

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division of ASME for publication in the
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pumps is 2 m3/s �1 m3/s per pump�. Water is pumped up through
the ultrasonic flow meters to the 7 m high intermediate tank
which has a diameter of 2 m. The flow meters are set in the
straight pipes �pipe inner diameter�492.2 mm each� with a length
of more than 30 times the diameter to secure the accuracy of flow
rate. The intermediate tank has an air chamber at its top to sup-
press fluctuating pressures produced by the pumps. Water is sup-
plied from the intermediate tank to the 6 m high rectifying tank
which has a diameter of 3.43 m. The high rectifying tank has a
rectifier consisting of grids and pipes built-in so that a uniform
velocity distribution can be obtained at the inlet of the model pipe.
Figure 3 shows the picture of the model pipe. The pressure in the
test loop can be controlled from atmospheric pressure to 0.3 MPa
in order to prevent cavitation. Flexible pipes are installed in the
auxiliary pipelines to isolate the model pipe from mechanical vi-
brations. The support of the model pipe has no natural frequency
under 30 Hz to ensure the reliability of measured fluctuating pres-
sures. The working fluid is water both at room temperature �285 to
288 K� and at 333 K. The maximum mean velocity in the pipe is
9.2 m/s, the same velocity as the nominal operating velocity of
the hot legs of the JSFR. The maximum Reynolds number is
3.7�106 for water at room temperature and 8.0�106 at 333 K. In
order to extrapolate the flow patterns and fluctuating pressures at

the high Reynolds number of 4.2�107 from the experimental
data, we investigated their dependence on Reynolds number.

Total Resistance Coefficient
Figure 4 shows the model of the hot leg pipe with inner diam-

eter of D=412.7 mm. There is a 5.60D long �2309 mm� straight
tube between the bellmouth at the inlet and the elbow. There is
another 8.77D long �3621 mm� straight tube downstream of the
elbow partly shown in Fig. 4. The bending radius of the elbow is
1.026D �423.3 mm�. Totally 124 pressure transducers �12 at each
section, except 6 at A, 11 at B� and C�, 2 at G, I, J and L, and 1
at A�, A�, K� and K�� are flush-mounted on the inner wall of the

Fig. 1 The configuration of the primary cooling system of the
JSFR. NsL is the nominal sodium level in the reactor vessel.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the test facility. 350A, 500A, and 600A are
14B, 20B, and 24B of pipes, respectively.

Fig. 3 1/3-scale model pipe installed on the top of the rectify-
ing tank „inner diameter�412.7 mm…

Fig. 4 1/3-scale model of the hot leg with pressure transduc-
ers. Velocity distributions were measured in Sections I-IV by
laser Doppler velocimeter. Dimensionless radius is r*=r /D,
where r is a radius and D the diameter of the pipe. Totally 124
pressure transducers are flush-mounted on the inner wall of
the pipe; 12 at locations B, C, D, E, F, H, and K, 6 at A, 11 at B�
and C�, 2 at G, I, J, and L, and 1 at A�, A�, K�, and K�.
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pipe in all sections from A to L. We indicate every measuring
point with an index such as A 180 deg for the measuring point at
the circumferential angle of 180 deg in Section A. The pressure
drop of the hot leg pipe from the rectifying tank to Section L was
measured and compensated for the sensor-elevation differences.
Section L is 4.25D �1754.1 mm� away from the exit of the elbow.

Since energy of turbulence is supplied from main flow, energy
flux to turbulence can be evaluated with pressure resistance coef-
ficient, �. Selected data of resistance coefficients of elbows with
short pipes are published for Reynolds numbers up to 3.6�105

�2�. Resistance coefficients of an elbow are comparable to those of
a bend. Idelchik measured the resistance coefficient, �, of a bend
with width of b0 and bending radius of 0.8b0. There was a 1.45b0
long straight tube between the bellmouth and the bend, and an-
other 0.78b0 long straight tube downstream of the bend. He de-
fined the pressure resistance coefficient, �tot, as the total pressure
drop including the velocity pressure losses at the exit from the
bend into the atmosphere divided by the kinetic pressure. In our
case, the total pressure drop is Pin− Pout, where Pin is the total
pressure in the rectifying tank in which the kinetic pressure is
negligible, and Pout is the mean static pressure in Section L. The
kinetic pressure is �U2 /2, where � is the density of fluid and U is
the mean velocity in the pipe. We, hence, follow his definition in
this paper as:

�tot =
Pin − Pout

�U2/2
�1�

The surface roughness of the hot leg, �, is estimated to be about
50 �m for commercial pipes, so the relative roughness of the hot
leg is �=� /D=4�10−5. The measured mean surface roughness
of the acrylic-resin pipe was 0.05 �m, so the relative roughness of
the model elbow was �=1.2�10−7. Figure 5 shows �a� previ-
ously published data of a bend for �=3�10−5 after Idelchik �2�,
�b� the converted data of the data �a� for the hot leg configuration
using the method mentioned in the following paragraph, and �c�
the present data of the model elbow at room temperature ��:
circle� and at 333 K ��: triangle�. Idelchik explained that the phe-
nomenon in a bend installed close to a smooth entrance is similar
to that observed for a flow around a cylinder or a sphere, and the
boundary layer is laminar at relatively small Reynolds numbers.
The critical Reynolds number is characterized by transition from
laminar to turbulent flow. As a result, the pressure resistance co-

efficient is divided into three regimes: the subcritical regime, the
transition regime, and the postcritical regime. Almost all the
present data �c� are in the postcritical regime. The vertical and
horizontal bars of the present data show the ranges of instrumental
errors, which came from the ultrasonic flow meters and the pres-
sure transducers.

We converted the previously published data into the hot leg
configurations to evaluate the consistency of the present data with
them. The resistance coefficient of the elbow’s bellmouth was
about 0.02, and that of the bend also seemed to be 0.02, judging
by the configuration in Ref. �2�. A pipe with relative roughness of

�̄=3�10−5 is hydraulically smooth for Reynolds numbers less
than 5.0�106. Therefore, we used the Prandtl’s universal law of
friction for smooth pipes�3� to evaluate the friction effect. The
ratio of the curvature effect of the bend to that of the elbow was
evaluated for Re�2�105 by the formula suggested by Abramov-
ich cited in Idelchik �2�. As a result, the converted data �b� was
given for the hot leg. Comparison of the present data �c� with the
converted data �b� shows that they agree well with each other.
Although there is a slight difference at Re=2.7�105, the con-
verted data �b� is within the error bar of the present data �c�.
Consequently, the consistency of the present data with the previ-
ously published data is excellent and satisfactory.

The present data give the resistance coefficient of the acrylic-
resin elbow for Reynolds numbers up to 3.7�106 at room tem-
perature ��� and 8.0�106 at 333 K ���. The acrylic-resin pipe
with �=1.21�10−7 is hydraulically smooth for a Reynolds num-
ber less than 1.8�109 that covers all the present data. The values
of the data at 333 K ��� are slightly higher than those at room
temperature ���, but the difference is demonstrated in the error
bars. Since the present data are in the hydraulically smooth region
of a pipe, it is reasonable that the friction affects the resistance
coefficient by gradually decreasing as the Reynolds number in-
creases in the postcritical regime. However, the resistance coeffi-
cient has a tendency to decrease to a constant value of about �tot
=1.38, according to the higher Reynolds data ���. It means the
friction is not dominant for the higher Reynolds numbers but the
local resistance of a bend is. The slight increase of the resistance
coefficient for the Reynolds numbers from 4�105 to 106 comes
from the effect of separation in the elbow. The resistance coeffi-
cient of the simple elbow is the curve �d� calculated from the

Fig. 5 Total resistance coefficient: „a… published data of a bend after Idelchik
†2‡, „b… converted data from „a… for the hot-leg dimension, „c… present data of
1/3-scale hot leg model, „d… resistance coefficient of elbow only from „c…, and
„e… extrapolation using Colebrook and White’s formula †3‡
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present data using Prandtl’s universal law of friction for smooth
pipes and becomes almost constant for a Reynolds number larger
than 106. Therefore, the decrease of the resistance coefficient for a
Reynolds number larger than 106 comes only from the friction in
the smooth pipe. The hot leg with �=4�10−5 is hydraulically
smooth for a Reynolds number less than 3.6�106 and in the
transition region of friction for a Reynolds number from 3.6
�106 to 4.9�107. The plant operating condition of the JSFR,
Re=4.2�107, is in the latter region. Using Colebrook and
White’s formula �3� to evaluate the friction in the transition re-
gion, the plant operating condition was extrapolated from present
data as the curve �e�. Consequently, the extrapolated value of the
total resistance coefficient is �tot=1.40 for the plant operating
condition.

Flow Pattern and Velocity Distributions
We observed the flow patterns in the model pipe by the ink-

injection method for mean velocities of 0.8, 3.0, 7.0, and 9.2 m/s.
Figure 6 schematically shows local flow directions by arrows and
the size and the location of flow separation for a mean velocity of
9.2 m/s at room temperature. Flow separation occurred at the
point on the internal wall of the elbow near Section C� �or
67.5 deg from the inlet of the elbow�, and the separation region
spreads from 290 to 340 mm downstream and 65 mm in height.
The reattachment point of the flow fluctuated about 50 mm in
flow direction on the pipe wall, being synchronized with vortex
shedding from the separation bubble. The flow was fairly uniform
from the bellmouth to the elbow in the vertical pipe. The flow
patterns for the mean velocity from 0.8 to 7.0 m/s were very
similar to that for 9.2 m/s. The sizes and the locations of the
regions of flow separation were identical to those for 9.2 m/s.
Therefore, we can conclude the flow pattern in the hot leg is
independent of the Reynolds number in the postcritical regime.
These results of the observation were quantitatively confirmed by
velocity distributions along the horizontal centerline in Section I
and the vertical centerlines in Sections II-IV indicated in Fig. 4.

Figure 7 shows the dimensionless velocity distributions along
these centerlines with respect to the dimensionless radius at room
temperature. The open symbols indicate axial velocity compo-
nents, and the solid symbols circumferential ones. The dimension-
less velocity, u*, is local velocity normalized by the mean velocity
in the pipe, and the dimensionless radius, r*, is the radius normal-
ized by the pipe diameter, D=412.7 mm. The dimensionless ve-
locity distributions at different mean velocities aligned with each
other and the data were confirmed to be reproducible. Figure 7�a�
shows a very flat velocity distribution except near the wall in
Section I that quantitatively verifies the fairly uniform condition at
the inlet of the pipe. Figure 7�b� shows the velocity distributions
in Section II at 75 mm downstream of the exit of the elbow that
agreed with each other for mean velocities of 0.8, 3.0, 7.0, and
9.2 m/s. There was reverse flow indicating the height of the sepa-
ration to be 0.13D or 54 mm. The slight difference between the
measured height and the observed height, 65 mm, may come from
the diffusion of ink in the shear layer next to the separation
bubble. The maximum velocity appeared at the top of the shear
layer, or r*=−0.2, the flow of which came from the location of the
maximum velocity in the inner region of the elbow shown in Fig.
8. The axial velocity component is nearly flat in the upper half of
Section II, the flow of which comes from the outer region of the
elbow. Figure 7�c� shows the velocity distributions in Section III
at 256 mm downstream of the elbow’s exit and in the reattach-
ment region of flow. There is a jet on the lower wall of the pipe.
We first suspected instrumental error for the jet. But the reproduc-
ibility of data was good, and the dimensionless velocity distribu-

Fig. 6 Flow pattern in the model pipe for mean velocity of
9.2 m/s at room temperature

Fig. 7 Dimensionless velocity distributions in Sections I-IV at room temperature. The open symbols indicate
axial velocity components, and the solid symbols circumferential ones.
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tions collapsed into one line and hence one can clearly deduce the
jet’s existence. The shear layer between the separation bubble and
the main flow in Section II rises to form a low velocity region
beneath itself in Section III. The cause of the jet on the pipe’s
lower wall is the flow on the sides of the separation bubble along
the pipe wall that converge in the reattachment region. Figure 7�d�

shows the velocity distributions in Section IV at 463 mm down-
stream of the elbow’s exit, the point at which the low velocity
region vanished. Consequently, the dimensionless velocity distri-
bution is also independent of the Reynolds number in the post-
critical regime.

Knowing the value and the location of the maximum velocity in
the elbow is necessary to prevent erosion. Instantaneous local ve-
locities in the elbow were measured using picture images of small
bubbles taken by a high-speed camera with a small time interval
for mean velocity of 9.2 m/s at room temperature. The bubbles
were injected in the rectifying tank and carried by the flow into
the test pipe. The deviation due to the refraction of the pipe’s
acrylic-resin wall was compensated by calculating more precise
locations of the bubbles. Since the turbulence of flow in this re-
gion is very small, the instantaneous local velocity is close to its
time-averaged local velocity. Figure 8 shows the maximum veloc-
ity of 14.1 m/s, or u*=1.53 at the location of 33 deg in the angle
from the elbow’s inlet and 292 mm in the radius, or R /D=0.71.
There are dimensionless velocities of u*=1.2 to 1.5 close to the
inner wall near the location of the maximum velocity. The local
velocities in the elbow’s outer region must be smaller than the
mean velocity. The flow separation occurs downstream of the lo-
cation of the maximum velocity. This is reasonable because flow
separation occurs in a pressure recovery area.

Fluctuating Turbulent Pressure on the Inner Wall of the
Pipe

Total energy flux to turbulence can be evaluated with pressure
resistance coefficient �tot as mentioned before. Then, the extrapo-
lation of characteristics of fluctuating turbulent pressure at the
plant operating condition with Re=4.2�107 is necessary for
evaluating turbulence generated by flow separation of the elbow.

Fig. 8 Local velocities in the elbow for mean velocity of
9.18 m/s at room temperature, which is slightly slower than
9.28 m/s for quantitative measurement. Velocities are mea-
sured using pictures of injected bubbles taken by a high-speed
camera with a small time interval. The deviation due to the re-
fraction of the acrylic-resin wall is compensated. The frame
rate is 4500 frames/second and migration lengths of bubbles
are about 10 to 60 mm.

Fig. 9 Fluctuating pressures at the circumferential angle of 180 deg for mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room temperature
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Complex Fourier transformation of pressure fluctuation, p�t�, at
every measuring point, x, at mean velocity, U, is consist of fre-
quency, �, and amplitude, C���, as its characteristic quantities
�4,5�.

p�t� =
1

�2	
�

−





C���ei�t d� �2�

C��� =
1

�2	
�

−





p���e−i�� d� �3�

Specifically, power spectra, autocorrelations, cross-correlations,
and probability densities of fluctuating pressure are examined. In
order to quantitatively evaluate probability densities, standard de-
viation �or variance�, skewness, and kurtosis are measured. The

Fig. 10 Power spectra of fluctuating pressures at the circumferential angles of 0 and 180 deg for mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at
room temperature

Fig. 11 Power spectra at the circumferential angles of 150 and 210 deg compared with that at 180 deg near the
boundary of separation in Section D for mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room temperature
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dimensional analysis will be helpful in finding the analogy of the
characteristics of fluctuating pressure, so that standard deviation
is divided by kinetic pressure to yield dimensionless standard
deviation.

The turbulence causing fluctuating pressure can be classified
into the following four categories:

1. turbulence coming from the rectifying tank, or the inlet
condition of the model pipe;

2. turbulence generated in the boundary layer of the pipe
wall;

3. turbulence generated by the flow separation and its ac-
companying phenomena, e.g., reattachment and vortex
shedding; and

4. turbulence generated in the outer region of the elbow.

Statistical work showed that there were comparatively large skew-
ness and kurtosis in the outer region of the elbow, indicating gen-
erated turbulence for Re=0.32�106, but these results vanished
when the Reynolds number was larger. Therefore, turbulence gen-
erated in the outer region of the elbow is trivial.

Figure 9 shows the fluctuating pressures at a circumferential
angle of 180 deg in Sections A to L for the mean velocity of
9.28 m/s at room temperature for the first 1 s. The measuring
speed of fluctuating pressures was 5000 Hz, and the measuring
time was 10 min. The line connecting the sections at a circumfer-
ential angle of 180 deg goes through the center of the flow sepa-
ration. The amplitude of the fluctuating pressure at A 180 deg near
the entrance of the model pipe was small. It showed that the
turbulence from the rectifying tank was small because of its good
rectification. The amplitudes of the fluctuating pressures at B
180 deg and C 180 deg in the elbow were slightly larger than that
at A 180 deg. Therefore, the turbulence generated in the boundary
layer of the straight pipe wall was not dominant. The amplitude of
the fluctuating pressure at D 180 deg at the elbow’s exit was
larger than those in the foregoing sections. Die injection showed
the flow separation started at a point between C180 deg and D
180 deg in the elbow. Larger amplitude and negative spikes of the
fluctuating pressure were measured at E 180 deg in the region of
flow separation. The maximum amplitude and negative spikes of
the fluctuating pressure were measured at F180 deg in the region
of flow reattachment. The amplitude thereafter became smaller
and smaller as the measuring point went from G180 deg to L
180 deg. Consequently, the fluctuating pressure in the region of
flow separation and its reattachment is dominant and nontrivial for
random vibrations of the hot leg.

Figure 10 shows the power spectra of fluctuating pressure at
circumferential angles of 180 and 0 deg for mean velocity of
9.28 m/s at room temperature. The power spectra are about 10−3

to 10−4 kPa2 for both points at A180 deg and A0 deg near the
entrance of the model pipe. At the beginning of the elbow for
frequencies less than 3 Hz the power spectrum at B180 deg be-
comes slightly larger than that at B0 deg. The flow near the point
at B180 deg is forced to change its direction by the elbow’s cur-
vature to yield a slight increase of the power spectrum at low
frequencies. The power spectrum at C180 deg just before the
separation point becomes much larger than that at C0 deg in the

Fig. 12 Cross-correlation factor of fluctuating pressure at the
circumferential angles of 150 and 210 deg in section D for
mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room temperature

Fig. 13 Probability densities of fluctuating pressure at the circumferential angle of 180 deg for mean velocity
of 9.28 m/s at room temperature. The coordinates are self-adjustable scales in order to indicate negative
pressure spikes and to compare the shapes of the probability densities each area of which is one.
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elbow for frequencies less than 6 Hz. These data are the evidence
that turbulent energy is supplied from flow into fluctuating pres-
sure at low frequencies. The power spectra at D0 deg to L0 deg
downstream of the elbow are almost unchanged. The power spec-
trum at D180 deg at the exit of the elbow becomes larger even for
frequencies up to 100 Hz. The power spectrum at D0 deg also
becomes larger than before. The power spectrum at E180 deg be-
comes much larger and the valleys of the spectrum are filled in the
region of the flow separation, while that at E0 deg almost remains
as it is at D0 deg. The power spectrum at E180 deg is almost
constant up to 20 Hz and descends as the frequency goes up there-
after. The power spectrum at F180 deg in the region of the flow
reattachment becomes the largest on the whole, while that at
F0 deg almost remains as it is at D0 deg. The power spectrum at
F180 deg becomes the largest for frequencies less than 3 Hz. This
result suggests turbulence is supplied to the low frequencies again
by the reattachment of flow. Comparing the features of the power
spectra at D180 deg, E180 deg and F180 deg mentioned above, it
can be explained that turbulence is generated in the reattachment
of flow and carried upstream by backflow in the region of flow
separation. The power spectra at G180 deg to J180 deg down-
stream of the reattachment of flow decrease more gradually for
frequencies below 3 Hz than those at J180 deg to L180 deg.

Figure 11 shows the power spectra of fluctuating pressure at
D150 deg and D210 deg near the boundary of flow separation for
mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room temperature. For comparison
the power spectrum at D180 deg is also plotted in the figure.
There are peaks at the frequency of 10 Hz at D150 deg and
D210 deg for the mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room temperature.
Comparing the power spectra for other mean velocities that are
not shown here, the frequency of the fluctuating pressure is pro-
portional to the mean velocity in the pipe and its Strouhal number
is St= fD /U=0.45, where f is the frequency, D is the pipe diam-
eter, and U is the mean velocity. There is no peak at D180 deg in
the separation. The peaks are the largest at D150 deg and
D210 deg among all at the measuring points in Section D. This
indicates there is a systematic movement of the boundary of flow
separation. Figure 12 shows the cross-correlation factor of fluctu-
ating pressure at D150 deg and D210 deg at room temperature.
There is a cyclic correlation with period of 0.1 s that is consistent
with the peak at the frequency of 10 Hz. The phase difference is
about 180 deg, so the fluctuation of 10 Hz alternately occurs at
D150 deg and D210 deg. Dye injection reveals the backflow
swaying from side to side in the separation bubble that sheds
vortices into the downstream. The backflow seems to fluctuate the
flow at the boundary of the separation bubble from side to side so
that the phase difference is 180 deg.

Statistical Evaluation of Fluctuating Pressures
Figure 13 shows probability densities of fluctuating pressures at

the circumferential angle of 180 deg for mean velocity of
9.28 m/s at room temperature. The fluctuating pressure is divided
into 100 intervals from the minimum to the maximum values. The
probability density at A180 deg has irregularity because the fluc-
tuating pressure is so small that it approaches the minimum reso-
lution of the pressure transducers which is 0.258 to 0.288 kPa.
Standard deviation, �, skewness, S, and kurtosis, K, are defined
�6–9� as:

� =� 1

n − 1�
i=1

n

�pi
2 �4�

Fig. 14 Probability densities near the boundary of separation
in Section D for mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room temperature

Fig. 15 Dependency of fluctuating pressures on the Reynolds
number
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3
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2	3

�5�

and

K =

�1/n��
i=1

n

�pi
4

��1/n��
i=1

n

�pi
2	2 − 3 �6�

where �pi is fluctuating pressure, and n=3,000,001 for 10 min
�5 kHz. Standard deviation, �, skewness, S, and kurtosis, K,
quantitatively represent the magnitude, asymmetry, and flatness of

density distribution of fluctuating pressure respectively. Both S
and K equal 0 for a normal distribution, which is the case that
fluctuating pressure is random. If S and/or K are not 0, fluctuating
pressure is not random, and there may be some characteristics of
turbulent flow. In this case we need to know the dependency of
the characteristics of turbulent flow on a Reynolds number.

The maximum value of the standard deviation is �=8.53 kPa at
F180 deg. In other words the intensity of fluctuating pressure is
maximum at flow reattachment. D180 deg and E180 deg show
that the standard deviation in the separation bubble is smaller than
that at the reattachment. The standard deviation in the flow down-
stream of the reattachment becomes smaller again. The abscissa is
a self-adjustable scale, and a few negative pressure spikes give
wide negative ranges at D180 deg to J180 deg. The skewness is
S=−0.709 and the kurtosis is K=3.16 at D180 deg, and S
=0.134 and K=3.28 at E180 deg. These results demonstrate that
the probability density slightly deviates from its symmetrical
shape, and the fraction of fluctuating pressure with small ampli-
tudes is more in the separation bubble than that of the normal
distribution. The kurtosis at F180 deg is smaller than those at
E180 deg and G180 deg. The kurtosis at H180 deg is larger than
that at G180 deg. This means that the fraction of fluctuating pres-
sure with small amplitudes in the region of reattachment is similar
to that of the normal distribution. Moreover, the accelerated flow
at G180 deg and H180 deg has a greater amount of fluctuating
pressure with small amplitudes than that in the region of reattach-
ment. The flow in the region of reattachment is near the moving
stagnation point, and turbulence is generated in it. The pressure
fluctuation of the generated turbulence is almost random. The fea-
ture of the turbulence in the accelerated flow is that turbulence
energy is transferred from large to small eddies so that the fraction
of fluctuating pressure with small amplitudes increases. The kur-
tosis of the fluctuating pressure in the flow downstream of
H180 deg becomes smaller. This means that the dissipation of
turbulence energy is larger than the supply of turbulence energy in
the flow far downstream of the reattachment. The symmetric prop-
erty of the probability density is well preserved through the model
pipe at the circumferential angle of 180 deg, except a few nega-
tive spikes in the flow near the separation and the reattachment.
Figure 14 shows the probability densities at D150 deg, D180 deg
and D210 deg for mean velocity of 9.28 m/s at room tempera-
ture. The boundary of the separation gives negative kurtosis of
K=−0.58 and −0.0624 at D150 deg and D210 deg, while the
separation bubble gives K=3.16 at D180 deg. This means that the
fraction of fluctuating pressure with large amplitudes is larger on
the boundary of the separation than that of the normal distribution.
Therefore, the boundary flutters to make fluctuating pressure with
large amplitudes.

Dependency of Fluctuating Pressures on Mean Velocity/
Reynolds Number

The dimensionless Navier-Stokes equation indicates that the
fluid density, �, can be included in pressure, p, so that dimension-
less pressure, p /�U2, is common for water and sodium, and the
fluid property will affect flow in the pipe only through a Reynolds
number. Figure 15 shows the dependency of intensity, skewness,
and kurtosis of fluctuating pressure on the Reynolds number at
D180 deg to H180 deg. The standard deviations are normalized
by kinetic pressure to yield the intensity of fluctuating pressure,
I=� / ��U2 /2�. The data at the temperature of 333 K are similar in
form but remain separated from those at room temperature. Thus,
the statistical values do not depend on the Reynolds number.

We now try to investigate the influence of viscosity on turbu-
lence. The size of the flow separation is 290�65�240 mm. A
Lagrangian integral scale of time, T, is defined as �6,7�:

Fig. 16 Dependency of fluctuating pressures on flow velocity
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Fig. 17 Distribution of intensity, skewness, and kurtosis of fluctuating pressures
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T =�
0

t

c��d �7�

where c��=�p�t��p�t−� /�p2 is an autocorrelation factor. We
take t=1 s to lessen the accumulation of errors. The Lagrangian
integral scale of time at F180 deg is T=0.1298 s, and the local
velocity is about u=0.4 m/s as shown in Fig. 7�c�. At this point,
the Lagrangian integral scale of length is �L=T�u=52 mm.
Therefore, the size of fluctuation must be the order of 50 mm.
Kolmogorov’s microscale of the local flow �6,7� is the order of
�=57 �m ��= (�3� /u3)1/4, kinematic viscosity: �=1.18 mm2/s,
the inner diameter of the pipe: �=412.7 mm, and the local veloc-
ity: u=0.4 m/s�, which is 1/1000 times �L. Thus, the viscosity of
the fluid will not affect the generation of fluctuation. This suggests
that the statistical values depend on the absolute velocity of the
pipe. Figure 16 shows those statistical values with respect to mean
velocity of the pipe flow. The data at the temperature of 333 K
agree fairly well with those at room temperature. The reason is
that the power spectra consist of both frequencies depending on
and independent of the mean velocity, U. Some peaks of frequen-
cies give constant Strouhal numbers for the different mean veloci-
ties, and the others do not. The peaks of the frequencies of the
constant Strouhal numbers are made by flow. One of the causes of
frequencies independent of mean velocity may be the pipe wall.
But the rest of the power spectra may be made by middle scale
eddies that are far from both the large eddies characterized by the
Lagrangean integral scale and the small eddies characterized by
the Kolmogorov’s microscale. Therefore, the parameter to simu-
late the distribution and the statistical values of the power spectral
shall be not a dimensionless group but the prototypical velocity,
U. Consequently, we can use the statistical values only at the
velocity of U=9.2 m/s to extrapolate the standard deviations,
skewness, and kurtosis of fluctuating pressure of the hot leg at the
Reynolds number of 4.2�107.

Distributions of Fluctuating Pressures in Flow Direction
Figure 17 shows the distributions of the intensity, skewness,

and kurtosis of the fluctuating pressure at mean velocity of
9.2 m/s given from the measured data and some interpolation.
These are the predicted results of the hot legs. The abscissa is the
distance from the inlet of the model pipe with uneven pitch. The
ordinate is the circumferential angle of the pipe. The region of
flow separation is also indicated in these figures. Figure 17�a�
shows that the region of maximum intensity of fluctuating pres-
sure lies on the downstream boundary of flow separation,
F180 deg, where the separated flow reattaches to the wall. This
means flow reattachment on the wall generates the maximum fluc-
tuating pressures. The front of the boundary of flow separation, C�
180 deg, has relatively small intensity, while the both sides of the
boundary, D150–E150 deg and D210–E210 deg, have large in-
tensity. We observed that the flow in front of the separation is
more stable and that both sides of the boundary fluctuate from
side to side. The intensity gradually decreases downstream of the
reattachment. Hence, high intensity of fluctuating pressure is lo-
calized in the regions of flow separation, the reattachment, and the
area downstream of the reattachment. Figure 17�b� shows that

both minimum and maximum skewnesses lie in the region of flow
separation, D180 deg and E180 deg, respectively. This means that
flow separated away from the wall yields negative skewness on
the wall downstream flow separation, and back flow of the reat-
taching flow, F180 deg, yields positive skewness in the region of
flow separation. There is another minimal skewness downstream
from the point of flow reattachment, H180 deg, caused by the
rebound of reattaching flow off the wall. Figure 17�c� shows the
maximum kurtosis in the region of flow separation, D180 deg,
and a maximal kurtosis downstream from the flow reattachment,
H210 deg. These regions almost coincide with those of the mini-
mal skewnesses. Hence, there are negative pulses in the regions
with negative skewness and positive kurtosis. There are negative
kurtoses on both sides of the boundary of flow separation,
D150 deg and D210 deg, while those at the other points are all
positive. Fluctuating pressure at these points consists of relatively
regular amplitudes that indicate some organized movements of the
boundary generating turbulence. The power spectra of fluctuating
pressure have peaks at the frequency of 10 Hz at D150 deg and
D210 deg for the mean velocity of 9.28 m/s, while there is no
peak at D180 deg as shown in Fig. 11.

Consequently, generation of fluctuating pressure is dominant on
the boundary of flow separation and reattachment.

Conclusions
The total resistance coefficient of a model pipe is well consis-

tent with published data, and additionally we have provided the
data up to Reynolds numbers of 8.0�106. The flow visualization
and velocity measurement confirmed the independency of the flow
on the Reynolds number. Pressures on the inner pipe wall were
statistically examined to predict the characteristics of fluctuating
pressures on the hot leg. Not a Reynolds number but mean veloc-
ity of the pipe flow can be a parameter of the variances, skew-
nesses, and kurtosis, because the fluctuating pressure consists of
both frequencies depending on and independent of the mean ve-
locity of the pipe. The power spectra on the boundary of both
sides of separation unveiled fluctuating pressure with exclusive
frequency depending on flow velocity. It also revealed that gen-
eration of fluctuating pressure is dominant on the boundary of
flow separation and reattachment.
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A Computational Study of Torque
and Forces Due to Compressible
Flow on a Butterfly Valve Disk in
Mid-stroke Position
The ability to accurately predict the aerodynamic torque and lift and drag forces on a
2-D model of a 0.18 aspect ratio biconvex circular-arc disk operating in a compressible
flow using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was investigated. Fluent 6.0 was the
CFD package utilized to perform these calculations. Grid-convergence and time-
convergence/stability were analyzed first, followed by a qualitative study of the Spalart-
Allmaras, k-�, and k-� turbulence models with their enhancement features and model
variants. Fluent was used to predict the pressure profile on the disk surface for disk
positions 30, 45, and 60 deg (where 0 deg is the fully closed position) and over a range
of pressure ratios. The pressure ratios were selected to determine the capability of CFD
to accurately predict the flow field and resulting torque in flows ranging from nearly
incompressible to highly compressible. Fluent predictions for the pressure profiles on the
disk were compared to test data so that the lift and drag forces and aerodynamic torque
could be determined responsibly. Acceptable comparisons were noted.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2236129�
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Introduction
The objective of this study is to investigate the use of compu-

tational fluid dynamics �CFD� methods as applied to the flow of a
compressible fluid past a butterfly valve. Fluent 6.0 has been se-
lected as the CFD package to perform these calculations. The flow
field of a compressible fluid in a butterfly valve is quite complex
and can be rather challenging for any CFD code. To quantify the
numerical error associated with CFD predictions, it is necessary to
perform a proper validation, which requires that the grid, turbu-
lence model, and solution technique be compared to actual test
data over the full range of possible flow phenomena. The primary
equation-solving technique that Fluent employs is the finite vol-
ume method. Fluent provides several options such as the choice of
a coupled or segregated solver, as well as the use of implicit or
explicit equations. Because the compressible flow field of a but-
terfly valve is complex and, since the butterfly valve geometry is
also complex, the use of the coupled solver with implicit equa-
tions was chosen along with a second-order time and flow dis-
cretization.

The disk geometry chosen was a symmetric 0.18 aspect ratio
biconvex circular-arc disk �BiCAD�. The BiCAD was studied by
Morris �1�, who reported the dimensionless pressure profile on the
upstream and downstream disk faces for various disk angles and
pressure ratios. Morris used a duct of rectangular cross-section
with an aspect ratio �height/depth� of 2.67.

Background
Butterfly valves owe much of their popularity to their low pro-

duction cost and their relatively small contribution to the total
piping system resistance when the valve disk is in the full open

position. However, the same streamlined features of the valve disk
that minimize the flow resistance also make predicting the aero-
dynamic torque difficult. Butterfly valve discs behave similarly to
airfoils in that the angle of attack influences the flow field char-
acteristics. Changing the angle of attack can generate or change
points of separation and reattachment, size and location of recir-
culation regions, shock position, and in some cases can produce
shock-induced separation. These phenomena influence the pres-
sure profile on the disk, which in turn affects the lift and drag
forces and the resulting aerodynamic torque �the flow-induced
torque on the disk�.

The magnitude of the lift and drag forces as well as the mag-
nitude and direction of the aerodynamic torque are all influenced
by the disk geometry, position, orientation, operating pressure ra-
tio �Pb / Po�, and piping configuration. Disk geometries are often
divided into two classes: symmetric and asymmetric. The BiCAD
disk studied here is a symmetric disk.

The required torque needed to control and operate a butterfly
valve safely is strongly dependent on the aerodynamic torque and
bearing torque. The resultant force acting on the disk governs both
the bearing torque and is the dominant source of the aerodynamic
torque. The aerodynamic torque results from the resultant force
acting on the moment arm. The bearing torque results from the
frictional force acting between the valve shaft and bearings when
the disk experiences the resultant force. Therefore, to predict the
required torque needed to control the valve disk position properly,
a detailed knowledge of the dependency and influence of the pre-
viously mentioned independent variables on the resulting force is
necessary. The geometry of the disk and the pressure ratio alone
have a significant effect on the torque coefficient, and therefore
require that each disk geometry be tested over a range of pressure
ratios, disk positions, and disk orientations. The time and cost of
testing could potentially be reduced if CFD were found to accu-
rately predict the pertinent flow characteristics, forces, and torque
acting on the valve disk. Then CFD could be used to assist in
valve performance prediction. The potential use of CFD could
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limit the need for expensive testing of all of the possible combi-
nations of disk geometries, orientations, and positions.

Several investigators have studied the hydrodynamic torque
�the torque induced by a nearly incompressible fluid such as wa-
ter� and have developed accurate hydrodynamic torque and flow
resistance coefficients �Ct and Kv, respectively� for various popu-
lar disk geometries, orientations, and piping configurations. The
hydrodynamic/aerodynamic torque coefficient Ct is given for both
2-D and 3-D discs respectively by

Ct,2−D =
Thydro

�PvAcC
�1a�

and

Ct,3−D =
Thydro

�PvD3 . �1b�

The coefficients Kv and Cv �discussion of Kv and Cv can be found
in �2�� are defined by

Kv =
891d4

Cv
2 �2�

and

Cv = Q� �

�P�62.4�
, �3�

where d is the internal diameter pipe in inches, Q is the flow rate
in gallons per minute �GPM�, and �Pv is the valve pressure drop
in psi.

It should be noted that Kv is dimensionless while Cv is not. The
dimensions of Cv will depend on the selection of Q, �, and �Pv.
However, the units for Cv in Eq. �3� are GPM �of water at 60°F�
per psi drop across the valve, which gives rise to the value of 891
in Eq. �2�. Kalsi Engineering �3�, working both with Electrical
Power Research Institute and on their own, has performed numer-
ous flow tests that included several disk geometries, disk orienta-
tions, and piping configurations to better understand and predict
the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic torque �contact Kalsi Engi-
neering �3� for a complete listing of published papers and tests
performed�.

Coefficients for an incompressible flow, obtained through
model testing, cannot be blindly applied to all butterfly valves,
especially those with unique geometries, yet they do provide the
means to accurately predict the valve pressure drop, the flow rate,
the hydrodynamic and bearing torques, and other important valve
performance values for many popular butterfly valve models op-
erating in an incompressible medium or at very low flow veloci-
ties for a compressible fluid.

The effects of compressibility and the high dependency of the
coefficients on the valve and piping configuration make it difficult
to use incompressible coefficients when doing a compressible
flow analysis. The torque coefficient, Ct, for a compressible flow
depends on many flow and pipe parameters and frequently differs
not only in magnitude but also in sign compared to coefficients for
an incompressible flow. A universally accepted definition for the
torque coefficient is not available; however a suggested alternative
definition, labeled Ctc, is given for both 2-D and 3-D discs, re-
spectively, by

Ctc,2−D =
Taero

PiAcC
�4a�

and

Ctc,3−D =
Taero

PiD
3 . �4b�

The coefficient Ctc has an inherent weakness in that it is made
dimensionless based on a static relationship and not a dynamic
flow parameter such as the pressure drop or the dynamic pressure.

If the inlet static pressure is held constant but the mass flow rate is
changed �say, by a downstream valve�, Ctc may result in different
values even for the same disk geometry, orientation, and angle.

Many asymmetric discs, oriented with the shaft upstream, are
largely self-closing for both incompressible and compressible
flows; however, the magnitude of the torque may be different,
even for the same operating pressures. An asymmetric disk ori-
ented with the shaft downstream in an incompressible fluid has a
self-closing torque over most of the stroke; however, the torque is
almost entirely self-opening for a compressible fluid in the ab-
sence of a significant downstream resistance.

Valve-performance predictions are more difficult for butterfly
valves operating in a compressible fluid. Silvester �4� developed a
simplistic analytical model for predicting the aerodynamic torque
and performed experimental tests on two disk geometries. The
model results were then compared to the experimental results and
the comparison showed moderate agreement. The experimental
tests were conducted to investigate the effect on the aerodynamic
torque by disk geometry, position, orientation, and pressure ratio.
Steele and Watkins �5� performed experimental tests, which
included various disk orientations, positions, upstream elbow
orientations, and pressure ratios, for three similarly scaled disk
geometries.

Additional investigators of particular interest are Morris and
Dutton �6� who studied the effect of a 90 deg mitered elbow,
Morris and Dutton �7� who studied the torque of two valves
mounted in series, Danbon and Solliec �8� who also studied the
effects of an upstream elbow on both the instantaneous and time-
mean aerodynamic torque, and Solliec and Danbon �9� who dis-
cussed the choice of a coefficient for aerodynamic torque.

Morris’s data �1� for the BiCAD at 30, 45, and 60 deg are used
to validate our computational results. Morris �1� measured the
static pressure distribution on two different disk geometries over a
range of pressure ratios using a 2-D rectangular disk and wind
tunnel. The flow field of the BiCAD was studied over a range of
angles from the full open position, 90 deg, to nearly closed, 30
deg �Morris presented the data with an opening angle of 0 deg
instead of 90 deg as used here�. The pressure ratio, Pb / Po, ranged
from approximately 0.7 to 0.2. The experimental facility consisted
of an upstream tank, which discharged directly into the inlet of the
test section. The test section consisted of an upstream rectangular
duct �four disk lengths long�, the 2-D disk �projected in the third
dimension�, and a downstream rectangular duct. The test section
was rectangular with an aspect ratio of 2.67.

The validation will include a comparison of the packaged tur-
bulence models with select enhancement options, a comparison of
grid structures, a spatial and temporal convergence/stability analy-
sis, and a comparison of results for the pressure profile on the disk
leading and trailing faces.

Fluent is used to help understand the flow field of a compress-
ible fluid around the BiCAD and the aerodynamic torque acting
on the BiCAD. This investigation is limited to a straight piping
configuration with no additional piping components that will af-
fect the approach velocity profile or provide an additional resis-
tance except for four disk lengths of duct upstream and 15 disk
lengths of straight duct downstream of the valve. This verification
serves to form the foundation of future computational work in
butterfly valve research that could include different disk geom-
etries, orientations, and piping configurations. The work can be
expanded further to include 3-D numerical models of circular
discs.

Torque Behavior and Flow Field Details
Developing a suitable test matrix requires an in-depth knowl-

edge of the characteristic pressure ratios, disk positions, and other
valve and piping parameters that have a significant effect on the
valve performance and flow field. A comprehensive matrix should
include pressure profile predictions, turbulence model compari-
sons, and a spatial and temporal convergence/stability analysis for
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all of the possible flow phenomena that can occur over the range
of pressure ratios. As such, it is important to be knowledgeable of
the flow field phenomena unique to each of the four characteristic
pressure ratios �ChPRs�.

These ChPRs are presented in the order in which they occur,
starting with a pressure ratio of unity with the upstream stagnation
pressure held constant and the downstream pressure lowered. The
pressure ratios are defined as P2 / P1 and are based on the follow-
ing phenomena:

Pr1 — The first characteristic pressure ratio is reached
when the torque coefficient deviates from the
incompressible coefficient by a certain percentage,
say 10%.

Pr2 — The second occurs when the Mach number at the
throats �or vena contracta� is unity �see Fig. 1�.

Pr3 — The third occurs when the supersonic flow formed
by the expanding area on the downstream face of
the disk reattaches to the trailing face as seen in
Figs. 2–4.

Pr4 — The fourth occurs when a further reduction in the
downstream pressure no longer affects the flow
field in the local vicinity of the disk so that the
time-average torque remains constant.

These characteristic pressure ratios are of further importance
for predicting the torque and flow field behavior. The characteris-
tic pressure ratios are largely dependent on the disk position and
moderately dependent on the disk geometry and orientation. Other
factors, such as the presence of an upstream elbow or a down-
stream valve, may also affect these values.

The flow field corresponding to Pr1, for mid-stroke disk angles,
will be similar to that of an incompressible flow. The flow remains
subsonic. The upstream face of the disk and the wind tunnel wall
will act similar to a C-D nozzle and accelerate the flow. Because
of the steep diverging angle of the trailing face, the flow may
separate from the leading edge of the downstream face of the disk.
This is especially true for disk positions less than 70 deg. The flow
downstream of the disk is dominated by vortex formations. The
downstream pressure will fluctuate due to the shedding of vorti-
ces, which will cause force and torque fluctuations. A slight in-
crease over the incompressible flow pressure loss will occur as a
result of compressibility.

The flow field associated with Pr2 is similar to that of Pr1 with
the exception of a higher pressure loss due to the sonic flow at the
throat and a more complex recirculation region. The expanded
high speed flow and the effects of compressibility help to shrink
the recirculation region and reduce the size of the shed vortices.
Although the sizes of the shed vortices decrease, they may be in
closer proximity to the disk, which can cause large, high-
frequency fluctuations in the pressure and aerodynamic torque act-
ing on the disk.

As the downstream pressure is further reduced, the flow passing
through the throat �the flow area formed by the disk edge and
wind tunnel wall �see Fig. 5�� expands and accelerates to a super-
sonic speed. As the flow returns to subsonic speed downstream, it
must pass through a shock wave, which results in a nonrecover-
able pressure loss. The expanding gas further reduces the recircu-
lation region until the flow reattaches to the trailing face and Pr3 is
reached. As the recirculation region is decreased, the pressure
downstream is also decreased. For some disk angles near the
closed position, this pressure ratio may not exist for realistic op-
erating conditions; however, as the disk angle is increased, and the
valve is opened, the pressure ratio at which the flow reattaches
also increases. This is important because the reattached supersonic
flow causes a drop in the pressure on the downstream face, which
results in an amplified pressure differential across the disk and
increases the resultant force and the aerodynamic torque.

Fig. 1 Illustrates the biconvex circular-arc disk „BiCAD… with a
0.18 aspect ratio „ASR…, which was modeled after the test disk
of Morris †1‡. The coordinate x measures from the shaft center
line along the disk chord.

Fig. 2 Comparison of Fluent results with test data †1‡ for case 1 for disk
angles of 30, 45, and 60 deg
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The flow fields of Pr3 and Pr4 are very similar, the only differ-
ences being the location of the separation point on the trailing face
and the presence of reflecting shocks for Pr4. For some disk ge-
ometries and positions, Pr3 may be skipped and the transition
from Pr2 to Pr4 may be immediate.

Turbulence Model Comparison
The disk-pressure profile was predicted and compared to results

for an operating pressure ratio, Pb / Po, of 0.23 with the disk at 45
deg �see Fig. 5� using the Spalart-Allmaras, k-�, and k-� turbu-
lence models, including a few turbulence model variants. The
Spalart-Allmaras model is a one-equation model, while the k-�
and k-� turbulence models are both two-equation models. The
k-� models include the standard, the RNG �renormalization group
theory�, and the realizable models. The k-� models include the
standard and the SST �shear stress transport� model.

Solutions for the best models are given in Fig. 5. Two of the
models in Fig. 5 are part of the k-� family, one model from the
k-� family and the fourth is the Spalart-Allmaras model. Of the
k-� models, the RNG and realizable models, both with enhanced

wall treatment, produced the best results. In fact, the RNG and
realizable models almost entirely overlap along the downstream
face. Of the k-� models, the SST model with the compressibility
option produced the best results. The Spalart-Allmaras model also
provides good agreement compared with the other turbulence
models. A discussion of and additional comparison of some of the
above turbulence models for various flows can be found in Wilcox
�10�.

All three turbulence models are available as part of Fluent 6.0
and only a brief description of the base models and possible vari-
ants is given �see the Fluent User’s Guide �11� for a complete
description of all turbulence models and variants�. The k-� RNG
model with enhanced wall functions was chosen as the preferred
model. However, the Spalart-Allmaras model might be the model
of choice if a tradeoff between accuracy and computational time is
needed �12�. The reasoning behind choosing the RNG model may
not be entirely obvious from Fig. 5 since all four models seem to
overpredict the pressure on the trailing half of the upstream disk
face and fail to capture the pressure profile on the downstream

Fig. 3 Comparison of Fluent results with test data †1‡ for case 6 for disk
angles of 30, 45, and 60 deg

Fig. 4 Evolution of pressure field for the disk at 45 deg for cases 1, 3, 4, 5,
and 6
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face. Possible explanations for the apparent shared weakness in
the turbulence models will be discussed later in greater depth.

Grid Validation
Different grids were developed using either solely quadrilateral

elements �resulting in a structured grid� or a combination of quad-
rilateral and triangular elements �often called a hybrid or unstruc-
tured grid�. These grids were used to test the grid spacing, deter-
mine the effect of structured versus hybrid grids, test the use of
grid adaptation for both structured and unstructured grids, and
determine the required downstream duct length to avoid outflow
error due to a constant pressure boundary condition. The grid used
to perform the numerical analysis for the disk angle of 45 deg is
shown in Fig. 6.

Quadrilateral elements were used in the upstream and down-
stream sections of the computational wind tunnel away from the
section of the grid in close proximity to the disk. Triangular ele-
ments were used near the disk, except for the elements on the disk
face as seen in Fig. 6. The near wall elements on the wind tunnel
walls appear as thick dark lines due to their close proximity to
each other. Similarly constructed girds were used for the BiCAD
at 30, 45, and 60 deg. The node count, for the grid shown in Fig.
6, is given in Table 1. Further discussion on Table 1 is found later
in this section.

The grid structure has a strong influence on the quality of the
numerical results and computational time required. It is expedient
to develop a high-quality mesh that produces both accurate and
computationally inexpensive solutions. However, it is usually not
possible to have a mesh that accomplishes both. Solutions for
structured grids are generally faster than those for unstructured

grids, but require more time to properly construct. Unstructured
grids require a higher grid density to reduce numerical diffusion
and can be computationally more expensive. Grid adaptation
helps to bridge the gap between the two. The benefits and disad-
vantages of both structured and unstructured grid are discussed in
�13�. Grid adaptation is discussed in Fluent User’s Guide �11� and
again in �13�.

To illustrate the adaptation process, four adaptations were made
based on the pressure and velocity gradients. The values of time-
averaged lift, drag, and moment coefficients are shown in Table.
1. Meshes 1–5 are hybrid grids, and meshes 6a–6d are adapted
structured grids. Meshes 2–4 have been omitted for presentation
purposes.

The coefficients CD and CL are made dimensionless using �Pv
as opposed to the dynamic pressure as was used by Leutwyler and
Dalton �14� and are given as

CD =
FD

AcC�Pv
�5�

and

CL =
FL

AcC�Pv
�6�

A study was conducted using 5, 10, 15, and 30 disk lengths of
downstream duct to determine the sensitivity of the placement of
the constant pressure outflow boundary on the computation. In
general, ten disk lengths were sufficient to achieve reliable results;
however, when large fluctuations are present due to vortex shed-

Fig. 5 Comparison of the dimensionless pressure profiles of the numerical
results for the k-� RNG, k-� realizable, k-� SST, and the Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence models. The test data corresponds to a disk at 45 deg and a
pressure ratio of 0.24 †1‡.

Fig. 6 The computational grid, mesh 1, used to obtain results
for the BiCAD at 45 deg

Table 1 The time-averaged coefficients for case 1 with the
disk at 45 deg. Higher node count corresponds to a higher level
of grid refinement.

Mesh CL CD CM

Mass
flowrate
�lbm/s�

Node
count

1 0.876 0.942 0.046 0.62 71,926
5 0.876 0.942 0.046 0.63 175,422
6a 0.886 0.924 0.038 0.61 12,333
6b 0.886 0.926 0.040 0.61 13,395
6c 0.880 0.931 0.043 0.62 24,505
6d 0.875 0.921 0.043 0.62 41,315
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ding, as were present for cases 3–5, additional downstream length
was needed. The time-averaged torque coefficient for case 4 was
nearly identical for 10, 15, and 30 disk lengths; however, the
additional duct length resulted in a slight reduction in the fluctua-
tion intensity about the time-averaged value.

Numerical Results
The numerical results presented here were obtained using a

coupled implicit solver, second-order implicit time and second-
order in space. The inlet boundary condition was a constant total
�or stagnation� pressure inlet, which required specifying the total
pressure, the static pressure �used to initialize the flow field�, the
total �stagnation� temperature, and two flow properties used for
the k-� turbulence model. A pressure outlet boundary was used for
the outflow boundary condition. The outlet boundary requires the
exit pressure to be set. In the experimental test section used by
Morris, the inlet boundary is four diameters upstream of the disk
and the outlet is 15 disk lengths downstream. The backflow stag-
nation temperature and turbulence values must also be set; how-
ever, they are not used unless backflow exists at the exit. The
computational wind tunnel wall required setting the wall thermal
conditions, roughness height, and roughness constant. The wall
thermal boundary condition was modeled using a zero heat-flux
boundary. The effect of the roughness height and roughness con-
stant were assumed to be negligible and set to 0 and 0.5, respec-
tively �Fluent default values�.

The stagnation pressures ranged from 440 kPa �63.9 psia� to
136 kPa �19.9 psia�. The exit pressure was 101 kPa �14.7 psia�.
The stagnation temperature was 300 K �540 R�. Different options
were available for the turbulence model. The hydraulic diameter
and turbulence intensity options were used and set to 5.15 cm
�2.03 in. � and 1%, respectively. The hydraulic diameter was
based on the 3-D rectangular wind tunnel of Morris �1�. The den-
sity was determined using the ideal gas law, and the viscosity was
calculated using the Sutherland viscosity law.

A notable difference between the experimental data and the
numerical results occurs along the upstream face as seen in Figs.
3 and 4. The pressure profile along the upstream face has a higher
rate of decrease in the positive x direction for the experimental
result than predicted numerically.

Several possibilities may exist to account for the difference
between numerical predictions and experimental results. For this
computation, there is no sidewall boundary layer and these 2-D
calculations, when compared to Morris’s data, show a slight dif-
ference which can be attributed to the lack of sidewall boundary
layer. The discrepancy may also be due to a simple shortcoming in
CFD or one of the modeling assumptions, for example, the inex-
actness of the ideal gas law or the effects of the imposed zero heat
flux pipe boundary condition.

The pressure ratios used in the numerical investigation were
based on the pressure ratios of Morris �1�. Table 2 relates the case
number, disk position, and pressure ratio, Pb / Po, that were used in
this work and in Morris’s research.

The effect of the disk angle on the pressure profile can be seen
in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the pressure profile for case 1 at
disk positions of 30, 45, and 60 deg. The numerical predictions for
the downstream disk face pressure profiles are higher than re-
ported by Morris �1�. Possible explanations for the difference are
similar to those previously stated. Pressure fluctuations for the 60
deg pressure profile due to vortex formations in close proximity to
the disk are noticeable. The absence of noticeable fluctuations for
the 30 and 45 deg positions indicate that the location of the vortex
structures is far enough downstream that they have only a minor
influence on the downstream disk pressure profile. The absence of
pressure fluctuations in the experimental results is likely due to
the use of the scanning valve used to record the pressure measure-
ments.

Figure 3 shows the pressure profiles for case 6 at disk positions
of 30, 45, and 60 deg. Reattachment and shock-induced separation
are present for the 45 and 60 deg profiles, while the uniform
pressure profile for the 30 deg disk suggests that the flow remains
unattached. For the disk at 45 and 60 deg, the location of the
shock-induced separation point is clearly visible and can be iden-
tified as an increase in pressure near the shaft center line �x /D
�0� along the downstream face followed by a nearly uniform
pressure in the positive x direction. The uniform pressure results
from a small recirculation region on the trailing half of the down-
stream face.

From Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear that, while the disk is in the
nearly closed position, the stagnation point remains close to the
pipe centerline, and the low flow velocity allows for a nearly
uniform pressure profile to exist along the upstream face. As the
disk opens toward 60 deg, the stagnation point moves toward the
leading edge, away from the shaft centerline, and the profile be-
gins to decrease along the upstream face. The location of the
stagnation point has a strong influence on the location of the re-
sultant force and thus affects the aerodynamic torque. Although
the resultant force for a nearly closed disk may be large, if the
location of the resultant force is near the shaft centerline, which is
generally the case, the aerodynamic torque will be minimal. Like-
wise, a small resultant force acting near the disk edge, away from
the shaft center line, may produce a significant aerodynamic
torque. Since the bearing torque is dependent on the magnitude of
the resultant force alone, there is no direct relationship between
the aerodynamic torque and the bearing torque. To calculate the
bearing and aerodynamic torque requires knowledge of both the
magnitude and location of the resultant force. It should be noted
that the geometry of the disk will influence the manner in which
the stagnation point moves. For example, the stagnation point on a
concave leading face will be different from that of the BiCAD
disk which has a convex face. Also the curvature of the down-
stream face will influence reattachment and separation.

Figures 2–4 show the downstream pressure profiles are not only
affected by the pressure ratio, but also by the disk position. Figure
4 illustrates how the pressure profiles change as the pressure ratio
is decreased. As the pressure ratio is decreased from 1 to 0.73
�case 1 for the disk at 45°�, the flow field begins to deviate from
that of an incompressible fluid. The Mach number in the throat is
just less than unity and the flow everywhere else is subsonic. The
pressure profile for case 1 will be nearly identical to that of an
incompressible flow field. As the pressure ratio is further reduced,
case 3 is reached and the effect of the pressure reduction is evi-
dent. The pressure ratio corresponding to case 3 is between Pr2
and Pr3. Cases 4–6 show the transition between Pr2 and Pr3 and
Pr3 and Pr4. As the pressure ratio approaches Pr3 and finally Pr4,
the pressure profile reaches a terminal form �see Fig. 4�. A sharp
increase in magnitude of the lift, drag, and torque coefficients
occurs as the supersonic flow reattaches to the trailing face �Fig.
7�.

Pressure fluctuations are noticeable in cases 4 and 5 �Fig. 4� and
result in fluctuations in the aerodynamic torque �Fig. 7�. The pres-
sure fluctuations impact the instantaneous torque and forces acting

Table 2 Pressure ratio matrix used by Morris †1‡. Case num-
bers relate the pressure ratio and disk angle used in this report.
Results for the italicized pressure ratios are included herein.

Disk position
Case 30 deg 45 deg 60 deg

1 0.74 0.73 0.72
2 0.58 0.58 0.58
3 0.49 0.48 0.47
4 0.42 0.41 0.41
5 0.33 0.32 0.31
6 0.24 0.24 0.23
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on the disk. The unsteadiness in the pressure, torque, and forces
increases slightly from case 1 to case 3, then sharply from case 3
to 4, and then decrease again from case 5–6. The relatively intense
fluctuations in case 4 are due to the formation of vortex structures
in close proximity to the downstream face �Fig. 8�. The location of
the vortex structures differs compared to other pressure ratios. The
location of these structures for case 4 is influenced by the expand-
ing gas corresponding to the Mach number in the vena contracta.
The expanding gas allows for vortex structures to influence the
pressure field as seen in Fig. 10. The sonic flow at the throat
accelerates to supersonic as it expands. The effect of the expand-
ing air on the disk pressure profiles can be clearly seen by com-
paring Figs. 8 and 9 with Figs. 10 and 11. Shown in Figs. 10 and

11 are the Mach number vector field and pressure contours for
case 1, respectively.

The effects of the pressure fluctuations are seen on the instan-
taneous aerodynamic torque coefficients for cases 1, 3, and 5
given in Fig. 12. The fluctuations were strongest for cases 3 and 4
�case 4 is not shown in Fig. 12 due to the high fluctuations� and
noticeably less for case 5. The coefficients for case 6 were nearly
constant in time due to the reattached flow, which suppressed the
vortex formation near the disk face. Intense fluctuations in the
torque �such as those present in cases 3 and 4� may cause severe
vibration and possibly valve damage. The time-averaged lift and
drag coefficients with fluctuation intensity are given in Table 3 as
percent of the time-averaged value.

As the pressure ratio is reduced through Pr3, the attached su-
personic flow extends into the downstream region. The distance

Fig. 8 The Mach number vector plot for case 4 clearly shows
the vortex formations caused by the expanding supersonic
flow Fig. 10 The Mach number vector plot for case 1 clearly shows

the absence of vortex formations immediately downstream of
the disk. The maximum Mach number is 0.85.

Fig. 9 The pressure contours for case 4 downstream of the
BiCAD due to the vortex formations and oblique shockwaves.
The range of pressure values was set to capture the pressure
field downstream of the disk and to omit the higher pressure
upstream of the disk. The pressure contours range from
13.8 kPa „2 psia… to 124 kPa „18 psia…. Low pressures are rep-
resented by dark lines and high pressures represented by
lighter lines.

Fig. 7 Time-averaged lift, drag, and aerodynamic torque coefficients for the
disk at 45 deg as a function of the operating pressure ratio

Fig. 11 The pressure contours for case 1 downstream of the
BiCAD. The pressure contours range from 86.5 kPa „12.55 psia…
to 87.5 kPa „12.7 psia…. The pressure field is nearly uniform in
the local vicinity downstream of the disk due to the absence of
vortex formations. Low pressures are represented by dark lines
and high pressures represented by lighter lines.
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into the downstream depends on the disk angle and the pressure
ratio. However, once Pr4 is reached, further decreases in the op-
erating pressure ratio no longer influence the pressure acting on
the disk, only the state of the flow in the downstream duct, as such
the torque coefficient remains constant. For the BiCAD at 45 deg,
the torque coefficient is only a function of the pressure ratio for
values greater than �0.24. The value of Pr4 will change based on
the disk angle and disk geometry.

The transition between the incompressible and compressible
torque coefficients may be useful in developing a model used in
predicting torque. It may be possible to predict intermediate val-
ues of the coefficients as functions of Pb / Po or some other flow
parameter.

Preliminary 3-D numerical studies using a rectangular duct for
case 1 suggest that the actual physical flow field can be adequately
modeled using a 2-D computational grid. An exception would be
when strong 3-D effects are present. Strong 3-D effects would
obviously include vortex formations that shed periodically and
interact with other fluid structures.

Conclusions
CFD has the potential to be a useful tool in analyzing com-

pressible flow through butterfly valves. Standard turbulence mod-
els provide the means for predicting the pressure profiles on the
disk surfaces. Furthermore, complex geometries can be modeled
using hybrid grids.

Two-dimensional numerical results compare well to the rectan-
gular duct �AR=2.67� experimental data �1�, and provide the
means for studying complex phenomena such as the effect of the
pressure ratio on the downstream flow field and the resulting
forces and torque acting on the disk. CFD can also reveal many
important features of the flow field that might remain unnoticed

from experimental results such as vortex proximity, pressure fluc-
tuations, and flow attachment/separation from the pipe walls and
disk face.

The behaviors of the pressure profiles were consistent with the
experimental data. The flow field is highly dependent on the pres-
sure ratio acting across the valve. The numerical results show that
for certain operating pressure ratios, pressure fluctuations were
felt by the disk due to the close proximity of vortex structures to
the downstream disk face. The vortex location was found to be
dependent on the disk angle and the expansion of the fluid. The
numerical results also show that the pressure fluctuations cause
torque fluctuations. Torque fluctuations may cause severe vibra-
tions to be present in the piping system.

The flow field and torque behavior are strongly dependent on
the disk angle and pressure ratio until the pressure ratio is reduced
below the fourth characteristic pressure ratio, at which point the
flow field in the vicinity of the disk is unaffected by a further
decrease of the pressure ratio.

This study can be expanded to include other disk geometries,
piping configurations, and disk positions. It can be further ex-
panded to include 3-D geometries as well, which include manu-
factured disk geometries in more complex piping systems.
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Nomenclature
Ac � disk cross-sectional area
C � disk chord length

CD � drag coefficient
CL � lift coefficient
Ct � hydrodynamic torque coefficient

Ctc � aerodynamic torque coefficient
CM � moment coefficient
Cv � flow coefficient

d � internal pipe diameter
D � disk diameter

FD � drag force
FL � lift force
Kv � valve resistance coefficient
P � pressure, absolute
Q � volumetric flow rate

Taero � aerodynamic torque

Fig. 12 Time-dependent coefficients for cases 1, 3, and 5 with the disk at 45
deg

Table 3 The time-averaged lift and drag coefficient for the
BiCAD at 45 deg with the fluctuations about the mean

Case CL CD

1 0.876±0.18% 0.925±0.17%
3 0.880±2.1% 0.910±1.8%
4 0.839±13.0% 0.872±12.0%
5 0.747±0.57% 0.765±0.59%
6 0.741±0.12% 0.755±0.11%
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Thyd � hydrodynamic torque
V � average inlet velocity

�Pv � valve pressure drop
� � fluid density

Subscripts
b � back pressure
e � exit
i � inlet
o � stagnation
v � valve
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RANS Simulations of a Simplified
Tractor/Trailer Geometry
Steady-state Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations are presented for the
three-dimensional flow over a simplified tractor/trailer geometry at zero degrees yaw
angle. The simulations are conducted using a multi-block, structured computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code. The turbulence closure model employed is the two-equation
Menter k-� model. The discretization error is estimated by employing two grid levels: a
fine mesh of 20 million cells and a coarser mesh of 2.5 million cells. Simulation results
are compared to experimental data obtained at the NASA-Ames 7�10 ft wind tunnel.
Quantities compared include vehicle drag, surface pressures, and time-averaged veloci-
ties in the trailer near wake. The results indicate that the RANS approach is able to
accurately predict the surface pressure on the vehicle, with the exception of the base
region. The pressure predictions in the base region are poor due to the inability of the
RANS model to accurately capture the near-wake vortical structure. However, the gross
pressure levels in the base region are in reasonable agreement with experiment, and thus
the overall vehicle drag is well predicted. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2236133�

Introduction
In a typical class 8 tractor/trailer, power required to overcome

rolling resistance and accessories increases linearly with vehicle
speed, while energy losses due to aerodynamic drag increase with
the cube of the speed. At a typical highway speed of 70 mph,
aerodynamic drag accounts for approximately 65% of the energy
output of the engine �1�. Due to the large number of tractor/trailers
on the US highways, even modest reductions in aerodynamic drag
can significantly reduce domestic fuel consumption. Lower fuel
consumption will result in a reduction in pollution emissions, and,
more importantly, a reduced dependence on fossil fuels.

The most common turbulence modeling approach for engineer-
ing applications involves solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes �RANS� equations �2�. With this approach, the effects of
the inherently three-dimensional and time-varying turbulent ed-
dies on the mean flow are modeled and not simulated. These ef-
fects of the turbulence, namely increased transport of momentum
and energy, are incorporated via the eddy viscosity and eddy con-
ductivity, respectively. In general, it is desirable to obtain steady-
state solutions to the RANS equations; the simulation of unsteady
RANS flows may only be valid when there is a clear separation
between the unsteady scales and the turbulent scales.

At moderate Reynolds numbers, the near wake behind a bluff
body is dominated by large-scale vortex shedding. It appears that
steady-state RANS is unable to accurately predict such nonsta-
tionary flows which are dominated by large-scale shedding. For
example, at a Reynolds number of 22,000, steady-state RANS
greatly overpredicts the length of the wake recirculation zone
�3,4�, thereby underpredicting the drag coefficient by nearly 25%.
Unsteady RANS for this case performs much better �4,5�, even
though the separation of scales requirement appears to be violated.
At much higher Reynolds numbers, the coherency of the large
scale shedding is decreased. Recent work at a Reynolds number of
2 million indicates that steady-state RANS is capable of predict-
ing drag accurately; however, the details of the near-wake flow
differ significantly from experiment �6,7�.

RANS turbulence models were generally developed to solve
simple, zero pressure gradient attached flows. These models often

fail in the presence of large pressure gradients and/or separated
flow regions. While the flow over the major part of a tractor/trailer
is attached and therefore amenable to RANS modeling, the flow in
the base region involves massive separation off of the rear end of
the trailer. This separation zone is generally unsteady, with large-
scale turbulent structures shedding from the edges. Accurate pre-
diction of the flow in the base region is important since it deter-
mines the pressure on the trailer base. The pressure drag is the
primary component of the overall aerodynamic drag for tractor/
trailer configurations, and small errors in the predicted base pres-
sures can significantly affect the drag calculations. Furthermore,
since base drag is a major contributor to the overall aerodynamic
drag �8�, the details of the near-wake flow may be very important
for the accurate simulation of drag reduction devices. The goal of
this study is to assess the ability of steady-state RANS turbulence
models to accurately predict the wake structure and aerodynamic
drag for high Reynolds number tractor/trailer configurations.

Problem Formulation
The configuration to be examined is the ground transportation

system �GTS� studied experimentally at the NASA Ames research
center �9�. The GTS geometry is a simplified tractor/trailer con-
figuration that is mounted on four posts in the wind tunnel. A
photograph of the GTS in the NASA Ames 7�10 ft wind tunnel
is shown in Fig. 1. The GTS model is an approximately 1/8 scale
class 8 tractor/trailer configuration. The Reynolds number based
on the trailer width �W=0.3238 m� is 2 million, approximately
one-half of full scale.

The GTS geometry, including the wind tunnel walls, is dis-
cretized using two mesh levels: a coarser mesh using 2.5 million
cells and a fine mesh using 20 million cells. The grids are gener-
ated such that the wall y+ values on the truck surface, supports,
and lower wind tunnel wall are everywhere less than unity on the
fine mesh. The side and top wind tunnel walls employ slip flow
�i.e., flow tangency� conditions. Structured meshes are employed
using point-to-point match up at the block boundaries. The coarse
mesh is domain decomposed into 125 zones and is shown in Fig.
2. The fine mesh is decomposed into 1149 zones. Both the coarse
and fine meshes are run in parallel using a processor for each
zone. The axes employed in the current effort are also shown in
Fig. 2, with the x axis starting at the front of the tractor and
running downstream, the y axis in the vertical direction, and the z
axis starting at the GTS symmetry plane and running spanwise
towards the side wall.
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In order to ensure that the simulated flow matches closely with
the flow in the wind tunnel, a number of freestream conditions are
matched. First, the inflow plane is set with the appropriate stag-
nation conditions of the tunnel shown in Table 1. The back pres-
sure at the simulated outflow plane is then adjusted until the ref-
erence pressure located at �x /W=4.47, y /W=2.59, and z /W=
−4.7� on the tunnel side wall reaches the wall reference pressure
given in the table. The pressure coefficient is defined as

Cp =
p − p�
1
2��u�

2

where p� is the reference pressure given in Table 1 and the
freestream density and velocity are found by assuming isentropic

flow from the plenum at the reference Mach number. The pressure
coefficient on the wind tunnel side-wall from the fine grid simu-
lation is compared to experimental values at two vertical stations
in Fig. 3. Excellent agreement is shown for the tunnel wall pres-
sure �note the expanded scale for Cp�. The boundary layer on the
bottom wall was measured in a tunnel-empty configuration �i.e.,
without the GTS model inserted into the tunnel�. Sample bound-
ary layer profiles upstream of the GTS model from the simulation
using the fine mesh are compared to the tunnel empty-profile from
the experiment in Fig. 4. The simulation predicts a profile similar
to the experiment; at least until the presence of the GTS model is
seen approximately 0.3 m upstream.

Numerical Formulation

CFD Code. The CFD code is SACCARA, the Sandia Ad-
vanced Code for Compressible Aerothermodynamics Research
and Analysis, and was developed from a parallel distributed
memory version �10� of the INCA code, originally written by
Amtec Engineering. This code is used to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and tur-
bulence transport in three-dimensional form. The governing equa-
tions are discretized using a cell-centered finite-volume approach.
A finite-volume form of Yee’s symmetric TVD scheme �11� is
employed. This flux scheme is second-order accurate and reduces
to a first-order Roe-type flux �12� in regions of large gradients
based on a minmod limiter. The viscous terms are discretized us-
ing central differences. The SACCARA code employs a massively
parallel distributed memory architecture based on multi-block
structured grids. The solver is a lower-upper symmetric Gauss-
Seidel scheme �13�, which provides for excellent scalability up to
thousands of processors. A number of code verification studies

Fig. 1 GTS model in the NASA Ames 7Ã10 ft wind tunnel
„courtesy of Storms et al. †9‡…

Fig. 2 Coarse grid computational mesh for the GTS geometry

Table 1 Freestream conditions used in the simulations

Tunnel condition Value

Stagnation pressure 102,653.2 N/m2

Stagnation temperature 282 K
Wall reference pressure 97,582 N/m2

Reference Mach number 0.27
Back pressure 100,136.0 N/m2

Tunnel floor BL thickness 0.053 m
Wall temperature BC adiabatic

Fig. 3 Wind tunnel side-wall pressure
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have been performed that give confidence that the code is free
from coding mistakes including comparison to established nu-
merical benchmark solutions and code to code comparisons �14�.

Turbulence Model. The turbulence model examined in the cur-
rent work is the baseline �BSL� version of Menter’s k-� turbu-
lence model �15�. This is a hybrid model that uses a blending
function to combine the best aspects of the k-� and the k-� tur-
bulence models. Near solid walls, a k-� formulation is used that
allows integration to the wall without any special damping or wall
functions. Near the outer edge of the boundary layer and in shear
layers, the model blends into a transformed version of the k-�
formulation, thus providing good predictions for free shear flows.
This model also shows less sensitivity to freestream turbulence
quantities than other k-� formulations. The turbulence model was
integrated to the wall in order to avoid model validation issues
associated with wall functions.

Numerical Accuracy
Before the simulation results can be compared to experimental

data, the numerical accuracy of the solutions must be assessed.
For the steady-state computations examined herein, the solution
accuracy will be judged by examining the iterative convergence of
the solutions to steady state as well as the discretization error.

Iterative Convergence. The solutions are marched �iterated� in
pseudo-time until a steady-state answer is obtained. Iterative con-
vergence is assessed by examining the steady-state residuals of the
momentum equations. The steady-state residual is defined by
plugging the solution at the current iteration into the discretized
form of the steady-state governing equations �omitting the time
derivative�. For the SACCARA code, the iterative error in the
solution tends to drop in a similar fashion as the residuals �16�.
The coarse grid residuals were converged by approximately seven
orders of magnitude, while the fine grid residuals were converged
by approximately six orders of magnitude. This level of residual
convergence is sufficient to ensure that the iterative error is small
relative to the discretization error to be discussed below.

Discretization Error. The discretization error is estimated by
generating solutions on two mesh levels. Since the coarse mesh is
determined by eliminating every other gridline from the fine
mesh, the grid is consistently refined throughout the entire do-
main, and Richardson extrapolation can be used to estimate the

exact solution. This extrapolated solution is then used to judge the
error in the fine grid solution. The coarse and fine grid results for
surface pressure on the front of the tractor along the vertical cen-
terline are presented in Fig. 5. While the results do show some
sensitivity to grid refinement, the estimated error in the fine grid
solution found from Richardson extrapolation is approximately
±0.05 in terms of Cp. Coarse and fine grid results for the center-
line base of the trailer are shown in Fig. 6, with the maximum
error estimated to be less than ±0.01 in terms of Cp �note the
expanded scale for Cp in this figure�. These findings indicate that
the fine grid simulation is sufficiently accurate to allow meaning-
ful comparisons to the experimental data. While coarser grids are
typically used for engineering studies where trends are of interest,
extremely fine grids are employed here to allow a true assessment
of the Menter BSL turbulence model in the limit as the cell size
approaches zero �i.e., the solution to the continuous partial differ-
ential equations�.

Fig. 4 Wind tunnel floor boundary layer profiles Fig. 5 Centerline pressure on the front of the GTS model
„coarse and fine meshes…

Fig. 6 Centerline pressure on the base of the trailer „coarse
and fine meshes…
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Surface Comparisons

Surface Pressure. The experimental data obtained by Storms et
al. �9� include numerous static pressure ports on all sides of the
GTS geometry as illustrated in Fig. 7. The surface pressure for the
Menter k-� turbulence model using the fine mesh is compared to
experimental data on the top and bottom of the GTS geometry in
Fig. 8. The scale shown for the pressure coefficient is enlarged to
show the details of the pressure variations along the body. The
pressure predictions along the top of the GTS are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data with maximum differences
within ±0.015 �Cp. The pressure is also well predicted along the
bottom of the model, with the exception of the area behind the
rear posts. Flow separation occurs behind the cylindrical posts.

Due to the presence of the tunnel floor and GTS model lower
surface boundary layers, the local Reynolds number based on the
post diameter is on the order of 100,000. There is strong evidence
that the steady-state RANS models perform poorly for Reynolds
numbers near 22,000 �3�. Therefore, the fact that the current simu-
lations overpredict the pressure in the wake of the post is not
surprising.

Vertical pressure distributions are presented for the base of the
trailer at three different spanwise locations in Fig. 9. The Menter
k-� model does a reasonable job of matching the experimentally
measured pressure levels; however, the details of the pressure
variations are not well predicted. The simulations show a much
more symmetric pressure profile from top to bottom at all three
spanwise locations, while the experimental data show a steady
increase in the pressure moving from y /W=0.4 to the top of the
base. The inability of the RANS model to accurately predict the
details of the base pressure suggests that the details of the time-
averaged, near-wake structure are probably not captured
accurately.

Aerodynamic Drag. The aerodynamic drag prediction using
the Menter k-� turbulence model is presented in Table 2 along
with the experimentally measured value. Also shown in the table
is the drag predicted with the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation tur-
bulence model �17� using the same 20 million cell grid �6�. These
drag results �both predicted and experimental� are for the GTS
model only and do not include the support posts. The Menter k
-� results are approximately 7.5% higher than the experimental
value, while the Spalart-Allmaras results are nearly 50% higher.
The overprediction of the drag with the Spalart-Allmaras model is
due to the poor prediction of the base pressure and corresponding
underpredictions of the extent of the near wake �6�. Also shown in
the table is the estimated uncertainty in the experimental drag
coefficient �9�, and the estimated numerical error for the fine grid

Fig. 7 Location of experimental pressure taps †9‡

Fig. 8 Centerline surface pressures on the top and bottom of
the GTS model

Fig. 9 Surface pressure on the trailer base for various span-
wise locations

Table 2 Drag coefficients

Drag coefficient,
CD

Estimated
uncertainty/error

Experiment �9� 0.25 ±0.01
Menter k-� 0.298 ±0.06

Spalart-Allmaras �6� 0.413 ¯
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Menter k-� simulation. This numerical error estimate is deter-
mined by performing Richardson extrapolation using the coarse
and fine grid drag coefficients of 0.474 and 0.298, respectively.
The resulting third-order accurate extrapolated value for the drag
coefficient using the Menter k-� model is 0.239, which is very
close to the experimentally measured value. These results suggest
that while RANS does not accurately predict the pressure distri-
butions in the base region, the pressure levels are close enough to
provide good estimates of the vehicle drag. This conclusion is
further supported by the work of Salari et al. �7�. It is unclear
whether these findings will extend to drag reduction devices that
operate by modifying the wake structure �e.g., boat tails�, which
as we shall see is not predicted correctly by the RANS approach.

Field Comparisons. Velocity data are available from PIV mea-
surements performed at the NASA Ames 7�10 ft wind tunnel
�9�. These PIV data represent a time-averaged picture of the flow
in the wake regions immediately behind the trailer base, and the
various planes with available experimental data are shown in Fig.
10. Two of these planes will be examined in this paper: the
streamwise vertical cut located at the GTS centerline �side view�
and a horizontal streamwise cut located at y /W=0.7 �top view�.

Vertical Streamwise Cut (Side View). Two-dimensional
streamlines �using the x and y components of velocity only� based
on the experimental PIV data are shown in a vertical streamwise
cut through the wake centerline �z /W=0� in Fig. 11�a�. The flow
is from left to right, with the base of the trailer shown on the left.
The figure also gives contour plots of the axial component of
velocity normalized by a reference velocity outside of the GTS
near wake �i.e., a local freestream velocity� �9�. A large, counter-
clockwise-rotating vortex is centered at approximately x /W=8,
y /W=0.4. Also, the presence of a clockwise-rotating vortex is
suggested somewhere near the top right corner of the PIV window
by the vertical nature of the streamlines at this location. A similar
view of the 2D streamlines from the fine grid computations using
the Menter k-� model is shown in Fig. 11�b�, with the PIV win-
dow also given for reference. The RANS computations predict a
much more symmetric pair of vortices than is indicated from the
experimental data. The wake structure evident in this figure is
consistent with the base pressure predictions given in Fig. 9,
where low pressures correspond to large vertical velocity magni-
tudes along the base, and high pressures correspond to stagnation
points.

The same pair of streamlines are given in Figs. 12�a� and 12�b�,
but the contour variable is now the vertical �y� component of
velocity. The experimental PIV data show a region of high vertical
velocity centered about x /W=8.7, y /W=0.6 �Fig. 12�a��, while
the RANS computations predict lower vertical velocities centered
lower and farther downstream �Fig. 12�b��. Also shown in Fig.
12�a� are three streamwise locations �x /W=8.0, 8.4, and 8.9�
where detailed comparisons between the computations and the

data will be performed. These profiles of vertical velocity are
presented in Fig. 13 and highlight again the symmetric nature of
the computational predictions and the asymmetric nature of the
experimental data. Due to the downstream location of the upper,
clockwise-rotating vortex in the experiment, a positive, upwards-
moving vertical velocity is shown at all three streamwise loca-
tions.

Horizontal Streamwise Cut (Top View). Experimental PIV
results for 2D streamlines in a horizontal streamwise cut through
the wake at y /W=0.7 are shown in Fig. 14�a�, along with con-
tours of the vertical �out of plane� velocity component. Two
counter-rotating, symmetric vortices are evident at x /W=8.5. The
corresponding computational streamlines using the Menter k-�
model are given in Fig. 14�b�. In this case, the location of the
vortices is accurately predicted by the RANS model, suggesting
that the x and z components of velocity are predicted accurately
�although not shown, this is indeed the case�. However, the verti-
cal velocity component in the experiment shows strong upward
motion between the vortices and strong downward motion near
the base, while the computations predict vertical velocities near
zero for the entire plane. This result is consistent with the incor-

Fig. 10 Locations of experimental PIV planes †9‡

Fig. 11 2D streamlines and contours of streamwise velocity in
„a… experiment and „b… computations: vertical streamwise cut
„z /W=0…
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rectly predicted, symmetric nature of the vortices from top to
bottom shown in Fig. 12�b�, where the y /W=0.7 location occurs
along the stagnation streamline. The vertical velocity is extracted
from the three axial locations indicated in Fig. 14�b�, and the
resulting comparisons are presented in Fig. 15. As expected, the
computations predict vertical velocities near zero at all three lo-
cations, while the experimental data indicates downward flow
near the base �x /W=7.8� and upwards flow farther downstream
�x /W=8.2 and 8.5�.

Conclusions
Steady-state RANS simulations were conducted for the flow

over the GTS geometry at a Reynolds number of 2 million. The
numerical accuracy of the computed flowfields was assessed by
performing the simulations on multiple grids. Steady-state RANS
results using the Menter k-� turbulence model gave good agree-
ment with the experimental data for surface pressure everywhere
except in the base region, as well as good drag predictions. In the
base region, the gross pressure levels were captured, but the pre-
dicted pressure distributions were symmetric in the vertical direc-
tion, contrary to the experimental data. The symmetry of the wake

Fig. 13 Profiles of vertical velocity extracted from the vertical
streamwise cut „z /W=0…

Fig. 12 2D streamlines and contours of vertical velocity in „a…
experiment and „b… computations: vertical streamwise cut
„z /W=0…

Fig. 14 2D streamlines and contours of vertical velocity in „a…
experiment and „b… computations: horizontal streamwise cut
„y /W=0.7…
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structure for this case has also been observed with other turbu-
lence models �6,7�. Similarly, the RANS approach was unable to
accurately predict the details of the flow in the near-wake region,
predicting a symmetric pair of counter-rotating vortices in the
vertical centerline plane. The experimental PIV data gave a much
more asymmetric flow structure in this plane, with the upper,
clockwise-rotating vortex apparently centered at least a trailer-
width downstream of the predicted location �outside of the PIV
window�.

While the steady-state Menter BSL turbulence model was
shown to provide good drag estimates for this case at Reynolds
number of 2 million, it has been demonstrated to give poor drag
predictions at a lower Reynolds number of 22,000 due to the fact
that large-scale nonturbulent shedding events are not modeled ac-
curately �3�. Further study is required to identify the Reynolds
number range where the Menter BSL model is valid. Furthermore,
the current findings suggest that while RANS models may be able
to accurately predict vehicle drag for baseline configurations, they
will likely be unable to accurately predict the effects of drag re-
duction devices, which are designed to alter the near-wake struc-
ture. Accurate predictions of the near-wake structure will require
more advanced turbulence modeling approaches such as large
eddy simulation where the larger turbulent scales are resolved and
the smaller scales are modeled.
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Experimental Study of the Flow
in a Simulated Hard Disk Drive
Instantaneous circumferential and radial velocity components of the air flowing past a
symmetrical pair of suspension/slider-units (SSUs) attached to an E-Block/arm were
measured in a specially designed corotating disk apparatus simulating a hard disk drive
(HDD) using the particle image velocimetry technique. The geometrical dimensions of
the components in the apparatus test section were scaled up by a factor of two, approxi-
mately, relative to those of a nominal 3 1

2 inch HDD. Most of the measurements were
obtained on the interdisk midplane for two angular orientations of the arm/SSUs: (a) One
with the tip of the SSUs near the hub supporting the disks; (b) another with the tip of the
SSUs near the rims of the disks. Data obtained for disk rotational speeds ranging from
250 to 3000 rpm (corresponding to 1250 to 15,000 rpm, approximately, in a 3 1

2 inch
HDD) were post-processed to yield mean and rms values of the two velocity components
and of the associated shear stress, the mean axial vorticity, and the turbulence intensity
(based on the two velocity components). At the locations investigated near the arm/SSUs,
and for disk rotational speeds larger than 1500 rpm, the mean velocity components are
found to be asymptotically independent of disk speed of rotation but their rms values
appear to still be changing. At two locations 90 and 29 deg, respectively, upstream of the
arm/SSUs, the flow approaching this obstruction displays features that can be attributed
to the three-dimensional wake generated by the obstruction. Also, between these two
locations and depending on the angular orientation of the arm/SSUs, the effect of the
obstruction is to induce a three-dimensional region of flow reversal adjacent to the hub.
Notwithstanding, the characteristics of the flow immediately upstream and downstream of
the arm/SSUs appear to be determined by local flow-structure interactions. Aside from
their intrinsic fundamental value, the data serve to guide and test the development of
turbulence models and numerical calculation procedures for predicting this complex
class of confined rotating flows, and to inform the improved design of HDDs.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2236135�

The Problem of Interest

Background and Prior Work. The trend in the computer disk
drive industry is to manufacture smaller HDDs. The trend is
driven by the desire to miniaturize drives for hand-held devices
and other small-scale applications while maintaining high rates of
electronic information transfer. It has been facilitated by major
advances made in the area of electromagnetic recording materials
and by the development of technologies that allow very high data
storage densities and transfer rates �1�. The disks in current nomi-
nal 3 1

2 in drives typically have information densities of 100 K
tracks per inch �TPI� and rotate between 4200 and 15,000 rpm.
Future 1 in drives are expected to have track densities upwards of
100 kTPI and to rotate between 3600 and 4500 rpm. The combi-
nation of high track densities with relatively high disk speeds of
rotation contributes to the problem of magnetic head positioning
error and associated track misregistration due to flow-induced vi-
brations of the arm/SSUs supporting the magnetic heads. As a
consequence, there is a need to better understand and render pre-
dictable the flow-structure interactions arising in these devices.

The unobstructed flow in the space between a pair of disks
corotating in a cylindrical enclosure has been the subject of con-
siderable research. Measurements �2,3� and calculations �4,5� re-
veal a pair of toroidally shaped counter-rotating vortices in the
interdisk space that are induced by the centrifugally driven flow
arising in the thin Ekman layers next to the rotating disk surfaces.
A circumferential instability corrugates these vortices to create

circumferentially distributed foci with axial component of vortic-
ity that rotate at about 75–80% of the disk angular velocity.
Nearer the hub clamping the disks, the interdisk flow approaches
solid body rotation. In contrast, because of the shearing action by
the enclosure wall, the flow near the rims of the disks transitions
to the turbulent regime with increasing disk angular velocity and
is convected radially inwards along the interdisk midplane by the
pressure-induced force opposing the centrifugal force.

Relative to the unobstructed flow case, much less information
exists in the archival literature pertaining to the obstructed flow
between a pair of disks corotating in an enclosure. �Figs. 2 and 3,
discussed further below, illustrate this flow configuration and de-
fine the geometrical meanings of “E-block,” “arm,” and “SSU” in
the context of the present investigation.� Exceptions are the ex-
perimental studies of �6–10� and the analytical and numerical in-
vestigations of �11–18�. The experimental studies are mainly fo-
cused on the effects of a single, relatively large obstruction in the
space between the disks that is meant to simulate the effects of an
actuator arm on the flow. Such a geometry alone fails to capture
the effects of the SSUs attached to it, or of the flow-mediated
interactions that arise between the SSUs and the arm. Notwith-
standing, these studies show that, depending on its size and rela-
tive angular orientation: �i� The flow approaching a simulated ac-
tuator arm can accelerate significantly, and in a direction parallel
to the arm, as a consequence of the blockage the obstruction cre-
ates in the interdisk space; �ii� the flow at the tip of the arm where
the suspensions attach is strongly sheared, with the possible for-
mation of highly vortical layers; �iii� if the blockage presented by
the arm is large enough, it can induce a three-dimensional region
of flow reversal adjacent to the hub and upstream of the
obstruction.

The numerical studies present more detailed impressions of the
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three-dimensional, unsteady flow around an actuator arm and the
SSUs attached to it. The low Reynolds number calculations per-
formed by �11� for an arm-like obstruction reveal a three-
dimensional region of flow reversal adjacent to the hub and up-
stream of the obstruction that result from the blocking effect on
the flow approaching it. Large-eddy scale �LES� flow calculations
by �12,13� suggest that SSU vibrations can be caused by pressure
fluctuations in the space between a pair of suspensions and in the
flow that is ingested from the enclosure surroundings back into the
interdisk space downstream of the arm/SSUs. For suspensions of
U-shaped cross section they also find: �a� Discrete-mode high-
frequency vortex shedding from the suspension flange for an inner
tracking arm/SSUs orientation; �b� multimode low-frequency vor-
tex shedding from the arm for an outer tracking orientation. Direct
numerical simulations �DNS� of the flow past an actuator arm
with and without a weight-saving hole in it have been performed
by �15�. For both cases, a three-dimensional spiral vortex arises
downstream of the arm that affects arm vibrations. The character-
istics of the spiral flow and of the associated arm vibrations ap-
pear to be affected by the flow generated in and spilling from the
hole when present. Limited laser-Doppler velocimetry and vibro-
metry data are presented in support of these numerical findings.
While very valuable, the computational time and storage require-
ments of current DNS- and LES-based calculation approaches
limit numerical studies to relatively specific geometrical and dy-
namical conditions, thus precluding a systematic investigation of
the effects of the relevant parameters on the flow past an arm/
SSUs assembly and of the attendant flow-induced SSU vibrations.
This is especially the case when the calculation domain encom-
passes the entire interdisk space.

Because of the major challenges associated with measuring and
calculating this class of unsteady three-dimensional flows and the
arm/SSUs vibrations they induce, the problem has been investi-
gated numerically by reference to simpler �but much more com-
putationally affordable� 2D approximations of the unsteady flow
fields; see �19� and the references therein. This approach allows an
improved qualitative understanding of the physics underpinning
flow-induced arm/SSUs vibrations. However, because the compo-
nent of motion tangent to the arm and the SSUs attached to it is
significantly larger than the normal component �16–18�, and be-
cause of the variations in geometry, including weight-saving
holes, that can arise in the circumferential and radial directions,
the 2D flow approach is limited in its capacity to guide design
improvements essential for minimizing arm/SSUs vibrations.

Relevant Considerations. We are concerned with measuring
the characteristics of the flow of air in a simulated HDD with
focus on fluid motion in the vicinity of the E-block/arm/SSUs
assembly. With reference to Fig. 1, a characteristic Reynolds num-

ber for the flow between a pair of disks corotating in a HDD may
be defined as ReH=�RdH /�; where � �rad/s� is the angular ve-
locity of the disks, Rd �m� is the radius of the disks, H �m� is the
spacing between the disks, and � �m2/s� is the kinematic viscosity
of air. For current 3 1

2 inch drives with H�2 mm, the range in ReH
is 2250–9500, while for 1 in drives with H�0.6 mm it is likely to
be 180–230, approximately. At these Reynolds numbers, espe-
cially for the 3 1

2 inch drives, the flow in the vicinity of the disk
rims and past the arm/SSUs is turbulent-like �highly vortical,
three-dimensional and unsteady�, while that nearer the hub is
much less so. However, because of the range in geometrical scales
of the various objects in the path of the flow, ReH alone does not
inform unambiguously on the nature of the fluid motion and, at a
minimum, it is necessary to also consider the geometry and angu-
lar orientation of the E-block/arm/SSUs assembly in the interdisk
space.

The suspension of a SSU is generally tapered in whole or in
part, being wide at its base where it connects to the supporting
arm, and narrow at its tip where the slider supporting the read/
write magnetic head is located. The cross section of a suspension
can be rectangular or U-shaped. Like the arm, the suspension may
have weight-saving holes. Combined, the E-block, arm and SSUs
block and redirect a significant part of the interdisk flow ap-
proaching these units. As a consequence, significant flow-structure
interactions are expected to arise, partly as the result of highly
vortical motions in the wakes of the arm, the suspensions, and the
sliders attached to the suspension tips. The extent of these inter-
actions depends on the relative angular orientation of these objects
with respect to the approaching flow. With reference to Fig. 2, for
one case, the “inner configuration” �IC�, the tips of the SSUs are
located close to the hub clamping the disks. For the other case, the
“outer configuration” �OC�, the tips are located close to the rims
of the rotating disks. In the IC case, the arm and SSUs present the
largest blockage to the approaching flow, favoring strong flow-
structure interactions in spite of the solid body rotation nature of
the flow near the hub. In the OC case, even though the arm/SSUs
assembly is more closely aligned with the direction of the ap-
proaching flow, the slider at the tip of the SSU is in a region of

Fig. 1 Side view of an unobstructed portion of the experimen-
tal test section with relevant geometrical variables defined. The
top disk is made of glass and the bottom one of anodized alu-
minum. They are both clamped to a hub of radius Rh and the
unit rotates about its central axis. The extra thickness of the
bottom disk minimizes any tendency to wobble. The enclosure
walls are made of Plexiglass. In this study: Rh=28.6 mm, Rd
=100 mm, a=3 mm, b=2 mm, H=4.8 mm.

Fig. 2 Plan view of the experimental test section as seen
through the flat top of the Plexiglass enclosure and the top
glass disk. The sketch shows to the left the inner „IC… and to the
right the outer „OC… E-block/arm/SSUs configurations investi-
gated. The arm/SSUs is located between the two disks. The
E-block fits into a cavity extending from the side wall of the
enclosure. The cavity is constructed such that its back curved
inner surface is an arc of a circle centered at O3 of radius
170 mm and its opening spans 39.2 deg for the IC and 50.5 deg
for the OC. For both orientations O2O3=128.4 mm and O1O2
=116 mm. The hub and disks corotate counter-clockwise in this
view.
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higher rotational velocity and nearer the fixed enclosure wall
where shear-generated turbulence can be intense.

The Experiment

Apparatus. Dimensional sketches of the corotating disks flow
apparatus and of the E-block/arm/SSUs assembly investigated are
provided in Fig. 3. To facilitate optical accessibility to the flow,
the geometrical dimensions in the test section were scaled up by a
factor of two, approximately, relative to the main features of a
nominal 3 1

2 inch Western Digital Caviar 38400 HDD. Two cylin-
drically shaped enclosures were built of Plexiglass, one for the IC
and another for the OC configurations investigated. The E-block/
arm/SSUs assembly was made of anodized aluminum. The
E-block fits into a cavity extending from the side wall of the
enclosure, and the arm/SSUs penetrate the interdisk space sym-
metrically with respect to the interdisk midplane. The suspensions
are tapered so that their rectangular cross sections vary along their
length. The surfaces of the arm and of the suspension facing a disk
are parallel to the surface of the disk. A parallelepiped made of
Teflon was attached to the tip of each suspension to simulate the
sliders. The spacing between a slider and its facing disk was
75 �m, approximately. In so far as the flow is concerned, the
E-block/arm/SSUs assembly was essentially motionless.

The bottom disk in the test section was made of anodized alu-

minum and the top of glass. Both disks have a radius of 100 mm
and a thickness of 2 mm. The disk surfaces are flat ��6.4 �m�
and optically smooth. The disks are spaced 4.8 mm apart by a
solid anodized aluminum ring of outer radius 28.6 mm, and the
spacing between the rims of the disks and the inner wall of the
enclosure is 3 mm. Disk wobble was estimated to be less than
±65 �m and is believed to be of no consequence to the flow
established in the interdisk space. �As implied in Fig. 1, the bot-
tom aluminum disk has a thickness of 6.35 mm up to a radius of
75 mm to minimize any tendency to wobble.� The disks are
clamped down about a spindle that is driven by a brushless dc
electric motor with a speed range of 10–5000 rpm. In order to
ensure smooth rotation, the rotor axis spins within two ball bear-
ings that are mounted in a solid inner casing. The inner casing is
itself fixed to an outer casing consisting of a massive hollow metal
cylinder such that the apparatus is essentially vibration-free for
the range of rotational speeds investigated. A shaft encoder for
feedback control of the rotor speed is mounted to the motor and its
signal is provided to a GALIL DMC 1417 motion control board.

Equipment. A TSI Power View system was used to perform
the particle image velocimeter �PIV� measurements. This system
employs a pair of New Wave Solo Dual Nd:YAG lasers
�50 mJ/pulse, 532 nm wavelength�. An articulated arm with an
optical head attached, consisting of a 200 mm spherical lens com-
bined with a −15 mm cylindrical lens, was used to produce a laser
light sheet 46 mm wide and 0.04 mm at the waist with a diver-
gence angle of 0.017 rad �1.75 mm/100 mm�.

The duration of a single laser pulse was 3–5 ns and the time
between pulses ranged between 80 �s at low fluid velocities and
10 �s at high velocities. A Power View 4M CCD camera with an
AF Nikkor �Nikon� 60 mm f2.8 lens set at about 180 mm from
the enclosure was used to capture the PIV images. The camera has
2 K�2 K pixel resolution �12-bit digital output� at 17 frames per
second. The system is controlled by a Laser Pulse Computer Con-
troller Synchronizer interfaced to a Dual Processor Intel Xeon
2.0 GHz PC computer with 1 GB RAM and with a total storage of
400 GB. TSI Insight 4 software was used for image acquisition
and subsequent post-processing. Two-frame cross-correlations
were performed on image pairs by means of FFT using a Gaussian
peak search algorithm. In a single acquisition of two consecutive
images, a procedure utilizing velocity cutoff limits and a local
mean filter is applied for removing spurious data. Flow statistics
including mean and rms values of the circumferential and radial
velocity components, mean axial vorticity, and the turbulence in-
tensity and turbulent kinetic energy �based on the two velocity
components� were derived from the ensemble of image pairs ob-
tained for each measurement case. A Dell 530 workstation was
used to control apparatus motor rotation and the PIV velocity
measurements, and to conduct post-processing of the image pairs
from which the final flow field data were obtained.

To guarantee high quality PIV measurements, the particle seed-
ing agent must be sufficiently dense and homogeneously distrib-
uted to have at least 15 particles per interrogation spot �20�. This
was achieved by using an interrogation window of 32 pixels. For
a 2048�2048 pixel image, processed with 50% subregion over-
lap, a 128�128 grid of vectors was obtained with a resolution of
0.428�0.428 mm2. This image characterizes the flow in a square
54.78�54.78 mm2, which is only a subsection of the total area of
interest. The flow field of the entire area of interest was obtained
from a composite of 6 to 7 subsections patched together.

Sharper definitions of fluid motion near the hub and the
E-block/arm/SSUs were obtained by applying fluorescent paint to
their surfaces. The fluorescent paint works to shift the wavelength
of the background light reflected from these surfaces so that, using
an appropriate filter, only the light scattered from the seeding
agent is detected by the camera. In this way measurements were
obtained to within 1 to 2 mm from these surfaces.

Fig. 3 Sketches and dimensions in mm of the corotating disks
flow apparatus „top: Side view… and of the E-block, arm and
SSUs „bottom: Top and side views…. The E-block/arm/SSUs as-
sembly is also shown to the left of the test section in the top
figure. Three weight-saving holes are cut into the arm. The two
angular orientations investigated for the E-block/arm/SSUs as-
sembly are shown in Fig. 2.
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Methodology and Validation. Prior to taking a series of PIV
measurements, the rotational speed of the disks was fixed. The
cavity on the side wall of the enclosure �Fig. 2� was then flooded
with droplets composed of 10% by volume of glycerol in water
��p�1.021 g/cm3, dp�1 �m� generated by a TSI jet atomizer.
Within about 5 s, after which the measurements were made, the
seeding agent had fully dispersed and any flow perturbations as-
sociated with particle injection were assumed to be negligible. �In
5 s at 250 rpm the disks have rotated 21 times, and at 3000 rpm
they have rotated 250 times.� All the PIV velocity measurements
presented here were obtained on the interdisk midplane, which
passes midway between the two suspensions attached to the arm.
For this, 300 image pairs were taken in groups of 30 image pairs
to guarantee statistically independent data, with the fresh injection
of particles taking place between groups. In this way a series of
runs was performed, with each run in the series corresponding to
a larger disk rpm than the preceding run.

The apparatus and measurement procedure were validated in a
test section consisting of a perfectly circular Plexiglass enclosure
without an obstruction between the pair of corotating disks. This
is the configuration investigated in �4� for ReH�2000. Measure-
ments of the mean and rms circumferential velocity component
were obtained at 1000 rpm, corresponding to ReH�3220. Good
quantitative agreement was found with respect to the mean cir-
cumferential velocity component measured by �4�, and good
qualitative agreement was found for the rms �17�. The rms values
measured in �4� are generally larger, most probably due to the
much larger disk spacing in �4� �H /Rd=0.091 versus 0.048 in the
present experiment�.

Uncertainties. All linear and angular dimensions in the test
section were known to better than ±0.1 mm and ±1°, respectively.
The uncertainty in disk angular velocity was estimated to be less
than ±0.5%. Sources and magnitudes of uncertainties affecting
PIV measurements are well documented in the literature �21�.
Here attention is focused on those relevant to this work. Although
a minimum number of 250 image pairs was found to be large
enough to minimize sample size uncertainties of the mean and rms
values of the velocity components, all velocity measurements are
based on 300 image pairs. Checks on the sufficiency of a 300
picture pair ensemble size were performed by increasing the en-
semble size to 900 picture pairs. However, no significant improve-
ments in the mean and rms values of velocity were observed �dif-
ference less than 0.2% of the disk rim velocity, Rd��. The
theoretical �Stokes drag-based� relaxation time of the seeding
agent particles ��p=�pdp

2 /18�� in air at 23°C is �p�3.1 �s. Since
this time scale is much smaller than the time scale associated with
the most energetic eddies in the flow �about 75 �s at 3000 rpm,
based on a length scale lS=H and a velocity scale vS correspond-
ing to 10% turbulence intensity, vS=0.10 Rd��, particle lag was
assumed to be negligible. Although there were no significant op-
tical uncertainties due to the curvature of the enclosure wall pen-
etrated by the pulsed laser light sheet, it was critical to align the
sheet to illuminate the interdisk midplane. Uncertainties due to
out-of-plane particle displacement in an interrogation subregion,
or to the time between laser pulses, were negligible. Assuming a
normal distribution for the dimensionless mean velocity compo-
nents yielded a statistical uncertainty for these quantities ranging
from ±1 to ±4% with 95% confidence. Likewise, assuming a chi-
square distribution for the dimensionless variances yielded an un-
certainty less than ±9% for the dimensionless rms velocity com-
ponents and less than ±18% for the dimensionless shear stress
�uru��*, also with 95% confidence.

Results and Discussion

Asymptotic Invariance of the Flow. Measurements of the cir-
cumferential and radial velocity components were obtained for
250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 3000 rpm corresponding to a

range in ReH of 800–9700. �Note that 3000 rpm in the experimen-
tal apparatus corresponds to about 15,000 rpm in a nominal 3 1

2
HDD.� The data for all the cases investigated are plotted in
�17� and the original data can be obtained from the authors upon
request.

The asymptotic invariance of the flow with increasing disk
speed of rotation was checked by reference to mean and rms ve-
locity component profiles obtained from the PIV measurements at
the five locations shown in Fig. 4, upstream and downstream of
the E-block/arm/SSUs for both the IC and OC orientations. Re-
sults obtained for these two orientations are, respectively, shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. In this regard note that: �i� In all figures, mean
and rms velocities, and the shear stress, are normalized by the rim
speed of the disks, �Rd; �ii� The velocity components in Figs. 5
and 6 are plotted relative to an �r, �� cylindrical coordinate system
centered at point O3 in Fig. 4; �iii� the data in Figs. 7–12 are
plotted relative to an �r, �� cylindrical coordinate system centered
at point O1 in Fig. 4.

It is clear from the profiles in Figs. 5 and 6 that for both the IC
and OC orientations the means of both velocity components tend
to asymptotic limits with increasing disk speed of rotation, but the
rms values are still changing. Notwithstanding, for both orienta-
tions the rms profiles at different rpm tend towards similar shapes.

Immediately upstream of the arm/SSUs �location 1 in Fig. 4�
for both the OC �Fig. 5�a�� and IC �Fig. 6�a�� orientations, the
mean circumferential velocity component shows relatively large
values near the rims of the disks where their rotational velocity is
largest. As a consequence, because of the shearing action of the
fixed enclosure wall, this is also a region of relatively high rms
velocities. For both orientations at this location, relatively low
absolute values of the mean velocity components and high values
of their rms are observed for small values of the radius �R
�30–40 mm� near the tips of the SSUs.

For the OC case upstream of the arm/SSUs �Fig. 5�a��, two
peaks are observed at R�18 mm and R�30 mm for the mean
and rms values of both velocity components. The peaks at R

Fig. 4 Sketch defining the circumferential and radial velocity
components with respect to cylindrical coordinate systems
centered at O1 and O3, respectively. The asymptotic invariance
of the flow is checked by reference to mean and rms velocity
profiles of these two velocity components obtained at locations
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the interdisk midplane.
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Fig. 5 „a… Mean and rms values of the radial and circumferential velocity components as a
function of radial position and disk rpm at location 1 in Fig. 4 for the outer configuration in Fig.
2. Radius R is given in mm. „b… Mean and rms values of the radial and circumferential velocity
components as a function of radial position and disk rpm at location 2 in Fig. 4 for the outer
configuration in Fig. 2. Radius R is given in mm.
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�18 mm correspond to the effects on the flow due to the wakes of
the sliders; the sliders work to locally reduce both mean velocity
components while significantly increasing their rms. The peaks at
R�30 mm correspond to a second wake induced by the arm. This
wake originates at the tip of the arm where the suspensions attach.
It is characterized by two shear layers that form on either side of
the tip of the arm. Figures 8 and 9, discussed below, and DNS
calculations by �17�, clearly show the presence of these two
wakes. Between R=40 and 80 mm, the mean radial velocity com-
ponent increases substantially in absolute value as the bulk flow
changes direction to accelerate through the space between the
arm/SSUs and the hub. In contrast to location 1, the mean and rms
velocity component profiles downstream of the arm/SSUs in Fig.

5�b� �location 2 in Fig. 4� are relatively flat and featureless. How-
ever, the rms values of both velocity components generally in-
crease with increased proximity to the downstream corner of the
cavity containing the E-block.

The general shapes of the mean and rms velocity profiles for
the IC case at location 1 �Fig. 6�a�� are similar to those for the OC
case at the same location �Fig. 5�a��. However, the effects due to
the wake induced by the arm are less noticeable. As for the OC
case, near the sliders �R�20 mm� the rms velocity components
are large compared to their local means, indicating that the flow in
the vicinity of the sliders is very unsteady and possibly turbulent.
Location 2 �Fig 4� is immediately behind the arm. Here the abso-
lute value of the mean circumferential velocity component is ev-

Fig. 6 „a… Mean and rms values of the radial and circumferential velocity components as a function of radial position and disk
rpm at location 1 in Fig. 4 for the inner configuration in Fig. 2. Radius R is given in mm. „b… Mean and rms values of the radial and
circumferential velocity components as a function of radial position and disk rpm at location 2 in Fig. 4 for the inner configuration
in Fig. 2. Radius R is given in mm. „c… Mean and rms values of the radial and circumferential velocity components as a function
of radial position and disk rpm at location 3 in Fig. 4 for the inner configuration in Fig. 2. Radius R is given in mm.
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erywhere relatively small �Fig. 6�b�� and the corresponding mean
radial velocity component is fairly uniform and featureless. As for
the OC case, the rms values of both velocity components increase
with increased proximity to the downstream corner of the cavity.

At location 3 �Fig. 6�c�� relatively uniform mean velocity compo-
nent profiles are observed but their corresponding rms values in-
crease with increasing proximity to the enclosure wall.

The ensemble averaged data discussed above does not provide

Fig. 7 Contours of mean velocity magnitude with streamlines superimposed
for the inner configuration „left… and outer configuration „right… at 3000 rpm

Fig. 8 Contours of the mean axial component of vorticity „normal to disk sur-
face… for the inner configuration „left… and outer configuration „right… at
3000 rpm

Fig. 9 Contours of the turbulence intensity „based on two velocity compo-
nents… for the inner configuration „left… and outer configuration „right… at
3000 rpm
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clear cut evidence of the effects on the flow due to the weight-
saving holes cut into the arm. In contrast, instantaneous PIV snap-
shots and DNS calculations by �17� reveal that at any instant in
time the distribution of vorticity in the flow, downstream of the
arm where the largest �trapezoidal-shaped� hole is located, is
streaky and grainy due to intense shearing by the rotating disks of
highly vortical fluid ejected from this hole.

Velocity Magnitude and Streamlines, Vorticity and Turbu-
lence Intensity. The dimensionless mean velocity magnitude,
Vmag*, mean vorticity, �z*, and turbulence intensity TI �%� are
defined as follows in terms of the mean �Ur, U�� and rms �Ur rms,
U� rms� velocity components derived from the PIV measurements
of the flow field:

Vmag* =
	Ur

2 + U�
2
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�
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−
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��
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	Ur
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Contours of Vmag
* with streamlines superimposed are shown in

Fig. 7 for the IC and OC orientations. For both cases the contours
and streamlines are found to be very similar at all the rotational
speeds investigated. Therefore, attention is restricted here to the
data obtained for the highest rotational speed, 3000 rpm. For both
arm/SSUs orientations the streamlines show that the bulk of the
flow approaching the E-block/arm is deflected radially inwards
and accelerated in the space between the obstruction and the hub.
�The lower acceleration observed for the inner configuration case
is attributed to larger momentum losses induced by the arm/SSUs
in this configuration.� In principle, this accelerating turning flow
should form a highly sheared boundary layer along the length of
the upstream surface of the arm. However, a portion of the flow in
this boundary layer is removed by the disks which, in rotating past
the arm surfaces facing them, suck fluid from the boundary layer
into the passages formed by the disks and the facing arm surfaces.
It is suggested that the sucking action contributes to a combined

Fig. 10 Mean and rms values of the radial and circumferential velocity components as a function of radial position and disk
rpm at location 4 in Fig. 4 for the inner configuration in Fig. 2. In this figure R*= „r−Rh… / „Rd−Rh…; see Fig. 1. The dash-dot line
in the plot for U�

* denotes solid body rotation.
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thinning and laminarizing of the flow immediately along the up-
stream arm surface. In the region between the arm/SSUs and the
hub, the direction of the fluid velocity virtually coincides with that
of the disks but is of higher magnitude than the local disk velocity.
The sliders on the SSUs significantly decelerate the flow going
past them creating a wake of relatively high turbulence intensity.
The wake does not arise immediately next to the tip of the sus-
pensions, but about two millimeters further downstream on the
midplane.

For the IC case, a region of three-dimensional flow reversal
�Fig. 7� and high turbulence intensity �Fig. 9� is observed near the
hub. While the flow reversal is absent for the OC case, the turbu-
lence intensity in this region is also relatively high. The reversal
of fluid motion is due to the larger blockage of the flow in the IC
case �56%� relative to the OC �48%� and was observed at all the
rotational speeds explored. It has also been calculated numerically
by Suzuki and Humphrey �1997� for a radially aligned, arm-like
blockage in the space between a pair of disks corotating in a
cylindrical enclosure at 300 rpm.

For both the IC and OC orientations, contours of the axial vor-

ticity �Fig. 8� and turbulence intensity �Fig. 9� reveal a strongly
vortical and energetic shear layer detaching from the upstream
corner of the cavity containing the E-block. This layer impinges
on the E-block, near to the location where it connects to the arm,
and then appears to wrap around the back of the E-block in the
cavity. For both orientations, a second shear layer is formed at the
downstream corner of the cavity. Also for both orientations, a pair
of vortical shear layers appears in the wake of the sliders on the
SSUs. A single curved shear layer �especially noticeable for the
OC case� appears on the upstream side of the suspensions. As
mentioned previously, it is one of a pair originating at the tip of
the arm where the suspensions attach, and is due to the wake
induced by the arm on the flow. The second shear layer, of oppo-
site sign of vorticity, cannot be measured using the PIV technique
due to the optical interference of the top suspension. However,
DNS calculations by �17� show that both shear layers originate at
the tip of the arm, between the suspensions. These calculations
also confirm that the shear layer detaching from the upstream
corner of the cavity does, indeed, wrap around the back of the
E-block.

Fig. 11 Mean and rms values of the radial and circumferential velocity components as a function of radial position and disk
rpm at location 5 in Fig. 4 for the inner configuration in Fig. 2. In this figure R*= „r−Rh… / „Rd−Rh…; see Fig. 1. The dash-dot line
in the plot for U�

* denotes solid body rotation.
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Characteristics of the Flow Upstream of the Arm/SSUs.
Limited measurements were also made for the mean and rms val-
ues of the circumferential and radial velocity components and for
the �uru�� shear stress, along locations 4 and 5 in Fig. 4 for the
arm/SSUs in the IC orientation. The lines denoting locations 4 and
5 are, respectively, oriented at 90 and 29 deg relative to a line
connecting points O1 and O2 in Fig. 4. The results are plotted in
Figs. 10–12 relative to an �r ,�� cylindrical coordinate system cen-
tered at point O1. Also shown in the figures are data corresponding
to measurements obtained for this study in the absence of the
E-block/arm/SSUs in the interdisk space. Note that in these fig-
ures the radial coordinate is R*= �r−Rh� / �Rd−Rh�.

Three points are especially worthy of mention. The first con-
cerns the large differences in all the quantities plotted between the
obstructed and unobstructed flow cases. It is clear that at these two
upstream locations the general effect of the obstruction is to sig-
nificantly decrease the local values of the mean velocity compo-
nents while increasing their corresponding rms. The second point
concerns the shapes of the rms and shear stress profiles at location
4 which reveal a pair of maxima for R*�0.7. The maxima span-
ning 0.05	R*	0.20 are attributed to the highly unsteady nature
of the reversed three-dimensional flow induced near the hub by
the presence of the obstruction �see Figs. 7 and 9�. The maxima
spanning 0.40	R*	0.70 are attributed to the unsteady vortical
wake imprinted by the arm/SSUs on the flow downstream of it.
Relative to the unobstructed flow case the mean circumferential
velocity component profiles at both upstream locations �4 and 5�
show significantly reduced velocities. The third point concerns the
high levels of turbulence intensity observed between locations 4
and 5 on the interdisk midplane near the hub, plotted in Fig. 9 for
3000 rpm and discussed above. Analysis of the experimental data
shows that the production of turbulent kinetic energy on the inter-
disk midplane between these two locations is dominated by the
term −�uru����U� /�r�. This is because of geometrical symmetry
and because of the dominance of the circumferential component
of motion between these two locations. When considered in
combination, the profiles for U� in Figs. 10 and 11 and the profiles
for �uru�� in Fig. 12 show that at 3000 rpm �the most tur-
bulent flow condition examined� the largest positive values of
−�uru����U� /�r� between locations 4 and 5 arise at radial loca-
tions falling in the range 0.1	R*	0.4.

Notwithstanding these noteworthy findings, a comparison with
the mean and rms velocity profiles corresponding to location 1
�Fig. 6�a��, immediately upstream of the arm/SSUs, shows that the
flow changes completely in the course of a 90 deg degree turn,
suggesting that it is primarily determined by local flow-structure
interactions.

Conclusions
Velocity measurements have been made for the flow in a simu-

lated HDD that retains the essential physics of a real device. PIV
data for two velocity components are presented for a geometrical
configuration scaled up by a factor of two, approximately, relative
to a nominal 31/2 inch HDD. The results presented here were
obtained on the interdisk midplane in the presence of an E-block/
arm/SSUs assembly at two orientation angles. The highest disk
speed of rotation investigated was 3000 rpm, corresponding ap-
proximately to 15,000 rpm in a nominal 31/2 inch HDD. At
3000 rpm in the experiment, the velocity component means have
essentially attained an asymptotically invariant state but the rms
velocities and the shear stress appear to still be evolving.

The data reveal strong influences of the arm/SSUs on the flow
that depend on the relative orientation angle of this obstruction in
the interdisk space. The blockage presented by the obstruction
redirects a large portion of the flow tangentially along the up-
stream surfaces of the arm/SSUs. A pair of highly vortical shear
layers arises in the wake originating at the tip of the arm, where
the suspensions attach, and a second pair arises downstream of the
sliders attached to the suspensions. Shear layers also originate at
the upstream and downstream corners of the cavity extending
from the side of the enclosure.

About 90 deg upstream of the arm/SSUs and near the hub sur-
face, the blockage induces a region of highly unsteady turbulent
motion which, for the IC configuration, results in a three-
dimensional flow reversal. Also for the IC configuration, the flow
90 and 29 deg upstream of the arm/SSUs reveals the imprint of
the wake induced by the obstruction in the flow. However, by the
time the flow arrives at the arm/SSUs it has evolved to reflect,
primarily, the dominant effects of more local flow structure inter-
actions. In this regard, the bulk of the flow arriving at the arm/
SSUs is strongly deflected in a direction parallel to the upstream
arm surface impinged, forming a boundary layer on this surface.
Simultaneously, the flow is accelerated tangentially to this surface
by the effect of the area contraction in the space between the
arm/SSUs and the hub. However, it is likely that the upstream arm
surface boundary layer is thinned and laminarized by the suction
action of the disks which remove fluid from it. This would result
in a protective layer of high speed fluid that essentially “washes”
the upstream surfaces of the arm/SSUs from the effects of the
approaching flow. As a consequence, local flow-structure interac-
tions appear to be primarily responsible for the relatively large
levels of rms velocities and vorticity observed downstream of the
arm/SSUs.

The results presented here point to a number of sources poten-
tially capable of driving flow-induced arm/SSUs vibrations, as

Fig. 12 Šuru�‹
* shear stress as a function of radial position and disk rpm at locations 4 „left…

and 5 „right… in Fig. 4 for the inner configuration in Fig. 2. In this figure R*= „r−Rh… / „Rd−Rh…; see
Fig. 1.
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well as potentially capable of damping them, which should be
carefully considered in developing improved HDD designs. In
particular, to reduce flow-driven SSU vibrations, every effort
should be made to remove or minimize sharp edges capable of
generating energetic shear layers in this high speed flow.
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Onset of Vortex Shedding
in a Periodic Array
of Circular Cylinders
Hopf bifurcation of steady base flow and onset of vortex shedding over a transverse
periodic array of circular cylinders is considered. The influence of transverse spacing on
critical Reynolds number is investigated by systematically varying the gap between the
cylinders from a small value to large separations. The critical Reynolds number behavior
for the periodic array of circular cylinders is compared with the corresponding result for
a periodic array of long rectangular cylinders considered in [Balanchandar, S., and
Parker, S. J., 2002, “Onset of Vortex Shedding in an Inline and Staggered Array of
Rectangular Cylinders,” Phys. Fluids, 14, pp. 3714–3732]. The differences between the
two cases are interpreted in terms of differences between their wake profiles.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201630�

1 Introduction
Flow over a periodic array of bluff bodies appears in many

engineering applications. The onset of vortex shedding in such
flows has a strong influence on the mean and fluctuating forces
and heat transfer. It is of interest then to study the influence of
spacing between the cylinders within the periodic array on the
onset of vortex shedding. In particular, if the critical Reynolds
number �Recr� for an isolated cylinder is known, what can be said
about the critical Reynolds number for the onset of vortex shed-
ding in a periodic array of such cylinders?

Owing to its technological significance, several investigations
have considered flow over a periodic array of circular cylinders.
These investigations, however, either have been in low Re regime
�1,2� or have focused attention on wake vortex interaction and
drag computation at significantly higher Re �3–5�. Of particular
relevance to the present work is the investigation of onset of vor-
tex shedding past a periodic array of long rectangular cylinders
�6�. They observed transverse spacing between the cylinders to be
the only critical parameter in deciding the onset of vortex shed-
ding and the streamwise spacing between the cylinders, provided
larger than two diameters, not to be important. With increasing
transverse spacing between adjacent cylinders Recr first decreases
and this behavior was shown to be well predicted by a simple
one-dimensional stability theory. After reaching a minimum Recr
will increase with increasing transverse spacing and approach that
of an isolated long rectangular cylinder in cross flow.

Here we consider the canonical geometry of circular cross sec-
tion and investigate onset of vortex shedding for flow past a trans-
verse array of circular cylinders. Instead of a two-dimensional
array of cylinders, we only consider a transverse array �see Fig.
1�. Based on the results of �3,6�, we do not expect the presence of
additional columns of cylinders downstream or upstream to influ-
ence the stability, provided the streamwise spacing between col-
umns is sufficiently large. The key issue to be explored is how
generic is the dependence of Recr on transverse spacing. Interest-
ingly, we observe the onset of vortex shedding for the array of
circular cylinders to be quite different from that of long rectangu-
lar cylinders of large aspect ratio. The difference in behavior can
be explained in terms of subtle differences in the structure of the
steady base flow.

2 Methodology

A uniform ambient flow of velocity, U�
* , past a periodic array of

circular cylinders with a transverse pitch of Ly
*, as shown in Fig.

1�a�, is studied. Here superscript * denotes a dimensional quan-
tity. Otherwise all quantities presented are nondimensional, with
cylinder diameter, d*, as the length scale, U�

* as the velocity scale
and �U�

*2 as the pressure scale, where � is the fluid density. At low
Reynolds numbers to be considered here, when the flow is steady
or just undergoing Hopf bifurcation, the flow field can be consid-
ered to be periodic as well along the transverse, y, direction with
wavelength Ly. The computational domain is thus restricted to a
single unit of the periodic array and shown in Fig. 1�a� as the
rectangular region. Lx1 and Lx2 are the horizontal distances from
the center of the cylinder to the inflow and outflow boundaries,
upstream and downstream of the cylinder. The cylinders are taken
to be long along their axis without end effects and thus the steady
base flow and its instability to periodic vortex shedding will be
considered to be two dimensional. The governing continuity and
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved and the only
nondimensional parameter is the Reynolds number defined as
Re=U�

* d* /�.
A uniform velocity of unit magnitude is applied at the inlet and

periodic boundary conditions are employed along the transverse
direction. Since the outflow boundary is placed sufficiently far
away from the cylinder, a simple condition of zero streamwise
gradient is applied there. The spatial discretization of the compu-
tational domain is based on the spectral element technique �7�.
The temporal discretization is based upon an operator splitting
approach in which the nonlinear convective, viscous and pressure
gradient effects are decoupled via an operator-integration-factor
method �7�. A second order accurate time advancement scheme is
used in our simulaiton.

For any chosen combination of Ly and Re, the first step of the
stability analysis is to obtain a steady base flow. At supercritical
Reynolds numbers a steady base flow is obtained with the present
time-accurate code by enforcing symmetry about the centerline of
the cylinder wake as follows

u�x,yc + y�,t� = u�x,yc − y�,t�, v�x,yc + y�,t� = − v�x,yc − y�,t�
�1�

where yc is the coordinate of the body centerline and y� is the
distance from the centerline. This enforced symmetry prevents the
existence of any antisymmetric disturbance, and therefore a steady
flow can be established even at supercritical Reynolds numbers.
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The stability of the fully developed base flow is investigated by
introducing an antisymmetric disturbance into the flow and care-
fully monitoring its time evolution. In the present simulations the
disturbance is introduced for a short period T in the form of inflow
variation: u�x=−Lx1 ,y��=1.0+a�y��sin�2�t /T�. The disturbance
was introduced for one complete period and after which a uniform
flow was maintained at the inlet. Thus no net circulation is added
into the flow. Following the introduction of the small disturbance,
the flow is allowed to evolve in time, with the disturbance grow-
ing in case of instability and decaying otherwise. We have verified
that the computed growth rate is not dependent on either the dis-
turbance amplitude �a� or the disturbance period �T� over a wide
range of their value. The growth of the disturbance is measured by
calculating the norm of the difference between the disturbed, u,
and the base, ub, velocity fields

�u�� = �u − ub�

=��
e=1

Ne

�
i=1

Nx

�
j=1

Ny

���ui,j − ub,i,j�2 + �vi,j − vb,i,j�2�wiwjJ�i, j,e���1/2

where the sum is over all the Nx�Ny grid points whithin all the
Ne spectral elements. The sum includes the quadrature weights wi
and wj, and the Jacobian matrix J�i , j ,e� in order to account for
the nonuniform grid distribution and accurately represent the vol-
ume integral. Based on the above global measure of disturbance,
the growth or decay rate of disturbance as a function of Reynolds
number can be obtained and thereby the critical Reynolds number
can be evaluated.

The simulations to be reported have been performed with a
sufficiently large domain of Lx1=10 and Lx2=28. Up to 2592
spectral elements are used to resolve the computational domain
with 9�9 Gauss-Lobatto Legendre collocation points within each
element. By varying Lx2 from 28 to 50 and the polynomial order
of the spectral element �Nx and Ny� from 5 to 10 we have verified
that the results on mean flow and disturbance growth rate to be
presented are well converged in terms of placement of the down-
stream boundary and in terms of spatial and temporal resolution.
As shown in other studies �8� for flow past a circular cylinder,
provided the inflow and outflow boundaries are placed at least
about 8 and 14 diameters away from the center of the cylinder,
their influence on flow development can be neglected. The present
choice of computational domain size adequately satisfies this re-
quirement.

3 Results
Here we systematically investigate the stability of 19 different

periodic cylinder arrays with the transverse spacing between ad-
jacent cylinders varied from Ly =1.5 to Ly =32. The steady base
flow at Re=50 and Ly =4 is shown in Fig. 1�b� as an example. A
pair of recirculation eddies can be seen in the wake and the steady
flow at other Reynolds numbers and other transverse spacings
qualitatively remain the same.

The absolute instability of the steady base flow that initiates the
onset of periodic vortex shedding can be gauged in terms of the
reverse flow in the wake region. As a measure of the extent of
reverse flow region, in Fig. 2�a� we plot its length, measured in
terms of distance between the downstream end of the cylinder
�x=0.5� and the end of the separation region along the wake cen-
terline. The strength of the reverse flow measured in terms of
maximum negative velocity is also plotted in Fig. 2�b� and both
these results are plotted as a function of transverse spacing at a
fixed Reynolds number of Re=50. The maximum reverse flow
magnitude decreases with increasing Ly and reaches a near con-
stant value of about −0.13 for Ly �10. The size of the recircula-
tion region, however, shows an interesting trend. For small Ly the
recirculation region shrinks with increasing Ly, reaches a mini-

Fig. 1 „a… The geometric arrangement for uniform flow past a
transverse array of cylinders of circular cross section and „b…
streamlines of the steady symmetric base flow at Re=50 for
Ly=4

Fig. 2 „a… Wake length and „b… minimum streamwise velocity
along the wake centerline. Results are shown for both the cir-
cular cylinder investigated here and for the long rectangular
cylinder considered by †6‡. For the circular cylinder results are
presented for varying Ly at both Re=50 „results at other Re are
qualitatively similar… and Re=Recr .
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mum length of about 2.3 at Ly 	3, and with further increase in
transverse spacing the wake length increases slowly and ap-
proaches a value of about 2.7 corresponding to that of an isolated
cylinder in cross flow. As we will see below, this behavior of the
reverse flow region has an inverse relation to the behavior of
critical Reynolds number for the onset of unsteadiness.

The above characterizations of the recirculation region are also
plotted as a function of Ly at Recr. As will be seen below, over a
narrow range of 2.5�Ly �5, the critical Reynolds number be-
comes larger than 50 and outside this range Recr�50. The behav-
ior of the steady base flow for all Ly is such that with increasing
Re both the wake length and the intensity of reverse flow in-
creases. This Reynolds number dependence accounts for the dif-
ference between the results for Re=50 and Recr seen in Fig. 2. For
comparison the wake length and maximum reverse flow for the
rectangular cylinder array considered in �6� are also plotted in Fig.
2, at the critical Reynolds number. The substantial difference be-
tween the circular cross section and the long rectangular cross
section considered in �6� is clearly evident in the wake behavior.
For the periodic array of long rectangular cylinders the recircula-
tion region is considerably small and the reverse flow is signifi-
cantly weaker.

By monitoring the global measure of perturbation, the growth
rate is extracted from the slope of the exponential growth region

of the log-linear plot of log�u�� versus time. For illustration, the
plot for Ly =1.5 at Re=38 is shown in Fig. 3, which yields a
growth rate of about 0.320. For Reynolds numbers above critical-
ity the growth rate is positive and by extrapolating the growth rate
obtained for several Reynolds numbers the critical Reynolds num-
ber corresponding to zero growth rate can be obtained. The
growth rate thus obtained at several supercritical Reynolds num-
bers for Ly =1.5 is shown in Fig. 4. A quadratic fit that well cap-
tures the growth rate versus Re is also shown. Extrapolating the
computed results, a critical Reynolds number of Recr=27.50 is
obtained. Recr thus obtained for varying transverse spacings is
shown in Fig. 5. For large transverse spacing as Ly→� the critical
Reynolds number approaches a value of about 46, corresponding
to that of an isolated cylinder in uniform cross flow �9,10�.

The structure of the unstable mode is extracted in terms of the
growing disturbance. Figure 6 shows the streamwise and trans-
verse velocity contours of the growing disturbance for the case of
Ly =2 and Re=50. Also shown in Fig. 6 is the vortical structure of
the wake extracted in terms of swirling strength, defined as the
imaginary part of the complex conjugate eigenpair of the velocity
gradient tensor �11�. The structure of the unstable mode is quali-
tatively the same as that seen for rectangular cylinder array �see
�6�� and is characteristic of wake instability. The onset of un-
steadiness is clearly associated with a periodic evolution of the
disturbance superposed over its exponential growth. Figure 6
shows the structure of the unstable mode at one instance in time
and the eigenmode at other time instances corresponds to a down-
stream propagation of the vortical disturbance. For all transverse
spacings the structure of the growing disturbance is very similar to
that shown in Fig. 6.

4 Discussion
The variation in Recr with transverse spacing for the case of

circular cylinder array is distinctly different from that obtained in
�6� for long rectangular cylinders �see Fig. 5�. For the rectangular
cylinder as Ly is increased from about 2 to 10, Recr decreased
from about 31.4 to 13.9. Stability analysis of a one-dimensional
sinusoidal profile of transverse wavelength equal to Ly was per-
formed to explain the above behavior.

In �6� it was argued that the critical Reynolds number for a
periodic array, provided the wake profile is nearly sinusoidal in
shape, can be expressed as

Fig. 3 Log-linear plot of ‖u�‖ versus time for Ly=1.5 and Re
=38; the growth rate obtatined is 0.320

Fig. 4 Quadratic fit of growth rate versus Re for Ly=1.5 case.
Recr is the critical Re at which the growth rate is zero. Extrapo-
lation of the plot gives a Recr of 27.5. For Ly=1.5, Reynolds
numbers greater than 27.5 will result in vortex shedding.

Fig. 5 Critical Reynolds number versus transverse separation
for both the circular and the long rectangular cylinder geom-
etries. The results for the long rectangular cylinder are from †6‡.
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Recr =
c�Ly − 1��

Ly
�2�

Here the factor Ly in the denominator accounts for the fact that for
a sinusoidal wake profile the appropriate length scale is not the
thickness �or diameter� of the cylinder, but the transverse spacing
between the cylinders. The factor �Ly −1�� in the numerator ac-
counts for the decrease in the strength of reverse flow with in-
creasing Ly. In the case of long rectangular cylinders, it was ob-
served that for Ly in the range 2–10, the wake profiles are nearly
sinusoidal. As a result, in accordance to the one-dimensional sta-
bility theory, a near perfect collapse of Recr can be obtained with
�=0.344. The scaled critical Reynolds number was given by c
=RecrLy / �Ly −1�0.344	65.

For the periodic array of rectangular cylinders, as transverse
spacing increases above ten the velocity profile in the wake is
expected to deviate from sinusoidal shape. In response, Recr, will
increase after reaching a minimum and approach a value of about
112, corresponding to that of an isolated rectangular cylinder. In
contrast for the case of an array of circular cylinders, a critical
Reynolds number of about 46 for an isolated cylinder is ap-
proached from above. Thus the asymptotic behavior as Ly→� is
quite different for the two cases.

Specifically, while the dependence of Recr on Ly for the case of
long rectangular cylinders can be accurately described in terms of
the one-dimensional stability theory of sinusoidal base profile, the
Recr versus Ly trend for the circular cylinder exhibits a complex
dependence. A close examination of the steady base flow profiles
for both the array of rectangular and circular cylinders reveals that
the fundamental difference between their stability is in how their
streamwise velocity profiles in the wake region depart from a pure
sinusoid. In case of periodic array of long rectangular cylinders,
the channel region between the rectangles, for at least Ly less than
10, was long enough to establish nearly developed flow between
them, which subsequently developed into a near sinusoidal profile
in the immediate wake region. On the other hand, the wake pro-
files for the case of circular cylinder array shown in Fig. 7, for
Ly =4 and Re=50, clearly show substantial departure from a pure
sinusoidal shape. The velocity profiles are shown at several
streamwise locations starting from the trailing edge of the cylinder
and spaced one nondimensional unit apart in the x direction,
whose locations are shown as the dashed lines in Fig. 1�b�.

As may be expected at x=0.5, where the trailing end of the
cylinders is located, the velocity profile �Profile A� deviates sub-
stantially from a pure sinusoid. However, unlike in the case of
long rectangular cylinders, the velocity profiles do not quickly
relax to a sinusoidal shape. A quantitative estimate of this depar-
ture can be obtained with a cosine series expansion of the nondi-
mensional streamwise velocity profile of the form

u�y�� = c0 + �
k=1

�

ck cos
k�� +
2�y�

Ly
� , �3�

where c1 is the amplitude of primary sinusoidal variation and c2 is
the amplitude of first harmonic and so on. Table 1 presents the
first few cosine coefficients for the different profiles, marked A, B,
C, etc., in Fig. 7. The first and higher harmonics are not entirely
negligible either in the recirculation regions or downstream of it.
In contrast, for the rectangular cylinders, c2 was about an order on
magnitude lower and the higher coefficients are virtually zero,
indicating a near pure sinusoidal profile.

Stability of the one-dimensional periodic base flow profile
given in Eq. �3� was analyzed by �6�. In the limit of 	=c2 /c1
→0 the critical Reynolds number for the onset of absolute insta-
bility in the wake was obtained as

Recr = 9
�c1 − 0.945�0.95

Ly
. �4�

Note that c1 greater than 1 results in a region of negative stream-
wise velocity and corresponds to the presence of reversed flow.
According to the above formula absolute instability sets in as long
as c1�0.945 and thus there is no need for a reversed flow region
in case of purely sinusoidal base flow. For the case of rectangular
cylinder array the wake profiles were close to being pure sinu-
soidal and as a result the onset of vortex shedding occurred at
fairly small values of reversed flow.

Fig. 7 Streamwise velocity profiles at six different streamwise
locations in the cylinder wake for Re=50 and Ly=4. The x loca-
tions are shown in Fig. 1„b….

Fig. 6 The eigenvector of the unstable mode at Re=50 and Ly=2. Plotted are contours of „a… streamwise velocity, „b… transverse
velocity, and „c… swirling strength †11‡.
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According to stability the theory presented in �6� positive val-
ues of 	 accelerate the onset of instability, while negative values
of 	 delay the onset. The broad freestream velocity between the
circular cylinders and a narrow focused deficit region behind the
cylinders seen in Fig. 7 correspond to negative values of 	 �also
see Table 1�. Thus the effect of higher harmonics in the case of
circular cylinder array is to slow down the onset of wake instabil-
ity. This observation is consistent with the fact that a relatively
strong reverse flow in the wake region is required in the case of
circular cylinder �see Fig. 2�b��.

For small transverse separation �Ly �3� the wake profile behind
the circular cylinder array does develop into a near sinusoidal
shape. However, in this range of separation, with increasing Ly the
magnitude of reverse flow rapidly decreases �see Fig. 2�a��. This
decrease more than compensates for the increase in length scale
and thus results in an increasing Recr with increasing Ly. For Ly
�3 the magnitude of reverse flow remains nearly uniform, how-
ever, as was discussed above, the wake profile begins to depart
from pure sinusoid and the net effect is a slow decrease in Recr
with Ly. Thus for a circular cylinder array the observed depen-
dence of critical Reynolds number on transverse spacing, although
more complex, is consistent with one-dimensional stability theory
presented in �6�.

In a bluff body wake the velocity profile continuously changes
along the flow direction. Immediately downstream of the tail end
of the body a region of reverse flow begins. As we progress down-
stream, a point of maximum reverse flow is first reached, from
then on the magnitude of reverse flow decreases. At the reattach-
ment point, the reverse flow is identically zero and further down-
stream the wake profile remains entirely positive. Which of these
profiles controls the critical behavior at the onset of instability is
an open question �12–14�. This issue has been discussed in the
literature in the context of mode selection. In the case of long
rectangular cylinders the variation in critical Reynolds number
with Ly to some extent appears to depend on the level of maxi-
mum reverse flow. In the present case of an array of circular
cylinders it is interesting to note that Recr versus Ly appears to be
dependent on the extent of reverse flow, rather than the magnitude
of maximum reverse flow.

5 Conclusion
A numerical investigation of the stability of steady base flow

over a transverse periodic array of circular cylinders is considered.
Particular attention is paid to the effect of transverse spacing on
the critical Reynolds number for the onset of vortex shedding. For
very large values of transverse spacing, a critical Reynolds num-
ber of about 46 corresponding to that of an isolated circular cyl-
inder is recovered. As the transverse spacing between adjacent
circular cylinders is decreased, Recr first increases reaching a
maximum of about 52.5 at Ly 	3 and then with further decrease
in Ly the critical Reynolds number rapidly decreases. The above
result is expected to be valid even for a two-dimensional array of

inline and staggered cylinders, provided the streamwise spacing
between adjacent transverse columns is greater than few cylinder
diameters �3,6�.

The dependence of Recr on Ly obtained for the canonical circu-
lar cylinder geometry is quite different from that observed in �6�
for the case of a periodic array of long rectangular cylinders. The
difference in the stability of steady base flow for these two geom-
etries can be traced back to sinusoidal versus nonsinusoidal nature
of streamwise velocity profiles in the wake region. The long chan-
nel region between the cylinders in case of long rectangular cross
section allows for the development of a near sinusoidal profile and
as a result the dependence of Recr versus Ly follows the predic-
tions of a one-dimensional stability theory. For the case of circular
cylinder array the departure from a pure sinusoidal profile in the
wake is quite significant and as a result the onset of vortex shed-
ding exhibits quite a different trend. Of importance is the fact that
Recr appears to be dependent more on the size of the recirculation
region, than on the intensity of the maximum reverse flow.
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Table 1 The first few Fourier cosine expansion coefficients for the six velocity profiles shown
in Fig. 7

Coefficient Profile A Profile B Profile C Profile D Profile E Profile F
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1 0.786 0.801 0.720 0.628 0.552 0.494
2 −0.408 −0.360 −0.294 −0.234 −0.187 −0.149
3 0.009 0.037 0.038 0.030 0.021 0.014
4 0.141 0.040 0.014 0.005 0.002 0.001
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Detection of Partial Blockages in
a Branched Piping System by the
Frequency Response Method
Steady oscillatory flow in a branched piping system with partial blockages is studied by
using the frequency response method. The peak pressure frequency diagrams at the down-
stream end are developed with the partial blockage at different locations in the system by
using the transfer matrix method. A systematic procedure is presented to estimate the size
and the location of a single partial blockage in the system. For more than one partial
blockage, it is observed that there is a definite relationship between the frequency re-
sponses of the individual and combined partial blockages. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2238880�

Keywords: branched piping system, partial blockage, steady-oscillatory flow, frequency
domain, transfer matrix method, peak pressure frequency diagram

Introduction
Both natural and man-made flow systems generally have a

branch line, e.g., water supply systems, sewer networks, and car-
diovascular system. Partial or full blockages, though unwanted,
may occur due to solid waste deposition in a sewer line, due to
freezing in water supply pipes, and due to plaque deposition in a
cardiovascular system. Blockage at any location, in the main line
or in a branch, may cause problems and information about the size
and location of the blockage helps in taking remedial action. Pres-
ently available methods to detect the location of a blockage in a
fluid system require inspections and/or measurements throughout
the system. These methods are time consuming and costly. Scott
and Satterwhite �1� used the backpressure technique for monitor-
ing the development of blockages in gas flow lines. The technique
works by comparing production data to a base line performance
curve �the relationship between pressure drop and flow rate� to
quantify partial blockages. Scott and Yi �2� developed an analysis
method that allows generalized application of the friction-loss
technique to partial blockages of any length. Adewumi et al. �3�
presented the interaction of pipeline transients with blockages in
pipes. They demonstrated that detection of blockage could be
achieved by generating an appropriate transient pulse at the inlet.
A pipeline may be scanned by using radio-isotope technology to
detect blockages �4�. Typical areas of application include: Scale
thickness in well flow lines and associated manifolds; ice block-
age in flare gas lines; hydrate blockage in gas lines; halon levels in
fire fighting spheres and cylinders; and, oil carry over into exit gas
lines of offshore separators. The Senaco AS100 is an acoustic
sensor used for detection of blockages in pipes �5�. It reacts in-
stantly to changes in flow of pellets, powders, or most bulk solids
in pipes, chutes, vibratory feeders, pneumatic conveyors, and

gravity flow systems. Any sudden blockage that prevents product
flow or any rupture that increases flow as product escapes from a
pipe or bag is immediately detected by the AS100. A semi-
autonomous surveillance method has been used for sewer mainte-
nance �6�. The Doppler guide wire for detecting stenosis in human
cardiovascular systems �7� measures pressure gradients across a
stenosis. Recently, Wang �8� developed a technology for blockage
detection in water distribution systems. His research work is fo-
cused on the dynamic effects of blockage on pipeline transients.
Analytical solutions expressed in a Fourier series for the transients
in a pipeline have led to the development of a new detection
technique that utilizes the damping of a transient event by a
blockage.

The flow transients may be analyzed either in the time domain
or in the frequency domain. In the time domain, the method of
characteristics �MOC� is used to solve the governing partial dif-
ferential equations �9,10�. Two methods are available for analysis
in the frequency domain: the impedance method �9� and the trans-
fer matrix method �10�. The concept of impedance was introduced
by Rocard �11� and was applied later by Waller �12�. Streeter and
Wylie �9� used this method to analyze complex systems. The
transfer matrix method has been used for analyzing structural and
mechanical vibrations �13,14� and for analyzing the electrical sys-
tems �15�. Chaudhry �10� presented this method for the analysis of
hydraulic systems. The impedance method produces lengthy alge-
braic equations whereas the transfer matrix method is simple and
systematic. Mpesha et al. �16,17� presented a methodology to de-
tect leaks in piping system by using the transfer matrix method.
This procedure is extended herein to detect blockages in a
branched piping system.

In this paper, frequency responses due to partial blockages in a
branched piping system are analyzed. The methodology is de-
scribed first and some typical examples are presented to demon-
strate the application of the method.
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Methodology
Unsteady flow in a piping system is described by the continuity

and momentum equations. These equations in the time domain are
converted into the frequency domain by assuming a sinusoidal
variation of pressure and flow and by linearizing the nonlinear
functions. The transfer matrix method is used herein and a short
description of the method is presented in the following section; for
details, refer to Chaudhry �10�.

Frequency Analysis by Transfer Matrix Method. A hydraulic
system consists of several components, and a transfer matrix may
be used to describe each component. Transfer matrices are classi-
fied into three types: A field matrix, F, relating state vectors at two
adjacent sections of a pipe; a point matrix, P, relating state vectors
just to the left and to the right of a discontinuity; and an overall
transfer matrix, U, relating state vectors at one end of the system
to those at the other end. The state vector is defined as �q h 1 �T.
By using the equations governing unsteady flow in pipes, the field
matrix relating the state vectors at sections i and i+1 of the ith
pipe of length Li may be obtained as

Fi = � cosh �iLi −
1

Zc
sinh �iLi 0

− Zc sinh �iLi cosh �iLi 0

0 0 1
� �1�

where �=�−w2 /a2+ jgAwR /a2; R= fQ0 /gD0A2 �for turbulent
flow�; R=64� /gAD0

2 �for laminar flow�; g�acceleration due to
gravity; A�cross-sectional area of the pipe; D0�inside diameter
of the pipe; f= Darcy-Weisbach friction factor; a�wave velocity;
j= �−1; w�frequency; ��kinematic viscosity of the fluid;
Q0�mean discharge; and Zc�characteristic impedance of the
pipe��iai

2 / jwgAi. A point matrix is derived for each of the dis-
continuities, such as a valve, branch, or series junction. For ex-
ample, the point matrix for an oscillating valve with sinusoidal
valve motion is

Pov = �
1 0 0

−
2H0

Q0
1

2H0k

�0

0 0 1
� �2�

where H0�mean pressure head; k�amplitude of the valve mo-
tion; and r0�mean relative valve opening. Similarly, point matrix
for a partial blockage, Ppb, is given by

Ppb = �
1 0 0

−
2�H0

Q0
1 0

0 0 1
� �3�

where �H0�the mean head loss across the partial blockage cor-
responding to the mean discharge, Q0.

In the present study, the branch pipe has a dead end and the
point matrix for this case is given by

Pbd = �1
ub12

ub11
0

0 1 0

0 0 1
� �4�

where ub11 and ub12 are the elements of the overall matrix for the
branch pipe. It may be noted that the overall transfer matrix for
the branch, Ub, may be computed from the respective field and
point matrices, considering the branch as a single pipe. In addi-
tion, point matrix for a partial blockage has to be considered in the
calculation of Ub, if there is a partial blockage present in the

branch pipe.
The overall transfer matrix U is obtained by an ordered multi-

plication of individual field and point matrices as

U = FnPn, . . . ,F3P3F2P2F1 �5�

where n�number of components in the system.
The frequency response of fluid systems with different types of

forcing functions may be determined systematically. In this paper,
an oscillating valve at the downstream end of the piping system is
considered as the forcing function. By using the point matrix for
an oscillating valve and the boundary condition at the valve, the
following expressions are obtained

qn+1
L = u11q1

R + u13 �6�
and

hn+1
L = u21q1

R + u23 �7�
where

q1
R =

u23 −
2H0

Q0
u13 +

2H0k

�0
u33

u21 −
2H0

Q0
u11 +

2H0k

�0
u31

�8�

and u11, u12, . . . ,u13�elements of the overall transfer matrix U.
The absolute values of hn+1

L and qn+1
L are the amplitudes of pres-

sure head and discharge fluctuations at the valve, respectively. The
overall transfer matrix is obtained by using Eq. �5� and the fre-
quency response is determined by using Eqs. �6�–�8�.

Peak Pressure Frequency Diagram. By repeating the preced-
ing procedure, amplitude of pressure fluctuation, hn+1

L is calculated
for different values of frequencies, w. The pressure frequency dia-
gram is developed between hr and wr, where hr=hn+1

L /H0 is the
amplitude of nondimensional pressure fluctuation and wr=w /wth
is the frequency ratio �dotted curve in Fig. 1�b��. It may be noted
that the theoretical frequency is given by wth=2� /Tth, where the
theoretical period of the pipeline Tth is the sum of the period of
each of the pipes with lengths L1 ,L2 , . . . ,Ln. A peak pressure fre-

Fig. 1 „a… Definition sketch fro branched piping system with
partial blockages; „b… pressure frequency diagram and peak
pressure frequency diagram at the valve
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quency diagram is obtained from the pressure frequency diagram
by joining the peaks of the nondimensional pressure amplitudes
�solid line in Fig. 1�b��. Similarly, discharge frequency and peak
discharge frequency diagrams are obtained from the nondimen-
sional discharge, qr=qn+1

L /Q0, and nondimensional frequency, wr.

Partial Blockage in Branched Piping System
Definition sketch for partial blockages in a branched piping

system is shown in Fig. 1. The main line has a constant-level
reservoir at the upstream end and an oscillating valve at the down-
stream end produces the steady-oscillatory flow. The branch has a
dead end. The length of the main line is L and the length of the
branch pipe is Lb. The branching junction is located at a distance
of xb from the upstream end of the main line. Partial blockages
�B1 ,B2 ,B3� at three different locations are shown in this figure.
The location of the blockage, x, is defined by the distance from
the respective ends. The size of the blockage is defined as z=1
−D /D0, where D is the diameter of the opening at the partial
blockage and D0 is the diameter of the pipe. The value of z lies
between 0.0 and 1.0. A larger value of z indicates less opening and
it is associated with a larger value of head loss. The size and the
location of a partial blockage affect the frequency response of the
system. Depending on the combination of the partial blockages,
seven different cases are considered for a detailed analysis �Table
1�. The common parameters used in these cases are: length of
main pipe, L=1600 m; mean discharge, Q0=0.1 m3/s; mean pres-
sure head, H0=50 m;internal diameter of the main pipe as well as
of the branch pipe, D0=0.3046 m; wave velocity in the main and
branch pipes, a=1200 m/s; friction coefficient for the pipe wall,
f =0.0; and, k value for the oscillating valve=0.3.

Case 1: Partial Blockage in Main Line Upstream of Branch-
ing Junction „B1…. Three different cases for the location of the
partial blockage from the reservoir �x1=200, 400 and 600 m� are
considered and the size of the partial blockage in all these cases is
assumed to be z1=0.55, which causes a mean pressure head loss
of 15 m for a flow of 0.1 m3/s. The peak pressure frequency
diagrams at the downstream end of the main line are presented in
Figs. 2�a�–2�c�. In all these curves, the peak comes first and the
number of prominent troughs �troughs having values �90% of the
maximum amplitude� in these curves indicates the location of the
blockage. For example, the number of prominent troughs are 6, 12
and 18 which indicate values of x1=200, 400, and 600 m, respec-

tively. The average value in the peak pressure frequency diagrams

is constant, �i.e., h̄rp=0.563� in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�. This indicates the
size of the blockage. Average value of nondimensional pressure

fluctuation is defined as h̄rp= �1/N��1
N hrpi; where, hrpi is the or-

dinate corresponding to ith frequency ratio �refer Fig. 2�.

Case 2: Partial Blockage in Main Line Downstream of
Branching Junction „B2…. As in the previous case, three different
locations of the partial blockage are considered �x2=200, 400, and
600 m�. The size of the partial blockage, z2=0.55. The peak pres-
sure frequency diagrams at the downstream end of the main line
are presented in Figs. 3�a�–3�c�. The trough comes first in all these

curves. A constant average peak pressure in these curves �h̄rp

=0.572� indicates the size of the partial blockage and the number
of peaks indicates the location of the partial blockage from the
valve. As the distance from the valve end increases, the number of
peaks in the peak pressure frequency diagram becomes larger.
Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, the frequency responses are more clear
�well defined peaks or troughs� when the blockage is located
downstream of the branching junction. It is probably due to the
proximity of the partial blockage to the valve, where the fre-
quency responses are computed.

The effect of the size of the blockage �z=0.40, 0.50, and 0.55�
on the peak pressure frequency diagram is presented in Fig. 4. As
the blockage size increases the amplitude and the average value

�h̄rp� in the peak pressure frequency diagram increase. It may be
noted that the upper limit of the curves remain same where as the
lower limit decreases with increase in the blockage size.

Case 3: Partial Blockage in the Branch Pipe „B3…. Three
different locations of the partial blockage �x3=200, 400, and
600 m� are considered and the size of the partial blockage is z3
=0.55. This size of the blockage in the branch pipe is assumed to
have a head loss of 15 m for a discharge of 0.1 m3/s. The peak

Table 1 Different scenarios for partial blockages in
branch-pipe

Case Scenario

1 Partial blockage in the main line
upstream of the branching junction

�only B1�
2 Partial blockage in the main line

downstream of the branching
junction �only B2�

3 Partial blockage in the branch
�only B3�

4 Partial blockages in the main line
at both sides of branching junction

�B1 and B2�
5 Partial blockages in the main line

upstream of the branching junction
and in the branch

�B1 and B3�
6 Partial blockages in the main line

downstream of the branching
junction and in the
branch �B2 and B3�

7 Three partial blockages �B1, B2,
and B3�

Fig. 2 Peak pressure frequency diagram for partial blockage
B1 „z=0.55… upstream of branching junction
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pressure frequency diagrams are presented in Figs. 5�a�–5�c�. As

usual, a constant value of average peak pressure �h̄rp=0.573� in-
dicates the size of the partial blockage and different numbers of
peaks in the peak pressure frequency diagram indicate the position
of the partial blockage from the dead end. It is interesting to note
that for a single partial blockage downstream of the branch �case
2� and in the branch �case 3� the number of peaks and the average
peak pressure are similar. For example, Figs. 3�b� and 5�b� are
similar and it is very difficult to distinguish one from the other.
Therefore, the peak discharge frequency diagram may be utilized
to differentiate between Cases 2 and 3. The peak discharge fre-
quency diagram for x2=x3=200 m is shown in Fig. 6. The num-
bers of troughs are equal in the peak pressure frequency and peak
discharge frequency diagrams when the partial blockage is located
in the main line. However, when the blockage is in the branch
pipe, the number of troughs is more in the peak discharge fre-
quency diagram. In addition, the average value of the peak dis-
charge is less �0.255 versus 0.263� when the partial blockage is in
the branch pipe. A summary of the results derived from various
numerical experiments indicating the effect of the size of a partial
blockage on the average and lower limits in the peak pressure
frequency diagram is presented in Table 2.

Case 4: Partial Blockages at Both Sides of Branch (B1 and
B2). As a test case, the size and location of the partial blockages
considered are: z1=0.55, z2=0.50, x1=200 m, and x2=300 m. The
partial blockage sizes correspond to head losses of �H01=15 m,
�H02=10 m, respectively, for a discharge of 0.1 m3/s. Other pa-
rameters are the same as those used in the previous cases. The
peak pressure frequency diagram for the individual and combined
partial blockages is presented in Fig. 7. It is difficult to know the

individual responses from the combined response. However, there
is a definite relationship between the individual and combined
responses

c1 + c2 − c1−2 = c0 �9�

In Eq. �9�, c1 is the ordinate for any nondimensional frequency,
wr, in Fig. 7�a�; c2 and c1−2 are the corresponding ordinates in
Figs. 7�b� and 7�c�, respectively, for the same wr value; and, c0 is
the peak pressure when there is no blockage in the system �0.6 in
the present case�. Equation �9� is true for any combination of x1,
x2, z1, and z2. Thus, it can be used to predict the development of
an extra partial blockage in the main line if the frequency re-
sponse of an existing blockage is known. For example, if the
response for B2 is known and with time the new response be-
comes c1−2 due to the development of an additional partial block-
age, B1, then, c1 can be predicted by using Eq. �9�. A comparison
of predicted c1 using Eq. �9� and actual c1 is shown in Fig. 8.

Case 5: Partial Blockages in and Upstream of Branch (B1
and B3). Similar to that of case 5, a test is considered: z1=0.55,
z3=0.50, x1=200 m, and x3=300 m. Other parameters are the
same as those used in the previous cases. The frequency response
for the peak pressure due to the individual and combined partial
blockages is presented in Fig. 9. It is difficult to isolate the indi-
vidual responses from the combined response. However, there is a
relationship between the responses, i.e.,

c1 + c3 − c1−3 = c0 �10�

Case 6: Partial Blockages in and Downstream of Branch (B2
and B3). The following test case is analyzed: z1=0.55, z3=0.50,
x2=200 m, and x3=300 m. The frequency response for the peak

Fig. 3 Peak pressure frequency diagram for partial blockage
B2 „z=0.55… downstream of branching junction Fig. 4 Effect of blockage size on peak pressure frequency

response
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pressure due to the individual and combined partial blockages is
presented in Fig. 10. Similar to cases 5 and 6, there is a relation-
ship between the responses

c2 + c3 − c2−3 = c0 �11�
It may be noted that Eqs. �9�–�11� are similar and can be used to
predict the development of an extra partial blockage if the fre-
quency response of an existing blockage is known. These equa-
tions may also be used to predict any change in the size of an
existing blockage.

Case 7: Three Partial Blockages Present (B1, B2, and B3).
Consider the size and location of these partial blockages as z1
=0.55, z2=0.50, z3=0.50, x1=400 m, x2=200 m, and x3=300 m.
Other parameters are the same as those used in the previous cases.
The peak pressure frequency diagrams for the individual and com-
bined partial blockages are presented in Fig. 11. The derivation of
the individual responses from the combined response is difficult
and the following relationship between the responses exists

c1 + c2 + c3 − c1−2−3 = 2c0 �12�

Effect of Branching Junction Location and Branch
Length

All the results presented above are based on the values, xb
=800 m and Lb=800 m. The effects of the variation of these pa-
rameters are investigated by considering some examples. In case
2, the partial blockage is located in the main line and downstream
of the branching junction. The peak pressure frequency diagram
for xb=1200 m is presented in Fig. 12�a� while all the other pa-
rameters are the same as those used in case 2 and x2=200 m. A
comparison of Figs. 3�a� and 12�a� shows that the number of
peaks, the lower and upper limits and the average values are the
same in both the figures. However, there is a slight change in the
shape. Similar results �not presented here� are obtained for the
partial blockage at other locations in the main line or in the branch

Fig. 5 Peak pressure frequency diagram for partial blockage
B3 „z=0.55… in the branch

Fig. 6 Peak discharge frequency diagram for partial block-
ages I the main and branch pipes

Fig. 7 Peak pressure frequency diagram for partial blockages
in main line on both sides branching junction

Fig. 8 Frequency response of B1 from frequency responses of
B2 and combination of B1 and B2
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pipe. The peak pressure frequency diagram for the same case
�case 2� is presented in Fig. 12�b� for a different branch length
�Lb=1600 m�. This also indicates that when the partial blockage is
in the main line, the effect of the branch length on the peak pres-
sure frequency diagram is insignificant. However, the branch
length affects the results if the partial blockage is in the branch
pipe �Fig. 12�c��. A comparison of Figs. 5�a� and 12�c� shows that
the lower limit decreases for a longer branch length. In addition, a
longer branch pipe results in extra intermediate peaks in the peak
pressure frequency diagram. However, it is important to note that
the number of prominent peaks and the average value remain the
same.

Detection of Single Partial Blockage
Based on the results of cases 1–3 presented above, the follow-

ing procedure is proposed to detect a single partial blockage in a
branched piping system.

1. Prepare the peak pressure frequency diagram for a range of
nondimensional frequency �0−wrm� at the downstream end of the
main line. There is no blockage if the diagram shows a horizontal
line.

2. Count the number of prominent peaks, Np, prominent
troughs, Nt, �prominent values are those with more than 90% of

the maximum amplitude� and calculate the average value �h̄rp�.
Check whether a peak or a trough is first in this diagram.

�a� If the peak is first, then the partial blockage is located in the
main line and upstream of the branching junction. Go to step 4.

�b� If the trough is first, then the partial blockage is located
either in the branch pipe or in the main line and downstream of
branching junction.

3. If 2�b� is true, then prepare the peak discharge frequency
diagram at the downstream end of the main line for the same
range of nondimensional frequency.

�a� If the numbers of troughs are equal in the peak discharge
and peak pressure frequency diagrams, then the blockage is lo-
cated in the main line and downstream of the branching junction.

�b� If the number of troughs is more in the peak discharge
frequency diagram than that in the peak pressure frequency dia-
gram, then the blockage is located in the branch pipe.

4. From the average value �h̄rp� obtained in the peak pressure
diagram, find the size of the partial blockage, z, by using Table 2
and selecting the appropriate case.

5. Use the formula x= �25/12��LN /wrm� to estimate the location
of the partial blockage. If 2�a� is true, then x=x1, and N=Nt; if
3�a� is true, then x=x2 and N=Np and if 3�b� is true, then x=x3
and N=Np. L is the length of the main pipe.

Results
Results presented in this work are for simplified cases �one

branch pipe, friction factor is zero, etc.� and therefore, these
should not be used directly to real life piping systems. The fol-
lowing limitations of the present study should be kept in mind
before applying the method to real life situations. Real systems
have uncertainties about friction values, diameters, demands, pipe
properties, and system topologies. Decision on the range of fre-
quencies should take into account the practical aspects such as
friction of pipe, wave speed, and constraints in valve operation.
Filtering may be required for the pressure signals recorded at the
downstream valve. Valve operation �continuous opening and clos-
ing� may require specialized instrumentation. Maximum fluctua-
tion in the head loss due to the partial blockage should be very

Fig. 9 Peak pressure frequency diagram for partial blockages
in branch and main line upstream of branching junction

Fig. 10 Peak pressure frequency diagram for partial block-
ages in branch and main line downstream of branching
junction
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less compared to the equilibrium pressure head of the system. In
addition, the proposed methodology assumes a single phase liquid
flow with constant temperature.

Effect of pipe friction on peak pressure frequency diagram for
the following data is presented in Fig. 13. Main pipe: L=800 m,
D0=0.050 m, f =0.01, a=1000 m/s; branch pipe: L=200 m, D0
=0.025 m, a=1000 m/s, xb=300 m; partial blockage: z1=z3
=0.00 z2=0.40, x2=50 m. Other data are the same as those used
in the earlier examples. It may be noted that the pressure fluctua-
tion is decreased due to effect of pipe friction. However, the char-
acteristics of the peak pressure frequency diagram �number of
peaks/troughs� remains same, i.e., the detection procedure will
still be valid.

In the absence of experimental data, the methodology has been
validated against the results obtained by the MOC, for detection
of blockage in a single pipeline. The peak pressure frequency
diagram at the downstream valve is computed both by MOC and
present method �Fig. 13�. The peak pressure fluctuations by MOC
are underpredicted as compared to that by the present method.
However, the overall matching is satisfactory because of the non-
linearities, the amplitude of the positive swings in pressure oscil-
lations is larger than the negative swings in the MOC simulations

�18�. In the transfer matrix method, however, the amplitudes of
the positive and negative swings are equal. Thus, the amplitudes
from the trough to peak are approximately the same in both meth-
ods indicating a very good comparison.

The methodology presented herein has potential for applica-
tions to real life piping systems. A valve at the downstream end is
periodically opened and closed. The operation time of the valve
depends on the length of the main pipeline and wave velocity and
it should not be less than the theoretical time period, Tth for each
frequency. At the location of the oscillating valve, the amplitudes
of the pressure fluctuations are recorded. This procedure is re-
peated for a range of frequencies by varying the period of valve

Fig. 13 Peak pressure frequency diagram with and without
pipe friction

Fig. 11 Peak pressure frequency diagram for three partial
blockages

Fig. 12 Effect of branching junction and branch length on
peak pressure frequency diagram
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oscillations. As the method uses the peak pressure fluctuations,
only odd values of wr are used. The peak pressure frequency
diagram is obtained from the recorded values of peak pressure
fluctuation and the corresponding frequency �valve oscillation�
and it is used to estimate the location and the size of the blockage.

Summary and Conclusions
In this study, the flow in a branched piping system with partial

blockages was analyzed in the frequency domain by using the
transfer matrix method. There is a constant-head reservoir at the
upstream end and an oscillating valve at the downstream end of
the main line produces steady oscillatory flow in the system. The
peak pressure frequency diagrams at the oscillating valve were
presented for partial blockages in the branched piping system. The
following important conclusions were derived.

1. A systematic procedure has been developed to detect a single
partial blockage in the branched piping system. The pattern of the
peak pressure frequency diagram indicates the broad area of loca-
tion of the partial blockage, i.e., upstream or downstream of
branching junction or in the branch pipe. The number of promi-
nent peaks �or troughs� in this diagram indicates the location of
the blockage and the average value in this diagram indicates the
size.

2. The location of the branching junction and the length of the
branch pipe have insignificant effect on the peak pressure fre-
quency diagram when the blockage is located in the main line.
However, the branch length has an effect on the peak pressure
frequency diagram if the blockage is in the branch pipe.

3. For more than one partial blockage in the system, there is a
definite relationship between the frequency responses of the indi-
vidual and combined partial blockages. The development of an
extra partial blockage can be detected by using this relationship, if
the frequency response of the existing blockage�s� is known. This
relationship may also be used to predict a change in the size of an
existing blockage.
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Nomenclature
A � cross-sectional area of the pipe
a � wave velocity

B1 � partial blockage of size z1 located in the
main line and upstream of the branching
junction, at a distance of x1 from the reser-
voir end

B2 � partial blockage of size z2 located in the
main line and downstream of the branching
junction, at a distance of x2 from the valve
end

B3 � partial blockage of size z3 located in the
branch pipe, at a distance of x3 from the
dead end

ci � coordinates of the peak pressure frequency
response at the valve

D � diameter of the opening at partial blockage
D0 � inside diameter of the pipe
F � field matrix
f � Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
g � acceleration due to gravity

H0 � mean pressure head
hn+1

L � amplitude of pressure head fluctuation
hr � nondimensional pressure amplitude

hrp � nondimensional peak pressure amplitude

h̄rp � average value of nondimensional peak pres-
sure amplitude

i � subscript i denotes the ith pipe in the
system

j � �−1
k � amplitude of the valve motion
L � length of the main line

Lb � length of the branch pipe
N � number of peaks �or troughs� in the peak

pressure frequency diagram
n � number of components in the system
P � point matrix

Pbd � point matrix for a branch pipe with a dead
end

Ppb � point matrix for partial blockage
Pov � point matrix for oscillating valve
Q0 � mean discharge

qn+1
L � amplitude of discharge fluctuation
qr � nondimensional discharge amplitude

qrp � nondimensional peak discharge amplitude
Tth � theoretical period
U � overall transfer matrix for main line

Ub � transfer matrix for the branch
u11,u12, . . . ,u13 � elements of the overall extended transfer

matrix U�
Ub11,ub12 � elements of the transfer matrix Ub

w � frequency
wr=w /wth � nondimensional frequency

wrm � maximum value of the nondimensional fre-
quency in the peak pressure frequency
diagram

wth=2� /Tth � theoretical frequency
x1 � location of a partial blockage in the main

line and upstream of the branching junc-
tion, from the reservoir end

Table 2 Effect of blockage size on peak pressure frequency diagram

Main line,
upstream of

branching junction

Main line,
downstream of

branching junction Branch pipe

Relative head
Loss, �H0 /H0

Blockage
size, z

Average
peak

pressure

Lower
limit of

peak
pressure

Average
peak

pressure

Lower
limit of

peak
pressure

Average
peak

pressure

Lower
limit of

peak
pressure

0.10 0.40 0.586 0.56 0.589 0.58 0.589 0.58
0.20 0.55 0.563 0.50 0.572 0.55 0.573 0.55
0.30 0.60 0.544 0.45 0.558 0.52 0.559 0.52
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x2 � location of a partial blockage in the main
line and downstream of the branching junc-
tion, from the valve end

x3 � location of a partial blockage in the branch
pipe, from the dead end

xb � location of the branching junction from the
reservoir end

Zc � characteristic impedance of the pipe �
�iai

1 / j	gAi
z � size of partial blockage

�H0 � head loss across the partial blockage
�0 � mean relative valve opening
� � kinematic viscosity of the fluid
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with the numerical simulation of the governing equations and
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profiles are presented as well as the volume flow rate and the heat
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1 Introduction
One of the simplest flows in fluid mechanics is the flow be-

tween two parallel plates one of them being stationary and the
other moving with constant velocity. This flow is called the Cou-
ette flow in honor of Couette �1� who performed experiments on
the flow between a fixed and moving concentric cylinder �White
�2��. Another simple flow between two parallel plates is the Poi-
seuille flow which is due to pressure gradient along the plates.
This is named after Poiseuille �3� a French physician who experi-
mented with low-speed flow in tubes. These two flows and the
combination of them, called the Couette-Poiseuille flow, are in-
cluded in almost all fluid mechanics books as an introductory step
to fluid mechanics. Usually these flows concern fluids with con-
stant physical properties. The literature on the classical Couette-
Poiseuille flow concerning fluids with variable physical properties
is scarce. After conducting an extensive investigation the only

relevant work found is that by Barletta and Zanchini �4� who,
among others, treated the problem of the Poiseuille flow of a
Newtonean fluid with temperature dependent viscosity in a chan-
nel with constant but different wall temperatures. The working
fluids were engine oil, ethylene glycol, and water, with maximum
temperature difference between the plates equal to 100 K. In the
present work we treat in a systematic way the problem of the
Couette-Poiseuille flow for engine oil, air, and water, taking into
account the variation of both viscosity and thermal conductivity
with temperature for large temperature differences. The tempera-
ture range is 273÷430 K for engine oil, 150÷3000 K for air, and
273÷373 K for water.

2 The Mathematical Model
The momentum and energy equation for the plane Couette-

Poiseuille flow with variable properties are

momentum equation
�

�y
��

�u

�y
� −

dp

dx
= 0 �1�

energy equation
�

�y
�k

�T

�y
� = 0 �2�

where x is the horizontal coordinate, y is the vertical coordinate, u
is the velocity along the plates, dp /dx is the pressure gradient, �
is the fluid dynamic viscosity, k is the thermal conductivity, and T
the fluid temperature.

The boundary conditions at the two plates are

y = 0 u = 0, T = T1 �3�

y = b u = u2, T = T2 �4�

where T1 is the temperature of the lower plate, T2 is the tempera-
ture of the upper plate, u2 is the velocity of the upper plate, and b
is the distance between the plates.

Normal air is a transparent, nonparticipating fluid and the
boundary conditions in the present problem are prescribed tem-
perature at the plates. This means that the standard equations of
motion and energy are valid �Ozisik �5�� and for that reason ra-
diation has not been included in our analysis.

In some cases of the present work large temperature differences
exist between the plates and the question arises if buoyancy
should be taken into account. The flow between two very long and
wide, nonmoving, horizontal plates with constant but unequal
temperatures with T1�T2 is known in the literature as the
Rayleigh-Benard problem and has been studied extensively. It is
generally accepted that there is a critical Rayleigh number for the
onset of convection and its value is 1708 �Bejan �6�, page 252�.
The Rayleigh number is defined as

Ra =
g� f�T1 − T2�b3

af� f
= 0 �5�

where � is the coefficient of thermal expansion, � is the thermal
diffusivity, and � is the kinematic viscosity all calculated at film
temperature �T1+T2� /2. When the Rayleigh number is lower than
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1708 no motion occurs whereas immediately above 1708 the flow
consists of counterrotating two-dimensional rolls named as Ber-
nard cells. Our results are valid only for Rayleigh numbers lower
than 1708 where buoyancy is negligible. For the cases with T1
�T2 we have stable density stratification and our results are valid
without the above limit.

In some special cases Eqs. �1� and �2� may accept analytical
solutions. In the present work we solved these equations directly,
without any transformation, using the finite difference method of
Patankar �7�. The solution procedure starts with a known distribu-
tion of velocity and temperature at the channel entrance �x=0� and
marches along the plates. These profiles were used only to start
the computations and their shape had no influence on the results
which were taken far downstream. At the channel entrance the
temperature and velocity were taken uniform with a very small
value. At each downstream position the discretized Eqs. �1� and
�2� are solved using the tridiagonal matrix algorithm �TDMA�. As
x increases the successive velocity profiles become more and
more similar and the same happens with temperature profiles. The
solution procedure stops at the point where the successive velocity
and successive temperature profiles become identical �fully devel-
oped flow both hydrodynamically and thermally�. The forward
step size �x was 0.01 mm and the lateral grid cells 500. The

results are grid independent. The parabolic solution procedure is a
well known solution method and has been used extensively in the
literature. It appeared for the first time in 1970 �Patankar and
Spalding �8�� and has been included in classical fluid mechanics
textbooks �see page 275 in White �2��. In the numerical simulation
� and k have been considered as functions of temperature. A
detailed description of the solution procedure, with variable ther-
mophysical properties, may be found in Pantokratoras �9�.

It should be noted here that the energy equation �2� is com-
pletely independent from the momentum equation �1� but the mo-
mentum equation is dependent on the energy equation because
viscosity is a function of temperature. The temperature dependent
thermal conductivity changes the temperature and this change is
transferred to the momentum equation through viscosity.

3 Results and Discussion
Two important quantities for this problem are the nondimen-

sional volume flow rate between the plates and the nondimen-
sional heat flux defined by the following equations:

M =�
0

1

UdY �6�

Fig. 1 Temperature and velocity distribution for oil: Solid line, present work with variable
properties: Dashed line solution for a fluid with constant properties
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Q=�
0

1

U�dY �7�

The dimensionless velocity U, the dimensionless temperature �,
and the dimensionless distance Y are given by the following equa-
tions:

U =
u

u2
�8�

� =
T − T1

T2 − T1
�9�

Y =
y

b
�10�

Another useful quantity for this problem is the dimensionless
pressure gradient defined as �Hashemabadi et al. �10��

G =
b2

� fu2

dp

dx
�11�

where � f is the fluid viscosity at film temperature �T1+T2� /2. The
Brinkman number is �White �2�, page 108�

Br =
� f

kf

um
2

�T2 − T1�
�12�

where kf is the fluid thermal conductivity at film temperature
�T1+T2� /2 and um is the mean velocity given by the following
equation:

um = 1/b�
0

b

udy �13�

The Brinkman number represents the ratio of heat generation
�viscous dissipation� due to friction to fluid conduction effects.
When the Brinkman number is high the heat produced, due to
friction between the fluid particles, is high and should be taken
into account whereas when the Brinkman is low the frictional
heating is negligible. In a fluid with constant thermal conductivity
the linear temperature profile changes to parabolic if the Brink-
man number is high and the heat produced due to friction is high
�White �2�, page 107�. For low speed flows, like those treated in
the present paper, the Brinkman number is very small, even for
oil, and for that reason the viscous dissipation term in the energy
equation has been ignored �White �2�, page 108�. However, the
temperature profiles presented in the following paragraphs depart
from the linear form but this is caused by the nonlinear
�temperature-dependent� thermal conductivity and not due to vis-
cous dissipation.

Fig. 2 Temperature and velocity distribution for air: Solid line, present work with vari-
able properties: Dashed line solution for a fluid with constant properties
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For Couette flows and constant fluid properties the flow is lami-
nar when the Reynolds number is lower than 1500 �White �2�,
page 113�. This Reynolds number is based on the velocity of the
moving plate. For the present Couette-Poiseuille flow with vari-
able fluid properties we calculated the Reynolds number from the
following equation:

Re =
	 fumb

� f
�14�

where 	 f is the fluid density at film temperature �T1+T2� /2. We
used as characteristic velocity the mean velocity, calculated with
variable fluid properties, instead of the moving plate velocity be-
cause this mean velocity is more representative. The mean veloc-
ity is a result of the numerical simulation. The Reynolds number
of the present work is lower than 1500 and the flow is laminar.

The forward step size �x was 0.01 mm and the lateral grid cell
is 500. For a fixed value of lateral grid points the results are
independent of �x. The only thing that changes is the distance
from the channel entrance until the results take their final value.
However, the results are dependent on the number of lateral grid
points. We tried different numbers of lateral grid points and we
found that usually 300 lateral grid points are sufficient. The �x
=0.01 mm and 500 lateral grid points cover all the cases treated
and thus the results of the present work are grid independent.

3.1 Results for Engine Oil. For engine oil the density, dy-
namic viscosity, and thermal conductivity are given by the follow-
ing equations for 273 K
T
430 K �Zografos et al. �11��:

	�kg/m3� = − 0.59212T + 1061.3 �15�

��Ns/m2� = 3.0865 exp�− 20.306�T/260 − 1.0605��

273 K 
 T � 330 K �16�

��Ns/m2� = 0.08254 exp�− 13.321�T/330 − 0.99988��

330 K 
 T � 380 K �17�

��Ns/m2� = 0.01396 exp�− 8.6352�T/380 − 0.99994��

380 K 
 T 
 430 K �18�

k�W/mK� = − 4.29 � 10−4T + 0.264 273 K 
 T � 280 K

�19�

k�W/mK� = − 2.3810 � 10−6T2 + 1.3976 � 10−3T − 6.6025

� 10−2 280 K 
 T 
 350 K �20�

k�W/mK� = 0.138 350 K � T � 360 K �21�

Fig. 3 Temperature and velocity distribution for water: Solid line, present work with variable
properties: Dashed line solution for a fluid with constant properties
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k�W/mK� = 4.881 � 10−9T3 − 5.0844 � 10−6T2 + 1.6475 � 10−3T

+ 2.4042 � 10−2 360 K 
 T 
 430 K �22�

The nondimensional temperature distribution between the plates is
shown in Fig. 1�a� for different plate temperatures. We see that the
temperature profiles diverge from the straight line due to tempera-
ture dependent thermal conductivity. As the temperature differ-
ence between the plates decreases the temperature profiles ap-
proach the straight line which is valid for a fluid with constant
thermal conductivity and this is proof that our solution procedure
gives correct results. The energy equation is independent from the
momentum equation, the temperature profiles are valid for both
Couette and Poiseuille flow and are independent of G. In Fig. 1�b�
velocity profiles are shown for Couette flow �G=0� and different
temperatures of the plates. In some velocity profiles there are
points where velocity shows a small jump �discontinuity�. Taking
into account Eqs. �16�–�18� we see that viscosity is given by three
different functions for 273 K
T
430 K. These small jumps ap-
pear at the temperatures where the viscosity function changes its
form. Here some details are given of the method used to treat the
variation of viscosity and thermal conductivity with temperature
�the treatment is described analytically in pages 526–529 by
White �2��. The finite difference form of the momentum equation
is the following:

�m,n�Tm,n�
um,n+1 − 2um,n + um,n−1

�y2 −
dp

dx
= 0 �23�

We denote the �x ,y� location of a mesh point by subscripts �m ,n�.
The neighboring mesh points along y are �m ,n+1� and �m ,n
−1�. If the temperature lies in the range 273 K
T
330 K we
use Eq. �16� to calculate viscosity �m,n�Tm,n�. Let us suppose that
the temperature in the next mesh point lies in the range 330 K

T
380 K. In that case we use Eq. �17� to calculate viscosity
and so on. The same procedure is used for the calculation of
thermal conductivity. It is obvious that, although the expressions
�16�–�22� are not continuously differentiable, this is not a problem
for the numerical method used.

Now turning back to Fig. 1 we see that as �T decreases the
velocity profiles approach the straight line which is valid for a
fluid with constant properties, which again proves that our solu-
tion procedure gives correct results. From Fig. 1�b� it is seen that
the variation of viscosity with temperature has a strong influence
on velocity. The oil viscosity is a strong function of temperature.
For case 1 oil viscosity is large near the lower plate �cold plate�.
The high viscosity hinders the oil velocity and for that reason we
see almost zero velocity near the lower plate. In case 6 oil viscos-
ity is low near the lower plate �hot plate� and for that reason
velocities are greater than those of case 1 at the lower plate. In the

Fig. 4 Variation of flow rate M and heat flux Q for oil and air: Solid line, present work with
variable properties: Dashed line solution for a fluid with constant properties
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lower plate of case 1 and in the upper plate of case 6 the wall
shear stress is almost zero. In Figs. 1�c� and 1�d� velocity profiles
are shown for the Couette-Poiseuille flow. We observe again large
departures from the analytical solutions which correspond to a
fluid with constant properties. The analytical solution for velocity
is

U = −
G

2
Y�1 − Y� + Y �24�

The velocities near the cold plate are very small due to high oil
viscosity.

Another point that must be mentioned here is the existence of
some symmetry in the above figures for reverse plate temperatures
�for example, 273–430, 430–273�. Let us consider cases 1 and 6
in Fig. 1�b� and let the velocity of case 1 at a fixed distance from
the lower plate is U1 while the velocity of case 6 at the same
distance from the upper plate is U6. The relation between these
velocities is always U1+U6=1. The same relation is valid for the
temperatures in Fig. 1�a�. The symmetry in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�
exists for reverse plate temperatures and opposite G values. A
correspondence example is 273–430, G= +5 and 430–273,
G=−5. In this case the sum of the two velocities, which corre-
spond to the same distance from the lower plate and upper plate,
is constant but not equal to 1 as shown in Fig. 1�b�. All the above
kinds of symmetry exist also in the results for air and water that
are presented in the following pages.

3.2 Results for Air. For air the density, dynamic viscosity
and thermal conductivity are given by the following equations for
150 K
T
3000 K �Zografos et al. �11��

	�kg/m3� = 345.57�T − 2.6884�−1 �25�

��Ns/m2� = 2.5914 � 10−15T3 − 1.4346 � 10−11T2 + 5.0523

� 10−8T + 4.1130 � 10−6 �26�

k�W/mK� = 1.5797 � 10−17T5 − 9.4600 � 10−14T4 + 2.2012

� 10−10T3 − 2.3758 � 10−7T2 + 1.7082 � 10−4T

− 7.488 � 10−3 �27�
In Fig. 2�a� the temperature distribution is presented for different
plate temperatures. We see that the temperature profiles diverge
from the straight line due to temperature dependent thermal con-
ductivity and this divergence is quite significant. In Fig. 2�b� ve-
locity profiles are shown for the Couette flow �G=0� and different
temperatures of the plates. Viscosity of air increases with increas-

ing temperature and decreases as temperature decreases. Near the
lower plate air viscosity is large for case 1 �hot plate� and small
for case 6 �cold plate� and for that reason velocities of case 6 are
greater than those of case 1. In Figs. 2�c� and 2�d� velocity profiles
are shown for the Couette-Poiseuille flow. We observe again de-
partures from the analytical solutions which correspond to a fluid
with constant properties.

3.3 Results for Water. For water the density, dynamic vis-
cosity, and thermal conductivity are given by the following equa-
tions for 273 K
T
600 K �Zografos et al. �11��

	�kg/m3� = − 3.0115 � 10−6T3 + 9.6272 � 10−4T2 − 0.11052T

+ 1022.4 �28�

��Ns/m2� = 3.8208 � 10−2�T − 252.33�−1 �29�

k�W/mK� = 4.2365 � 10−9T3 − 1.1440 � 10−5T2 + 7.1959

� 10−3T − 0.63262 �30�

Figure 3�a� shows the temperature distribution between the plates.
The thermal conductivity of water is a weak function of tempera-
ture and for that reason the divergence from the straight line is
small. In Fig. 3�b� velocity profiles are shown for the Couette flow
�G=0� and different temperatures of the plates. Viscosity of water
decreases with increasing temperature and increases as tempera-
ture decreases. This behavior is similar to that of oil and for that
reason this figure is qualitatively similar to Fig. 1�b�. Figures 3�c�
and 3�d� present velocity profiles for Couette-Poiseuille flow and
are similar to Figs. 1�c� and 3�d� which correspond to oil.

Figures 4 and 5 present the variation of dimensionless flow rate
M and dimensionless heat flux Q as a function of the pressure
gradient G. We observe departures from the constant properties
values. It should be noted here that the quantities M and Q for a
fluid with constant properties are given by the following equa-
tions:

M =
1

2
−

1

12
G �31�

Q = −
G

6
+

G

8
+

1

3
�32�

Except of the possible scientific value the results of the present
work may have an educational value if they are included in the
introductory chapters of fluid mechanics books where the usual

Fig. 5 Variation of flow rate M and heat flux Q for water: Solid line, present work with variable
properties: Dashed line solution for a fluid with constant properties
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practice is to analyze the Couette and Poiseuille flow assuming
constant fluid properties. The inclusion of fluids with variable
properties will provide another view to fluid mechanics students.
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The universal wake number concept was examined for the flow
around two circular cylinders of equal diameter arranged in mod-
erately and widely spaced staggered configurations. The experi-
ments were conducted in the subcritical Reynolds number regime
for P /D=1.5–4.0. The results establish new limits for the validity
of the universal wake number concept for moderately and widely
spaced staggered cylinders in crossflow, and extend the results of
an earlier study that focused only on closely spaced staggered
cylinders. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2238879�

1 Introduction
The wakes of many two-dimensional bluff bodies are charac-

terized by a Kármán vortex street for a wide range of Reynolds
number, Re. The vortex shedding frequency, f , is expressed as the
Strouhal number, St �=fD /U for the case of a circular cylinder,
where D is the diameter and U is the freestream velocity�. Given
that similar vortex wakes develop behind dissimilar two-
dimensional bluff bodies, universal wake numbers have been pro-
posed which are independent of the cross-sectional geometry of
the body and the freestream conditions, and depend instead on
length and velocity scales associated with the vortex wake. The
universal Strouhal number, St*, is based on the wake width and
the velocity just outside the shear layer near the point of boundary
layer separation �1–3�. Using an approximate, semi-empirical ex-
pression for the wake width �4�, St* can be expressed in terms of
the mean drag force coefficient, CD, the mean base pressure coef-
ficient, CPB, and the base pressure parameter, K�=�1−CPB�1/2�:

St * = −
St

K

CD

CPB
�1�

The universal wake number of Griffin �4� is the product of the
universal Strouhal number, St*, and a modified drag force coeffi-
cient, CD* �=−CPB /K2�. The product St*CD* remains almost con-
stant for a wide range of two-dimensional bluff-bodies and flow
conditions, and is now known as the Griffin number, G �5,6�:

G = St * CD * =
StCD

K3 �2�

These two universal wake numbers, St* and G, are suited to a
variety of isolated, two-dimensional bluff bodies �4�, and collapse
of the data is seen for bodies with both moveable and fixed sepa-
ration points, with smooth and rough surfaces, with splitter plates
and base bleed, in steady and confined flow, undergoing forced

and free vibration, at an angle to the freestream, and through the
subcritical, supercritical, and postcritical regimes �1–8�.

Previously �9�, it was shown that the universal wake number
concept could be extended to two closely spaced staggered circu-
lar cylinders in crossflow, where two equal-diameter cylinders
�Fig. 1�a�� are spaced at a center-to-center distance, P, and at an
incidence angle, �, to the freestream. When the cylinders are
closely spaced, i.e., when P /D�1.5 �where P /D is the pitch ra-
tio�, the flow pattern is similar to a single bluff body, and a single
vortex street is found in the wake. By considering the cylinders as
a single body, using the total drag force acting on the cylinders
and the average base pressure coefficient of the two cylinders, the
Griffin number was found to be an effective universal wake num-
ber, with average values of G=0.073 �standard deviation of 10%�
for P /D=1.125 and G=0.077 �standard deviation of 15%� for
P /D=1.25 �9�. These values were within 31% of the single-
cylinder value of G=0.062 measured in the same wind tunnel,
suggesting that the vortex wake developing behind the closely
spaced cylinders is only to some extent similar to that of a single
bluff body.

Some moderately spaced �1.5� P /D�3.0� and widely spaced
staggered cylinders �P /D�3.0� exhibit single-bluff-body behav-
ior at small �. Most moderately and widely spaced configurations,
however, have vortex shedding occurring at different frequencies
from both cylinders �10–12�, with a complex interaction between
the two vortex streets �11�. Of interest in the present study is
whether the universal wake number concept can also be applied to
the individual cylinders for moderately and widely spaced stag-
gered configurations.

2 Experimental Approach
Experiments were conducted in a low-speed, closed-return

wind tunnel. The experimental setup was similar to Ref. �9,12�.
Two circular cylinders of D=0.032 m were mounted between end
plates and arranged in a staggered configuration, with P /D=1.5,
1.75, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, or 4.0, �=0–90 deg, and Re=3�104–7�104.
One cylinder, mounted vertically from a force balance and instru-
mented with base static pressure taps along its span, was centrally
located in the test section. The second cylinder could be rotated in
� about the central cylinder using a computer-controlled turntable.
In this way, the central cylinder could represent either an upstream
or downstream cylinder over the full range of incidence angle,
�=0–90 deg. The uncertainty in angular position was estimated at
±0.25°. The cylinder length was L=0.768 m, giving an aspect
ratio of AR=L /D=24.

Flow conditions were measured with a Pitot-static probe and
Datametrics Barocell absolute and differential pressure transduc-
ers. The base pressure was measured with a Validyne differential
pressure transducer. Data were acquired with a Pentium II com-
puter, a National Instruments AT-MIO-64F-5 12-bit multifunction
board and LabVIEW software. The power spectra were obtained
with a TSI 1210-T1.5 single-component hot-wire probe, a TSI
IFA-100 anemometer, a National Instruments PCI-6024E 12-bit
data acquisition board, and the National Instruments virtual bench
digital signal analyzer. The probe was typically positioned at
x /D=3.0 and y /D=1.0 from either cylinder �Fig. 1�b��. The mea-
surement uncertainty in St, St*, and G, was estimated at ±4% at
Re=5�104.

3 Results
The universal wake number data �Figs. 2 and 3, Table 1� were

independent of Re. Separate universal wake numbers, St* and G,
for the upstream and downstream cylinders were calculated from
Eqs. �1� and �2�, respectively, using each cylinder’s individual
data for CD, CPB, and St. For each P /D, average values of St* and
G were calculated. The standard deviation was used to judge
whether a universal wake number was obtained. The standard er-
ror was used to assess the closeness to the single-cylinder values
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of the universal wake numbers, which were found to be St*
=0.104 and G=0.062 for the present experimental conditions.

3.1 Moderately Spaced Cylinders. The data for two moder-
ately spaced staggered cylinders �Fig. 2, Table 1� are mostly simi-
lar for P /D=1.5, 1.75, 2.0, and 2.5. The behavior of the St data is
more complex than for closely spaced cylinders �9–12�, and for a
wide range of � two distinct Strouhal numbers are measured �Fig.
2�. Based on the measurement location, the higher St corresponds
to vortex shedding from the upstream cylinder and the lower St
corresponds to vortex shedding from the downstream cylinder. As
� is increased to 90 deg, and as P /D is increased from 1.5 to 2.5,
the difference between these two Strouhal numbers becomes pro-
gressively smaller, and their values become closer to the single-
cylinder value. For P /D=1.5 and 1.75 �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b��, two
different Strouhal numbers are measured when the cylinders are
side-by side, �=90 deg. This is the result of the biased flow pat-
tern, where the flow through the gap between the cylinders is
deflected towards one of the cylinders. Each cylinder has a differ-
ent size of near-wake region and a different vortex shedding fre-
quency �11,12�. The biased flow pattern is not found at P /D
=2.0 and 2.5 �Figs. 2�c� and 2�d��, and therefore only one St value
is measured at �=90 deg. At lower incidence angles, ��30 deg,
there is some scatter in the St data, particularly for the down-
stream cylinder. A very high Strouhal number is found at the
critical incidence angle, ��7–11 deg, corresponding to the inner

lift peak and its associated minimum CD �12�.
For both the upstream and downstream cylinders in moderately

staggered configurations, the best collapse of the universal wake
number data occurs when ��30 deg and at the higher pitch ratios
�P /D=2.0 and 2.5, Figs. 2�c� and 2�d�, Table 1�. When �
�30 deg, there is more scatter in St* and G �Fig. 2�, particularly
at the location of the inner lift peak; the amount of scatter reduces
as P /D increases.

At smaller pitch ratios, P /D=1.5 and 1.75 �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�,
Table 1�, the universal wake numbers for the upstream cylinder
agree poorly with the single-cylinder values for nearly all �.The
agreement improves �i.e., the standard error decreases, Table 1�
with increasing P /D, to within 19% of the single-cylinder value
of St* and within 14% of the single-cylinder value of G at P /D
=2.5.

The universal wake number data for the downstream cylinder
show better overall agreement than the upstream cylinder. When
��30 deg, there is good agreement for both St* and G for all
P /D �Fig. 2, Table 1�, the standard error decreasing with increas-
ing P /D to within 6% of the single-cylinder value of St* and 8%
of the single-cylinder value of G at P /D=2.5. When ��30 deg,
there are complex changes in the flow patterns, mean aerodynamic
forces, CPB, and St. Both St* and G for the downstream cylinder
become negative near the location of the inner lift peak, ��7–
11 deg �12�.

Fig. 1 Two staggered circular cylinders in cross flow: „a… nomenclature and „b… location of the
hot-wire probe behind each cylinder

Fig. 2 Vortex shedding data for moderately spaced staggered cylinders: „a… P /D=1.5; „b… P /D=1.75; „c…
P /D=2.0; „d… P /D=2.5. � or �, Re=3.2Ã104; � or �, Re=5.6Ã104; � or �, Re=7.2Ã104. Solid symbols:
upstream cylinder. Open symbols: downstream cylinder. Dashed line: single cylinder.
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3.2 Widely Spaced Cylinders. The data for two widely
spaced staggered cylinders �Fig. 3, Table 1� are mostly similar for
P /D=3.0 and 4.0. The same St is measured behind both cylinders
for most �, and therefore both cylinders undergo vortex shedding
at the same frequency. This Strouhal number remains close to
single-cylinder value, indicating the reduced effects of interfer-
ence between the cylinders. Two distinct Strouhal numbers are
measured at intermediate and high �, but the difference between
them is very small, particularly for P /D=4.0, Fig. 3�b�. This less
complex behavior contrasts with the behavior of the mean aero-
dynamic force and base pressure coefficients for the downstream
cylinder at smaller �, where the outer lift peak occurs at �
�18 deg and the minimum CD occurs at �=0 deg �12�.

Universal wake numbers �Fig. 3, Table 1� consistent with the
single-cylinder values from the present experiments are obtained
for widely spaced staggered cylinders over most �, for both the
upstream and downstream cylinders. For the upstream cylinder,
universal values of St* �16% standard deviation for P /D=3.0�
and G �8% standard deviation for P /D=4.0� are obtained over the
entire range of incidence angle. Both St* and G for the upstream
cylinder show good agreement with the single-cylinder values,

which indicates that alternate vortex formation and shedding from
the upstream cylinder occurs in a similar manner to that of a
single cylinder.

For the downstream cylinder, universal values of St* �11%
standard deviation for P /D=3.0� and G �7% standard deviation
for P /D=3.0� are obtained when ��30 deg �Fig. 3, Table 1�.
Within this range of �, the St* data are within 12% and the G data
are within 8% of the single-cylinder values. When ��30 deg
�Fig. 3�, proximity interference and vortex impingement from the
upstream cylinder cause the downstream cylinder to experience a
large inward-directed lift force �the outer lift peak�, a reduction in
drag force, and an increase in base pressure. Vortex formation and
shedding from the downstream cylinder is accordingly altered
such that there is poor agreement for the universal wake numbers.
Overall, the agreement with the single-cylinder values is best for
the Griffin number, G, suggesting that this is the more appropriate
choice of universal wake number for widely spaced staggered
cylinders.

4 Conclusions
In the present study, the universal wake number concept was

examined for the flow around two circular cylinders of equal di-
ameter arranged in moderately and widely spaced staggered con-
figurations. The experiments were conducted in the subcritical
Reynolds number regime for P /D=1.5–4.0. The results establish
new limits for the validity of the universal wake number concept
for moderately and widely spaced staggered cylinders in cross-
flow, and extend the results of an earlier study that focused only
on closely spaced staggered cylinders �9�.

For moderately spaced staggered cylinders, from
P /D=1.5–2.5, vortex shedding occurs from both cylinders at
most �, but there are complex interactions between the two indi-
vidual vortex wakes. The universal wake number concept is suit-
able for vortex shedding from the downstream cylinder when �
�30 deg. The Griffin number was more universal and was in
better agreement with the established single-bluff-body value.
Best agreement for the downstream cylinder was obtained at the
largest pitch ratio, P /D=2.5, with an average value of G=0.059
�standard deviation of 7%� which is within 8% of the single-body
value.

Fig. 3 Vortex shedding data for widely spaced staggered cyl-
inders: „a… P /D=3.0; „b… P /D=4.0. Symbols as in Fig. 2.

Table 1 Average universal wake numbers „from the data in Figs. 2 and 3…
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For widely spaced staggered cylinders, P /D=3.0 and 4.0, both
the upstream and downstream cylinders undergo vortex shedding
at nearly all �, and the cylinders behave very similar to individual
bluff bodies, particularly when ��30 deg. The Griffin number
was more universal and was in better agreement with the single-
cylinder value; this result was consistent with the previous study
for closely spaced cylinders �9�. For the upstream cylinder, aver-
age values of G=0.060 �standard deviation of 7%� and G=0.064
�standard deviation of 8%� were obtained over all �, these values
being within 9% of the single-body value. For the downstream
cylinder, good agreement was obtained for ��30 deg, with aver-
age values of G=0.059 �standard deviation of 7%� and G=0.062
�standard deviation of 4%� over all �, these values being within
4% of the single-cylinder value in the present experiments and of
the same order of the measurement uncertainty �±4% �.

The reason St* is less successful may be attributed to the semi-
empirical wake width assumption, which is based on Roshko’s
“notched hodograph theory” �1�. There are several reasons why
this wake width-base pressure relationship may be invalid for
staggered cylinders at small � and moderate P /D. First, wake
interference from the downstream cylinder significantly reduces
the size and width of the near-wake region behind the upstream
cylinder �11�. As Nakamura �8� noted, the after-body shape of a
bluff body strongly influences the vortex formation behavior and
the near-wake flow field, leading to poor behavior of St* for bluff
bodies with after-bodies. In the case of staggered cylinders, the
downstream cylinder behaves similarly to an after-body at small �
and moderate P /D. Second, proximity interference from the up-
stream cylinder, the strong gap flow between the cylinders, and
the nonuniform flow approaching the downstream cylinder �11�,
alter the pressure distribution on the downstream cylinder com-
pared to the single cylinder. As Buresti �5� noted, Roshko’s
“notched hodograph theory” requires separation to occur at an
angle less than 90 deg from the front of the cylinder. For this
reason, St* is unsuccessful for isolated circular cylinders at super-
critical and postcritical Re �5�, where separation is delayed. In
some staggered configurations, the pressure distributions on either
of the two cylinders may be influenced sufficiently, by wake and
proximity interference, to invalidate the semi-empirical wake

width-base pressure relationship. A reason why the Griffin number
is more successful is that by being a product of St* andCD* �Eq.
�2��, it becomes a function only of the wake velocity scale and
independent of the wake length scale �5�. Improved collapse of
the data may be obtained by using the gap flow velocity �which
was not measured in the present experiments� or a more represen-
tative base pressure �which was measured at 180 deg from the
front of the cylinder�.
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Introduction
Dividing flows in closed conduits �Fig. 1� are encountered often

in environmental engineering and hydraulic engineering, while
dealing with water and wastewater treatment plants, water distri-
bution networks, and irrigation systems. There are many variables
that influence the performance of these systems. In the past, the
study of dividing flows has been restricted to physical models,
one-dimensional theoretical analysis or one-dimensional numeri-
cal solutions. Several studies �1–5� have provided the various en-
ergy loss coefficients for flow past junctions of circular closed
conduits. Popp and Sallet �6� used LDV to obtain the velocity
field data for dividing flow past a rectangular tee junction for
which the area ratio L /B=1 �Fig. 1�. Ramamurthy and Zhu �7�
provided experimental data for dividing flows in 90 deg junctions
of rectangular closed conduits. Very recently, Weber et al.�8� per-
formed an extensive experimental study of 90 deg open channel
junction flows for the purpose of providing comprehensive data
needed for numerical code validation �9�. Fu �10� studied the
flows in manifolds using the k-� model and verified the predica-
tions using data of tests in which laser Doppler anemometry
�LDA� was used.

In the present study, the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
�RANS� equations are applied to dividing flows in 90 deg rectan-
gular conduit junctions. The three-dimensional k-� turbulence
model of Wilcox �11� is adopted for numerical simulation to ob-
tain the dividing flow characteristics. These characteristics include
the energy loss coefficients, pressure profiles, velocity profiles,
and the mean flow pattern. The results are validated using the
experimental data of Ramamurthy and Zhu �7�. Following valida-
tion, it is easy to extend the range of simulated design data to suit
the specific needs of other engineering devices that involve divid-
ing closed conduit flows. The numerical model can be used with-
out too much effort to obtain results such as energy loss coeffi-
cients for different area ratios and discharge ratios.

Experimental Data
The experimental data for dividing flows in 90 deg closed con-

duit junctions are presented by Ramamurthy and Zhu �8� involv-

ing a range of area ratios and discharge ratios. Their test conduits
consisted of a main conduit 6.3 m long and a branch conduit
1.25 m long. The inner dimensions of the main conduit were
91.5�41.2 mm2. The flow depth in the main conduit and the
branch conduit were the same. For the rectangular branch con-
duits, three different cross sections were used to get the area ratios
L /B of 1.0, 0.77, and 0.22. Here, L and B respectively denote the
widths of the branch and main conduits �Fig. 1�. The Dantec Laser
Doppler Anemometry �LDA� unit was used to measure velocities
in the test section. Very closely spaced 1.5 mm diameter wall taps
were used to measure the wall pressure �7�.

The experimental data related to mean velocities and pressure
were mainly collected along the central line of the conduits, as
the flow was assumed to be two-dimensional in the test program
�7� Details of the experimental data are available in related
publications �12�.

Numerical Model
This proposed model solves the standard three-dimensional

Reynolds averaged continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for
turbulent steady-state flow based on the two-equation k-� model
of Wilcox �11�. A finite volume method is used to discretize the
model equations. The model employs the collocated-grid ap-
proach. The approximation of the convection term is handled by
the deferred correction scheme �DCS�, which combines the ad-
vantages of both the upwind difference scheme �UDS� and the
central difference scheme �CDS�. The pressure-velocity coupling
is achieved using the SIMPLE algorithm. The discretized equa-
tions are solved with a Stone-based tridiagonal solver.

Boundary Conditions
At the conduit boundary, the wall-function approach proposed

by Launder and Spalding �13� is used. The universal logarithmic
law of the wall, which is applicable to the fully turbulent region
outside the viscous sublayer, is expressed as

u

ur
=

1

�
ln

ury

�
+ C �1�

Here, u=resultant velocity parallel to the wall at the first cell,
u�=resultant friction velocity, k=0.41, y=normal distance to the
wall, �=kinematic viscosity and C=5.0 for smooth surfaces.

The near wall values of turbulent kinetic energy k and the spe-
cific dissipation rate are specified by assuming local equilibrium
of turbulence �11�:

k =
u�

2

��o
*
, � =

u�

��o
*�y

where �0
* =

9

100
�2�

For the main conduit, at the inlet, known flow velocities and tur-
bulent quantities for fully developed conduit flow are prescribed.
At the outlet of the main conduit, the pressure is specified as zero.
Further, for mean flow velocities and turbulence quantities, the
zero-gradient along the conduit flow direction is applied. At the
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Fig. 1 Dividing rectangular conduit flow junction „O denotes
the origin…
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outlet of the branch conduit, the flow parameters are obtained
using the extrapolation method.

Solution Procedure
Body fitted coordinates are used in the Cartesian frame. Mesh

SM1 is generated for the chosen area ratio L /B=0.77 �Table 1�.
The flow domain is meshed with a power law function, which
generates a fine mesh in the vicinity of the conduit boundary. The
grid cells adjacent to the boundary region are constructed within
the fully turbulent region.

The solution procedure is continued until convergence is
achieved. To this end, the error reduction in successive steps has
to be at least three orders of magnitude. The results of numerical
modeling are also checked for grid independence, while keeping
the first grid cells within the fully turbulent region.

Results and Discussions
The model developed presently also includes the two-

dimensional version of the numerical simulation. The two-
dimensional model is able to predict the velocity data of the ex-
periments �7� reasonably well. However, it slightly under predicts
the pressure loss along the length of the conduit. Consequently,

the available test data are compared with the three-dimensional
model. The three-dimensional simulation includes the frictional
losses occurring at all sides of the conduits. As such, it agrees
better with the experimental data, where frictional losses do occur
on all sides of the conduits. Although test data are available for
three area ratios, for brevity, only the data for one typical area
ratio �L /B=0.77� are used for validation.

Energy Loss Coefficients. The coefficients K12 and K13, denot-
ing the loss of energy from section 1 to 2 and from section 1 to 3,
respectively �Fig. 1�, are presented below. Thus,

E1 =
p1

�g
+

V1
2

2g
, E2 =

p2

�g
+

V2
2

2g
, E3 =

p3

�g
+

V3
2

2g
�3�

K12 =
E1 − E2

V1
2/2g

, K13 =
E1 − E3

V1
2/2g

�4�

Here, �=density of water and g=acceleration due to gravity. The
total energy, pressure, discharge, and velocity of flow are, respec-
tively, E, p, Q, and V. Suffixes 1, 2, and 3 refer to sections 1, 2,
and 3 in Fig. 1.

For validation, test data �7� related to L /B=0.77 are used. The

Table 1 Summary of grid cells

No. B �m� L �m� L /B Z �m�

No. of grid cells

Xupstream Xdownstream Xbranch Ymain conduit Ybranch Z

SM2 0.0915 0.0705 0.77 0.0412 120 100 16 20 30 12

Fig. 2 Comparison of energy loss coefficients „L /B=0.77…. „a… K12. „b… K13.

Fig. 3 Pressure profile for L /B=0.77 and Q3 /Q2=0.57
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agreement between predicted data and test data is similar for other
L /B ratios. For the rectangular conduit �L /B=0.77�, Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b� show the variation of the energy loss coefficients K12 and
K13 with Qr=Q3 /Q1. They indicate that the predicted values of
K12 and K13 agree with the experiment data �7�.

Pressure Distribution. As stated earlier, the test data �7� were
mainly obtained along the central line of the conduits, as the flow
was assumed to be two-dimensional in the test program. Figures
3–5 present the comparison of test data with the predicted data for
dividing conduit flows �L /B=0.77 and Qr=0.57�.

The measured wall pressure profiles along the main conduit and
the branch conduit agree reasonably well with the predicted wall
pressure profiles �Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. Due to the acceleration of
the flow entering the lateral, the pressure along the near wall ab
�Fig. 1� of the main conduit drops drastically at the corner b.
Along the main conduit wall, the stagnation pressure near the
corner h of the near wall decreases to the value of the pressure
along the far wall lm in a short distance hn �Fig. 3�a��. In general,
the simulation also faithfully predicts the pressures along the
walls of the branch conduit �Fig. 3�b��. The recovery of pressure
in the branch is slightly lower than the measured pressure �Fig.
3�b��. The predicted and the experimental wall pressure data agree
well for other area ratios and discharge ratios. These data are not
shown for brevity.

Velocity Profiles. Figure 4�a� indicates that the simulation can
predict the profiles of the velocity components u and v reasonably
well in the main conduit. Outside the junction section, the v com-
ponent is relatively weak compared to the u component. Again in
Fig. 4�b�, there is a reasonable agreement between the predicted
and experimental values of the velocity components in the branch
including the existence of reverse flow. However, the simulation
indicates a reverse flow in the branch up to Y /B=3.5, while the
test data show a reverse flow only up to Y /B=2.5.

Mean Flow Pattern. Flow separation occurs when there is an
abrupt change in the wall alignment away from the direction of

the flow as at point b or when the flow encounters the adverse
pressure gradient due to flow expansion as in the main conduit
region lm, downstream of the junction �Fig. 5�. The shape of the
simulated zone of separation compares qualitatively with the sepa-
ration zone of the experiment data. The simulation clearly predicts
the very low velocities along the far wall region lm of the main
conduit. The reattachment appears to be somewhat longer in the
simulation.

Conclusions
The three-dimensional two-equation turbulence model faith-

fully reproduces the mean flow characteristics of dividing flows of
90 deg junctions of rectangular closed conduits. These character-
istics include the energy loss coefficients, pressure profiles, veloc-
ity profiles, and the mean flow pattern. The numerical results pre-
dict the experimental data related to pressure and velocity fields
very well. The zone of flow separation predicted by the model
also qualitatively agrees with the experimental data. Numerical
models can be used to obtain results such as energy loss coeffi-
cients for different area ratios and discharge ratios without too
much effort.
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